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General Introduction 

 

 

With the improvement of transportation, new technologies and the reduction of travel 

barriers, travelling has never been easier. The number of tourists travelling each year has shown 

a rapid growth; having unprecedented impacts on our environment and culture. Institutions, 

governments, and tour providers have been working on implementing more responsible tourism 

practices to reduce the negative impacts of mass tourism1. While codes of good conduct and 

charts have been implemented over the last years by the World Tourism Organization 

(UNWTO), responsible tourism still has not been officially defined. As a result, several new 

forms of tourism have been placed under this new responsible tourism hat and are most referred 

to as alternative tourism. This widely adopted term has, like responsible tourism, never been 

defined nor recognized officially in tourism data and statistics. Yet, we suppose that the 

different approaches of alternative tourism would have fewer and less severe negative effects 

on the destinations and local populations. Under the large appellation of alternative tourism, are 

placed multiple new forms of tourism: ethical tourism, community-based tourism, ecotourism, 

rural tourism, thematic tourism, and a lot of others; who have only in common the fact that they 

do not have any official recognition in the tourism sector. One of them is solidarity tourism.  

 Solidarity tourism has gone mainstream during the last decades and has grown at an 

astounding rate. Whether it is on social media, on TV, on tour operators’ marketing materials 

and even on schools’ curriculum, solidarity tourism has become the new “must-do” travel trend. 

Websites, magasines and Facebook ads, feature pictures with happy volunteers with smiling 

children and stamp their ads with the “solidarity tourism” name. Companies even present it as 

a new professional development opportunity or as their brand new “corporate social 

responsibility” policy. But not only does it affect our business models, it also increasingly 

affects our education systems. Schools are encouraging students to take gap years to volunteer 

abroad, sometimes making it a graduation requirement.  

An emerging trend, voluntourism, consisting of short-term volunteer opportunities, 

sometimes for as little as a few hours, are now wrapped into mainstream travel packages. This 

 
1 Notion studied and presented in the first part of this two-year thesis research The impacts of solidarity tourism 
on a country's local development, Alisha FRAPPE Under the direction of Jacinthe BESSIERE, 2018/2019 
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rapid expansion of volunteer travel has been accompanied by increased attention from the 

media, academics, and individual commentators. Volunteer tourism companies have attracted 

criticism for being profit driven, and for failing to benefit – and sometimes harming – the 

communities they are trying to help. Many issues are listed : the lack of sustainability and long-

term impact of many volunteering projects, insufficient engagement with host communities, 

poor or even non-existent monitoring of projects, disruption of local markets, risks posed to 

vulnerable children, and the patronizing approach embodied in some volunteer tourism 

marketing. 

Yet, the way of promoting international volunteering makes it difficult to doubt the 

positive impacts on a country’s local development. However, the most common critic made on 

international volunteering is that it reflects a new form of colonialism, where host communities 

are exploited for the amusement of westerners. Thus, creating a dependency between visited 

and visitors. This observation is one of the major concerns expressed amongst researchers 

(McGehee & Wearinga, 2013).  

 

            In this master thesis, we are going to have a closer look to this phenomenon and more 

particularly on how alternatives can be implemented to reduce potentially harmful practices. 

Data has been collected during a 6 months master placement in the Cambodian NGO Children’s 

Future, and hypotheses infirmed or confirmed. Children’s Future had little connection with the 

tourism sector as they rarely accept volunteers or outside visitors within their buildings. Even 

if CFI was willing to open its buildings to outside visitors, it was necessary to assess in which 

ways this was possible. The research conducted helped us to identify tourism and voluntourism 

practices that were negatively impacting local communities and especially children. Questions 

started to rise: should CFI get involved in ethical tourism? How could they get involved in 

ethical tourism without becoming part of the problem? Thus, the central question that drove 

this research project was:  

 

“Which alternatives to volunteering, can an NGO propose to contribute to safer 
tourism practices and diversify its income?” 

 

In fact, even if voluntourism has become a global phenomenon strongly discussed upon, 

it remains quite difficult to know how tourism and solidarity can truly coexist.  
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In the first stages of this work, we have decided to complete a literature review to have 

a better understanding of solidarity tourism and international volunteering. This literature 

review helped us to answer some of our questions and propose personal definitions of notions 

that are neither officially recognised, nor officially defined.  

 In the second chapter, we are going to present CFI; its history and projects. We are then 

going to present our ways of operating our researches from the first stages to the analysis of the 

results. Thus, our quantitative, qualitative research and market study helped us to infirm or 

confirm some of the hypotheses presented at the end of our first chapter.  

 Finally, our last chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the obtained results. Those results 

led to the creation of CFI’s own social impact activity: “Who runs the world?...Girls”. We are 

going to present the project, its marketing mix, budget and first designs. We will then finish by 

making a few recommendations and look at the project’s future steps.  
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Tourism and solidarity,  

how do those two fields coexist? 
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Introduction Chapter 1 
 

 

 To start this thesis research, it is important to define the terms of the field we are going 

to investigate in. In this first chapter, we are going to explore all the notions constitutive of 

solidarity tourism and try to answer our first questions. Not only will it give us a better 

understanding of the sector, it will also enable us to identify the issues and anchor this thesis in 

a well-defined spatiotemporal context. To do so, we are going to proceed to a literature review, 

based on articles, books, videos, and testimonials. 

  

The aim of this literature review is to have a better understanding of what international 

volunteering is. The research also aims to identify the benefits, pitfalls, and interpretations 

around this phenomenon. It also aims to go against the common assumption that volunteering 

abroad has only a positive impact and is essentially relying on charitable souls. It will try to 

explain why short programs are often designed to benefit Western travellers rather than local 

communities and question the notion of development commonly used when speaking about 

volunteering activities. We will also have a closer look to the different approaches of 

volunteering and why it is important to address long term needs by doing every step with local 

communities to reach a state of total autonomy and self-sufficiency.  

 

This exploratory study will try to answer the following research question: 

- What is solidarity tourism and international volunteering and how is it perceived?  

- Who are the different actors? 

- What are the different forms of international volunteering?  

- What is development and does international volunteering contribute to it?  

- What is the future of solidarity tourism?  
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CHAPTER 1: WHAT IS SOLIDARITY TOURISM? 
 

In this first chapter, we are going to define the different aspects, actors, and approaches 

of solidarity tourism. Because of the non-official state of the sector, and the lack of an official 

definition, a personal definition is going to be proposed at the end of the chapter. This definition 

relies on opinion gathered throughout this exploratory research and tries to embody all the 

different aspects of solidarity tourism. We do ask readers to take this definition with caution as 

opinions remain diverse and personal on non-official notions.  

  

1.1 Defining solidarity tourism  
 

1.1.1A plurality of definitions and aspects  
 

In the first research paper written last year, we already pointed out the fact that solidarity 

tourism has no official definition. Some refer to it as the basis of alternative tourism, others 

compare it to ethical tourism and some others to community-based tourism. Fact is, everyone 

has his/her opinion and definition of this notion. Writing a research paper about a field that has 

no official recognition is quite hazardous. In the previous research paper, we have decided to 

use the definition of the ATES (Association for an equitable and solidarity tourism), as a basis 

for our work. According to the ATES:  

“Fair and solidarity tourism guarantees the travelers to live a unique and rare 

experience, on a human scale, made of discoveries and exchange with the local 

communities, and which contributes to a sustainable development of the territories 

visited”2 

For them, it involves going abroad with a small group, off the beaten track, focusing on 

meeting and exchanging with the local populations. Travelers are welcomed by the locals, 

in their homes or in infrastructures managed entirely by locals (small hotels, lodges, 

camps, etc.). The presence of travelers will be conducted to enhance the local economy 

and respect the culture, traditions, and environment of the destination. The profits will be 

reinvested in local development projects; driven and managed by locals. These projects 

 
2 Translated from the French according to the ATES’s definition available on their website 
https://www.tourismesolidaire.org/  

https://www.tourismesolidaire.org/
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are not directly related to tourist activity but aim to improve the living conditions of local 

communities. It can therefore be projects of building schools, hospitals or cultural centers 

or even improving access to water. Even if solidarity tourism is a response to the 

disastrous consequences of mass tourism, it must in no case become a substitute for it. In 

fact, to address properly the impacts of mass tourism, the whole industry should be 

fundamentally changed, and solidarity tourism is only a tiny contribution. Yet their 

personal definition is not the absolute one, and many other definitions can be found 

mentioning different values and aspects.  

 

1.1.2The different aspects of solidarity tourism 
 

While reading articles, books, and searching on association’s website, we can easily 

identify a bunch of different values constitutive of what is called “solidarity tourism”. It is 

referred to as ethical, sustainable, socially, and economically developing, educational, 

community focused, and many more. A definition proposed by the writer Higgins-Desbiolles 

takes in account all of them:  

“Solidarity tourism is an ethic for travelling that holds as its central goals the 

creation of economic opportunities for the local community, positive cultural 

exchange between guest and host through one-on-one interaction, the protection of 

the environment, and education. It also seeks to develop new approaches and forms 

of globalization”3 

In an article written by Nadège Chabloz4, solidarity tourism also strongly relies on an 

authentic exchange between the local communities and the travelers. Whereas, for Bernard 

Scheou5, it is more about promoting solidarity markets in accommodation, food, services, and 

activities. As such, it does not only rely on the actions that are taking and the nature of the trip, 

but on empowering locals in every step of our journey. So, when can we start using the term 

solidarity tourism when referring to one’s trip? Is consuming locally already a form of solidarity 

tourism?  

 
3 Justice Tourism and Alternative Globalisation, Higgins-Desbiolles, Journal of Sustainable Tourism, p16, 2008 
4 Vers une éthique du tourisme, Nadège Chabloz, Autrepart n40, p.45-62, 2006.  
5 Du tourisme durable au tourisme équitable. Quelle éthique pour le tourisme de demain ? Bernard Scheou, Paris, 
Editions De Boeck, 2009. 
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All the aspects mentioned can sound roughly similar, but they still present some 

differences. The term “ethical” refers to what is morally right; “sustainable” to practices that 

cause little or no damage to the environment and therefore able to continue for a long time; 

when “solidarity” is about showing support for each other or for another group. When taking 

the exact definitions, sustainability is not about solidarity, ethical practices are not necessarily 

sustainable, and solidarity is not about giving an ethic support. It is therefore difficult to have a 

precise definition of what solidarity tourism really is. Yet, one thing that is similar to all those 

approaches is the spotlight given to the local communities.  

 

1.1.3Proposing a definition  
 

As mentioned above, solidarity tourism is a field that relies on a multiple number of 

definitions, relying themselves on a bunch of different values and opinions. To continue this 

research paper, it is necessary to propose a personal definition that will guide our work.  

Solidarity tourism first implies that people are travelling outside their usual environment, 

for a period that exceeds two nights, whether it is in their own country or abroad. To be 

considered as solidarity tourism, those travelers will have to get involved in an activity that 

should promote a sustainable social and economic development of the community visited. This 

includes: 

• The promotion a cross cultural exchange between host communities and visitors 

• The empowerment of local communities and addressing their current and future needs 

in a sustainable way 

• The creation of economic opportunities for local communities  

• Being a learning opportunity, carried out with humility, for both host and hosted. 

• The promotion of a do no harm approach  

• Being conducted a new a way that does not harm the environment  

• The enhancement of fair partnerships between local organizations, local communities, 

and volunteer 

• The respect of the culture, privacy, dignity, and traditions of all the stakeholders  

• Being child-safe  
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According to this definition, we do not consider consuming local products and staying in 

hotels managed by locals, as a form of solidarity tourism. For the sake of this work, we have 

decided to have a focus on one of the most common form of solidarity tourism: international 

volunteering. The following chapters are going to present the different actors of the sector, as 

well as the different approaches and field of actions.  

 

1.2 The different actors  
 

1.2.1 Non-governmental organisation (NGO) 
 

The term NGO is used to describe groups that are impact-driven and focus themselves on 

social missions rather than on making profit. In most countries, these organisations are required 

to make a legal registration and have special tax categories. In other terms, NGO are designed 

for a charitable purpose. NGOs can play an important part in the development of sustainable 

tourism at a local and international level. In fact, apart from governmental measures, NGOs and 

leading companies are implementing initiatives to use tourism as a mean for promoting 

sustainable development. For example, on November 29th 20186, professionals from the 

hospitality and tourism field, along with NGOs and government official, gathered at Sustainable 

Tourism Asia, to implement best practices and address current issues. The different topics 

tackled included: 

• The development of a sustainable tourism aligning economic and social strategies.  

• The promotion of responsible recruitment and labor practices with an emphasis on 

ethical employment offers 

• The implementation of tourism regulations to reduce the economic, social, and 

environmental impacts upon local communities  

 

The international NGO Friends International focuses on empowering marginalized kids 

across the world. With the growing number of tourists in Asia, FI identified the risks for 

vulnerable children, that comes with it. To protect those children from the various pitfalls of 

 
6 Tourism and Development: the role of NGOs and the private sector, Ruhi Mukherji, published 21st November 
2018 and available on https://www.elevatelimited.com/insights/tourism-and-development-the-role-of-ngos-and-
the-private-sector/  

https://www.elevatelimited.com/insights/tourism-and-development-the-role-of-ngos-and-the-private-sector/
https://www.elevatelimited.com/insights/tourism-and-development-the-role-of-ngos-and-the-private-sector/
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tourism and international volunteering, the NGO decided to implement a ‘Global Good Practice 

Guidelines’ that provides companies guidance to prevent the exploitation and abuse of children. 

It addresses the different problems such as sexual exploitation or the increasing 

institutionalisation of children in orphanages and encourage businesses to recognise those risks 

and to act towards their mitigation. Friends International also launched a marketing campaign 

‘Children are not tourist attractions’ to raise awareness on orphanage tourism.  

 

1.2.2Volunteer sending organisations  
 

Volunteer sending organisations are also called Volunteer Placement Organisations 

(VPO). In the context of international volunteering, those ‘sending organisations’ are referred 

to as the ones who arrange volunteer placements overseas. They can be independent 

associations with an international network of hosting organisations, NGOs, or government 

agencies. They differ in their level of involvement and way of organising their partnerships. 

Some of them make everything from the selection, training and supporting of the volunteers 

while others have little direct contact with the hosting organisation and only give information 

about the placements without being much involved in the whole process.  

Thanks to the use of internet, it has become easier for sending organisations to advertise 

their placements but also for the hosts organisations to get in touch with volunteers through this 

intermediary. Previously, a sending organisation’s staff had to travel abroad and meet with their 

partner to arrange and manage the placements. Now, all the planning can happen in a few hours 

thanks to emails, Facetimes, Skype meetings, or even be skipped with volunteer sending 

organisations selling trips before knowing which hosting organisation will welcome the 

volunteer. Furthermore, some volunteer travel aggregation websites have started to take 

information from other web sources to add to their website, sometimes selling placements 

without having said a word to the potential host organisation. As such some volunteer sending 

organisations offer volunteering placements without any quality control in place. Of course, not 

of all of them operate in the same way, and many others have strong networks with hosting 

organisations and work hand in hand with them to provide both, volunteers and local 

associations, the right fit.  
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1.2.3 Volunteer hosting organisation 
 

Volunteer hosting organisation are overseas organisations where volunteers are placed 

during their missions. Those volunteers will conduct their work in these organisations and will 

be managed by their staff during their entire volunteer program. Although not all volunteers use 

a sending organisation or travel agency, most of them will work with a hosting organisation, 

which might be a large and established NGO, a local community group, an institution, or a 

faith-based organisation. Those organisations must develop activities within the field of 

humanitarian aid to be defined as such.  

As it is implied, volunteer hosting organisation are hosting and handling all the logistics 

around volunteer travelers. The operating expenses of volunteer projects such as the 

accommodation, the training, the local transportation, are usually managed by those hosting 

organisations. By charging a fee, the volunteers rather than the hosting organisations, are 

bearing the cost (Tourism Research and Marketing, 2008). In addition, sending organisations 

are likely to make donations or direct payments to the host organisation. Yet, the type of 

organisation (NGO, for or non-profit, public, or private) strongly influences this funding model. 

In fact, according to a 2007 research led my Cousins7 on English volunteer organisations, the 

donations can vary from 35% to 80% of initial tourists’ fees. While sending organisations are 

rather transparent about volunteer money being sent directly to hosting organisations and 

reinjected in local program, the commercial, or for-profit sector, tend to be less explicit when 

it comes to the amount of money beneficiaries receive. This is how we come to most 

controversial actor of this international volunteering sector: for-profit companies. 

 

1.2.4For profits companies; tourism professionals and travel agencies  
 

In many cases, the real needs of a project are not things that volunteers can easily 

support. Language barriers, lack of local knowledge and lack of skills prevent volunteers from 

being a good fit for most development project needs. So instead, tour companies often create 

projects for the travellers. A traditional travel agency initially organises everything that is linked 

to the logistics of a travel such as the flights, the accommodation, and the excursions. They sell 

travel packages including those services to a leisure and corporate clientele. Nevertheless, with 

 
7 Managing Volunteers in Tourism, Kirsten Holmes and Karen Smith, Routledge, 2012 
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the rise of international volunteering, travel agencies are increasingly getting involved in this 

niche market. Some of them are even selling exclusively volunteering missions or are just 

adding “solidarity activities” in their already made up mainstream packages. The main 

motivation for adding a visit in an orphanage or day care center is mainly to make the travel 

itinerary more attractive. The benefits are multiple: minimum costs, basic logistics, attractive 

communication, and a high margin.  

According to a Canadian newspaper, the solidarity tourism sector has the biggest 

potential of growth in the travel industry, with profit margins going up to 40% when this margin 

is traditionally 2 or 3%. This niche tourism is therefore one of the most attractive segments for 

private travel agencies. In 2017, 2 billion US dollars of profit were generated thank to the selling 

of international volunteering missions.8 These travel agencies stamp their products as 

“solidarity and development focused” and hide behind the associative sector’s vocabulary to 

attract as much travellers as possible. The offers are appealing and the promise for a life 

changing experiences starting from $2000, is selling itself without much effort. People with 

good intentions and minimum knowledge about international volunteering buy those packages 

thinking they will contribute to the local communities’ development. Yet, most of the money 

will not benefit the hosting country, but the travel agency itself. The main problem is not that 

those agencies connect volunteers to opportunities overseas for a fee, but that the majority of 

them are not specialised in the solidarity field. Travel agencies are called travel agencies 

because they have experience in the tourism industry, not in development. Unfortunately, 

people often forget that altruism is not enough to have a sustainable impact on a country’s local 

development. In this environment, the perception of international volunteering has evolved 

from a rare adventure to a routine activity.  

 

1.3 The different approaches  
 

1.2.1Doing to 
 

The common way local development is initiated through international volunteering is 

by adopting a “doing to” approach. By doing to, we refer to outsiders who plan, do, and 

 
8 Pour ou contre le tourisme humanitaire ? Alexandre Turpyn publié le 23 mai 2017 et consulté le 19 mars 2019 
sur https://www.capital.fr/polemik/pour-ou-contre-le-tourisme-humanitaire-1229224 
 

https://www.capital.fr/polemik/pour-ou-contre-le-tourisme-humanitaire-1229224
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supervise all the actions. In this approach, local communities have only little space and are 

mostly spectators of their own change. Nevertheless, it is the usual mistake that is made by 

outsiders: thinking they are the only one who can decide what is best or not. Yet, in most of the 

cases, this approach has only led to non-viable projects, responding partly to present and future 

needs. Once the outsiders leave the area, thinking they have done the job, the project drowns as 

local communities were never included in the process.  

This approach also highly contributes to the creation of dependency between outside 

help and local communities. In fact, when international volunteering promotes the idea of 

contributing to a country’s local development, locals have a passive role in its completion. 

Whether it is in construction activities or teaching missions, volunteers become the main actors 

of a change that is not theirs. When international volunteers should usually contribute and help 

in locally initiated projects, in some cases, their role overlays local ones.  

Unfortunately, this kind of approach not only contributes to a higher dependency on 

international volunteers, it also encourages outsiders to take local positions for the detriment of 

others. As it implies, in “doing to” positions, outsiders are the initiators and executors of the 

projects. Thus, local communities see themselves deprived from employment position they 

could have filled. When a new school is built in a village by foreign volunteers, we can ask 

ourselves why a local workforce was not asked to do it. We can also ask ourselves if foreign 

volunteers did not steal those positions and deprived local artisans from their work. Is it helping 

or reinforcing a state of help?  

 

1.2.2Doing for  
 

On the other hand, doing for is also about outsiders taking decisions but assigning tasks 

to local people. Nevertheless, those tasks are determined by outsiders, following an agenda and 

specific processes. When local people’s opinion is asked; decisions remain in the hand of 

outsiders. As we will see in the chapter focusing on the pitfalls  of international volunteering, 

“doing for” highly relies on a blueprint approach, that is to say, an approach that tends to 

develop a standardized product and then roll it out on a massive scale. In doing for cases, outside 

decisions makers mostly come from Northern countries to Southern countries. Thus, their 

culture and experience affect their visions and way of approaching things. They therefore tend 

to think that what works in their country, and how development is enhanced there, should 
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necessarily be the same in others. They reproduce the same schemes and try to implement 

similar projects in countries where mentalities, resources and needs are not alike. This common 

phenomenon leads to inadequate projects, a failure to respond to local issues, and the creation 

of misunderstandings.  

By doing for, outsiders forget that culture highly affects decision making and that local 

expertise and understanding is necessary to carry out viable projects addressing real needs. This 

reflects projects that are designed for the understanding of outsiders rather than users and rely 

on a failure to build appropriate knowledge before decision making. As it takes years and years 

to peel off all the cultural layers of a country, outsiders often do not have the sufficient time 

and commitment to see the bigger picture. Reproducing their country fast-paced development; 

decision making, and projects must be completed in a short time frame and show rapid results.  

Furthermore, like the doing to approach, doing for also creates a state of dependency 

between outsiders and local communities. As the projects are initiated and follow guidelines 

implemented by outsiders, local facilitators rely on them for their completion.  

 

1.2.3Doing with  
 

Even if this research paper tries not to take position about what is better and what is 

worse concerning international volunteering and development, organisations should work hand 

in hand with local communities to reach this ‘doing with’ or even, ‘respond to’ approach. Doing 

with means that local people are fully integrated in the projects undertaken; they are the leaders, 

the decision makers, the initiators. Outsiders then share their knowledge and define appropriate 

actions. In no cases do outsiders take the lead of the project or become decision makers. In fact, 

the doing with approach positions the outsiders as helpers, facilitators, putting the local workers 

and communities in a much empowering position.  

With the proliferation of foreign NGOs in the 90s, especially in Cambodia, foreign staff 

and international volunteers were constitutive of the majority of the organisations. At that time, 

outside help was needed and necessary. However, nowadays, many NGOs have understood the 

importance of withdrawing as much as possible outside help and are prioritise local workforce. 

Local NGOs now seek international volunteers in capacity building missions, to share their 

knowledge and expertise, but not for top positions anymore. Empowering local workforce has 

become the first step for sustainable community development. 
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Table 1: Robert Chambers’ theory of international volunteering approaches9  

 

Mode of 
participation 

Type of involvement of local 
people 

Relationship of outsiders 
to Local People 

Coercion 
Local people submit to already 
determined objectives defined by 
outsiders  

DOING TO 

Compliance 

Local people are assigned tasks, 
often with incentives, by outsiders; 
the outsiders define the agenda and 
lead the process 

DOING FOR 

Consultation 
Local people’s opinion is asked; 
local people analyse and define on 
a set of action 

DOING FOR 

Cooperation  

Local people work together with 
outsiders to determine priorities; 
responsibility remains with 
outsiders for directing the process 

DOING WITH 

Co-Learning 
Local people and outsiders share 
their knowledge and create 
appropriate goals and plan 

DOING WITH 

Community Initiated 
Local people set their own agenda 
and mobilize to carry it out without 
outside initiators and facilitators  

RESPOND TO 

 

There is not a “one-size-fits-all” level of participation, that is recognised as ‘best’. The 

appropriate nature and degree of participation depends on a host of contextual factors, including 

the missions of the organisation, the type of intervention being considered and many more. That 

having been said, outsiders should normally seek to foster the “cooperation” or, better yet, “co-

learning” modes of participation in hopes of achieving the “community initiated” level, the 

point at which the outsiders are no longer the key players.  

 
9 Whose reality counts? Putting the first last, Robert Chambers ITDG Publishing, 1997 
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CHAPTER 2: THE EVOLUTION OF INTERNATIONAL 
VOLUNTEERING  
 

Even if international volunteering has never been as popular as nowadays, its roots come 

from way before. In this chapter, we are going to retrace its origin from the colonial era to its 

proliferation in the 2000s. It will help us to understand how international volunteering started 

and why it became one of the favorite alternative tourism models. To have an accurate retracing 

of the phenomenon, the following part has been studied in the Learning Service10 which offers 

a new approach of international volunteering and invites volunteers to learn more about 

volunteering activities and host communities. 

 

2.1 A history of help  
 

2.1.1Colonial era – explorers and missionaries (1492-1898) 
 

“I gave them a thousand handsome good things, which I had bought, in order that 

they might conceive affection for us and, more than that, might become Christians 

and be inclined to the love and service of Your Highnesses and the whole Castilian 

nation, and strive to collect and give us of the things which they have in abundance 

and which are necessary to us11” 

    -Christopher Columbus, in a letter to King Ferdinand 1493 

To have an overview of the evolution of international volunteering, we must go back to 

Christopher Columbus’ journey, 1492. From the first moment he arrived in the Americas, his 

state of mind of “helping” by converting the Indians was intertwined with the goal of finding 

valuable resources and capturing slaves. From there on, missionaries and businesses came on 

the next ships and continued this process of trading souls and goods with fancy words about 

bringing help to local population.  

 
10 The Learning Service, the essential guide to volunteer abroad, Claire Bennett, Joseph Collins, Zahara 
Heckscher, Daniela Papi-Thorton, Paperback, 2018 
 
11 Select Documents illustrating the Four Voyages of Columbus, Volumes I-II, Translated and edited from the First 
Series 43 (1870), Cecil Jane, Routledge 2017 
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Yet, during the Spanish conquest, harm outweighed this willingness of providing help. 

Columbus’ conquest brought diseases, starvation, and violence into the continent. In just one 

generation, 85% of the Taino population of Hispaniola died after his arrival12. Bartolomé de las 

Casas, a Spanish settler, might be what we can call the spiritual grandfather of today’s 

international volunteering. After witnessing human right abuses in the Americas, he decided to 

defend the local communities’ welfare and argued in the Spanish court against people who were 

claiming that Indians were not as human as explorers were.  

This same scheme was repeated during European expansions in the Americas, Africa, 

and Asia. These expeditions were often linked with the altruistic ideas of helping indigenous 

populations by using colonialism as a way to develop their social and economic situation. 

Nevertheless, they inadvertently caused sufferings by suppressing indigenous cultural practices, 

degrading their environment, and spreading diseases. An important thing we can highlight is 

that the ‘help’ provided was always decided and undertaken by the missionaries, without input 

from the beneficiaries, the indigenous communities.  

 

2.1.2The roots of volunteer travel (1901-1945) 
 

The premises of our modern concept of international volunteering can be referred to the 

Thomasites, a group of thousands of teachers by the US Government to the Philippines in 1901. 

To counteract the growing domestic oppositions against the US, the government decided to 

introduce a positive spin in its involvement in Asia. Thus, sending American teachers was the 

best strategy to reduce Filipino support for the resistance to the US occupation. It was also a 

way to create an English-speaking Filipino group who would remain loyal to the US forces. 

According to books, those educators were motivated by the altruistic aspect of this 

mission and by the desire for adventure. The women and men sent to the Philippines were 

brought to remote villages where their participated in the education of young and older Filipinos 

according to an American education model. This program lasted until 1930, in other words, 29 

years. This lasting American influence was so pervasive that English became one of the national 

languages of the country. The Thomasites had both a positive and negative impact on the 

country’s local development. In fact, they increased the literacy rate but also masked some of 

 
12 The Learning Service, the essential guide to volunteer abroad, Claire Bennett, Joseph Collins, Zahara Heckscher, 
Daniela Papi-Thorton, Paperback, 2018 
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the worst abuses of US domination behind their altruistic behaviors. Yet, they left the door open 

for the Peace Corps and other volunteer programs in the Philippines.  

Another phenomenon that was observed at this time in Europe, was the development of 

the peace movement. With a growing of peace-loving people, international workcamps were 

designed to repair towns damaged by the first World War. Those camps where open to people 

from different nationalities and were aligned with the principles of solidarity, cross-cultural 

learning, and mutual respect. Young people from all over Europe joined those camps and tried 

to prevent future conflicts between nations. Unfortunately, volunteering did not prevent World 

War II to happen…  

 

2.1.3The rise of international volunteer sending organizations (1945-2000) 
 

After WWII, several factors led to an increasing interest for international volunteering. 

The Marshall Plan, introduced by the US to help in the reconstruction of Europe, introduced an 

optimistic perspective of which benefits outside intervention could bring. The concept of 

‘international development’ made its first appearance in books and articles.  

Furthermore, former African and Asian colonies started gaining independence and 

prosperity. This increase of prosperity also meant that more people would consider travelling 

internationally. Those trends led to the creation of the Peace Corps, during President Kennedy’s 

mandate in 1960. Their mission was to “promote world peace and friendship” by providing 

qualified volunteers to participate in development efforts and creating a two-sided exchange in 

which Americans would learn how to understand other countries, and other countries to better 

understand Americans. A few years after its creation, Peace Corps started to understand how 

difficult it was to only provide qualified volunteers as they fell short in recruiting them. Yet, 

they recognised the fact that their programs provided a great learning experiences for both 

volunteers and local communities.  

In parallel, the Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) was founded in the UK. The 

movement started with 16 volunteer English teachers going to Borneo in 1958 because of a 

request made by a British bishop. The association recruited university graduates, to participate 

in educational mission all over the world. In addition, the Australian Volunteers International 

(AVI), launched similar programs in 1963. In a few years, people witnessed a rapid increase in 

volunteering programs. Those programs followed a similar model: large organisations, not 
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charging people to volunteer and sending them abroad for lengthy periods. While their missions 

and objectives were different, they all defended the same values of altruism and solidarity. 

Nevertheless, the first critics started to rise even if the mainstream media coverage decided to 

hide them behind a positive narrative. Reinforced by pictures of people volunteering in small 

villages in India or Ethiopia, popularsed an optimistic vision of international volunteering.  

 

2.1.4The proliferation and diversification of international volunteering (2000-nowadays) 
 

The millennials introduced a new turn in the history of international volunteering, as 

internet transformed communication around the world. Volunteer organisation are now able to 

launch targeted marketing to find new volunteers all over the world. It also led to an increase 

of ‘independent volunteers’ who find their placements directly through an overseas 

organisation’s website. Some of the changes were positive: it democratised the system, allowing 

any organisations from small to big, to make their causes and needs known worldwide.  

Yet, there were also downsides of the abundance of information and offers. In fact, 

volunteers can now just ‘buy’ a volunteering experience in one click, without having an 

extensive knowledge of the hosting country and organisation. Therefore, an outrageous number 

of volunteers are rushing to other countries and non-profit organisation are increasingly 

proposing ‘life-changing’ experiences. Furthermore, this proliferation of volunteer travel led to 

an increase of short-terms volunteering options, and the appearance of a new trend: 

voluntourism or volunteerism, with missions lasting a few weeks, days or even hours. Easy to 

organise without requiring a long commitment. Previously, volunteer placements were only 

organised by sending association, non-profit organisations, NGOs or religious groups. 

However, in recent years, travel agencies have become major providers of voluntourism 

activities, with little space for a real development work. As mentioned previously, their main 

objective is to improve the attractiveness of their packages. As a result, those offers are mostly 

customer-demand-driven rather than being driven by the relationships and needs of the local 

communities. As the interest in volunteer travel has increased in the last few years, the previous 

niche market has become something more commonplace and a ‘must do’ when going to certain 

destinations like Cambodia or Thailand. The ‘gap year’ between high school and college that 

is undertaken by most of the European students and is extending to the States, is often promoted 

as a chance to go abroad and volunteer. The searcher Jason Hickel found that: 
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“every British student I spoke to indicated that they felt it was expected of them to 

do volunteering during their gap year – it has become so institutionalized, so 

ritualized, that it is now written into the established pattern of the modern British 

life-cycle.”13  

Those gap years have become standards for some universities and volunteering has become a 

mainstream phenomenon. This evolution of norms and expectations have pushed unwilling and 

unsuited people into international volunteering programs because of outside pressure.  

 

2.2 The different forms of international volunteering  
 

 

Volunteer travel is on the of biggest growth sectors in the tourism market, and millions 

of young people go abroad to volunteer each year. We are now going to have a closer look at 

the different forms and appellation of international volunteering.  

 

2.2.1Voluntourism 
 

The term ‘voluntourism’ is used as an intersection for international volunteering and 

tourism. It is also referred to as “volunteer tourism”. Volunteer tourism is a specific form of 

tourism, meeting the needs of a specific market segment, therefore, falling under the umbrella 

of what we call “niche tourism”. However, the absence of exact definitions related to 

international volunteering and its different forms, is blurring the line between what constitutes 

voluntourism versus volunteerism or short- and long-term volunteering. Thus, adding 

difficulties in industry measurements and regulations.  

We will therefore assume that voluntourism refers to any type of volunteering activity 

undertaken during one’s vacation, and not exceeding a one-week mission. Voluntourism 

programs are mainly included in larger vacations as small excursions or a daily volunteering 

activity but is not the sole purpose of the travel. Those kinds of programs are mostly meant for 

 
13  Jason Hickel ‘The Real Experience’ Industry, Student Development Projects and the Depoliticization of Poverty 
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travellers who want to do good while being abroad but, do not have the necessary time to 

commit to a longer volunteer project.  

The kind of work required in voluntourism programs tend not to require any specific 

skills or competences. Most of them range from construction work, to teaching and tutoring, or 

working in an environmental conservation program such as collecting plastic on beaches. As 

the commitment is only temporary and following under a touristic activity, voluntourists are 

not required to have any previous experience to participate, nor do they have to provide a 

background check. Voluntourism activities are therefore the ones that are subject to the biggest 

number of critics in the international volunteering sector. In fact, with a lack of regulation and 

an easy access to volunteering activities with children, many researches and NGOs are pointing 

out the fact that those type of activities are most likely to harm local communities rather than 

helping them. With a door open to everyone, and to any kind of activity, child abuse cases have 

been witnessed and the efficiency and safeness of having foreign volunteers highly questioned.  

In addition, the majority of voluntourism programs require a fee, usually a lot higher 

than usual volunteering programs. As mentioned before, voluntourism as become a niche 

market proven to be very fruitful. With exceptionally low operating expenses, and high selling 

prices, for-profit companies have made voluntourism programs, one of their main products. In 

fact, when we could think that voluntourism companies are typically non-profits working with 

local NGOs, the vast majority of them are for-profit companies. Those for-profits companies 

are coming from the travel industry and putting international development behind their business 

objectives.  

 

2.2.2Short term volunteering 
 

As compared to voluntourism, short term volunteering refers to a period going from 1 

month to approximately 6 months. Once again, the duration of short-term volunteering remains 

biased as official recognition and definition of the sector do not exist. During this exploratory 

work, most documents, articles, and reports were referring to short term to a minimum of 1-

month commitment. Yet, an NGO called Children in Families (CIF) located in Cambodia, refers 

to short as at least one year up to 3 years.  

Short-term volunteering activities are extremely popular amongst students and even 

compulsory for the obtention of a degree in some schools. It is the case for La Rochelle’s 
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Business School in France who has made their “humacity mission” one of their selling 

arguments. Considered as a career and personal development booster, students must undertake 

a 3 months volunteering commitment as part of their bachelor’s degrees. Whether it is in France 

or abroad, this volunteering activity must necessarily be in contact with people, excluding every 

activity in relationship with animals or the environment. The main purpose is to create a 

generation of leaders who are more compassionate, empathic, and aware of global issues. It is 

also sold as something that is making a real difference between a usual Business School 

student’s cover letter, and the one of a former short-term volunteer in Asia.  

Short-term volunteering remains the best compromise for people wanting to make a 

volunteering activity longer than 1 or 2 days, but do not have the necessary time and money to 

invest in a longer volunteering period. In fact, volunteering mostly implies no financial support 

and sometimes, a minimum donation to attend the program. For students, who are already 

investing money in their education, paying to volunteer just adds up to their total expenses. On 

the other hand, full-time employees can use short-term volunteering activities to travel in 

several different destinations rather than doing only one long term commitment in the same 

place. We can obverse that those short-term volunteering activities are mostly handled in a way 

that is showing an immediate impact. Construction projects are amongst the most popular ones, 

as building a wall or painting a school, shows volunteers an immediate result of their work. Yet, 

this need for an immediate outcome is also what biases volunteering activities on a broader 

level. Volunteers often expect to have an immediate and lasting impact while participating in 

short-term missions. Volunteer sending and hosting organisations have therefore adapted their 

activities to satisfy foreign volunteers rather than to address local needs. According to the 

manager of an educational center in Phnom Penh, short-term volunteering activities can only 

be efficient if they are not in contact with people but working in environmental conservation 

and animal welfare. Picking up trash on beaches has been proven to make no harm to local 

communities and help in the reduction of coastal pollution.  

 

2.2.3Long term volunteering 
 

For long term volunteering, we would consider volunteers to stay more than 6 months 

in the hosting organisation or NGO. As mentioned above, the faith-based NGO CIF, defines 

long term volunteering as an indefinite length of commitment. Thus, their definition of long-
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term starts from at least 2 years + of full-time commitment. Once again, the notions of short 

and long term are subject to different approaches. Nevertheless, most organisations, 

professionals, and NGOs, agree to say that this type of volunteering is considered as potentially 

less harmful for local communities. Volunteering trips that last 6 months or longer give people 

more time to understand and immerse themselves. It helps them to peel off the different layers 

of cultures involved in decision making and problem solving. 

While short-term volunteer projects often place the emphasis on accomplishing short-

term goals and changes, long-term volunteers become much more rooted in the creation of long-

term, transformational aspirations. But does the length of a volunteer program really affect its 

outcomes? According to Daniela Papi, founder of PEPY, yes! During a TEDTALK conferences 

she uses the metaphorical quote “If you plant papayas, you can’t get mangos14”, meaning if you 

decide to commit for a short-term volunteering activity, you cannot expect to have long term 

outcomes of your actions. As explained, most volunteer activities are offering short-term 

solutions, for complex problems. As a result, problems tend to be party addressed because 

results matter more than the actual journey. The Northern culture is highly responsible for this 

state of mind: volunteers come from a fast-paced world where outcomes must be immediate. 

Yet, ‘’Rome did not build itself in a day”.  

However, when volunteers commit to a longer placement going from 6 months up to 2 

years, they can overcome the discovery phase of their journey and gain knowledge about the 

local country. Maurice (the name has been changed for the purpose of this study) was a long-

term volunteer in Cambodia. Coming from Germany, he committed for a one-year volunteering 

activities as an English teacher. While we met Maurice, he was 7 months into his volunteering 

mission and clearly expressed that his state of mind had clearly changed between now and when 

he originally set foot in Cambodia. He had a better understanding of the local culture, he started 

to spot some of the harms of volunteering and was shifting his role to something that was more 

suited to the organisation he volunteered in. While he started as an English teacher, he 

understood this position was nowhere near to what he should be doing; he was not an English 

teacher in Germany and local teachers where more qualified than he was. Yet, the NGO needed 

help in writing articles and proposals in English. He recognised the fact that staying longer, 

 
14 What’s wrong with volunteer travel? Daniel Papi at TedxOxbridge, available on 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYWl6Wz2NB8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYWl6Wz2NB8
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enabled him to realize that his initial role was designed to suit his needs rather than the ones of 

the organisation. 

   

2.3 The field of actions  
 

The field of actions while volunteering overseas are numerous. In the following point, we are 

going to explore the different areas international volunteers usually get involved in and we will 

try to understand what objectives are commonly expected.  

 

2.3.1Social development   
 

International volunteers often participate in social development programs going from 

Education to Childcare or Health. Education is one field that is commonly proposed when it 

comes to international volunteering. The main goal is to welcome foreign volunteers and put 

them in a teaching position where their work is to initiate children and young adult to English. 

Part of social development objectives, English is seen as one essential skill in today’s society. 

It can contribute to a sustainable development where local fishermen or local vendors could be 

able to conduct business and promote their businesses to tourists and other foreign people. Yet, 

many people tend to forget the fact that an English native person might be perfectly fluent in 

his mother tongue but is not necessarily qualified to teach it. Furthermore, some development 

professional think that teaching English is contributing to the disappearance and the devaluation 

of indigenous languages. In some cases, children and students are pushed to learn English while 

they cannot even read or write their own one.  

When it comes to Childcare, the opportunities to play with children in orphanages or to 

organise activities in slums are options that present a high interest for volunteers. It is also the 

one that comes with some of the biggest abuses in the international volunteering scene. It is 

easy to understand the appeal of working with children: less cultural boundaries, smiles, fun, 

love, and the wish to protect them. All those elements should unfortunately be red flags. 

Children are vulnerable and that is why bringing non-professionals for short-term missions to 

take care of them can be dangerous. Emotionally speaking, children who are getting attached 

to short-term caregivers can suffer from long-term psychological damages.  
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Finally, trained professionals such as doctors or nurses, are taking part in social 

development programs in the health field. Many countries suffer for what is called urban bias, 

that is to say, people deciding to leave rural areas to live in larger cities where the salaries and 

living conditions are much higher. This phenomenon leads to a lack of qualified specialists and 

international healthcare volunteers are often asked to fill a void. They also organise teaching 

sessions with local professionals and participate in seminars and prevention against AIDS or 

other diseases. But sometimes their effectiveness is not enough to cover the lack of basic 

equipment and medicine or just to overcome the language barriers. Thus, some of those well-

intentioned volunteers can harm local people by making a wrong medical assessment. The fact 

that they also must face diseases that are rarely observed in their own country such as malaria 

and tuberculosis, is also a big constraint. Finally, other conditions, such as malnutrition, are 

closely linked to poverty which cannot be cured with medicine alone.   

 

2.3.2Poverty alleviation 
  

Most developing countries do lack proper social protection laws, which despite 

undeniable economic growth, results in the vicious circle of poverty, where basic human needs 

and acceptable living conditions are unmet. As a result, some volunteers are placed in missions 

supporting poverty reduction and are creating pathways to economic empowerment. In fact, in 

many households in countries with high poverty rates, families are exposed to exploitation due 

to poor labor laws, limited employment opportunities, a lack of fair-trade endorsements, and an 

overall economic deficit. All those factors often result in families living in neglected 

circumstances. In some cases, the most at risk families fall into the vicious circle of forced labor 

while others, choose to migrate hoping to find an employment and higher incomes in 

neighboring countries (like it is the case in Cambodia where dozens of people migrate each day 

to Thailand).  

Volunteers with business backgrounds can work in a wide range of fields, from 

advertising to online marketing. Some hosting or sending organisations support placements 

which allow volunteers to work either with “microenterprises” such as farmers and indigenous 

communities for the selling of their crop or traditional crafts. Or, with individual businesses to 

improve their accounting systems or participate in a staff training program. By doing this, those 

volunteers participate in the economic development of local communities and entrepreneurs by 

providing a support for product development and improving the market access of small 
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producers. By doing so, volunteers enable small businesses to expand themselves and to have 

access to loans for those who are unable to access bank credits. In Malawi for example, UN 

volunteers work on projects focused on women’s empowerment, by providing entrepreneurship 

training, and by enhancing collaborations between the public and private sectors. Those 

initiatives result in the creation of qualified employment opportunities and access to income15.  

 

2.3.3Wildlife and natural heritage conservation 
 

Finally, many volunteers decide to work on environmental issues by being involved in 

the preservation of parks or by assisting environmental specialists in the collection of data in 

natural or animal reserves. As there is a high demand for volunteering with animals, significant 

money can be collected to participate in the preservation of species and natural heritage.  

When it comes to wildlife conservation, it usually takes place at what is called “rescue 

centers” where people take care of injured and abandoned animals. This type of volunteering 

includes observing animals in their natural habitat, making researches, and giving daily cares if 

needed. It could also include releasing injured animals or animals that have been kept in 

captivity. In Thailand, those kind of volunteering activities have boomed over the recent years 

because of the increasing number of elephant sanctuaries. While elephants were once used for 

tourists to ride, animal conservation NGOs have raised their concerns and fight to banish those 

type of practices, highly harmful for those animals. As a result, elephants exploited for those 

practices or in circus, are now pet in elephant sanctuaries all over the country. Tourists can visit 

those sanctuaries during day trips, or even volunteer for a couple of days to feed and bath those 

giants.  

Environmental conservation is also very popular when it comes to volunteering 

activities. Going from reforestation, to collecting trash on beaches, trail construction or invasive 

species management; the options are numerous and becoming more and more popular. 

However, when those types of volunteering missions have a huge success with animal lovers, 

natural heritage conservation activities are in big needs of volunteers. Whether it is for 

collecting funds, organizing beneficial activities or more practical tasks at the heritage sites 

 
15 Information retrieved on the 2ND of February and available on the website https://www.unv.org/Our-
stories/Volunteer-solutions-poverty-reduction-and-economic-empowerment-women-and-youth 

https://www.unv.org/Our-stories/Volunteer-solutions-poverty-reduction-and-economic-empowerment-women-and-youth
https://www.unv.org/Our-stories/Volunteer-solutions-poverty-reduction-and-economic-empowerment-women-and-youth
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themselves, those activities are usually less popular but just as numerous and important as the 

other ones.  

 

2.4 The pitfalls of international volunteering  
 

2.4.1Outdated paternalism? 
 

One of the major pitfalls of international volunteering is paternalism. In this context, 

paternalism can be defined as doing things for people, they can do for themselves. 

Unfortunately, it is one of the biggest problems, but least considered in international 

volunteering. Many of us assume that because volunteers come from wealthier places with 

better education systems, that they are legit coming to developing countries, without knowing 

much about the culture or the people, and fix what they perceive as problems. 

 Paternalism has yet several different aspects:  

• Resource paternalism: people coming from materialistic cultures, often view the 

solution to poverty in material terms and tend to pour financial and other material 

resources into situations in which the real need is for the local people to warden their 

own resources.  

• Knowledge paternalism: it occurs when we assume that we have all the best ideas 

about how to do things. As a result, the materially “poor” need us to think for them 

concerning the best way to plant crops, to operate their businesses, or to cure diseases. 

Handling knowledge is a very tricky area in poverty alleviation because truth is, we do 

have some different knowledges that could help. But we must recognize that local 

communities have unique insights into their own cultural contexts and are facing 

circumstances that we cannot fully grasp and understand.  

• Managerial paternalism: is perhaps the hardest nut crack. Middle to upper class 

people, love to see things get done as quickly and efficiently as possible. As a result, 

they often plan, manage and direct initiatives in low-income communities when people 

in those communities could do these things quite well already. Maybe they do not want 

the project to happen as much as we do?  

All those types of paternalism do occur in many international volunteering projects and can 

harm local communities.  
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2.4.2Blueprint approach  
 

As we have mentioned it previously, solidarity tourism features different types of 

approaches. Unfortunately, most of the approaches to poverty alleviation have been highly non-

participatory using a blueprint approach in which the economically non-poor make all the 

decisions about the project and then, do the project to economically poor. The main objective 

of this approach is often to develop a standardized product and roll it out on a massive scale.  

In this blueprint approach, the outsiders are the ones deciding what to do, how to do it 

and how well it worked. Yet reproducing the same strategy repeatedly, cannot create a 

sustainable change as current and future needs are not properly addressed. Furthermore, a 

blueprint approach does not empower and include local communities, which is fundamental to 

avoid any outside dependency. In opposition, the participatory approach always asks the 

community at each step of the process. Their opinions are above anyone else’s. According to 

Robert Chambers, outsiders have always more to learn than local communities. Whether it is 

about their values, culture, knowledge, and insights. Implementing a blueprint approach is in 

some sense, forgetting the fact that the results are not as important as the journey itself.  

In his book Putting the first last, Robert Chambers explains the fact that our way of 

organising aid, reflects the society we grew up in. In other word, our Western vision shapes the 

way we are organising our actions. In a society where results and performances are more valued 

than the journey and the accomplishments along the way, implementing a blueprint approach 

in international volunteering missions is just a reflection of our usual habits. We therefore 

believe that using an approach that has worked in our country, will necessarily work in other 

countries as well. We believe in what we are used to see and do, without taking in account the 

cultural dimensions and impacts of our actions. 

 

2.4.3Neo-colonialism   
 

With the increase of international volunteering, and an outrageous number of pitfalls 

already known and pointed out, Western organizations should start to question the 

appropriateness of a volunteering. In countries like the UK and Australia, where gap years have 

become a rite of passage for the current generation, a great number of papers and articles have 
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been written to outline the fact that young European students volunteering abroad, are 

portraying a new form of colonialism16. According to Brown and Hall: 

“The use of volunteers, who often have little knowledge or experience of the work 

they are undertaking, also calls into question their ineffectiveness and raises the 

specter of neo-colonialism in the tacit assumption that even ignorant Westerners 

can improve the life of the people in the South” (2008, p245) 

What has driven most debates around volunteering is not whether the help of Westerners 

is relevant in the local development of countries, but more if those Westerners have the 

necessary capacities to produce an effective help. Thus, the basic conclusion that has been 

outlined by many authors is that Westerners’ intentions of helping is both altruistic as much as 

it is colonialist. One of the assumptions people are also making when asked about international 

volunteering is that “something is better than nothing”. Admitting volunteers can harm local 

communities by disrupting their system has led to many debates over the last decades and 

people might argue that an untrained foreign volunteer teacher is better than no teacher at all. 

In fact, what could possibly go wrong when trying to do right? 

In addition, it is interesting to mention that international volunteering is also commonly 

referred to as “sympathy volunteering”. What tries to portray a very well-intentioned activity, 

full of kindness and empathy under the word ‘sympathy”, is another proof of our modern 

colonialism. In fact, when sympathy is a synonym of compassion and support, it is largely 

defined as “a feeling of pity for someone else’s misfortune”17. Once again, this idea of 

superiority and of people looking over others’ misery is largely implied. This results in another 

major pitfalls of international volunteering: poverty porn. 

 

2.4.4Poverty porn  
 

The line between traditional tourism and development tourism is quite blurred, 

especially in the way they are marketed. Many companies therefore present volunteering 

 
16 See Barkham (2006), « Are these the new colonialists?”, Brodie and Griffiths (2006) “Are gappers the really the 
new colonialists?” and Frean (2006) “Gap years create the ‘new colonolialists’” 
17 Information retrieved on the 21st of January 2020 and available on the webste 
https://www.chegg.com/homework-help/questions-and-answers/sympathy-feeling-pity-sorrow-someone-else-s-
misfortune-sympathy-sentiment-experienced-onlo-q30572298#:~:text=See%20the%20answer-
,Sympathy%20is%20a%20feeling%20of%20pity%20and%20sorrow%20for%20someone,sentiment%20experie
nced%20by%20an%20onlooker  

https://www.chegg.com/homework-help/questions-and-answers/sympathy-feeling-pity-sorrow-someone-else-s-misfortune-sympathy-sentiment-experienced-onlo-q30572298#:~:text=See%20the%20answer-,Sympathy%20is%20a%20feeling%20of%20pity%20and%20sorrow%20for%20someone,sentiment%20experienced%20by%20an%20onlooker
https://www.chegg.com/homework-help/questions-and-answers/sympathy-feeling-pity-sorrow-someone-else-s-misfortune-sympathy-sentiment-experienced-onlo-q30572298#:~:text=See%20the%20answer-,Sympathy%20is%20a%20feeling%20of%20pity%20and%20sorrow%20for%20someone,sentiment%20experienced%20by%20an%20onlooker
https://www.chegg.com/homework-help/questions-and-answers/sympathy-feeling-pity-sorrow-someone-else-s-misfortune-sympathy-sentiment-experienced-onlo-q30572298#:~:text=See%20the%20answer-,Sympathy%20is%20a%20feeling%20of%20pity%20and%20sorrow%20for%20someone,sentiment%20experienced%20by%20an%20onlooker
https://www.chegg.com/homework-help/questions-and-answers/sympathy-feeling-pity-sorrow-someone-else-s-misfortune-sympathy-sentiment-experienced-onlo-q30572298#:~:text=See%20the%20answer-,Sympathy%20is%20a%20feeling%20of%20pity%20and%20sorrow%20for%20someone,sentiment%20experienced%20by%20an%20onlooker
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opportunities like they would present a nice trip. A lot of the marketing campaign are depicting 

a relatively simplistic view of complicated issues like development, poverty, and aid. Their 

objective is simple: convincing as much people as possible that volunteering abroad is the 

brand-new way of travelling. Although it is fair to admit that international volunteers are still 

travellers, it is a mistake to use the vocabulary and marketing approaches of mainstream 

tourism. 

Yet, many travel agencies specialised in international volunteering often fall into what 

is called ‘poverty voyeurism’ or ‘poverty porn’, which is the practice of using images of poverty 

in an unethical way (mostly as marketing material). Famous examples are the pictures of 

malnourished children, crying babies, tired women carrying heavy water jars on their heads 

with shocking headlines and statistics. Even if those ads have largely decreased, we can still 

see some of them on the web or on TV. Falling in stereotypes, disrespecting people’s dignity, 

those marketing materials are clearly red flags that are extremely damaging and misguiding the 

vision of solidarity missions.  

Another common pitfall in the way solidarity tourism is marketed, is by presented 

volunteers as ultimate saviors and heroes. While of course, there are a lot of people doing heroic 

non-paid work, not all volunteers are like them and presenting international volunteering does 

not reflect its initial goal: putting the communities first. Several marketing campaigns, staging 

celebrities such as Ed Sheeran, have therefore created a massive bad buzz. The real harm in this 

‘savior myth’ is that not knowing, not being prepared, and just bringing my Western money 

and knowledge will be enough to be a volunteer hero.  

All those ads are massively creating unrealistic expectations and opinions about 

solidarity tourism.  

 

 As we have seen in this chapter, international volunteering has good as well as bad sides. 

What initially started with very genuine intentions and a need for help, has now become a 

fruitful business. Unfortunately, and unconsciously, volunteers contribute to the perpetuation 

of major pitfalls such as paternalism and neocolonialism. Mostly perceived as altruistic, those 

pitfalls remain in the shadow and are not perceived by many people. We assume that positive 

and development projects can only benefit rather than harm. But does this problem not start 

with our perception of what development is and should be?  
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CHAPTER 3: THE NOTION OF DEVELOPMENT  
 

3.1 How can development be defined?  
 

3.1.1What is development? 
 

A multitude of meanings are attached to the notion of development. Like solidarity 

tourism, development is a term that is complex, contested, and ambiguous. However, in the 

simplest terms, development can be referred to as “bringing social and economic changes that 

allow people to achieve their human potential”18. An important point to emphasise on is that 

development is a political term: it has a wide range of meanings that rely on the context in 

which the term is used, and it may also be used to reflect and to justify a variety of different 

agendas held by different people or organisations. The idea of development promoted by 

Greenpeace is different from the one used by the World Bank, for instance. This point has 

important implications for the task of understanding sustainable development, because much of 

the confusion about the meaning of the term 'sustainable development' arises because people 

hold different ideas about the meaning of 'development'.  

Another important point is that development is an ongoing process rather than a final 

result or outcome: it is dynamic and involves a change from one state or condition to another. 

In the best cases, such a change is a positive and implies an improvement of any kind (for 

instance, an improvement in education systems). Yet, even if many people tend to ignore it, 

development can also be negative. Furthermore, development is often regarded as something 

that is done by one group (such as a development agency) to another (such as rural farmers in 

a developing country). Again, this demonstrates that development is a political process because 

it raises questions about who has the power to do what to whom.  

Unfortunately, we commonly think of development in an economic aspect. From this 

point of view, development means an increase of an economic pattern such as an increase in 

products or services produced. Conventionally, a common assumption has been that, if an 

economy generates more products and services, then humans will enjoy a higher standard of 

 
18 Information retrieved February 22nd on the website https://www.soas.ac.uk/cedep-
demos/000_P501_USD_K3736-Demo/unit1/page_12.htm 

https://www.soas.ac.uk/cedep-demos/000_P501_USD_K3736-Demo/unit1/page_12.htm
https://www.soas.ac.uk/cedep-demos/000_P501_USD_K3736-Demo/unit1/page_12.htm
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living. This common approach tends to forget that a sustainable development relies on three 

major pillars: social, environmental, and economic.  

 

3.1.2The three pillars of sustainable development 
 

Sustainable development can be explained in various ways, but the most widely 

recognised definition was phrased by the Brundtland Commission in 1987: 

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”19 

 

While looking at development principles and their evolution over the years, sustainable 

development aims to meet human needs while simultaneously preserving natural resources on 

which society and economy depend. The expected outcomes are a state where resources are 

used appropriately to meet present needs without comprising future ones, and without 

endangering the stability of our ecosystem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1: The three pillars of sustainable 
development 

 

Sustainable development is based on the three pillars of sustainability: economic, 

environmental, and social. It is only achieved when there is balance or a trade-off between 

 

19 Information  and picture retrieved on the 3rd of February and available on the website 
http://macaulay.cuny.edu/eportfolios/akurry/files/2011/12/SDspheres.jpg 

http://macaulay.cuny.edu/eportfolios/akurry/files/2011/12/SDspheres.jpg
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these three aspects (see figure above). This three spheres framework of sustainable development 

was first introduced in 1979 by the economist Rene Passet20: 

• The environment pillar refers to the relationship between humans and their natural 

environment. It takes in account our ecosystem and measures a country’s progress by 

the availability of quality water, food, and shelter.  

• Economic development traditionally required an increase in the growth domestic 

product (GDP). Yet, sustainable development has broadened its perspectives to human 

capital.  

• Social sustainable human development should be both viable and equitable. New 

development patterns such as education, health, and human’s wellbeing have been 

integrated to the sustainable development’s measurements.  

 

Unfortunately, sustainable development is struggling to impose itself as the world’s 

development reference. Even after many years, the implementation of principles, and codes, the 

western approach of development remains the main development measure used around the 

world.  

 

3.1.2Western approach – materialism and economic growth 
 

While looking back at the evolution of the Western development paradigm, we can trace 

its beginnings back in the 40s, with the end of World War II, which marked end of an era of 

direct colonialism. The first key of this new development and modernisation era, was the end 

of colonialism. The end of colonial empires led to the immergence “Third World” nations that 

were looking for new ways to develop their economy and promote their political independence. 

However, this quest for help led to new international trade relationships that only amplified 

their social and economic exploitation through imperialism and neo-colonialism. The second 

 
20 Information retrieved on the 3rd of February and available on the website https://www.cairn.info/revue-journal-
of-innovation-economics-2017-3-page-9.htm 

https://www.cairn.info/revue-journal-of-innovation-economics-2017-3-page-9.htm
https://www.cairn.info/revue-journal-of-innovation-economics-2017-3-page-9.htm
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western development driver was the rise of the USA to the status of the world’s greatest power. 

In the 50s, the US became responsible of “managing world’s affairs”.21 

Today, the Western development model maintains power relationships through the 

notion of the Third World (referring to the developing countries in Africa, Asia and Latin 

America) by classifying the world's nations into a subjective hierarchy based on concentration 

of wealth and economic power. Western development is seen as a modernisation and progress 

which includes a value judgment. Thus, this development model is proven to hinder and 

outshine the human-centric model of development.  

Unfortunately, over the last decades, modernisation theorists genuinely believe that this 

model is the best to boost Third World’s development, assuming that the West is best. Since 

Europe and the United States are the most advanced nations in the world, their development 

process is seen as the one to follow. As a result, economic progress, and prosperity, are still the 

main indicators of a country’s local development. Often blaming underdeveloped countries for 

their “backwardness”, we are often taught that the West has the best keys and strategies to 

development, to justify imposing ideologies in Third World countries. 

 

 

3.2 International volunteering: global development or personal 
growth?  

 

3.2.1Global development   
 

“A developed country is not a place where the poor have cars. It’s where the rich 

use public transportation”  

      Bogota Mayor Gustavo Francisco Petro Urrego  

 

‘Development’ is a highly contentious term that is much debated and could use a book 

for itself to be defined. The quote above demonstrates how its meaning can depend on our own 

 
21Information retrieved on the 3rd of February and available on the website 
https://scholarship.claremont.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1
025&context=pitzer_theses 

https://scholarship.claremont.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1025&context=pitzer_theses
https://scholarship.claremont.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1025&context=pitzer_theses
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perspectives on the goals and meaning of the process. However, this term has widely been 

defined, redefined, and discredited; as it tends to imply that all countries are naturally heading 

in one and same direction – which we assume, is the direction of already developed countries. 

Yet, the way of apprehending development is not necessarily the same in every country. Is it 

social? Economic? Environmental? On what does it depend? In addition, international 

volunteering and voluntourism themselves have laid the basis for holidays to be confused with 

development. 

Most volunteer programs explicitly and implicitly claim to address the problems of 

underdevelopment and promote some form of development. We can understand that 

‘underdevelopment’ is when most people do not have access to a proper health care, clean 

water, food, education, housing, and jobs. And it seems obvious that ‘development’ is taken 

actions to create societies where people no longer lack those necessities. In reality, however, 

there is an intensive debate on how to define those words and every country and individual will 

defend its own opinion of what they call development. In fact, a volunteer’s perspective on 

what ‘good’ development is, might be quite different from the people with whom they are 

working and even the organisation they are working for. The many layers and perspectives on 

development makes it difficult to find a unique definition and way of approaching it.  The 

process is often contentious, with a lot of inequalities and incomprehension.  

Thus, we decided to define it broadly as “action taken that helps improve the quality of 

life of the majority”. These actions can be social, economic, and environmental. Measuring the 

development will depend on how the quality of life improved. 

 

3.2.2Ethnocentrism 
 

We, as individuals, reflect the environment we grew up from birth to now. Our education, 

religion, country’s traditions, education systems, media… everything piled up together built the 

person we are. Unfortunately, when it comes to solidarity tourism, we tend to be exposed to 

media-fueled stereotypes, where Westerners are asked for help. People are leaving with good 

intentions, but their comprehension of the real situation is quite basic, nor do they naturally 

think of searching the country’s information, besides the touristic attractions and the medical 

precautions to take before leaving. When thinking about volunteering in another country, no 

one starts with a blank slate. From an early age, most of us are bombarded with stories of 
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international volunteers, from media to online fundraising actions. These images mix with our 

traditions, beliefs, history textbooks and pictures, are predetermining our mindset. Our 

understanding of the situation in other countries, and the role of outsiders in “developing” them, 

has probably been shaped by charity fundraising campaigns or over-simplified news reports. 

But media tend to glamorize a lot international volunteering often sidelining or sometimes not 

even mentioning the role of local actors. More and more, organizations point out the fact that 

their first action is to explain the truth behind international volunteering and the need for the 

volunteers to unlearn many of the assumptions they have about it. In fact, cultivating a learning 

mindset first requires unlearning, recognising that things you thought were facts are really just 

assumptions, cultural viewpoints or interpretations derived from your own point of view. This 

common phenomenon is also referred as ethnocentrism:  

 

“The conscious or subconscious belief that the way something is done in your own 

culture is the way it is, or should be, done everywhere.”22 

 

Ethnocentricity is when we assume that our opinions were formed by our cultural context, 

our race, our social status, our religious background, or global stereotypes mixed with the 

marketing campaigns we are exposed to. Therefore, no matter how well-travelled we are, how 

much we know about different cultures and how open-minded we are, our ‘Western lenses’ will 

always impact how we think and interact with others.  

 

3.2.3Urban biased  
 

Foreigners are mostly urban-based and urban-biased23 according to the Robert 

Chamber. Most of them who are concerned by local development in rural areas come from 

urban places and capitals. They perceive development as being the reflection of what they 

already know and work under the difficulties of having to rely on interpreters because of the 

language barrier.  

 
22 Definition retrieved on the 12th of January 2020, and available on 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2440575/ 
23 Whose reality counts? Putting the first last, Robert Chambers ITDG Publishing, 1997 
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In developing countries where more than half of the population is living in rural areas, 

this urban bias highly affects outsiders’ perception and decision-making. In Cambodia for 

example, where 76% of inhabitants are living in villages24, living conditions and resources are 

drastically different from countries like the United States or Germany. However, this bias is not 

only a matter of available resources and living conditions, it goes further in what is referred to 

as a cultural gap. The most striking thing about Robert Chamber’s vision is the continuous 

emphasis placed upon the individuals themselves. For Chambers, the project of development 

workers and volunteers should be a personal one, in which personal transformation and 

relationships paramount. As a result, everyone should be a learner and facilitator; learning from 

societies in which they work, as the basis for sustainable development.  

This learning approach is dividing researchers’ opinion about volunteer tourism. When 

some say that volunteers learn and transform themselves during their mission; advocates argue 

that most of the time, by bringing their ideas and new technologies, volunteers first intend to 

change others rather than themselves. In similar ways, Chamber involves a certain critique 

about “top-down” development25, emphasizing the importance of modern technology and 

western culture as a standard for development. Post development thinkers and writers such as 

Peet and Hartwick, express this idea as an imposed development mechanism, damaging values 

and denying local communities the right to choose their own cultural path.  

 

 

Many researches, and even the results observed of a survey made for the first research 

paper, pointed out two main reasons why people decided to volunteer abroad. The first one 

linked to their personal growth - to fulfill their desire to expand their horizons, develop new 

skills and challenge themselves. The other one, was to work towards global development by 

helping positively in the world. Both reasons may seem selfish or altruistic, but relatable. Many 

international volunteering programs are marketed as if they are aimed to achieve something big 

like improving education, protecting the environment… In reality, these experiences are often 

designed to respond to the volunteers’ personal needs and goals. Most travel companies selling 

those types of experiences operate in a field which is not theirs.  

 
24 Information retrieved from the Encyclopedia Britannica’s website on the 12th January 2020, available on 
https://www.britannica.com/place/Cambodia/Religion#ref52454 
25 Volunteer Tourism, The lifestyle politics of international development, Jim Butcher and Peter Smith, Routledge, 
London, 2015 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Cambodia/Religion#ref52454
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3.3 Proposing a definition  
 

3.3.1 Turning the tables of development  
 

Like it is mentioned and presented in the Learning Service, we should imagine a 

scenario where the tables are turning and people from emerging countries, volunteer in a 

developed country like the USA.  

Let us take the example of Dallas where the city suffers from drugs, prostitution, and 

homelessness. The first volunteer would be a man coming from Zambia, a country where most 

people are church-going Christians. He will identify a shortage of churches in the city and will 

therefore decide to build 10 new churches. The second volunteer would be a woman coming 

from the Amazon who would be shocked by the air pollution and the lack of green spaces. Her 

solution would be to tear down ugly buildings to replace them with gardens and huts for 

homeless people to live in. And finally, the last volunteer is a Rastafarian young man. He would 

point out the fact that Dallas is too much money focused and too little focused on social and 

spiritual connections between the community’s members. He would decide to promote a reggae 

dance every night and develop an education program for people to learn how to grow and smoke 

ganja.  

Even if this example sounds unrealistic and funny, it is not that far away from what 

volunteer travelers are currently making in other countries. Yet, those assessments may be 

based on a real assessment and may respond to the local need. Nevertheless, we can imagine 

that the projects would create problems and tensions among the community as not everyone is 

religious, and growing ganja might not be the right way to address a lack of connection between 

people.  

In other word, this example just shows that our idea of development is connected to who 

we are and where we grew up but is not necessarily what is needed and wanted by other 

countries or individuals.  

 

3.4.2 Seeing beyond economic growth  
 

Development is often defined in extremely simplistic terms such an increase in the average 

income or an improvement of a country’s GDP (Gross Domestic Product). Whatsoever, in our 
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fast-paced and rapidly changing world, it is impossible to have a static definition of what 

development really is. In fact, while India has experienced rapid economic growth thanks to its 

IT industry, the World Bank still estimates that 58% of its populations lives with less than $3,10 

a day. We should therefore think of a definition which encompasses a wide range of factors. 

Through articles, books and statements, the term could be defined by all the following points: 

- Living in a society free of violence and war 

- Gaining recognition for collective and individual rights  

- Breathing clean air and having access to clean water  

- Being able to access jobs that can support our living wages  

- Improving material well-being without giving up our traditions, cultural practices and 

spiritual values 

- Having a voting right and taking part in the community’s life 

- Being able to have children who have an equal access to education 

- Living in a society that fights for people’s happiness 

- Being treated with respect, in a country free from discrimination 

- Having access to all the necessary resources without jeopardizing quality of life for 

future generations 

 

The list is infinite as everything can be a factor of development when we move away from 

economic growth as the main indicator. For example, in Bhutan, the government decided to ban 

the Gross National Product as an indicator of living standards and replaced it by their own 

concept of “Gross National Happiness”, explaining that economics only play a small part when 

it comes to measuring a country’s quality of life. The Social Progress Index is another concept 

that has been introduced a few years ago to better compare how countries provide both the 

social and environmental needs of their citizens. Rather than just taking a financial point of 

view, this tool takes 54 indicators that measure the fulfillment of basic human needs, the 

opportunities for growth and progress. Those indicators are then used to compare them across 

other nations.  

Robert Chambers, guru of rural development and one of the most influential figures in his 

field, refers to happiness as a development measurement tool as “responsible wellbeing”. 

According to him, wellbeing already assumes development as culture specific and downplaying 

the central role of economic development in liberating people from want and possessiveness.  
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CHAPTER 4 – WHAT FUTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL 
VOLUNTEERING?  
 

Exploring the pitfalls of international volunteer is not a way to undermine and present 

it as a worthless and harmful. As we all know, good always come with bad and highlighting the 

problems will help us to improve and change the way global volunteering is approached and 

undertaken. Solidarity tourism has the strong potential to become a major force for positive 

development in the world, we just need to understand all its aspects and approaches.  

 

4.1 Learning before helping  
 

4.1.1 Learning service  
 

Fundamental to the learning service is the idea that “we have to learn before we help26”. 

That is to say, before undertaking any kind of volunteering activity, we need to learn about the 

potential pitfalls of some actions and examine our motivations and options, understand the 

context and culture of communities overseas, and ask how to put our skills and experience at 

use. One example presented in Daniela Papi’s TedTalk is the one of law inters. When law 

students are sent abroad to complete an internship, they are expected to fill documents, sit, 

watch, and learn. But they are not expected to lead a court case upon arrival. And it is most 

likely that they would fail if they tried. Thus, volunteering placements should not be different 

from a law placement. Development work are just as hard and require skilled professionals.  

Acting before learning is mostly ineffective and harmful. People coming overseas to 

teach children in an orphanage barely know the local language, have no experience as a teacher, 

and are not trained to deal professionally with the emotional problems of vulnerable children. 

And yet, this is the model that most potential volunteers have been taught to expect – a model 

repeated thousands of times each day as international volunteers arrive overseas expecting to 

get right to work and immediately be able to help. The learning service approach does not 

assume that the people hopping off the plane have the answers. Instead, they have the chance 

to learn how they can offer effective help by learning from the only who deeply understand the 

 
26 PAPI-THORTON Daniela, What is wrong with volunteer travel, TEDxOxbridge, 2012 
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situation. Volunteers can join local people as effective advocates and allies, but only once they 

have put in the work to understand where and how their skills best fit. 

As such, the learning service model assumes that we cannot know all the answers, and 

that we need to focus on a long-term view of our impacts. It aims to reduce the negative 

consequences while adopting a humble point of view on what positive changes are achievable 

during a volunteer mission. Volunteers offer valuable support and fresh perspectives to 

communities and local organisation when the placement matches. Thus, volunteering enhances 

a two-way-skill-sharing where qualified volunteers help building up the capacity of others, offer 

fresh ideas, present new ways of approaching things and, where the locals share their personal 

insights, knowledge and contribute to the volunteer’s personal growth. Learning services create 

platforms for cultural exchanges in ways volunteerism placement do not. International 

volunteers provide an opportunity for local communities to learn more about foreign cultures 

while their experience the limitation of their current knowledge and perspectives. As such, the 

learning service’s aim is not doing right away, but learning from each other to do better. Thus, 

it enables the expansion of cross-cultural acceptance and learning.  

 

4.1.2From charities to educational organization 
  

Charities and NGOs have drastically evolved within the last decades. When a few years 

ago they were exclusively dedicated to providing aid in community development, their statuses 

have slowly started to evolve. With a growing interest in charity-based project, and the opening 

of the sector to outside volunteers, NGOs have diversified their domain of actions.  

NGOs have always initiated educational workshops for their beneficiaries. However, 

those educational activities have been extended to a broader public: outside visitors. With a 

learning service state of mind, NGOs have identified the necessity of sharing their knowledge 

to give visitors a better understanding of local projects and challenges. It is the case for the 

Cambodian NGO Children in Families with their educational and faith based Rok Kern center. 

In 2006, Children in Families’ founders recognised the harms caused by children growing up 

in orphanages. A year later, the NGO decide to start researching best practices and look for 

ways to contribute and share those best practices: this is how Rok Kern started. The center 

started running its first group sessions in 2018. This initiative aims to bring students and 

congregations on a journey of discovering new ways of doing volunteering activities. The center 
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provides participants with interactive learning sessions around local issues over a period of 6 to 

12 months. The program does involve a study tour or an exposure trip but unlike other NGOs, 

those study tours do not allow a direct contact with local communities and children. Rok Kern’s 

main focus is about how to care for vulnerable children by learning about orphanages, 

volunteering activities and family-based cared within Cambodia and the world. The center aims 

to give people the keys to help and serve others without falling into potentially harmful 

activities. In addition, for people who cannot commit to a long-term mission, or cannot travel 

to Cambodia, Rok Kern has decided to offer a wide of online courses.  

Rok Kern is not the only example of NGOs expanding their fields of action to 

educational tourism activities. Other NGOs around Southeast Asia have been following the 

same path. Those initiatives are providing visitors with a better understanding of charities and 

charity-based volunteering. By doing so, NGOs are trying to guide visitors in their quest for 

new ethical and community-based activities and contributing to safer tourism practices through 

learning.  

 

4.1.3 Creating long-term activists and educated advocates  
 

Learning while volunteering abroad gives people the opportunity to experience unique 

insights that no book or documentary could ever teach. Rather than reading articles and 

textbooks, all presenting different point of views, working in another country helps to get rid 

of the vague terms. Likewise, academic learnings of empowerment will never teach you as 

much as meeting community leaders and witnessing the impacts of their work. Therefore, 

through a well-matched placement, people can learn deeply about global issues in ways that 

could affect their entire life. As we mentioned before, most of the international volunteering 

placements are short term missions.  

Nevertheless, most of the returned volunteers recognise the fact that volunteering 

overseas had an impact on their life. Rather than looking for immediate impacts, we should 

shift to a long-term impact vision. Making a sustainable change begins with a sustainable 

change of mindsets where volunteers grow up to become international advocates. In fact, 

another important thing is that volunteers play in important role when it comes to connect others 

to global issues. Their knowledge, insights, and testimonies can inspire others to take positive 

actions. Even if describing volunteer missions as “life-changing experiences” might seem 
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cliché, it is an undeniable truth. In a way, personal growth and development will enhance global 

development. So even if the changes seem small and self-oriented, all of them are significant 

and valuable because all the collective impact of all those small changes repeated a thousand 

times, should not be underestimated.  

The combinations of the learning service method, the increase in social impact activities 

and the creation of educational centers have already contributed to a new generation of educated 

and conscious travellers, defending the values of an ethical approach to tourism.  

 

4.2The necessity of evolving models 
 

4.2.1 Corporate social responsibility   
 

Corporate social responsibility (CSR), is a self-regulating business model aiming to help 

businesses be accountable for their social, economic, and environmental impacts. By adopting 

CSR, also known as corporate citizenship, companies are socially accountable to themselves, 

their stakeholders and to the public. CSR translate itself by ordinary companies, operating in 

ways that enhance positive social, economic and environment changes, instead of contributing 

negatively to them. However, CSR is a broad concept declined in many different forms 

according to the type of companies and the sector they are operating in. Through CSR and 

volunteer initiatives, companies contribute positively to society while improving their brand 

image.  

Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield, co-founders and owners of the Ben and Jerry’s Ice 

creams, have promoted “responsible capitalism”27. Responsible capitalism recognises that 

companies have a clear purpose to serve society, their customers, and their employees as well 

as their investors. Responsible Capitalism requires a fundamental integration of the needs of 

the wider community, care for the communities in which the business operates, environmental 

initiatives and support for the arts and culture, with the business’s goals and processes. Above 

all, it is about how successful business leaders apply the principles of moral and social 

responsibility in the running of their business, combining social commitment with business 

acumen and innovation, and building a coherent philosophy in which the company’s success is 

 
27 Information retrieved on the 16th of January 2020, and available on the website 
http://sociology.morrisville.edu/infospace/thesis.html#:~:text=Ben%20Cohen%20has%20from%20the,the%20co
mmunity%20around%20them%20prospers.  

http://sociology.morrisville.edu/infospace/thesis.html#:~:text=Ben%20Cohen%20has%20from%20the,the%20community%20around%20them%20prospers
http://sociology.morrisville.edu/infospace/thesis.html#:~:text=Ben%20Cohen%20has%20from%20the,the%20community%20around%20them%20prospers
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judged over the long-term by criteria that include sustainability, equity, and moral justice as 

well as standard financial benchmarks. In the tourism sector, the mainstream cruise company 

Crystal Cruises runs a volunteer program called “You care we care”. Passengers can take time 

out from their luxury cruise to take part in complimentary onshore excursions to aid 

communities in need. Thus, some businesses are slowly shifting from purely profit driven 

models, to more responsible and conscious businesses.  

 

4.2.2 The philanthropy market   
 

“I sit on the board of a center for the developmentally disabled, and these people 

want laughter, and compassion, and they want love. Now, how do you monetise 

that?”28 

Philanthropy is considered as the market of love. It represents the market for people for 

whom there is no other market coming. Yet, the world has been discriminating the nonprofit 

sector for many years. We encourage businesses to make profit, but we do not encourage 

charities to do the same. But if we want a world that works for everyone, with no one left 

behind, then the nonprofit sector has to be a part of it, as clearly expressed by Dan Pallotta 

during his TEDTALK presentation in 2003. The nonprofit sectors alleviate and correct market 

inequities. Nevertheless, corporate philanthropy has been declining since 200229. US 

contributions in charities have dropped significantly, with a decrease of 14,5% between 2002 

and 2003, and a drop of 50% in corporate profit giving.  

Unfortunately, charitable giving as become strategic philanthropy, used for advertising 

and promotion purposes. Companies and donors are using philanthropy as a form of public 

relations to improve their brand image or for other high-profile sponsorships. Philip Morris, 

one giant in the tobacco industry, has spent over $75 million in the charity sector, and then 

spent another $100 million to advertise it. When we can doubt the genuine action of the 

company, we can also point out the fact that for-profit companies do not second think using 

charity to make money. In our society, we do not have any problem with companies making 

profit by selling violent video games or cigarettes, but we are visceral to the thought that 

 
28 The way we think about charity is dead wrong, Dan Pallotta, Ted 2003 
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pallotta_the_way_we_think_about_charity_is_dead_wrong/up-
next?language=en#t-101866 
29 Information retrieved on the 3rd of March 2020 and available on the website https://hbr.org/2002/12/the-
competitive-advantage-of-corporate-philanthropy 

https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pallotta_the_way_we_think_about_charity_is_dead_wrong/up-next?language=en#t-101866
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pallotta_the_way_we_think_about_charity_is_dead_wrong/up-next?language=en#t-101866
https://hbr.org/2002/12/the-competitive-advantage-of-corporate-philanthropy
https://hbr.org/2002/12/the-competitive-advantage-of-corporate-philanthropy
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nonprofit organization could reinvest donations in advertising campaigns to increase their 

earnings. However, it is crucial that those models evolve to give charities the opportunity to 

increase their market share and became financially less dependent on outside help. The world 

needs to understand that charities have the right to make profit and reinvest this profit in 

marketing campaigns to double their funds.  

 

4.2.3 Charities becoming more business minded: social enterprises  
 

For many years, the terms business and charity have seemed quite contradictory used in the 

same sentence. Charities are nonprofit organizations that are aiming to benefit the public sector 

based on four main pillars: 

• poverty alleviation 

• education 

• religion  

• other purposes that can benefit the community.  

On the other hand, businesses are trading goods and services to customers motivated by making 

profit. However, social enterprises are now combining both sectors together. Social enterprises 

are often connected to a charity or NGO and invest its profits in projects like the restaurant Jaan 

Bai in Battambang. Jaan Bai is an initiative created by the NGO Cambodian Children Trust, 

which has started the restaurant to provide locals with employment opportunities and a new 

income stream for the NGOs’ actions. Thus, even if there is no clear definition of social 

enterprises, they can be classified in three different models:  

1. Enterprises focused in maximizing their profits to support social ends  

2. Enterprises with a social impact focus; balancing profit activity and social mission 

3. Enterprises that have a social impact generating financial returns that are growing ass 

the social impact is growing 

However, it is worth noting that social enterprises and ethical businesses are not alike. A 

social enterprise turns its work around a social mission and uses commerce as a tool to maximise 

its impact. An ethical business works towards making profit for its shareholder with an ethic-

based approach whether it is around the environment, fair trade, and community development 

issues.  
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Conclusion Chapter 1 
 

To conclude this first part, we have been able to contextualise the subject of our research 

and define each notion it implied. We had a closer look to solidarity tourism and decided to 

propose our own definition due to the lack of an official one. Thanks to this personal definition, 

we have focused our work on one specific form of solidarity tourism: international volunteering. 

International volunteering comes in different shades, different approaches, and different length 

of commitment. From voluntourism, with a few days and even few hours commitment, to two 

years, the options remain numerous. 

However, international volunteering has also proven itself to be harmful in some of its 

declinations. When some researchers perceive it as a new form of colonialism, some others 

point out the fact that most volunteering activities are outdated paternalism. Thus, doing good 

does not necessarily come with exclusive positive outcomes. Moreover, it is also the notion of 

development that remains quite controversial. Does international volunteering contribute to a 

global development or a personal one? What is development? In the third chapter, we have 

decided to have a closer look at this term; often seen as a synonym of international volunteering 

activities. Once again, the different definitions and approaches were encompassed into one 

broad definition, taking in account the positive, but also negative aspects of development.   

In the final chapter, the question of tomorrow solidarity tourism was raised. With 

evolving models and charities merging with businesses, objectives and outcomes are redefined. 

Nowadays, NGOs are becoming major actors of the solidarity tourism sector and are working 

as such. Rather than relying on tourism professionals, NGOs are becoming the initiators of their 

own success. Not only are they redefining the tourism industry, they are also redefining 

international solidarity practices.  

Those researches rose some new questions, we have decided to focus on in the next 

chapters. As a result, our problematic turned to be: 

 

Which alternatives to volunteering, can an NGO propose to contribute to safer 

tourism practices and diversify its income? 
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Introduction Chapter 2 
 

Thanks to our literature review, we have been able to gain understanding on the different 

challenges of solidarity tourism and international volunteering. Thus, it is now time to explore 

our field and final problematic, with a concrete case study. In this second chapter, we are going 

to present our field of investigation: Cambodia. And the main actor of our study: the Cambodian 

NGO Children’s Future International located in Battambang. We will try to find which 

alternative to international volunteering, CFI can put in place to contribute to safer tourism 

practices and diversify its income.  

 

To determine the most suited alternative for the NGO, we have decided to conduct a qualitative 

and quantitative study, as well as a market study for positioning matters. This part is going to 

unfold itself in three main chapters. The first one, is going to focus on Cambodia and the 

missions entrusted during a 6 months placement at CFI. While the two other ones are going to 

explore our three hypotheses:  

1. Opening a social enterprise within Battambang  

2. Partner with a local tour provider to perceive a percentage of the tour fees 

3. Create a social impact activity within CFI buildings. 

 

Semi direct interviews with tour providers, NGOs and volunteers are going to be conducted for 

the sake of this study; and surveys will be used to collect quantitative data on the topic. Finally, 

focus groups were created to test our results on a small panel of consumers.  

However, this chapter is also going to enlighten the limits of the quantitative and qualitative 

studies, impacting the accuracy of our results.  
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CHAPTER 1 – THE FIELD OF INVESTIGATION  
 

1.1 Cambodia  
 

1.1.1Geography 
 

Cambodia, about one-third the size of France and somewhat larger than the U.S. state 

of Missouri, is bordered to the west and northwest by Thailand, to the northeast by Laos, to the 

east and southeast by Vietnam, and to the southwest by the Gulf of Thailand. The country’s 

maximum extent is about 280 miles (450 km) from north to south and 360 miles (580 km) from 

east to west. The country’s capital city is Phnom Penh with Siem Reap and Battambang being 

respectively the second and third largest city. In comparison with neighbours, Cambodia is 

administratively composed of 20 provinces, three of which have relatively short maritime 

boundaries, 2 municipalities, 172 districts, and 1,547 communes30.  

Cambodia’s climate is governed by the monsoon winds, which define two major seasons 

and therefore, two tourism seasons. From mid-May to early October, the rainy season marks 

the low tourism season. The strong prevailing winds of the southwest monsoon bring heavy 

rains and high humidity. From early November to mid-March, the lighter and drier winds of the 

northeast monsoon bring some 

cloudiness but infrequent 

precipitation, and lower 

humidity. This period is 

Cambodia’s high tourism 

season, with a peak in March 

and April. 

 

Picture2: Map of Cambodia31 

 
30 Information found on the Tourism Cambodia website on the 1st of June, available on 
https://www.tourismcambodia.com/about-cambodia/geography.htm 
31 Map found on the Tourism Cambodia website on the 1st of June, available on 
https://www.tourismcambodia.com/about-cambodia/geography.htm 

https://www.tourismcambodia.com/about-cambodia/geography.htm
https://www.tourismcambodia.com/about-cambodia/geography.htm
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1.1.2Population, culture and demographic patterns 
 

In 1962, Cambodia’s first national population count as an independent country reported 

a population of about 5,700,000 inhabitants. Following population figures are exceedingly 

difficult to determine because of the enormous number of people who died or were displaced 

in the years after 1970. In 2008, the national population was estimated at 13,400,000. Since that 

time, the country’s population has continued to expand at a rate above the world average. As in 

many developing countries, the population is quite young with one third of being under the age 

of 15 and about three-fifths of the population is under 30. However, the age distribution is 

becoming more balanced as the country continues to recover from its losses under the 

Khmer regime.  

Today, Cambodia counts 

approximately 16,25 million inhabitants 

with only 23,4% living in urban areas. 

Cambodia has always been a land 

of villages. Therefore, only a small 

portion of the total population has ever 

lived in a town of more than 10,000 

inhabitants.32 

Picture 3: Cambodia urban-rural living  proportions 

The Khmer (Cambodians) account for the vast majority of the population, producing a 

homogeneity unique in Southeast Asia that has encouraged a strong sense of national identity. 

Ethnic minorities include Chinese, Vietnamese, Muslim Cham-Malays, Laotians, and 

various indigenous peoples of the rural highlands. The Khmer language is one of the major 

tongues of the Mon-Khmer is spoken by nearly all people in Cambodia, including the Cham-

Malay. Historically, a small number of people in Cambodia spoke Vietnamese and Chinese.  

Until 1975, the Buddhism religion was officially recognised as the state religion of 

Cambodia. Since then, Buddhism remains the first religion practiced within Cambodia, like its 

neighbouring countries Thailand and Laos.  

 
32 Information and picture retrieved from the Encyclopedia Britannica’s website on the 1st June 2020, available 
on https://www.britannica.com/place/Cambodia/Religion#ref52454 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Cambodia/Religion#ref52454
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1.1.3History; from the Khmer Rouge to nowadays 
 

Cambodia experienced the most rapid and radical social transformation in its history 

under the directives of the Communist Party of Kampuchea, in 197533. Money, markets, and 

private property were abolished. Schools, hospitals, shops, offices, and monasteries were 

closed. The new regime, following the lead of Maoist China, requested to 

collectivise Cambodia totally, mobilising its population into an unpaid labour force. The human 

costs of that totalitarian regime were enormous. Conservative estimates are that between April 

1975 and early 1979, at least 1.5 million Cambodians—about 20% of the total population—

died from overwork, starvation, disease, or execution. 

A Vietnamese army came into Cambodia in December 1978, to fight the Democratic 

Kampuchean forces, and take over the country. Over the next decade, under the tutelage of 

Vietnam, Cambodia struggled back to its feet. In the late 1980s, an economic boycott of 

Cambodia led by the United States, and a reduction in aid from the Soviet Union contributed to 

Vietnam’s decision to withdraw its forces from Cambodia, which was completed in 1989. Freed 

from the Vietnamese tutelage, the new Phnom Penh government started to operate its recovery. 

In the 2000s, and after years of oppression, Cambodia continued to face enormous 

problems: a low birth rate, a serious AIDS epidemic, a stagnant economy, deforestation, a 

climate of violence exacerbated by the ruling party’s unwillingness to abide by the rule of law, 

and human rights abuses often traceable to members of the ruling party. By the beginning of 

the 21st century, however, the country was slowly becoming stable. Cambodia was officially 

admitted into ASEAN in 1999, which meant that it was constructively linked, for the first time 

in its history, to the rest of Southeast Asia. In 2004 Cambodia joined the WTO, highly 

contributing to a greater integration into the international community. The country also began 

to have its AIDS epidemic under control and its birth rate slowly started to approach the world’s 

average. Cambodia also began to reduce its dependence on logging and became a strong 

garment-manufacturer and tourism destination. Thus, the country regained the confidence and 

interest of foreign investors and aid organisations. 

 

 
33 33 Information retrieved from the Encyclopedia Britannica’s website on the 1st June 2020, available on 
https://www.britannica.com/place/Cambodia/Religion#ref52454 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Cambodia/Religion#ref52454
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1.1.4Tourism in Cambodia  
 

As a rather young touristic destination due to its tumultuous history, Cambodia has 

grown into a popular tourism destination. The industry has even become one of the most 

important sectors in Cambodia's economy. In 2018, Cambodia welcomed over 6 million tourists 

mostly coming from neighbouring countries such as China, Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand. But 

also, a high percentage traveling from the United States and France. Within a year, the tourism 

sector has increased its number of arrivals by 10,7%. Every year, more than 2 million tourists 

visit Angkor Wat in Siem Reap, the first tourism attraction in Cambodia. Since the 1990s, 

Angkor Wat has become a major tourist destination. In 1993, there were only 7,650 visitors to 

the site, by 2004, government figures show that 561,000 foreign visitors had arrived in Siem 

Reap province that year, approximately 50% of all foreign tourists in Cambodia. The number 

reached over a million in 2007 and 2.6 million by 2018. Amongst the major tourism attractions 

are also the floating villages in Tonle Sap, the unspoilt and preserved islands of Koh Rong and 

Koh Rong Samloen, as well as the province of Kampot. 

Picture 4: Number of tourism arrivals and countries of origin34  

 

 
34 Informations and tables retrieved on June 3rd 2020 on the website: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourism_in_Cambodia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourism_in_Cambodia
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1.2 International volunteering in Cambodia  
 

1.2.1End of the Khmer crisis, beginning of the movement  
 

After emerging from more than two decades of war in the 1990s, Cambodia has relied 

heavily on tourism and international NGOs to rebuild its economy. As a result, the NGO boom 

in Cambodia began in the early 1990s after the signing of the Paris Peace Agreements, marking 

the start of an era of development and democratic processes following more than fifty years of 

political turbulence. In fact, the very first NGOs – the International Rescue Committee, 

Médecins Sans Frontières and Oxfam GB – had been in Cambodia since as far back as the fall 

of the Khmer Rouge. Fearful of being drawn into the political struggle, however, other 

organizations stayed away. But once UN-sponsored elections took place, that hesitancy quickly 

disappeared.  

International NGOs flocked to Cambodia, while home-grown organisations also began 

to emerge. As in many other developing countries, the scope of activities of both international 

and local NGOs is very broad and touches upon almost every sector of social development: the 

environment, civil and religious education, human rights, poverty alleviation, emergency relief 

and many others. Some NGOs specialised in specific areas; others try to fulfil an extremely 

broad mission. In general, though, the NGOs seek to fill gaps in government social and 

economic policies. It is difficult to know how many NGOs and volunteers flew to Cambodia to 

help in the country’s recovering.  

 

1.2.2The development of international volunteering in Cambodia  
 

With the proliferation of volunteering activities and the growing number of NGOs 

setting themselves up in Cambodia, international volunteering became a booming activity 

within the country. According to a 2012 report, between 20 and 30% of Cambodia’s inhabitants 

benefit directly from NGOs support35. Along with their long-term development programs, 

NGOs are often the first to respond to disasters and provide first aid to victims. Yet while there 

 
35 Information retrieved on June 3rd 2020 and available on the website: https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-
cambodia-its-
complicated/#:~:text=According%20to%20the%20CCC's%202012,provide%20first%20aid%20to%20victims  

https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-cambodia-its-complicated/#:~:text=According%20to%20the%20CCC's%202012,provide%20first%20aid%20to%20victims
https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-cambodia-its-complicated/#:~:text=According%20to%20the%20CCC's%202012,provide%20first%20aid%20to%20victims
https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-cambodia-its-complicated/#:~:text=According%20to%20the%20CCC's%202012,provide%20first%20aid%20to%20victims
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is widespread recognition of the significant contribution NGOs have made to Cambodia’s 

reconstruction and development, their role does occasionally attract controversy.  

Unfortunately, due to a lack of coordination and state intervention, this development has 

been carried out without supervision and planning. Thus, the efforts of NGOs alone are not 

sufficient to enable comprehensive coordination. As McCausland, vice chair of the CCC 

Executive Committee and ActionAid country director notes: “It is the government’s 

responsibility to coordinate the actions of development organizations at the sub-national level 

through mechanisms such as ProCoCom (Provincial Cooperation Committee).” Unfortunately, 

the government is not always capable of doing this, leaving a risk of duplicated projects and 

programs as well as the absence of a common forum for sharing experiences, both positive and 

negative. 

 

1.2.3Orphanage tourism 
 

One side of effect of this lack of structure and regulation is the emergence of for-profit 

NGOs. More and more sources point to cases where NGOs have turned into for-profit 

structures. Tax exemptions and the absence of an effective regulatory system make it relatively 

easy to do business under the guise of humanitarian activities.  

As a result, a specific type of voluntourism practice started to be more and more popular 

in Cambodia: orphanage tourism. Orphanage tourism is one of the most popular among 

volunteer travelers, and lets anyone walking in the streets, walk in and play with vulnerable 

kids, According to a UNICEF report, three out of four Cambodian orphans in orphanages, have 

one or both living parents. The volunteer tourism market is part of a system that is unfortunately 

fueling this separation of kids and their parents, to respond to a growing tourism demand. This 

is why over 80% of children living in orphanages have at least one living parent, with poverty 

being the main underlying reason children are placed in care36.  Other common reasons include, 

disability, access to education, abandonment, and discrimination37. Children with disabilities 

 
36 Williamson, J. & Greenberg, A. (2010). Families, Not Orphanages. Working Paper, September 2010 
https://bettercarenetwork.org/library/particular-threats-to-childrens-care-and-protection/effects-of-institutional-
care/families-not-orphanages 
 
37 Cs�ky, C. (2009). Keeping children out of harmful institutions: Why 
we should be investing in family-based care. London: Save 
the Children. https://bettercarenetwork.org/library/particular-threats-to-childrens-care-and-protection/effects-of-
institutional-care/keeping-children-out-of-harmful-institutions  

https://bettercarenetwork.org/library/particular-threats-to-childrens-care-and-protection/effects-of-institutional-care/families-not-orphanages
https://bettercarenetwork.org/library/particular-threats-to-childrens-care-and-protection/effects-of-institutional-care/families-not-orphanages
https://bettercarenetwork.org/library/particular-threats-to-childrens-care-and-protection/effects-of-institutional-care/keeping-children-out-of-harmful-institutions
https://bettercarenetwork.org/library/particular-threats-to-childrens-care-and-protection/effects-of-institutional-care/keeping-children-out-of-harmful-institutions
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are at high risk of being abandoned and placed in orphanages. This is often due to stigma or 

because families do not have access to the social, health and educational services they need to 

support their children. Children with disabilities are also more likely to experience violence or 

abuse in orphanages38.  In Cambodia, just as in South Africa and Ghana, there has been a boom 

in unregistered orphanages. Last year, police investigated one after the rape of an eight-month-

old boy and discovered 27 of the 32 children were not orphans. A government study found up 

to 90% of the estimated 4,500 children in orphanages had at least one parent and only eight of 

the 148 orphanages were licensed39. UNICEF officials said children's welfare was secondary to 

profits and it is thought less than one-third of income goes on childcare. 

 

1.2.4Current situation  
 

Attempting to respond to these challenges, the Cambodian government launched a law 

on charities and NGOs; the LANGO law, which sought to tighten registration requirements for 

NGOs and impose measures of control. Although debate on the legislation started as early as 

September 2008, the law was only launched in mid-201540.  

 

The LANGO law has drawn staunch opposition from the NGO community, which 

argues that the law’s requirements are too vague, and government shuts down NGOs without 

plausible explanations. As a result of CCC efforts and criticism from the international 

community, Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen agreed to delay adoption when the law was 

first introduced. However, since its adoptions, charity organizations have experienced 

significant government restrictions. Thus, as mentioned in the previous thesis research41, 

Cambodia has shut down a high number of fraudulent orphanages and tighten their regulations 

as regards to voluntourism.  

 
38 Mulheir. (2012.) Deinstitutionalisation. A human rights priority for children with disabilities. The Equal Rights 
Review.Vol. 9. 2012. Retrieved from. http://www.equalrightstrust.org/ertdocumentbank/err9_mulheir.pdf. 
39 The love you give, the untold story of orphanages, February 2019, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDOzyoQHQOs&fbclid=IwAR1tojWB4Yg3BUAUoJOLVLaYEnIEUZQiR
UmfdXW1XKm0CjS7bOE6CP4H84s  
40 Information retrieved on the 6th of June on the website: https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-cambodia-
its-complicated/ 
41 Les impacts du tourisme solidaire sur le développement d’un territoire, Alisha Frappé, mémoire de recherche 
année scolaire 2018-2019, sous la direction de Jacinthe BESSIERE. 

http://www.equalrightstrust.org/ertdocumentbank/err9_mulheir.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDOzyoQHQOs&fbclid=IwAR1tojWB4Yg3BUAUoJOLVLaYEnIEUZQiRUmfdXW1XKm0CjS7bOE6CP4H84s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDOzyoQHQOs&fbclid=IwAR1tojWB4Yg3BUAUoJOLVLaYEnIEUZQiRUmfdXW1XKm0CjS7bOE6CP4H84s
https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-cambodia-its-complicated/
https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-cambodia-its-complicated/
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Picture 5: Active NGOs and projects in Cambodia42  

Currently, Cambodia has 1901 officially registered NGOs. However, according to the 

Cooperation Committee for Cambodia (CCC), about 3500 NGOs are working in Cambodia.43  

Even if half of them are truly active, it still accounts for one active NGO for every 10 000 

Cambodians. After Rwanda, Cambodia has the second highest number of NGOs per capita. 

According to a CCC report, published in 2012, 20 to 30% of Cambodians are benefiting directly 

from one NGO program44.  

 

1.3 Children’s Future International 
 

 

1.3.1Where they are – Battambang  
 

Located 8kms from Battambang’s city center, CFI is working in 2 communes belonging 

to Battambang’s district. CFI therefore partners up with two other NGOs to cover the 

geographical area of the district, which is quite large.  

 
42 Screenshot made on June 6th 2020 of The Cambodia NGO database http://odacambodia.com/ngo/  
43 Information retrieved on June 6th 2020, and available on the website https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-
cambodia-its-complicated/  
44 Information retrieved on June 6th 2020, on CCC 2012 report, available on the website https://www.ccc-
cambodia.org/en/download?file_id=828&action=view&view_file_id=a9a56cbabba4660ca6a8376c028d214ee65
29573  

http://odacambodia.com/ngo/
https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-cambodia-its-complicated/
https://thediplomat.com/2013/12/ngos-in-cambodia-its-complicated/
https://www.ccc-cambodia.org/en/download?file_id=828&action=view&view_file_id=a9a56cbabba4660ca6a8376c028d214ee6529573
https://www.ccc-cambodia.org/en/download?file_id=828&action=view&view_file_id=a9a56cbabba4660ca6a8376c028d214ee6529573
https://www.ccc-cambodia.org/en/download?file_id=828&action=view&view_file_id=a9a56cbabba4660ca6a8376c028d214ee6529573
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Battambang is the second largest city of Cambodia and is located in the North West of 

the country. According to the latest available data from the Ministry of Tourism, Battambang 

is Cambodia fifth most visited city. The city welcomed in 2015 close to 600,000 visitors 

(including 95,000 international travellers) and stands behind Phnom Penh, Siem Reap, 

Sihanoukville and Kampot.45 The city benefits from a very good location along the main road 

axis linking Thailand to Siem Reap and Phnom Penh. A factor which already is reflected in 

public transport: Battambang is one of the few destinations to be linked by regular bus services 

to Bangkok as well as regular domestic services to Phnom Penh, Poipet and Siem Reap. Regular 

bus services have helped to attract visitors. In the last few years, Battambang emerged as an 

alternative destination for tourists interested in colonial architecture. The city gained special 

fame with the presence of Phare Ponleu Selpak Circus, an NGO initiative which started in the 

early 1990s with art and music courses for traumatized abandoned children.  

It is now the Cambodian government, which is starting to look closely at Battambang’s 

potential. Recently, Cambodia's Minister of Tourism Thong Khon mentioned studies conducted 

in cooperation with Hungary to find ways to develop the city into a new heritage tourist 

destination. The historical town revolves around the old Governor’s House with the provincial 

museum and a couple of historical temples. Battambang is currently applying for the UNESCO 

world heritage status. If Battambang receives this UNESCO site accreditation, tourism is 

expected to increase, and Chinese investors are starting to invest in tourism linked projects 

participating in the economic and social development of the city46. However, some inhabitants 

such as the founder of a local tour provider interviewed for the purpose of this study, see these 

investments as a threat for local businesses. She mentions: 

“people are afraid for the rice fields. Before, when you were going to Ek 

Phnom, you only had rice fields, now the city is putting buildings and hotels for 

tourists, so we are losing some fields and people their work.”47 

 

 

 
45 Latest data found on the Tourism Cambodia, consulted Thursday 21st of May 2020 website, 
https://www.tourismcambodia.com/tourist-information/tourist-statistic.htm  
46China eyeing cultural and tourism investment in Battambang province, July 2020, information retrieved and 
available on: https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50741392/china-eyeing-cultural-and-tourism-investment-in-
battambang-province/?fbclid=IwAR3c7FcdjTyAgsoAgASBJ2LhqEL5ifk9sJFfztiK8nq91AOMDUmfKzrt0Vk 
47 Interview transcription, Sreyrath (name has been deliberately changed), available on Appendix 9, P203-206 

https://www.tourismcambodia.com/tourist-information/tourist-statistic.htm
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50741392/china-eyeing-cultural-and-tourism-investment-in-battambang-province/?fbclid=IwAR3c7FcdjTyAgsoAgASBJ2LhqEL5ifk9sJFfztiK8nq91AOMDUmfKzrt0Vk
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50741392/china-eyeing-cultural-and-tourism-investment-in-battambang-province/?fbclid=IwAR3c7FcdjTyAgsoAgASBJ2LhqEL5ifk9sJFfztiK8nq91AOMDUmfKzrt0Vk
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1.3.2Who they are and why they are here  
 

The centre was founded in 2008 by Jenny Cucci and Andrew Wolff after they witnessed 

preventable abuse of children. The vision of CFI is a future where every child is safe, healthy, 

educated and thriving!  CFI’s target group is the most at risk and vulnerable young people. The 

children at CFI face serious challenges including a poor education system, labour trafficking 

risks, family migration, all due to minimal employment opportunities. CFI delivers a holistic 

program; they do not just look at the education needs of children, though it is important, they 

will look at their family circumstances. They recognise that children need all those parts: strong 

communities, strong education, and a strong family to grow and develop as adults.    

 

Nevertheless, the decision making does not rely on them but on the local authorities. If 

shelter problems such as a house being unsafe is pointed out, CFI would recommend removing 

the child from his parents to be housed by another family member or a neighbor to improve his 

living conditions. Yet, this decision must be approved by local authorities. In Cambodia, some 

associations were accused of kidnapping because they did not ask for the authority’s approval 

and removed a child from one place to another without official agreement.  

 

1.3.3Children’s Future International’s history and evolution 
 

Children’s Future was created 10 years ago and quickly evolved as an orphanage at the 

first stages of its history. A dozen of kids were taking care of in the building; the girls sleeping 

in the main building and the boys in the wooden house behind. They were providing food and 

accommodation for poor children but soon started to understand that it was a lot of work and 

not a suitable long-term situation for them and the children. Children were becoming violent 

with each other, unhappiness started to spread and some of them, with severe disabilities were 

making it difficult for the staff to keep up physically and financially. The staff therefore decided 

to slowly reinsert the children in their families, making a lot of field researches about where 

and how their family members where living.  

 

Children Future International therefore evolved from an orphanage to a sustainable 

community development and family-based care model. Today, CFI counts 122 active families 
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living in Ek Phnom’s District, 38 staff members working as education advocates, teachers, 

social workers, data analysts, nurses…  

Picture 6: CFI’s active families on OSCaR 

 

For the next years, CFI wants to work towards reducing service dependency. In Cambodia, 

no public support is proposed to poor families and they therefore rely a lot on associations and 

NGOs. Yet, it is important that families do not get dependent to this but work to reduce their 

dependence on NGOs. As a result, CFI has decided to establish specific criteria to provide each 

case with a suitable help and has recently set up a new case management pathway including a 

safe exit program. This exit program aims to accompany families in the best way possible out 

of the CFI system. Before the implementation of this exit program, families were staying 

registered at CFI but did not benefit from their help anymore. Moving children through a 

pathway of services has enabled CFI to:  

• Successfully exit 89 children from their social work services. 

• Identify 23 children who were referred to CFI but whose level of need did not require 

their intervention.  

As at 30 June 2019, CFI had 227 active clients, with support being given to 111 families. 

Since 2009, CFI has provided services to a total of 446 children and young people, of which 

more than half were young women and girls48. 

 
48 Information retrieved from CFI’s 2019 annual report, available on https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf 

https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf
https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf
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1.3.4What they do, missions and programs 
 

CFI’s missions domains of actions are multiple:  

 

 

Picture 7: Programs and 

client age distribution49 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Nutrition: They are supporting the development of the children by assuring families 

have enough food to eat and teaching them how to make a nutritious and healthy meal. 

They provide on-site lunch to some of the children and work with their family to become 

self-sufficient. CFI is providing cooked daily meals at the centre for 44 children and 

provided monthly rice support for 24 families. They have safely exited 21 children and 

two families from the food support program. 

 

• Shelter: In exceptional cases, when families do not have a safe place to live, CFI helps 

them to repair or rebuild their home to make it safe. They work with neighbours and 

local officials to develop a safety plan to make sure that all children have a safe and 

supportive home environment. By 2019, CFI had provided three families with housing 

assistance (including initial rent support and home repairs) and found alternative family-

based care arrangements for 96 children, including 54 girls. 

 

 
49 Data retrieved from CFI’s 2019 annual report, available on https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf 

https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf
https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf
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• Illegal migration prevention: Because the district is close to the Thai border, many 

impoverished families are often convinced that working in Thailand is an easy way to 

make money. CFI’s team provides information and runs workshops for children and 

parents about the dangers of illegal migration; and the negative impact this has on 

children. Families now approach them to discuss and plan alternatives to illegal 

migration and ways to keep their family safely together.  

 

• Healthcare: Sophat, Healthcare First Aider, works onsite to treat children when 

appropriate and she always gives advice to all families and children of CFI. When 

necessary, she sends them to specialist doctors and sometimes, some of the children and 

their families have to travel to Phnom Penh or Siem Reap to get an appropriate 

treatment. CFI covers the travel and treatment expenses when needed. By 2019, CFI 

had treated 138 children (68 females) with illnesses at the health centre, with 48 (23 

females) referred to specialist treatment. 

 

• Education: CFI’s goal is to develop confident leaders for the next generation! They are 

working closely with public schools to monitor attendance and to receive referrals for 

children who need extra support. At CFI’s learning centre, children are provided with 

supplementary education in two main subjects: Khmer and Maths. They also have 

access to first-class education in English and Computer studies. Moreover, for children 

who have difficulties with studying and are not able to catch up on their lessons, CFI 

supports their access to vocational training. They also provide scholarships for students 

wishing to attend University, to help bridge their transition to full time work in other 

places.  

 

Thanks to their case management system, CFI can identify the criteria necessary to address for 

each family.   
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CHAPTER 2 – INTRODUCING A LOCAL NGO TO THE TOURISM 
SECTOR; METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH AND OUTCOMES 
 

2.1Missions entrusted at CFI  
 

2.1.1Research and investigation 
 

For the first step of this project, it was important to understand why CFI should, or 

should not get involved in ethical tourism. It was therefore necessary to connect with other 

NGOs, tour providers and social enterprises, to have an overview of what is already been made, 

what works and what does not. The aim was to have an insight of what it means to deal with 

tourists, and what it implies.  

To have an accurate research, qualitative and quantitative studies have been conducted during 

the two first months of this placement.   

• The qualitative study resulted in semi-directive interviews with different tourism 

actors and NGOs. After identifying the actors to connect with in Battambang, Siem 

Reap and Phnom Penh, the first step was to contact those NGOs/tour providers/social 

enterprises to explain our interest in their projects. Meeting dates were then agreed upon 

to conduct a visit and meet the teams. Prior to the meeting, the interview guides were 

created individually for each organisations and sent via mail for them to acknowledge. 

Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 outbreak, only 2 meetings took place in Battambang 

while the others had to be held on Google Meets and Skype. More information about 

the processes and results are available in the following chapters.  

 

• The quantitative research was created in two folded perspectives: externally by 

creating a survey to collect data on travellers, and internally, by collecting data on our 

staff members. It was important for us to align travellers’ interest with our staff’s interest 

and wellbeing.  

 

• A market study was also made to have an overview of the Southeast Asian market. A 

focus was made on Cambodia’s neighboring countries: Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam. 

Social enterprises and social impact activities were identified and analysed. This market 

study was used to determine our positioning and pricing strategies.  
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• Infocus groups were also created to collect both quantitative data via surveys and 

qualitative data via open discussions on Google Meet. Three infocus groups of 12 people 

each were made: Group 1 with people in their 20s, Group 3 with people in their 30s and 

Group 3 with people in their 40s/beginning 50s. This initiative was made after the actual 

creation and conception of the project to test and adjust our already established ideas 

and strategies. Three surveys on different focuses were shared : survey 1 on the 

workshop idea and tools, survey 2 on the content of the workshop (CFI presentation, 

scenarios…) and a final one on the logistic part (booking, price, and Covid-19 

measures).  

All the studies conducted, meetings held, and data gathered, were used in every decision-

making processes of this project. As a result, every detail relies on factual data and not on 

assumptions. Reports were shared on CFI’s website50 and used in the project’s funding 

proposal. 

 

Picture 8: March to May workplan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
50 Reports available on CFI’s website, on the resources’ section, CFI reviews and evaluation, Ethical Tourism 
Research https://www.childrensfuture.org/whats-new/#resources 

https://www.childrensfuture.org/whats-new/#resources
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2.1.2Exploring the different options  
 

When starting my placement at CFI, it was clear that the decision of not getting involved in 

ethical tourism was there. The studies conducted helped us to see the bigger picture and analyse 

the different options available to us: 

• Partnering with a local tour provider giving a percentage of its selling tour price to a 

charity, like Charity Tours Cambodia.  

 

• Opening a social enterprise such as Soksabike with the Kinyei Café or the NGO 

Cambodian Children Trust with the Jaan Bai Restaurant (in Battambang) 

 

• Creating a social impact activity within the NGO like Phare Circus is hosting workshops 

and tour visits within their buildings.  

 

At this stage of the process, we had to make the decision of whether or not, CFI should go down 

this road, and which road was the best suited for our journey. CFI’s main motivations were to 

contribute to safer tourism practices and propose an alternative for travellers to help and learn 

about local NGOs and local projects, without undertaking potentially harmful voluntourism 

activities. Knowing the troubles around this common practice, raising awareness, and educating 

travellers was one of the main objectives of this whole initiative enhanced by CFI. The team 

wanted to open up to travellers to share their work and knowledge for people to understand the 

complexity of the aid sector.  

 

The option which was the most aligned to CFI’s vision and motivations was therefore 

to create a social impact activity and welcome outside visitors in our buildings. After exploring 

different ideas, the decision to host a half day educational and interactive workshop was made. 

Comforted by our study results, and respecting our initial motivations, “Who run the world?... 

Girls!” slowly started to grow.  
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2.1.3Designing and planning 
 

Picture 9: May to August workplan 

 

After researching, exploring, and deciding which road CFI should take, it was time for the 

design, creation, and planning of this new project. This step included a various number of tasks:  

• Designing the workshop’s idea and creating the content 

• Writing the workshop’s scenario 

• Creating our interactive and learning tools 

• Identifying our target market  

• Defining our distribution, pricing, and marketing strategies 

• Engaging with potential partner organisations and tour providers 

• Testing the first ideas in our infocus groups 

• Delivering a staff training on cultural communication 

Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 outbreak, those tasks had to be done remotely and were 

quite slowed down. With the initial objective of running our first pilots in July/August, we had 

to review our schedule and postpone the first sessions to October/November. Thus, leaving us 

more time to finalise our package.  
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2.2Objectives  
 

2.2.1Finding the right alternative  
 

The first objective of my placement at CFI was to find the right alternative for them to 

get involved, or not, in ethical tourism. As a matter of fact, starting from our first exchanges to 

my initial first placement day in Cambodia, it was not certain that we would create a project 

around ethical tourism. The idea of CFI going down that road was there, and the willingness to 

explore different options was there as well; but nothing assured us that we would find the right 

path for us.  

The first months were entirely dedicated to exploring all the options available, speaking 

with other NGOs, social enterprises and tourism professionals in Cambodia and Southeast Asia, 

conducted quantitative studies to identify the interest in ethical tourism projects… The first 

phase was about understanding, seeing the bigger picture, and identifying if CFI could fit in 

this ethical tourism picture. This is what makes this project so special: this idea was born from 

studies and researches, from real data and a willingness to build the right alternative, at the right 

place and the right moment.  

While other projects are enhanced at an outstanding pace with the primary objective to 

make profit, this project was built step by step, taking in account CFI’s values, our staff’s 

wellbeing and travellers’ interest in ethical tourism activities. And this is exactly what we will 

try to share with our visitors: learning is the key to any successful project.  

 

2.2.2Diverifying CFI’s income 
 

As any other NGO, CFI relies strongly on donors and outside help. Diversifying CFI’s 

income was also one objective that initiated this project. Nevertheless, enhancing a responsible 

fundraising activity was a priority. In fact, CFI did not want to get involved in tourism only to 

make profit and earn money by any means possible. Diversifying the finance: yes, but with 

certain conditions.  

The primary condition was to make it as responsible and appropriate as possible. 

Contrary to other NGOs, CFI does not rely at all on tourists’ expenditures or on volunteers. The 

second condition was therefore to diversify the NGO’s income without creating any form of 
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dependency. By proposing an ethical tourism activity, CFI is adding a new income stream to 

its finance. However, the notion of adding is important: this stream is added, not replacing any 

existent one.  

Picture 10: 2019 expenses and revenue51  

 

Due the Covid-19 outbreak, NGOs relying strongly on volunteers where heavily 

impacted. Witnessing this situation has comforted us in the choice of getting involved in ethical 

tourism without having to rely on this activity to complete the NGO’s everyday tasks and core 

programs.  

 

2.2.3Battambang, a world heritage site to be?  
 

The development of Battambang as a tourist destination is also one factor that 

encouraged us to have a closer look at ethical tourism linked activities. With the objective of 

contributing to safer tourism practices, proposing a safe alternative for people to help NGOs 

while being in Battambang, CFI thought it was the right moment to do so looking at 

Battambang’s expansion. 

As mentioned previously, the Cambodian government is looking closely at Battambang 

and is planning, in collaboration with Hungary, to make it a new heritage destination. The plan 

for the heritage zone is currently awaiting approval from the Cambodian government. 52 With 

a growing interest in the city and investments being made in tourism linked projects, 

 
51 Data retrieved from CFI’s 2019 annual report, available on https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf 
52 Information retrieved on the 2nd of June 2020, and available on the website 
http://asean.travel/2017/02/27/blossoming-tourism-battambang-cambodia/ 

https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf
https://www.childrensfuture.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/FY2019-Annual-Report-1.pdf
http://asean.travel/2017/02/27/blossoming-tourism-battambang-cambodia/
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Battambang is becoming increasingly popular as a tourist destination for both locals and 

foreigners.  

Ho Vandy, Cambodia’s general secretary of the National Tourism Federation has declared:  

“This is a dream come true for the people in the province. It will certainly make 

Battambang more attractive and a must-see place for tourists after they visit Angkor 

Wat in Siem Reap,”53. 

 In addition, to get tourists to stay longer in Cambodia, the Cambodian government has 

also provided visas for one to three years for visitors coming from Japan, China, and South 

Korea. With all of those encouraging factor for Battambang’s tourism industry, and the growing 

interest in ethical tourism activities, CFI thought it was a good time to get involved and use this 

moment to propose a safe alternative for people to help.  

In partnership with other associations and social enterprises, the aim is to work together 

to make Battambang a safe and ethical tourism destination before the actual heritage site 

accreditation is approved. With the potential increase of visitors in the next years, having this 

pre-established network of actors and activities, might avoid falling into the pattern of Siem 

Reap, where harmful voluntourism activities and orphanage tourism were becoming 

commonplace.  

 

2.3Expected outcomes 
 

2.3.1Promoting safer tourism practices 
 

When looking at the different alternatives CFI could create in an ethical tourism 

perspective, one of the first expected outcome of enhancing such a project was to promote safer 

tourism practices rather than contributing to already harmful ones. In fact, Cambodia is home 

to a lot of ethical tourism promoted activities and short-term volunteering activities are fueling 

the local tourism market, as mentioned previously. However, NGOs around Cambodia and 

Southeast Asia have been paving the way to genuine ethical tourism standards. The interest in 

those practices are undeniable, and tourists are becoming much more sensitive to their impacts 

 
53 Information retrieved on the 2nd of June 2020 and available on the website http://www.ipbckh.org/?lang=en 

http://www.ipbckh.org/?lang=en
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on destinations visited. Even if CFI is located in a quite remote area, north from Battambang; 

the NGO is located on the track of the city’s famous Ek Phnom tour.  

As a result, some curious tourists; sometimes stop by at CFI’s gate and are keen on 

visiting our NGO. Unfortunately, for security matters and due to a lack of time to do so, CFI 

has sometimes to refuse those visitors, thus refusing the attention given to the organisation and 

the potential interest of knowing how to help. By proposing an educational activity within CFI, 

we are going to be able to give people the keys to help us, and to help other NGOs in the safest 

and most appropriate way possible.  

Providing those travellers with a safe alternative to voluntourism is going to open new 

doors and new opportunities for NGOs, tourism professionals and travellers. And we believe 

that NGOs have the keys to enlighten their work by taking advantage of the growing interest in 

charity-based projects.  

 

2.3.2Improve women’s education in Cambodia 
 

Another expected outcome of this project, and which will make more sense in the third 

part in the project’s presentation, is to contribute to the improvement of women’s education in 

Cambodia.  

Choosing the gender inequality topic as the main idea of the workshop was on purpose. 

CFI wanted to run a project that was true to its work and domain of actions. Over the last years, 

CFI has fought to give girls equal access to education and employment by promoting gender 

equality within its buildings. Gender inequality is a global issue, and Cambodia is not the only 

country facing those challenges. However, in countries where little help is provided by the state 

to keep children at school, gender inequality is pushed even further. Girls often drop out of 

school because of parents’ inability to pay off school fees and prioritising boys’ education; girls 

are often expected to get married at a young age to provide for their family; access to 

employment remains quite unstable due to the educational factor and a lack of knowledge about 

employment opportunities.  

CFI is therefore working on a daily basis to outweigh those inequalities by providing 

boys and girls with education, giving them the tools and the help needed to attend university or 

get an apprenticeship in the sector they are interested in, delivering trainings and creating 
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programs empowering our student girls. This project will enable CFI to reinvest the profits in 

gender equality-based projects, but most importantly, emphasise the importance of fighting 

those problems in Cambodia, and in the world.  

 

2.3.3Engaging with long term donors and advocates 
 

Finally, the last outcome would be to engage with long term donors, willing to become 

active members at CFI, and create advocates for ethical tourism practices and gender equality.  

While one of the objectives is to diversify CFI’s income, we strongly hope that 

participants will find an interest in our work, understand our needs, and become passionate 

about our cause. Opening CFI to outside visitors is the best way for us to raise people’s 

awareness around NGOs’ domain of actions and work. Unfortunately, or fortunately, NGOs 

rely a lot on outside funds and donors. Yet, with the high number of NGOs around the world, 

people are often overwhelmed by the number of possibilities. It is impossible to donate to every 

charity and it takes time to look at each one of them to decide which one is closer to our beliefs. 

We also want to know how and for whom our money is used. By welcoming visitors in our 

buildings, people will be able to meet and exchange with our staff, see our working 

environment, understand how our projects are handled… This immersive experience will make 

participants familiar with the NGOs. Thus, we hope this time at CFI will give them the 

motivation to pursue their experience with us, by becoming long term donors.  

In addition, providing an educational activity around gender inequality and the potential 

threat of some “ethical” tourism practices, will give participants a better understanding of local 

and global issues. Our aim is that people take out those information and bring them back to 

their country. Even if an experience is intangible, meaning that you cannot physically see it or 

bring it back with you like an object, participants will take back information, anecdotes, and 

facts to share with their friends, relatives and co-workers when going back home. CFI will not 

be able to welcome every traveller is the world, but each participant will pass on their 

knowledge to someone else, who will then pass it on to someone else. Thus, creating advocates! 

And even if people are not able to become long term donors, they will still remember CFI and 

hopefully, the information learned during the workshop. Word of mouth is extremely important 

for marketing purposes; however, it is even more important to defend values!  
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CHAPTER 3 – THE FIELD OF INVESTIGATION  
 

In the first chapter of this thesis, we have studied the different notions and the context 

thanks to a literature review. Those researches have led to the identification of one major 

problematic serving as the backbone of this work: which alternatives to international 

volunteering can an NGO propose to contribute to safer tourism practices and diversify its 

income? The beginning of our second part has enabled us to have an overview of the 

placement’s organisation, its programs and the missions entrusted. In the last part of this 

chapter, we are going to focus on the methods of investigation and the tools used to carry out 

our data collection. This data collection aimed to respond to the different hypothesis brought 

up and decide on the one most suited to CFI.  

 

3.1 Qualitative study  
 

3.1.1The objectives and context of administration  
 

If we refer to the qualitative study lessons delivered by Mrs Diane OLIVEIRA during 

the first-year master’s degree, the qualitative study is effective to collect data in sociology. 

Those data, less in number than for the quantitative study, enable the researcher to have a deeper 

understanding and explicit answers to his/her questions. This is why qualitative studies rely less 

on the volume of participants and more on the content. 

Picture 11: The different 

qualitative research 

methods 54 

 

 

 

 

 
54Image retrieved on the 5th June 2020 and available on: https://www.questionpro.com/blog/qualitative-research-
methods/ 

https://www.questionpro.com/blog/qualitative-research-methods/
https://www.questionpro.com/blog/qualitative-research-methods/
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Qualitative studies can be conducted in different ways according to the preferences and 

objectives of the research. In this thesis, we have decided to collect our qualitative data by 

making one-by-one semi-directive interviews. Semi directive interviews are based on 

conducting individual or collective interviews during which the interviewer only implies the 

different thematics by asking open questions. Thus, he/she never directly implies a potential 

answers to let the interviewee respond what he/she thinks. This type of data collection was most 

suited to our research as answers tend to be more precise and honest.  

 

3.1.2Identifying the people to interview  
 

Identifying the people to interview was the second step to this qualitative research 

process. To match our objectives, NGOs, social enterprises and tour providers with an ethical 

tourism or international volunteering project in Cambodia were listed in a grid and contacted 

via mail. Three main locations were selected: Battambang where CFI is located, Siem Reap and 

Phnom Penh. The organisations underlined in green were already familiar or had already 

worked with CFI in the past.  

Table 2: Qualitative study contacts 

Location  Name  Program  Interesting ideas 

Battambang  

CCT Awaraness 
programm 

Social enterprise with the restaurant Jaan 
Bai 
Big awareness campaign with books and 
Tedtalks from founder  

FutureSense  
Program 
delivered by 
volunteers  

Inspire volunteer program 

VSO  Overseas 
volunteers  

Active Citizen Days and International 
Citizen Service 

Phare Circus  
Welcome 
international 
volunteers 

Propose full day workshops at the circus as 
part of a responsible tourism program 
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Krousar 
Thmey 

Only qualified 
volunteers  

At Siem Reap Exhibition Hall, the 
association offers 3 permanent exhibitions, 
aiming at raising awareness among Khmer 
and foreign audiences on different themes 

Kromar 
Rikreay Volunteering  Has a German volunteer in their centre  

SOS 
Children's 
Village  

Awareness 
campaign Do not accept volunteers  

First Cycling 
Tour 

Biking tours in 
Battambang  

Expressed the interest in getting involved 
with an NGO 

Butterfly 
tours  

Responsible 
tours  

Tours contribute to local education "bike for 
a book" 

SOKSA BIKE  Social Enterprise  
Educational tours, respecting local 
communities and promotion responsible 
tourism practices  

SALT 
Academy  

Propose to see 
programs as 
visitor  

Visitor program (how is it conducted?) 

 

Siem Reap 

ABCs and Rice Run a fee for service visitor's 
program 

Partnership with 
Globalteer 

Off Track Tours Social Enterprise  Responsible tours  
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Free to Shine 

Shine and Dine restaurant + 
half day interactive 
educational experience (one 
day in a Cambodian mother's 
shoes) 

No direct contact with kids 
but a unique experience 
that raises awareness (how 
do visitors react to it?) 

ConCERT 

Responsible tourism practices 
= child protection workshops 
(for both volunteers and local 
organisations who want to 
know how to deal properly 
with volunteers/tourists) 

Provides workshops to 
visitors and other NGOs  

The White 
Bicycles 

Non-profit organisation 
providing over 50 rental bikes 
to 9 hotels and guesthouses in 
Siem Reap. All proceeds from 
bicycle rentals go to local 
charities. ($2 a day) 

No direct contact with the 
NGO but enables tourists 
to travel around 
responsibly and donate 
their money through bike 
rentals  

Charity Tours 
Cambodia  

Proposes tours in which 30% 
of the benefits goes to charity 
(and stops in association) 

Mixes common tourist 
attraction (Angkor Wat) 
with responsible tourism 
practices and visits to 
associations/NGOs 

Ayana Journey Educational and ethical travel 
experiences  

Workshops and learning 
service approach 

PEPY Tours  Educational travel company 
(learn before volunteering) 

Responsible giving and 
meeting 
They propose tours with a 
learning focus each day  
Meetings with educational 
NGOs during the tours 

Edu-Cycle  Bicycle tour agency that 
supports local education 

Bike for book project 
Money is reinvested in 
projects  
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COMMUNITY 
FIRST: 
KOMPONG 
KHLEANG 
FLOATING 
VILLAGE 
TOURS  

Proposes tours to floating 
villages but is registered as 
Childsafe (no pics of children 
allowed) and benefit is 
reinvested in an association 

Childsafe policy (is it 
accepted by travellers?) 

 

Phnom Penh 

ChildSafe 
(FI) Awaraness campaign ! 

Child protection trainings to 
businesses/non-profit 
organisation/schools, 
PassApp partnership.. 

People's 
Improvement Volunteering program 

Propose volunteering 
experiences for qualified 
teachers  

Cambodian 
Children's 
Fund 

Volunteering program  
compulsory child protection 
training and only long term 
and skilled positions 

First Step 
Cambodia Volunteering program  

Have volunteering 
programs but workshops 
and trainings for 
professionals  

Social Cycles  Educational tours  
Visit NGOs of visitors' 
choice and part of the tour 
is for charities 

Asian 
Volunteer 
Network 

Volunteering program  Propose volunteering 
experiences for everyone 

Children in 
Families  Rok Kern educational center  Workshops and trainings 

for tourism groups   

 

All those organisations were contacted and after exchanging with the majority of them, 

interviews and visits were organised with 16 of them. Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 

outbreak, only two interviews were maintained while being in Cambodia, eleven were held on 
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Skype and Google Meets, while six had to be cancelled due to the company’s closure. The 

people interviewed were (the names have been deliberately changed for the purpose of the 

study): 

1. Nina - NGO event and workshop manager  

2. Mike – Volunteer 

3. Sofia -NGO partnership and development manager  

4. Morgan - NGO founder and executive director  

5. Lola - NGO volunteer and partnership manager 

6. Cathy - Educational center manager 

7. Nat - TO founder and manager  

8. Sreyrath - TO founder and manager 

9. Brad - TO founder and manager 

10. Rachel - NGO International coordinator  

11. Peter – NGO volunteer coordinator  

12. The author of the Learning Service book and founder of PEPY tours 

13. Sophie, TO co-founder & Experiential Education Program Manager 

The diverse background of the participants helped us to exchange with tourism professionals, 

social enterprises, NGOs running international volunteering or social impact activities, and the 

author of the Learning Service book studied and referenced in the literature review. Out of 13 

interviews, 10 are shared in this work with the 3 other kept confidential.  

 

3.1.2Elaboration of the interview guides  
 

After identifying the people to interview, interview guides were created for each person. 

With the core questions being quite similar from one interview to another one, questions were 

then adapted to each type of organisation and its program. In the previous table shared, an 

additional column was added to note the first ideas. This basis was used to elaborate the 

interview guides. This interview guide was divided into 4 to 5 main topics:  

• a general presentation 

• responsible tourism,  

• their project  

• our project idea 
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• the final question  

Table 3: First elaboration of interview guides 

Location  Name  Program  Possible questions to ask 

Battambang  

CCT Awaraness 
programm 

What do they think of international volunteering 
and solidarity tourism?  
What methods do they use to raise awareness?  
Why is it important for them to raise awareness? 

FutureSense  
Program 
delivered by 
volunteers  

What do they think of international volunteering? 
Why do they propose volunteering missions? 
How is it organized? 
What are the impacts? Goals and outreach?  

VSO  Overseas 
volunteers  

Similar to FutureSense  
 
Why the use of overseas volunteers? 
What are those people looking for? 

Phare Circus  
Welcome 
international 
volunteers 

How do visitors contribute to the Circus' life? 
How do they organize those full day workshops? 
Did it change their model? 
Why is it important for them to engage visitors? 
What are the pros and cons?  

Krousar 
Thmey 

Only qualified 
volunteers  

Why did they decide to launch an awareness 
campaign? 
What are the outreach? 
Why did they decided to accept only qualified 
volunteers? 

Kromar 
Rikreay Volunteering  What are his motivation? 

How does it impact the association's life 

SOS 
Children's 
Village  

Awareness 
campaign 

Why don't they accept volunteers? 
How do they try to engage people in another way? 
What do they want to reach with their awareness 
campaigns? 
What does their "philanthropy advisor" stands for 
?  

First Cycling 
Tour 

Biking tours in 
Battambang  

What tours do they propose? 
What are tourists looking for? 
Would they be interested in the project? 
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Butterfly 
tours  

Responsible 
tours  

How do they organize their tours? 
Why do they organize educational tours? 
How is it conducted in a way that pleases visitors' 
expectations and respects local communities? 
What are the pros and cons of bringing in tourists? 
How does it not become showcased?  
What are the expected outcomes?  

SOKSA 
BIKE  

Social 
Enterprise  

How do they organize their tours? 
Why do they organize educational tours? 
How is it conducted in a way that pleases visitors' 
expectations and respects local communities? 
What are the pros and cons of bringing in tourists? 
How does it not become showcased?  
What are the expected outcomes?  

SALT 
Academy  

Propose to see 
programs as 
visitor  

Why do they propose visitor's program and not 
short-term volunteering opportunities? 
How are those visitor's program organized? 
What do they want to reach by proposing them? 

 

 

Table 4: NGO Interview guide 

Topic Open questions  Refocusing and 
additionnal questions 

General 
presentation of 
the association 

Can you introduce yourself and your role in 
your organisation? 

For how long have you 
been working there? 

Can you shortly present the NGO?  
When did it started? 
What are you doing? 
Your missions? 

Why did you decide to choose a family-based 
care model? 

Why did you shift from 
an orphanage to a family-
based care model? 
What does it mean? 

Responsible 
tourism 

How would you define the term 'responsible 
tourism'? 

What does it imply? Is it 
social, environmental, 
economic? 

According to you, in which ways can 
volunteering be a responsible tourism practice? 

What are the pros and 
cons?  
What are the common 
pitfalls? 
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Why did you personally decide not to propose 
international volunteering missions? 

Are you approached by 
some of them? 
What do you usually say? 

Social 
enterprise  

You have a social enterprise restaurant in 
Battambang, can you please present me this 
project? 

When and did you have 
the idea to launch it? 
What are the objectives? 
What is special about it?  

Who is your target market? 

Who are the usual 
customers?  
Short term tourists? 
Expats? Cambodians? 

In which ways does it promote responsible 
tourism practices? 

What are the outcomes 
for visitors, employees 
and the NGO? 
Why was it important to 
you? 

How does this project contribute to your NGO?  

Community 
development? 
Financially speaking? 
Ethical fundraising?  
Raising awareness? 

The project  

Do you accept day visitors in your NGO? 
If not, why? 
If yes, how is it 
organized? 

What are to you, the main good conducts to 
adopt when dealing with visitors and tourists? 

Which recommendations 
would you give us?  

As part of my Master's project as well as a fact 
finding for CFI, I would like to know how we 
could be involved in ethical tourism (or not), by 
partnering or complement existing projects in 
Battambang, what do you think of it? 

Is it something worth 
doing in the area? 
How could it be 
implemented?  
Would it be something 
you would be interested 
in? 

Final question Do you believe in tourism as a means for sustainability and community 
development?  

 

The interviews were conducted in April and May 2020, they were all recorded, transcribed and 

anonymised for the study.  
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 3.1.3Analysing method  
 

To analyse the different data collected during those semi directive interviews, themes 

and hypothesis were gathered in an excel sheet. According to the thematic, quotes were 

extracted from the interviews, key words identified, and summaries written. The full results are 

shared in the third and final chapter of this work.  

Table 5: Qualitative study analysis 

Topic Complementary 
focus  Quotes  Key words 

Responsible 
tourism  Definition 

-"I definitely define it as tourism 
which has a do no harm approach. 
Something that is beneficial for the 
community, but also is in 
partnership with the community 
that it works in. " 
 
-"my kind of definition for 
responsible tourism would be 
tourism that does no harm to the 
communities they are visiting" 
 
-"For me responsible tourism is 
about respecting the environment, 
the children and the families" 
 
- "It is all about helping visitors to 
adopt good practices while 
travelling and meeting with other 
cultures." 
 
-" I mean on the most basic level I 
would say it’s tourism that doesn’t 
harm the local community. " 
 
-"responsible tourism is about 
reducing the environmental 
impact, reduce the pollution" 
 
-"that tourists travel with the heart. 
That means, travel to Cambodia to 
share, not only money, not value, 
but sharing knowledge to improve 
the community" 

Do no harm 
ChildSafe 

Respecting culture 
and environment  
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International 
volunteering  

-"Volunteering can be responsible 
voluntourism but not all 
volunteering is responsible 
tourism. And not all responsible 
tourism is volunteering" 
 
-"I personally find a difference 
between long term volunteering 
and short term volunteering" 
 
-" I think there are so many levels 
in each of them about what 
volunteering is and what 
responsible tourism can be" 
 
-"there are ways to volunteer 
responsibly or ways to be a 
responsible tourist" 

Tourism 
Voluntourism 

Short term 
volunteering 
Long term 

volunteering  

 

International 
volunteering  

Programs  

-"Khmer professionals and young 
Khmer students to come and 
provide support to our teams" 
 
-"So they largely take back 
positions" 

Soft Skills  
Back office  

Filling skill gaps 
Capacity building  

Profile 

-"we do have some school or 
university leavers but I think it’s 
evenly split with also 
professionals" 
 
-"Local volunteers are largely 
university students sometimes 
doing stuff like tutoring" 
 
-"They have a connection with us 
beforehand whether they are a 
child’s sponsor or someone in their 
family is a child sponsor." 

Professionals  
Young students 
Local students  
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Duration  

-"But I think if you talk about it 
for our sense, 3 months would be 
considered as a short term. " 
 
-"And then, long term is anything 
which is in an indefinite 
commitment" 
 
-"we were allowing short term 
volunteers of around 3 months but 
we recently made the decision that 
we were looking for one year 
commitment." 
 
-"So short term is anything less 
than a year, but anything over two 
months" 

Indefinite 
commitment 

Short Term VS Long 
Term 

Pros  

-"it allows us to share experience" 
 
-"they help Cambodia engage with 
the wider world" 
 
-"to work alongside our team to 
deliver training to them and 
mentor them" 
 
-"the point of our volunteering 
program is very much to upskill 
our soft team" 
 
-"it helps us hugely in filling gaps 
that we don’t have, like skills gaps 
that we don’t have" 
 
-"so the long term relationship 
building can help with capacity 
building and support for our staff 
as well" 
 
-"people that have English as their 
first language who can help with 
donor relationships" 
 
-"we have amazing supporters all 
over the world" 

Filling skill gaps 
International 

communication 
Long term donors 

Advocates  
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Cons  

- "Cons, the difficulties that we 
have always faced with volunteers 
has been around culture and 
communication, or just culture 
shock" 
 
-" we think we know the best," 
 
-"You know, some people… you 
know, because they have a lot of 
experience, they expect they are 
going to be put in the bigger 
strategic projects right away, 
which is not something we would 
do for a volunteer" 
 
-"they sometimes feel like their 
own professional experience isn’t 
being properly utilized" 
 
-" there are always going to be so 
many layers of culture that are 
influencing values and decisions 
making that we just don’t 
understand" 
 
-" I don’t necessarily believe that it 
is possible to do a one or two week 
visit to something as part of a trip 
in ways that are healthy for the 
community" 
 
-"I think that not being able to see 
the full picture" 
 
-"And beyond the practicality, 
beyond child protection, 
somebody would have to be able 
to have like those skills in social 
work and then, be able to speak 
Khmer" 
 
-" I think when we open a position 
for a volunteer it takes time for the 
logistics and it is a very small staff 
team" 
 
-" if you don’t know the context, 
you don’t know what you are 
doing" 

Culture shock 
Language barrier  

Managing 
expectations  

Misunderstandings  
Short term 
Logistics  
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Alternative 
options 

(Hypothèses) 

Having visitors  

-"Everything that we are doing is 
trying to inform people who would 
like to come and help in the best 
way that they might do that" 
 
-", they expect tourists to do 
donations at their place" 
 
-"We have 4 campus tours per 
day" 
 
-"it seems like a zoo sometimes." 
 
-"Yes, it is interrupting sometimes 
but this is a way we can make 
money to support our school" 
 
-"It is a way to financially support 
our students but also to give them 
new experiences. " 
 
-"First thing we built here is the 
visitor centre where we could 
catch people and deal with them, 
so they don’t wander around" 
 
-"I thought my best job is to be in 
here, giving information, advice 
and guidelines as much as I can to 
encourage that what people are 
doing is responsible" 

Financial support 
Educate travelers 

Create opportunities 
Raises awaraness 

Disruptive 
Zoo 

Partnership with 
tour providers  

"I would be happy to do something 
like this during my tours because 
before I didn’t know how to 
connect with local NGOs to 
support them" 
 
-" The main objective of our TO is 
to distribute tourism benefits 
fairly" 
 
-So, everyone that comes on these 
rides, they commit to a $200 
donation" 

Support  
Fair tourism  
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Fundraising and 
awareness 
initiatives 

-"month-long campaign where we 
partner with local restaurants. So 
in Australia we have a certain 
number of partners that do it every 
year and in Australia, they donate 
5 Australian dollars for every dish 
that they sell." 
 
- "So, A mile in Serey’s shoe is a 
half day workshop. Basically, it’s 
an interactive educational 
program" 
 
-we created A Mile in Serey’s 
Shoes in order to build 
understanding and kind of educate 
people about the really difficult 
topics that families have to deal 
with" 
 
-"And to help contribute to safer 
tourism practices" 
 
-"educating the people about the 
importance of child protection" 
 
-" it’s a great way for other people 
to get to know about us" 

Workshops 
Awareness 
campaigns  

Educate travelers 
Safe tourism practice 

Short term 
involvment  

 

Tourism and 
community 

development  

Good conducts  

-"We have a full child protection 
procedure" 
 
-"They have a connection with us 
beforehand whether they are a 
child’s sponsor or someone in their 
family is a child sponsor." 

Child protection 

Dependency  

-"You know, it’s not just tourism 
and I don’t think any industry is 
necessarily recession proof. " 
 
-"And now because of COVID, 
tourism dropped a lot, and I don’t 
have any tours but I still need to 
pay rent" 
 
-"This is difficult because we have 
created a dependency on tourists" 

Tourism seasonality 
Epidemic 

Threat 
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Sustainability  

-"Before, when you were going to 
Ek Phnom, you only had rice 
fields, now the city is putting 
buildings and hotels for tourists so 
we are losing some fields and 
people their work. I am also scared 
that if tourism grows, the prices 
will go up like in Siem Reap 
where it is expensive to live and to 
rent" 

Economic 
development  
Rise in prices 

Cannibalization 

 

Limits of the 
study  

Current situation  

-"Most of them with the exception 
of whether or not CFI should get 
involved in ethical tourism. I think 
it’s the only one that has been 
heavily affected just because it is 
such a question for the future" 
 
COVID 19 highly affected the 
research in itself but also the 
answers given by the participants.  
Concerning the research, 30 
organizations were contacted, 20 
meetings were planned but only 10 
of them took place.  
We can also wonder if the 
participants' answer would have 
been the same 6 months ago  

COVID 19  

Specific 
geographic area 

All of the participants are working 
and operating in Cambodia except 
from a TO who is based in 
Australia but is operating in Asia, 
Iran and Samoa.  
Having a world scale qualitative 
research would have led to 
different conclusions and opinions  

Different cultures 
deal with similar 
issues in different 

ways  

Number of 
participants  

" Well you should probably ask 
our staff [laughs] " 
 
As mentioned before, only 10 
people participated in the study 
and only 3 of them are native 
Cambodians.   
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3.2 Quantitative study  
 

Thus, after explaining how our qualitative study was conducted, we are now going to 

have a focus on the methodology used for the quantitative one.  

 

3.2.1The methodology 
 

In statistical researches, the quantitative study presents more advantages than the 

qualitative ones, but both remain complementary to have an accurate overview of a 

phenomenon studied. When the qualitative study tries to understand why, the quantitative study 

tends to determine a major preference. We therefore speak about a trend, as Mr Laurent 

BARTHE mentioned during our first introduction to the quantitative study. Quantitative studies 

enable us to determine trends whether it is on satisfaction or perception. 

In our context, the quantitative study was initiated with the creation of different surveys, 

you will see in the following parts. 

When we establish a quantitative questionnaire, once the audience to survey is targeted, it 

is important to respect the characteristics of the defined group and create limits to the study as 

it is not possible to survey everyone. Defining limits and boundaries to our study will help us 

to collect precise and accurate data. For this specific study, we have decided to share both an 

external and internal. The method used for our surveys was the following one: 

• Objectives for both surveys: gather travellers’ and staffs’ opinion  

• Target: travellers who already visited Cambodia, or were planning to visit + CFI’s staff 

members 

• Determination of the sampling frame: the general public having access to online 

questionnaire  

• Choice of the sampling method: For both, a random probability sampling method  

• Method of administration: We have created both surveys on the Google Forms, a 

platform which guarantees the anonymousness of all respondents and offers the 

possibility of assisting in the results’ analysis by creating tables. For the staff’s survey, 

it was shared internally via email and on CFI’s internal Facebook group. For the 

travellers’ survey, the form was shared: 
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1. On Facebook pages such as backpacking groups, expats groups, les Français au 

Cambodge...  

2. On CFI's official FB page by writing a post about it  

3. By email to internal contacts  

4. On an article in the Battambang Travellers' online newspaper  

5. By sharing it on our personal FB pages and people we have met while being in 

Battambang.  

 

3.2.2Objectives of the quantitative study 
 

For the second step of this project, it was important to understand what travellers are 

looking for and what type of profiles Battambang is attracting. It was therefore necessary to 

gather people's opinion about Battambang and its existing activities, what people missed while 

being there, their interest in helping local NGOs and their profile and travel habits. The aim 

was to have an insight of what people are looking for while being on site and have a better 

understanding of customers' needs/interests. As a result, the main topics covered were: 

• Battambang as a touristic destination 

• Interest in ethical tourism activities  

• Preferences in voluntourism alternatives (social enterprise, social impact activities, and 

fundraising) 

• Cambodia’s travellers’ profile (age, travel preferences, booking habits) 

The questions were organised from the most general to the most specific ones. They aimed 

to understand consumer expectations and their interest and perception of ethical tourism 

practices. By collecting many opinions on the questions raised in this study, it enabled us to 

have clearer vision of what was potentially feasible and attractive. It also helped us to re-

question or confirm the first results obtained during the qualitative studies. The combined 

results of both qualitative and quantitative study invalidated or confirmed the hypothesis 

presented previously.  
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Concerning the staffs’ member survey, the objective was to know if the project was 

understood and accepted by everyone. The main topics covered were: 

• Staffs’ understanding of ethical tourism 

• Staffs’ wellbeing towards welcoming outside visitors in their personal workplaces 

• Preference in chosen alternative activity 

• Concerns and suggestions  

Enhancing and opening discussions on this project was highly important for us as the core 

objective of CFI is not only to provide a safe place to our families, it is also to provide a safe 

work environment for the team. Gathering their opinion was essential to continue the project.  

 

3.2.3Elaboration of the surveys  
 

As mentioned previously, we have decided to create surveys in Google to collect online 

data. Due to the current situation (COVID-19), this type of administration was the most suitable 

for our study. 

 

TOURIST SURVEY  

Concerning the tourist survey, we had an ongoing collection of data for around a month. 

We extended the length of survey to gather as many responses as possible. The survey targeted 

both people who had already stayed in Battambang or planned to stay there in the future. The 

survey was both in English and Khmer, as we wanted to target international and local tourists.  

After one month, we had gathered 44 responses. Even though the number of responses 

was lower than expected, it still helped us to have clear answers to our questions. See survey 

below: 

 

Tourists' Survey 
Thank you for generously agreeing to participate in a small survey being undertaken by Children’s Future 

International.  
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As part of a master thesis research and some fact finding for CFI, we are trying to see if we could get involved 

(or not) in ethical tourism*. We are therefore keen to gather some information about visitors to Battambang – 

what activities they’re involved in, and what other activities they might like to see. 

Please feel free to write comments at the end of the questionnaire, all answers will remain anonymous. 

*Ethical tourism is about keeping in mind the effects of one's actions, as a traveler, on the environment and local 

community. It aims to avoid participation in activities that contribute to or support negative ethical issues (such 

as orphanage tourism or sex tourism). 

សូមអរគុណចំេ     រយល ់ពមចូលរមកងួរសង់មតិតូចមួយយដល តវេេេេឡេង យអង រអ

 គតកុ រអេរ តិ។ 

យ ផកមួយយេ រ វ វេិេ កបបទមួយេិងរបកគំេ ហញ ក ់យ សងមួយចំេួេស ប់ សុ  េ អហយ,  េ យងកំពុងព 

េមមល េ េតយង ចចូលរមួ (ឬអត់) កងវស័េយទសចរណ៍ បកេប យ កមស លេម៌។ដូេ ច េ យងចង់ 

បមូលព័ត៌ េខ ៗអំព អេកទសចេរ េ ខត ត់ដំបង េ តពួេកគចូលរមសកមួ ព អខ េិងសកម 

ពអខ យ ដលពួេកគចង់េ ឃញ។ 

សូេមម សេរសេរបល់េ ចុងប ប់យ េក មងសំណួ រ េចមយ ងំអស់េឹងមិេ តវ េេប េញ   េ ទ 
* Required 

 

1. 1. Which best describes how you are travelling WHILE IN BATTAMBANG (Please choose 1 answer) - េ តយអដល រពិពណ ៌ ល 

 បំផុត អំព េរប យបដលអកកំពុេងេដេំ ណរខណៈេ ពេល ទ  កង ត់ដំបង (សូេម ជេសរសេចមយ ១) * 

Mark only one oval. 

 

2. 2. How long are you staying or were you planning to stay in Battambang? (Please choose 1 answer) - េ តអក ក់េ  ត់ 

ដំបងរយៈេ ពលប  ុ ? (សូេម ជេសរសេចមយ ១) * 
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Mark only one oval. 

1 night - ១ យប់ 

2 - 3 nights - ២ - ៣ យប់ 

4 - 6 nights - ៤-៦ យប់ 

7+ nights - ៧យប់េ ឡេង 

3. 3. Did you have activities planned or booked when you arrived in Battambang? - េ តអក េសកម យពដល េេរ បចំយ ផេ

 រ ទុកឬ េកក់ទុេកពលអេក ដល់ ត់ដំបងេេទ? * 

Mark only one oval. 

 All activities organised before arrival in Battambang - គប់សកម ព ងំអស់ េេរ បចំទុកមុេេពលមកដល់ ត់ដំបង 

 Had 1 or 2 ideas about what to do but nothing arranged - េគំេិត ១ ឬ ២ អំព យអដល តេវេប ុយ េ េអ េេរ បចំទុេកទ 

No plans when I arrived and little information about what is available - មិេ យេផេ េរ េ ពលខំមកដល់េ ទ េ ហយ

 េព័ត៌ េតិចតួច អំព យអដល េចេ េ 

Other: 

4. 4. How did you find out about activities in Battambang, either before you arrived or while you were here? (Please tick up to 3 of the 

most common sources of information) - េ តអកដឹងអំព សកម េព ត់ដំបង មុេេពលអកមកដល់ឬកំឡេងពលអេក 

ទ េ េ េ  យេរប ប  (សូេម ជេសរសប កងចំេ  ម បភពព័ត៌ េទូេ  បំផុត) * 

Check all that apply. 

Online (Tripadvisor, travel blogs...) - អេឡញ (ទ  បឹក េ េដំេ ណ, បិេកេដំេ ណរ...) 
Word of mouth (other tourists, friends) - ក សំដ  (េ ភ េវទសចរណ៍យដេទទ ត,មិតភកិ) 

 Social media (instagram, facebook, pinterest) - បព័េផ ពផ យសងម (អិេ ម, េ ហសបុក, ភិេេឺរស) 

 Tour operators (tour agencies, bike rentals) - បតិបតិកេរទសចរណ៍ ( ក ់ េរទសចរណ៍ អកជួលកង់) 
Tuk tuk drivers - អករត់មូ  តូកង់ប  

 Hotels and guests houses - ស រេិងផ សំ ក់ 
Other: 

5. 5. Are you happy with the amount of activities available or have you been looking for more things to do in Battambang? 

(Please choose a number on this scale) - េ តអកសប យចិតេឹងចំេួេសកម យពដល េឬក៏អកកំពុយងយតសងរកយអដល តេវេ 

យបេេមទ េត េ ខត ត់ដំបង? (សូេម ជេសរេសលេខ េ ល រថឹយងថេងេ ) * 

Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

6. 6. What activities have you done, or are you planning to do WHILE IN BATTAMBANG? (Please tick any you have done already, 

or that you plan to do) - េ តសកម ពយអដលអក េេេឬអេក ងេឹេងេេ េ ពយលដេល កងទ  កង

 ត់ដំបង? (សូមគូសេ កអ យ ដលអក េេេរេចហយយឬដលអកួ េេគ េងេ) * 

 ពិត មិេគប់ េ់េ ទកង េរេ  មិេ េេពេលវ គប់ 
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7. 7. Please tick any of the following you might have been interested in doing while in Battambang? - សូមគូសេ កយកេង ង 

 េ  ម មួយយដលអក យបហល ប់ រមណ៍ចង់េ េេពេល េ ខត ត់ដំបង? * 

 

8. 8. Are there any specific activities you would like to see in Battambang? - េ ត េសកម ព ក់ ក់

 មួយយដលអកចង់េ ឃញ 

 េ  ត់ដំបេងទ? 

 

 

 

 

 

9. 9. Would you be interested in visiting local NGOs and learn more about what they are doing? (Please choose a number on this 

scale) - េ តអក ប់ រមណ៍ចង់េ  េ មលអង េរ រ ភិ លកង សកេិយងសងយល់យបេមអំព យអដលពួេកគកំពេុងយេដរេឬទ? (សូម េ  

ជេសរេសលេខ េ ល រថឹយងថេងេ ) * 

Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

  

 
េ មេលទស ពជេបទ  ទស ភ ម ិ

 
  យ សងយល់យបេមអំព វបេម៌ 
កងតំបេ់  រ  

 
 យ សងយល់យបេមអំព េគ ងកង 

តំបេ់ 

 រស័គចិេត កង 
អង រ ភ ិ លម េរ យ 

 មិេចង់ ល់យ េត     ប់ រមណ៍  ំ
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10. 11. We would like to propose a half day workshop where participants would have to put themselves in the shoes of a 
Cambodian girl and work in groups on different topics / challenges we are dealing with at CFI. Would you be interested in 

participating in such a workshop? - ពួេកយងសូេមសឲ េសិ រយៈេ ពលកេ យ យថដលអកចូលរម តួ វ ក់ខេ ឲ 

ដូច ដំេ ណរ របស់េ កង ស កម  េ ហេយេ រ កេមល ប េបេទផ ងៗ / ប បឈម យ ដេលយងកំពុេង   

 េយ  CFI ។ េ តអក ប់ រមណ៍ ចូលរមសិ ួ យ បេបេ េ ទ? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Yes - ទ/    

No - េ ទ 

11. 12. If yes, which topics would you be interested in? (Please choose up to 3 answers) - បសិេេប យល់ ពម េ តអក ប់ 

 រមណ៍េ ល ប េបទមួយ ? (សូេម ជេសរសេចមយចំេួេ ប ) 

Check all that apply. 

Girls' education in Cambodia -  រអប់ររបស់េ កង ស េ  េបទសកម 

Employment opportunities for girls - ឳ ស រ រ ស ប់េ កង ស  

Gender inequality - វសម េពយេឌ័រ 

Domestic violence - អំេ ពហិង កង គ រ 

Traditions VS Modern society - ទំេ េ មទំ ប់បុ ណ េិងសងមទំេ េប 

LGBT rights in Cambodia - សិទិអក ស ញ់េ ភទដូច  េ  េបទសកម 
 Trafficking and prostitution - រជួញដូរេិេងពស រ 

12. 13 . Would you accept paying more for tour to give it back to a charity? - េ តអក ពមចំ យ ក់យបេម ស ប់ដំេ ណរកម េ េ ដម    

បគល់េ  ឱ សប រសេម៌វេញទ? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Yes - ទ/ ស  

No - េ ទ 

13. 14. You are - អកគឺ * 

Mark only one oval. 

A man - បុរស ក ់

A woman - ស  ក ់

Other - េ ផ េងទ ត 

Decline to answer - បដិេ សេមិេផល់េចមយ 

14. 15. You are - . អកគឺ * 

Mark only one oval. 

18 and less - ១៨  ំ េិង េ  ម 

18 - 34 - ១៨-២៤  ំ 

35 - 44 - ៣៥-៤៤  ំ 

45 - 54 - ៤៥-៥៤  ំ 

55 - 64 - ៥៥-៦៤  ំ 

65 - 74 - ៦៥-៧៤  ំ 

75 or older - ៧៥ េ  ស់ ង 
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15. 16. Would you like to add any comments? - េ តអកចង់យបេេម បល់ មួេយទ? 

 

 

 

 

16. Thank you so much for taking the time to answer our questions. If you’d be willing to answer a few follow-up questions on this 

subject (we will not contact you for any other reason!), please leave your email address) - សូមអរគុេណ ចយេដល េ 

ចំ េយពេលឆយសំណួ ររបស់េ យង។ បសិេេបអក េឆេៈកង េរឆយសំណួ រមួយចំេួេេល ប េបេទេ  (េ យងេឹងមិេ ក់ទងអក េ  

េយហតុផល មួេយទ!) សូមទុក សយ េអុ  យ មលរបស់អក) 

 

 

STAFF SURVEY 

Our staff survey was created to gather CFI's opinions and concerns. It was translated in 

both Khmer and English for everyone to understand  

 It was shared internally via email and on our private Facebook page. 26 staff members 

participated in the survey. See survey below: 

CFI Staff Survey 

 សួរស  គ រ CFI ងំអស់! 
បឋម សូមអរគុណកង រចំ េយពល កង េរឆយេូវសំេួយរដេល េង េមេ ។ សំ ប់េ ពលបចប េ ខំពិត ចង ់ ដឹងព  

រយល់េ ឃញរបស់ របស់អក អំព  CFI យ ដលកំពុងចូលរមួ មួយ េរេ េគ ង កមស លេម៏េ ទសចរណ៏ ឬ កម៏េិគួរ 
 ចូលរម។  ួ   

   មពិេតេ លបំណងគេឺ ់យ តចង់ យ សងរក វេ  សដ៏យ េទទ ត យ ដល ចផល់ េប ជេ៏ដល់េ យង ងំអស ់ ។ ស័យ 

េ ហតុដូេ ច េ ហយ បសិេេប រកមិេេឃញអំព តុល េពទ េ យងក៏មេិ េបងេត យ េេគ េង   េ កេតឡយងដរ។ យអដល េ រៈស ំ

េ់បំផតុគឺេ យង ចង់ េ  យអក ងអំស់ េ រមណ៏ េូរ ល េិង សុខ សល ល់េគ យងដេលយងេឹង 
 តវយកមេកេប ុេ    ។  

ដូេ ច សូមកុំ េ រមណ៏តឺយងតងអ  កង យរចកយរលក គំេតិ េងិ រ រមរបស់អក ងំអស់ ។ េ ហយ ល់េចមយ ង ំអស់របស់អក េងឹ 

តវ េរក រស ំត់។  

  

សំ ប់សំណួ រទ ១ េរេ កមស លេម៏េ ទសចរណ៏ គឺសំេ  េ  េ ល រពិ រ អំព  ផលប   ល់ យ េសកម ព េ  ចេរបស់ បុគល ក់។ ឧ 

ហរណ៏ដូច អេកេដំេ ណរ ក ់សិតកង បរ េ េិង កងសហគមេ៏យ េតបំេ់ មួយ។ េគ េងេ  េ 
 េ  លបំណង េ ដម   េ ជ ស ង រចូលរមួ កងសកម ព យ ដលប េល យ េ ឬ   ំ េទ ល រណ ៏យ ដលបង ប   
អវជ េ។ ( ដូច  េ ទសចរណ ៏េ កងក ំ  េិង េ ទសចរណផ៏េវភទ)។ បសិេេប CFI  ចូលរមកងួ  េគ ង 

កមស លេម៏េ ទសចរណ៏ ចណុំ យចេេ លបំណង េងិ តេវសរសុំ ពម ង ំផ ពផ យ រ អេុវតេ៏េ ទសចរណ៏ បកប េ  យសុវតិ 

ព  មរយៈ យរចកយរលកចំេ ណ ដឹង េិង បទពិេ  េេ៏របស់េ យង។  

- 
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Hello to all the CFI Family!  

First of all, thank you for taking the time to answer a few questions. Today, I would like to know what YOU think of CFI getting 

involved in ethical tourism or not.  

The aim is to find the alternative that will benefit everyone. Thus, if the right balance cannot be found, we won't force the 

project to happen. The most important is for all of you to feel comfortable in every step we take.  

So please feel free to share all your opinions and concerns. All answers will remain anonymous.  

*FOR QUESTION 1 - Ethical tourism is about keeping in mind the effects of one's actions, as a traveller, on the environment and 

local community. It aims to avoid participation in activities that contribute to or support negative ethical issues (such as 

orphanage tourism or sex tourism).  
If CFI gets involved in ethical tourism, the objective would be to propose and promote safer tourism practices by sharing our 

knowledge and experience.  

* Required 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. េ តអេកពញចិេត េឹងគំេិត របស់ CFI កង រចូលរមួ កង េក ង កមស លេម៍េ ទសចរណ៏េឬទ? - Do 

you like the idea of CFI being involved in ethical tourism? (see definition above) * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

2. េ តអក េ រមណ៏សុខ សេលទ េ  េ ពល េេភ វ មេកលេង  CFI ? - Would you be 

comfortable with visitors coming to CFI? * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

3. េ តអក េ រមណ៏សុខ សេលេទ េ ពល េមេុស មេកលង រ

 ល័យរបស់អក? - Would you be comfortable with people visiting your office? * Mark only one oval. 

មិេេពញចិត ល់យ េត     េ ពញចិត  ំងបំផុត  

មិេេពញចិត ល់យ េត     េ ពញចិត  ំងបំផុត  
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 1 2 3 4 5 

 

4. េ តអកយល់ សប កង រេិ យ មួយពួេកេគទ? - Would you accept to chat with them? * 

Mark only one 

oval. 

ពម - Yes 

មិេ ពម - 

No 

5. េ  េយ េង េ ល រសំេ រចចិតរបស់អក សួរ េ តអ ច េប ជេ៏អខ  យ ដល

 េអកមេកលេង 

CFI? ( សូេម ជេសរសេចមយព មួយដល់បួេ) - According to you, what would be the benefits of having 

visitors at CFI? (Please choose up to 4 answers) * 

Check all that apply. 

ជួយ  ំ ទហិរ វតដល់ CFI - Supporting CFI financially 

ជួយេបងេ ចំេ ណ ដឹង - Raising awareness 

េ េេ េយគ ល់ CFI េ ់យ េត ចេ - Making CFI better known 

េបងតបទពិេ  េេ៏ថ ៗ - Creating new experiences 

 េ រ េយបេមអំព  គេំតិេងិទស េៈេ ផ ងៗ េ  ចេ - Learning more about different point of views 

 យ ចកយរលក រ ររបស់អក មួយអកដយ៏ ទ - Sharing your work with others 

 រមចំ យ ណកកងួ   រអេុវតេ ៏ េរេេទសចរណ៏ បកេប យសុវតិ ព - Contributing 

to safer tourism practices 

រ ប់ទ ំ ក់ទំេង មួយអកឧបតយមដល េស េុពល - Engaging with 

potential donors ព ង កមូលេិេិរបស់ CFI - Diversifying CFI's fundings 

 រេបងត ត ំ ងទូតផល់ព័ត េេ យ CFI - Creating CFI ambassadors 

Other: 

6. េ  ងមគំេិតរបស់អក េ តអកគិតដូេចមចខ យ ដល ច  គុណវបត យ ដល េអកមេកលង េ   

CFI? 

( សូេម ជេសរសព  មួយ ដល់ បួេ) - According to you, what do you think could be the disadvantages of 

having visitors at CFI? (Please choose up to 4 answers) * 

Check all that apply. 

 ច ររ េ - Could be disruptive 

េ មណ ៏  ដូច យកេងសួេសត - Could feel like a zoo េចេេ យ

 េ រចំ េយពេលវ  - Could be time consuming ចបេង    

ក ់ដល់អក ស័យផល - Could harm our beneficiaries េចេេ យអក េ

មិេេពញចិត ល់យ េត     េ ពញចិត  ំងបំផុត  
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 រមណ៏មិេសុខ សល - Could make you feel uncomfortable ច បភយពេ

 រភ័េ ចលំ - Could be a source of misunderstandings ឧបសគ ង

  - Language barrier 

ចមិេ ស មបស់ មលខេ េ  េឹងទស វស័យ ងំអស់របស់ CFI - Wouldn't fit with CFI's overall vision ចសិេត

 ម រ គប់ គេងផ ង - Could create dependency 

Other: 

7. 7. សំ ប់បចប េ គំេិតដំបូងគួយរត តវេបងេត   គឺ សិ យ ដលអកចូលរមគួរ ួយកចិតរបស់េ គ ក ់កង 

ចិតរបស ់េ កង ស កម េ ហេយេ រ កម េ ល ប េបេទផ ង យ ដល CFI កំពុេង    យ។ - For 

now, the first idea would be to create a workshop where participants would have to put themselves in the 

shoes of a Cambodian girl, and work in teams on different topics CFI is dealing with. How do you feel 

about this idea? * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

8. 8. េ ត ប េបទយអដលអកចង់េ  េយយង ក់េ  មុេខគ? (សូេម ជេសរសេចមយ េ  យ េ៤) - 

What topics would you like us to cover? (Please choose up to 4 answers) * 

Check all that apply. 

 រមិេេសរ ព  យ េ យិេឌ័រ - Gender inequality 

រអប់េរកង ស  - Girls' education 

ឱ ស រ រ សំ ប់េ កង ស  - Employment opportunities for girls 

សងមសម័យបុ ណ េងិ សម័យទំេ េប - Traditions VS Modern society 

អំេ ពហឹង កង គ រ - Domestic violence 

រជួញដូរមេុស េិង រ េរពស - Trafficking and prostitution សិទ LGBT - 

LGBT rights 

រសុំជំេួយ េិង រេប ញមតិ - Access to help and speaking up Other: 

9. 9. េ តអក ប់ រមណ៏េ  េឹង រចូលរមកងវគសិក មួ  ួយចំេួេេដម 

  យ ចកយរលកបទព េ  េេ៏េឬទ? - 

Would you be interested in participating in some sessions to share your experiences? * 

Mark only one oval. ប ់ រមណ៏ - Yes មេិ ប់រមណ៏ - No យបហល - Maybe 
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11. ជេបេរទស េ ពលខ េិ យ ឬ ប ញឥរបយទដល ចកតស់ ល់ េច ស់។ េ តអក ប់ រមណ ៏កង រសិក 

យបេមព  ពខុស អំព វប េម៍យ ដរេឬទ? (ឧ ហរណ៏ដូច រ ក់ទងមេុស ជុំវញ យវរ េរស ក ក់….) - Foreigners 

can sometimes speak or behave in a certain way. Would you be 

interested in learning more about cultural differences? (For example around communication, 

gestures, clothing...) * Mark only one oval. មេិ ប់រមណ៏ - Yes មិេ ប់ រមណ៏ - No 

 

 

 

សូមអរគុណ ល់េចមយរបស់អក ល់ ។ េ ត េេអផ យងដលអកចង់យបេមេឬទ? េ តអក េ រ 

រមណ៏េឬទ? - Thanks everyone for your answers. Would you like to add anything? Do you have any concerns? 

 

 

 

បសិេេបអក េសំេួរយបេមអំព  េគ េងេ  ឬ  េ រ រមណ ៏សូមកុំ ក់េ សរ កេរផរ 

េរ េ ់អក គប់ គងរបស់អក ឬ Zoey ឬ ខំ េ) - If you do have further questions about the projects, or any 

concerns, don't hesitate to send an email to your manager, Zoey or to me :) 

 

3.3The infocus groups 
 

3.3.1The infocus group study and its objectives 
 

Creating focus groups is one of the methods used in the qualitative study. They are 

composed of small group interviews in which the interviewer capitalises on communication to 

generate data. Although group interviews are generally used to have a simple and quick 

collection of data with several people simultaneously, focus groups use group interaction as 

part of the method. This means that instead of having the interviewer asking each person a 

specific question and then move on, people are encouraged to interact with each other ; reacting 

to each other’s opinions, sharing own experiences, disagreeing and bringing in different views 

on a subject. This method is particularly useful to explore participants’ knowledge and opinion 

to understand why and how people feel and think that way. As a result, the main idea behind 

focus groups is to use this open discussion state to explore and clarify their views which would 

be less easily accessible on semi directive or one-one interviews.  
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For the sake of this research, the infocus groups have been used once the previous 

qualitative and quantitative studies have helped us to confirm which alternative was the most 

suited to CFI. As a result, the surveys and the open discussion topics brought up within the 

infocus groups were less used for the purpose of this study, but for the general decisions related 

to the project. Translated into facts, the semi directive interviews, and the surveys’ results were 

analysed and used before the original choice of the project, and the infocus groups as part of 

the elaboration of the content and strategies.  

Using this type of method to comfort our choices had several advantages: 

• Infocus groups do not discriminate against people who cannot write or read 

• Infocus groups enable researchers to open discussions with people who would not be 

reluctant to be interviewed on their own 

• Infocus groups, when the dynamic is right, will make participants work alongside the 

researcher, taking the study in new, and mostly unexpected directions 

All the advantages listed above comforted us to pursue this idea and rely on studies and data to 

develop the project’s idea 

 

3.3.2Creation of the groups  
 

Focus group studies can go from a dozen to over fifty groups depending on the 

objectives and aims of the study, and the resources available. Most focus groups studies rely on 

just a few specific groups and on other data collection methods such as surveys or one-by-one 

interviews. Even if it is possible to conduct this study with a representative sample of a small 

population, most of the infocus groups studies use a theoretical sampling model where 

participants are chosen to represent a range of the total study population or to test specific 

hypotheses. Most researchers also recognise ethnicity and class as important variables while 

creating those focus groups.  

Most of them recommend aiming for homogeneity within the focus groups. However, it can 

also bring advantages to connect diverse backgrounds within the same group. For the sake of 

this research, we have decided to create groups with people coming from different professional 

backgrounds and travel habits. Some of the participants were used to travel whether by 
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backpack or in organised tours, when others mostly travelled within their own country mainly 

for financial reasons. The groups were created taking the age as the group’s main characteristic: 

• Infocus group 1 – people in their 20s 

• Infocus group 2 – people in their 30s 

• Infocus group 3 – people in their 40s, beginning 50s 

Those three groups were composed of 12 people each who accepted to participate in this study. 

People within the same groups did not know each prior to study.   

 

3.3.3Study method used within the groups 
 

Due to the Covid-19 situation, the infocus group studies had to be conducted online. A 

messenger group was created for each focus group.  

As part of the study, both a quantitative and qualitative data collection was used in our 

infocus groups. The overall study method was the following one: 

• Data collection through surveys: 3 survey were shared within each group. Those 

surveys had all identical questions and focused on the workshop idea, its content, and 

the logistics around the project. They were shared on the messenger group once a week.  

 

• Data collection through online chat: all the anonymous survey results were shared 

within the focus groups to enable them to react to each groups’ results and differences. 

Those open discussion were made in the online Messenger chat and entertained by 

myself; even if my intervention was not needed, conversations being quite easy between 

participants.  

 

• Data collection through online discussion: After sharing those three surveys and 

driving discussions on the online chat, an infocus group meeting was set up on Google 

Meets with 5 participants. The participants freely agreed to participate in this open 

discussion and were enthusiastic about the idea of sharing their opinion with each other. 

The discussion was fluent, everyone participated in a quite proportional amount of time 

and some interesting concerns were raised; and suggestions made. The participants were 

(the names have been deliberately changed) 
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o Marc, hotel receptionist, INFOCUS GROUP 1 – 20s 

o Lisa, art and design student, INFOCUS GROUP 1 – 20s 

o Peter, F&B manager, INFOCUS GROUP 2 – 30s 

o Alexis, bank employee, INFOCUS GROUP 2 – 30s 

o Celia, primary school teacher, INFOCUS GROUP 3 – 40s  

 

3.4 Limits of the study  
 

3.4.1The limits of the qualitative approach 
 

The main drawback of the qualitative study is that its process is relatively time-

consuming, and the interpretation limited. As a matter of fact, personal experiences and 

knowledge tend to highly influence the observations and conclusions made. It remains difficult 

to stay neutral while conducting and analysing semi directive interviews as we are looking for 

specific answers to our questions. We tend to narrow ourselves on this sole purpose, maybe 

missing the real sense of the interviewee’s opinion. Also, as the process involves personal 

interaction with another person for data collection, discussions often tend to deviate from the 

main issue to be studied. It is therefore difficult, even with refocusing questions, to directly 

address questions expected. Neutrality remains one of the biggest challenges of the qualitative. 

In this study, the major drawback was the influence of Covid-19 on the interviewees’ opinion 

on tourism trends and potential success of the project. We believe that some answers and the 

results obtained would have been different if the qualitative study would have been conducted 

2 or 3 months before the initial outbreak.  

Furthermore, and because the qualitative research is open-ended, the person interviewed 

has more control over the content of the data collected. The interviewers and researchers are 

often not able to verify the accuracy of the results, objectively against the scenarios stated by 

the person interviewed. Qualitative research therefore requires a thoughtful planning to ensure 

that the obtained results are as accurate as possible. The fact that qualitative data is not 

analysable mathematically but is based more on opinion and judgement explains why results 

matter less than understanding. Thus, an accurate qualitative research might take several weeks 

or months.  
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To counterbalance those limits, it is important to cross-reference the data obtained with 

quantitative data. By surveying prospects and customers, the researcher can build a stronger 

database of useful and valid information.  

 

3.4.2The limits of the quantitative approach 
 

As compared to the qualitative study where participants are carefully chosen, it is more 

difficult to have the control on the person taking the survey; especially when this survey is 

shared on social media groups as it was the case for our travellers’ survey. As a result, one of 

the major drawbacks of using a quantitative study is the improper representation of the target. 

Thus, this misrepresentation might hinder the researchers to achieve the desired aims and 

objectives; and may lead to falsity in proposition.  

In addition, quantitative research usually requires a large sample size. In our case, and 

also because of the difficulty of the Covid-19 situation to conduct the study as initially planned, 

the sample remains quite small with only 44 answers. Thus, the quantitative study conducted in 

this research was useful for internal use and for helping CFI to have an overview of consumers’ 

opinion but does not allow us to draw distinctive conclusions.  

Finally, the quantitative study methods involve creating a structured questionnaire with 

close ended questions. However, this often leads to limited outcomes and limited options of 

responses for respondents. Responses depend on the selection made by the researcher, 

narrowing down the possible answers and opinions of the people surveyed. But quantitative 

studies require extensive statistical analysis, which is difficult to perform for students and 

researchers who do not have a statistical educational background. As a result, even the 

responses should depend on the research problem rather than a “yes or no” question, a complex 

survey elaboration also requires a complex data analysis.  

 

3.4.3The limits of infocus groups study 
 

Creating and collecting data through infocus groups has and had many advantages during 

this research work. However, as any other study method, focus groups present some limitations: 
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• Even when the interviewer and researcher is experienced, one or two people within the 

groups can dominate the group’s dynamic and strongly impose their opinion 

 

• Some participants might not feel fully comfortable sharing or disagreeing on some 

sensitive topics, especially within a group of unknown people. Thus, agreeing with the 

majority. 

 

• Group representation can be difficult to manage when creating and bringing together 

participants. In this case, the study was conducted with a majority of French citizens, 

not particularly representative of the targeted population. 

 

• Views within groups can be widely different and therefore difficult to rely on for 

decision making  

 

• A purely qualitative methodology is not enough to rely on decisions on and satisfy key 

stakeholders who would prioritise facts and figures. 

 

Even if focus groups have those disadvantages, the study conducted showed clear results to 

our answers and discussion remained smooth, leaving everyone the chance to express their real 

opinion.  
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Conclusion Chapter 2 
 

 

This second chapter has enabled us to present our field of investigation and the aim of 

this 6 months placement at CFI.  

 

This NGO located in Battambang was looking if whether or not, they should get 

involved in ethical tourism. Working in community development and family-based care in the 

city of Battambang, the potential accreditation of the city as a UNESCO site and the growing 

interest in ethical activities, have comforted the NGO to have a closer look at the tourism 

industry. Aiming to raise awareness around their projects, and contribute to safer tourism 

practices, capitalizing on outside visitors is also a way to diversify CFI’s income.  

As CFI had little experience with volunteers, and had no link with the tourism industry, 

it was necessary to conduct researches to identify the actors and possible activity options. As a 

result, the first months were fully dedicated in data collection and analyse. Thus, the project 

started with a qualitative research by using semi direct interviews. Meetings with other NGOs, 

an educational center, social enterprises, tour providers and a volunteer were made to gain a 

better understanding of the market.  

To supplement this study, a quantitative study was also made through online surveys. 

Travellers’ opinion on Battambang, and ethical tourism activities were gathered to infirm or 

confirm our hypotheses. As mentioned, another survey was shared internally to also gather 

staff’s concerns and feelings.  

 

All the data gathered in both researches helped us to decision which decision was best 

suited for the NGO and, closest to our values. In the following chapter, we are going to present 

the results and the decisions it led to.  
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Chapter 3 -  
Implementing a social impact activity 

within a local NGO 
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Introduction Chapter 3 
 

         After presenting our literature and research method in the first and second chapter, we are 

now going to present the qualitative and quantitative research results, and analyse those results 

according to the three main hypotheses presented.  

 

       Before presenting this the two last parts of this chapter, we think it is necessary to recall 

our problematic:  

Which alternative to international volunteering can an NGO put in place to 

contribute to safer tourism practices and diversify its income?  

 

       After a rather theoretical approach to this problematic, this final chapter is going to present 

our field work. Looking at our three hypotheses, we have decided to focus on the social impact 

activity option and develop this idea. In the second part of this chapter we are therefore going 

to present the social impact activity we have decided to create for CFI. This social impact 

activity was initiated based on the actual data collected, our market study and our infocus group 

researches. From the design and creation, to the distribution and the pricing, we are going to 

have a closer look at each of the decisions that were taken. In addition, you will have a unique 

insight of the workshop’s first scenario.  

       Finally, this final part will be dedicated to the suggestions for the project’s future, and the 

limits of this work. In fact, one major parameter has highly affected this research and the 

project’s creation: the COVID-19 outbreak. With a project relying on tourism, our plans had to 

be changed in time. We therefore must think of new ways of proposing an ethical tourism 

activity in this context.  
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CHAPTER 1 – PRESENTATION OF THE STUDY’S RESULTS 
 

In this first chapter we are going to have a closer look to the results of the quantitative 

and qualitative studies conducted during the first months of the project. The names and results 

have been anonymised for the purpose of the study. Reports, and survey results can all be found 

in the appendices. 

 

 

1.1 Qualitative study – Transversal analysis of tourism professionals 
and NGO opinions 

 

1.1.1Responsible tourism 
 

“I definitely define it as tourism which has a do no harm approach. Something that 

is beneficial for the community, but also is in partnership with the community that 

it works in.” 

Lola, volunteer and partnership manager55 

 

With the improvement of transportation, new technologies and the reduction of travel 

barriers, travelling has never been easier. The number of tourists travelling each year has shown 

a rapid growth; having unprecedented impacts on our environment and culture. Institutions, 

governments, and tour providers are now working on implementing more responsible tourism 

practices to reduce the negative impacts of mass tourism56. While codes of good conduct and 

charts are being implemented by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), responsible 

tourism still has not been officially defined. 

According to six of the participants, responsible tourism is a form of tourism that has a 

do no harm approach on the country visited. It is about reducing the impact on the environment 

by reducing plastic consumption and respecting the local culture. One of the participants also 

 
55 Quote retrieved from the interview transcription, see full transcription on Appendix 10, P 203-206  
56 Notion studied and presented in the first part of this two-year thesis research; The impacts of solidarity tourism 
on a country's local development, Alisha FRAPPE Under the direction of Jacinthe BESSIERE, 2018/2019 
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mentioned that responsible tourism is about having a fair distribution of tourism profits. To 

him, tourism should be beneficial and empower local communities. 

 

1.1.2International volunteering 
 

“I do not necessarily believe that it is possible to volunteer for one or two weeks in 

ways that are healthy for the community.” 

      Cathy, educational centre manager57 

 

One of the responses to responsible tourism has been the emergence of alternative 

travelling practices such as international volunteering. Travellers from Global North countries 

started to come Global South countries to help local communities and make their travels more 

useful. What initially came from good intentions, quickly shifted to a business opportunity. 

Fake orphanages were massively created to respond to the demand and due to its high number 

of NGOS, Cambodia became one of the most affected countries58. 

According to one of the participants, there are ways to volunteer responsibly and ways 

to be a responsible tourist. Thus, depending on the length and type of activities, volunteering 

can be a responsible or harmful tourism practice. Most of the participants agreed that in most 

cases, the shorter the volunteering period is (going from 1 day up to a week), the more 

noticeable negative impacts. Most commonly referred to as voluntourism, these types of 

volunteering activities are the ones that most commonly put local communities at risk.  

Furthermore, volunteers who have a direct interaction with children, such as in 

orphanages or schools, are proven to be very harmful. Yet, orphanage tourism was and is still 

common in countries like Cambodia. For Lola (NGO volunteer and partnership manager), 

volunteers are not aware of all the negative impacts they can have despite their good intentions. 

 

 

 
57 Quote retrieved from the interview transcription, see full transcription on Appendix 7, P183-197 
58 With Best Intentions: Study of attitudes towards residential care in Cambodia, Ministry of Social Affairs, 
Veterans and Youth Rehabilitation with technical support from UNICEF, published in 2012 
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1.1.3The pros international volunteering 
 

As Morgan (NGO founder and executive director) said, international volunteers are 

helping Cambodia to engage with the wider world. They enable organisations to upskill their 

local teams and help in capacity building. Foreign professionals are able to train and mentor 

local teams in fields like physiotherapy, psychology or mass teaching. Furthermore, volunteers 

also have the advantage of having English as their first or second language. They are therefore 

able to help in communication, writing reports or proposals. For Cathy (educational centre 

manager), they are also valuable in helping with donor relationships. 

“I think this is one of the biggest parts of a volunteering year, which most people 

don’t have in mind: your volunteering year really starts when you get back”59 

       Mike, volunteer 

But the local impacts volunteers have, are nothing compared to the long term impacts a 

volunteering activity can have on them. Mike (volunteer) noticed a clear change between the 

beginning and the end of his times at a local NGO. And this change is something he will bring 

back to Germany and share with his friends and family. My personal volunteering mission in 

Tel Aviv led me to Cambodia and encouraged me to do this thesis research. International 

volunteering is not only about providing a practical help but creating long term advocates! 

 

1.1.4The cons of international volunteering  
 

“There is always going to be so many layers of culture that are influencing values 

and decisions making that we just do not understand.” 

       Cathy, educational centre manager60 

Nevertheless, even if having international volunteers has a lot of advantages, they can 

also bring a lot of misunderstandings and challenges. Lola (NGO volunteer and partnership 

manager) recognized the fact that the most common problem they have with volunteers is due 

to cultural misunderstandings, whether it is because of the language barrier or volunteers' 

expectations. In many cases, volunteers "think they know better" (Morgan, NGO founder and 

 
59 Quote retrieved from the interview transcription, see full transcription on Appendix 11, P 220-227 
60 Quote retrieved from the interview transcription, see full transcription on Appendix 7, P183-197 
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executive director) and expect to have high positions involving decision making. They often 

have the feeling that their professional experience is not being properly utilized but do not take 

in account that they would not be able access those positions in their own country. 

Cathy (educational centre manager), also mentioned that foreign volunteers, because they 

are not native and do not speak Khmer, will never be able to understand all the different layers 

of culture that influence values and decisions making. According to her, it takes years to peel 

off those layers and, build trust and understanding. Letting a foreign volunteer, who does not 

understand the culture and the context, make decisions, has never been successful and healthy 

for local communities. 

 

1.1.4Helping people to help  
 

"We can't stop people from wanting to help, but we can help them to do it in an 

appropriate way"61  

      Morgan, NGO founder and director 

 

As mentioned by this NGO founder, NGOs cannot and should not prevent people from 

helping. Whether it is a short-term or long-term volunteering activity, people mostly come with 

good intentions but little knowledge about the local situation and the potential harm of their 

actions.  

Organisations such as Phare Circus, ConCERT and Rok Kern are working every day to 

give people the right information to see the bigger picture and to help in an appropriate way. 

They organize workshops, provide online sessions, welcome visitors and are trying to raise 

awareness. 

Those alternatives have double sided impacts:  

• They educate travellers and contribute to safer tourism practices. 

• Plus, they provide financial support without harming local communities.  

 
61 Quote retrieved from the interview transcription, see full transcription on Appendix 9, p198-202 
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Other initiatives can also be implemented to raise funds and awareness. Free To Shine (F2S) 

decided to launch a 'Shine and Dine' campaign in partnership with Cambodian and Australian 

restaurants. For one month, partner restaurants designate a Shine and Dine dish, and for every 

dish sold, a percentage is directly donated to F2S. 

All those little actions give people opportunities to help local NGOs without getting 

involved in a potentially harmful volunteering activity.  

 

1.2 Quantitative study – Understanding and analyzing tourists’ needs  
 

1.2.1Tourism in Battambang  
 

According to the survey results, Battambang tends to mainly attract individual travellers 

either travelling alone or in couples, and families with kids. Small and larger tour groups only 

account for a small portion of the travellers who have been in Battambang or are planning to 

come.  

Half of the respondents stayed or were planning to stay an average of 1 to 3 nights. Battambang 

remains a destination that attracts short term visitors.  
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Most of the respondents seem to be mainly ok with the amount of activities available in 

Battambang. Though, as the majority was not fully happy, we believe that adding a new activity 

might not overload the existing offerings.  

 

 

The main activities undertaken by the survey's respondents were visiting the usual 

tourist activities (Bamboo Train, Bat Caves), as well as walking around the town and taking a 

tuk tuk tour in the countryside.  
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1.2.2Tourists’ profile  
 

Out of 44 respondents, we collected data from 28 (63,8%) women and 16 men (36,4%). Even 

if the majority of respondents are women, this result can't allow us to conclude that a majority 

of travellers coming to Battambang are women.  

 

 

 

Concerning the age of the respondents, half of them were between 18 and 44 years old with 

respectively 29,5% for the 18 to 34 and 27,3% for the 35 to 44 years old. Once again, this might 

not reflect the reality as the survey was exclusively shared via Internet and social media. Even 

if we tried to reach as many people as possible, the survey's access was a limitation.  
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75% of the survey's respondents had 1 or 2 ideas about what they wanted to do while being in 

Battambang but, nothing arranged or booked ahead. This factor is an opportunity as travellers 

might not hear from us before arriving but could be made aware of our program via hotels and 

other tourist hotspots. The fact that people remain flexible in their travel plans leaves us a door 

open to catch their interest during their stay.  

 

Not so surprisingly, most respondents looked online for information about Battambang's 

activities. Another high percentage relied on word of mouth and social media. Customer 

satisfaction and having a good visibility online will equally be important for the success of the 

project.  
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1.2.3Interest in ethical tourism practices  
 

On the graph below, we can see that participants would have been or are interested in seeing 

more countryside, discovering the local culture but also local challenges and projects. A very 

positive result for us! 26 people would also consider volunteering in an NGO while being in 

Battambang. People are willing to help which represents a good opportunity for us to catch 

them.  

 

We can definitely confirm this trend by looking at the results below. 40% of respondents would 

be interested in visiting a local NGO and learn more about what they are doing. Opening an 

activity at CFI would enable us to respond to this demand.  
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1.2.4Interest in the workshop  
 

After clearly identifying an interest in helping local NGOs, we wanted to know if our first idea 

of launching a workshop was something travellers would consider doing. Out of 44 

respondents, 36 would be interested in participating in such a workshop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was also important for us to identify the topics people would like to learn more about. As we 

can see, the three main topics are girls' education, tradition VS modern society and job 

opportunities for girls.  
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1.3Quantitative research – Staff feedback  
 

1.3.1Cross analysis with tourist survey  
 

As we have seen before, travellers would be interested in participating in an educational 

workshop. Yet, at CFI, staff's wellbeing comes before anything else. We therefore wanted to 

make sure that our staff was also excited about this project. We created a survey to gather their 

opinions and concerns. We can see below that our staff are also keen about this idea. 

 

Concerning the potential topics, our staff would like us to cover in priority gender inequality, 

girls' education and employment opportunities. With a similar interest as travellers, our topics 

will reflect our work at CFI and try to answer visitors' questions.  
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1.3.2CFI and ethical tourism 
 

After clearing up the fact that this project would attract visitors, it was important for us to make 

sure that our staff would feel comfortable with this idea. First of all, it is important to say that 

our staff liked the idea of CFI being involved in ethical tourism.  

 

 

The majority would feel comfortable with visitors coming to CFI which is also a positive result.  
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1.3.3Happy about interaction but less about distraction  
 

Yet, even if most of the staff feels comfortable with having visitors coming to CFI, less feel 

comfortable with having people visiting their office. As a result, we have initiated open 

discussions to understand the reasons of this results and worked on solutions to avoid CFI’s 

staff to feel this way. 

 

 

Because funnily enough, all our staff would be happy to speak with visitors.  
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1.3.4The perceived advantages and disadvantages of the project  
 

We have also wanted to know what benefits it would have to welcome visitors at CFI. 

According to our staff it would increase our visibility, enable us to share our work with others 

and give us the opportunity to learn more about different points of views.  

 

On the other hand, our staff strongly fear that it could be too time consuming, could harm our 

beneficiaries or could be difficult because of the language barrier. Once again, we are planning 

to open a discussion with the team to find out more about those concerns and think of solutions 

to minimize or avoid them.  
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CHAPTER 2 – WHO RUNS THE WORLD?... GIRLS! CFI’S SOCIAL 
IMPACT ACTIVITY 
 

2.1 The project  
 

2.1.1Who runs the world?... Girls! 
 

"Who runs the world?... Girls!" is a half-day educational workshop where participants 

will experience what it is like to be a Cambodian girl living in Ek Phnom. After learning more 

about Bopha's family and situation, people are going to be separated into two groups. Both 

groups will have to react to different scenarios and choose the option that seems the best for her 

family and herself and learn how CFI could support each scenario. Participants will learn about 

the challenges of growing up as a girl in rural Cambodia. Overcoming hurdles such as gender 

inequality, limited education opportunities, marriage (sometimes arranged), trafficking and 

prostitution, to unsafe migration; the topics covered are reflective of real situations dealt with 

at CFI.   

What are the objectives ? 

• Propose an alternative to voluntourism by hosting an educational workshop at CFI  

• Raise awareness about CFI, our projects, and the potential pitfalls of voluntourism 

• Engage with potential donors and create long term advocates for women’s education 

in Cambodia and CFI 

• Generate a new income stream for CFI and diversify funding  

• Give people an opportunity to help in an appropriate way while being in Cambodia for 

a limited time.  

How it will contribute 

• By supporting our beneficiaries financially with this activity 

• By having travellers share their experience with other people to raise awareness  

• By contributing to more responsible and ethical travelling practices 

• By engaging with potential long terms donors or fundraisers in their home country 
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2.1.2Characteristics and benefits  
 

1)Core – This is the first level to be defined and explored. What is the main or core 

benefit that our service offers to our consumers? In the case of a camera, they can capture 

memories forever through the purchase of a product. For the workshop, the core benefit is to 

propose an alternative to short term volunteering. The aim is to give travellers the 

opportunity to help local NGOs without participating in potentially harmful volunteering 

activities.  

 

2) Actual – Here, any additional benefits are added on to differentiate the product and 

highlight its Unique Selling Proposition. In the previous example, all cameras offer the same 

core benefit: taking pictures. But any additional features or a high brand notoriety can offer a 

better product. The actual benefit of the workshop is that it has an educational approach when 

compared to normal short-term volunteering activities such as teaching English or helping out 

in an orphanage. Participants will not only help by taking part in the workshop, they will also 

learn more about how local NGOs work, what challenges they face and which solutions they 

provide. It is about having a deeper understanding of the local culture that an afternoon at an 

orphanage or school will not be able to give. And doing so in a way that causes no harm to the 

participants. 

 

3) Augmented – Finally, there needs to be an assessment of what further benefits can 

be offered to the travellers to ensure their loyalty or in our case, engage with long term donors. 

The augmented benefits of this activity should be multiple. First, it will help raise awareness 

of the harms of voluntourism and short-term volunteering activities. We hope that we will be 

able to contribute to safer tourism practice by giving people an understanding of the local 

situation and ways for them to help in an appropriate way. We strongly believe that participants 

can become advocates and share their knowledge once they will go home. We might not be able 

to completely prevent people from volunteering on a short-term basis, but we will be able to 

participate in a new form of social impact activities. Thus, creating long term advocates and, 

if possible, develop long term donors. 
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2.1.3SWOT analysis  
 

Table 6 : Project’s SWOT analysis 

 

STRENGTHS 
 

 

WEAKNESSES 

 

• Staff involvement and motivation 

• Network and partners (partnership 

with Phare Circus and other local 

NGOs will help us to gain 

visibility and work as a local 

network) 

• Location (on the Ek Phnom 

temple tour road) 

• No similar activity in Battambang 

• Communication (in English and 

Khmer).  
 

 

• New project with little experience in 

running a tourism activity 

• Entering a new market = 

communication and distribution are 

going to be very important  

• Might be disruptive  

• Niche product 
 

 

OPPORTUNITIES 
 

 

THREATS 

 

• Growing interest for social impact 

activities 

• 81,8% of survey respondents 

would be interested in 

participating in such an activity 

• 66% are interested in visiting and 

learning more about local NGOs 

 

• Unpredictable tourism flows due to the 

current international travel situation 

(effects of visa restrictions are difficult 

to forecast) 

• Changing tourism trends and practices 

after COVID  
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• Most participants are partly happy 

with the number of activities 

available = available market 

shares without overloading 

existing offers 

• 97,7% of respondents are willing 

to pay more for a tour to give it 

back to a charity.  

• Battambang might become a 

UNESCO site in the next years 

which will increase the number of 

tourists coming in town62 

• Partnering and distributing 

activity via a tour provider such 

as Intrepid or G Adventures  

• Chinese investors have expressed 

the interest of investing in 

Battambang’s tourism sector 
63(might increase the number of 

tourists) 

• Potential for ongoing student 

partnerships with Toulouse or 

other universities to help support 

the project 

 

 
 

• Travellers might feel uncomfortable 

travelling and making activities with 

groups? 

• Feedback and bad comments could 

damage CFI’s image  

• Most hotels located in city area 

• Battambang is not a top tourism 

destination in Cambodia 

• Average length of tourism stays (2 or 3 

nights) 

• Direct and indirect competition: other 

activities, other destinations and 

substitutes 

• Seasonality and sensitive characteristics 

of tourism (crisis, environment, 

pandemic…) 

• Chinese investments might make 

Battambang a popular destination for 

the Chinese market (and decrease 

interest in the project? In a similar way 

to the impact in Sihanoukville) 

 

 
62 Information retrieved in June 2020 and available on the website: http://asean.travel/2017/02/27/blossoming-
tourism-battambang-cambodia/ 
63 Information retrieved in June 2020 and available on the website:  
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50741392/china-eyeing-cultural-and-tourism-investment-in-battambang-
province/?fbclid=IwAR3c7FcdjTyAgsoAgASBJ2LhqEL5ifk9sJFfztiK8nq91AOMDUmfKzrt0Vk  

http://asean.travel/2017/02/27/blossoming-tourism-battambang-cambodia/
http://asean.travel/2017/02/27/blossoming-tourism-battambang-cambodia/
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50741392/china-eyeing-cultural-and-tourism-investment-in-battambang-province/?fbclid=IwAR3c7FcdjTyAgsoAgASBJ2LhqEL5ifk9sJFfztiK8nq91AOMDUmfKzrt0Vk
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50741392/china-eyeing-cultural-and-tourism-investment-in-battambang-province/?fbclid=IwAR3c7FcdjTyAgsoAgASBJ2LhqEL5ifk9sJFfztiK8nq91AOMDUmfKzrt0Vk
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2.2 Elaborating workshop guidelines  
 

2.2.1Workshop scenarios  
 

The travellers’ and staffs’ survey results have helped us to identify the scenarios that should 

be spoken of during this workshop. With the main emphasize being on gender inequality and 

those results, scenarios have been chosen according to CFI’s main domains of actions:  

• Girls’ education in Cambodia  

• Illegal migration 

• Domestic violence 

• Traditions VS Modern Society, with an emphasize on marriage  

• Trafficking and prostitution  

• Orphanage tourism 

The workshop’s scenarios are inspired by real cases dealt with at CFI. To create those 

scenarios, one topic was entrusted to each department (the education’s team, the social workers’ 

team…) and teams had to discuss their topic and choose the example that was most suited to 

the thematic. All the real cases shared by the teams were then embodied in one fictional 

character: Bopha. Here is the opening scenario and first dilemma of Bopha’s story:  

“Bopha is a 17-year-old girl, living in Peam Ek commune, north of Battambang. 

She is the second child of a 5 children family. She has three brothers: one older and 

two smaller, and a little sister. Her mother, Kravann is a housewife and her father 

works in the fields. As the first daughter of the family, Bopha must help out her 

mother in the household. She cooks, cleans and helps with her younger brother’s 

and sister’s education. Because her family lives in a remote area, Bopha has to 

walk to school every morning and every evening. She usually wakes up around 

4:30am, cooks and helps her mother with the chores and goes to school from 7am 

to 4pm. Once the school is over, Bopha walks back home, helps again in the 

households, and tries to work on her homework. For the past few months, Bopha 

has decided to work to help out her family. She is starting to have attendance issues 

at school, and she hardly catches up with the lessons. She tried to balance work 

and school for the first couple of weeks, but she quickly felt too tired and thought it 

was better to prioritise her work than school. If the situation continues like this, 
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Bopha might fail her exams. Even though her only wish is to pass and go to 

university, Bopha also knows that she needs to earn money to help her parents to 

keep her brothers and sisters at school. “If I can’t fulfil my dreams, I want my 

brothers and sisters to fulfil theirs”, said Bopha to our social workers.  

 

Should Bopha prioritize her future and maybe “compromise” her brothers and 

sister ones OR should she continue working to ensure her brothers’ and sister’s 

education?” 

 

This scenario, as well as the other ones in the workshop, are representative of real cases 

and situations faced by some of CFI’s children. This choice has been made to give participants 

a better understanding of what our team is working on, but also of what it means to grow up as 

a girl in Cambodia. We hope to raise people’s awareness by sharing those cases with 

participants and help them to see the complexity of NGOs work.  

 

2.2.2Interactive activities and learning tools  
 

With the complexity of the topics chosen, it was important for CFI to make this 

activity as interactive and engaging as possible. As a result, different elements have been 

added to the scenarios to give a fun twist to the activity: 

 

1. The book  

After considering different options to present our scenarios such as short, animated 

videos or real staged performances, we have decided to keep the idea of creating a personalised 

CFI book. This book will contain the different scenarios, but also drawings from our students, 

envelopes with written testimonies, staffs’ stories, and a lot of CFI pictures. The bone of the 

book will remain identical but for logistic reasons, we have decided to create switchable cards 

for the content. This decision will enable us to change the cards when needed without having 

to create a whole new book each time. With the main version being in English, we hope to have 

other language options on the long run.  
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2. The Bandersnatch decision making  

To make the activity dynamic and interactive, we have decided to challenge both groups 

on a decision-making game. Inspired by the interactive Black Mirror episode Bandersnatch, 

each scenario is followed by a dilemma. Groups will have to think of an A or B solutions, and 

according to the decision made, it will take them to a different path of the story. Thus, both 

groups might not unfold the story identically.  

 

3. The maze-game 

To make this decision-making game more visual, a maze board game is going to be 

created. This double entry maze will enable participants to move Bopha’s statue closer to their 

goal. All decisions will make participants move forward, as no answer is considered as the 

absolute right one. However, some decisions will take them 2 steps closer, while other will take 

them 5.  

We have decided to create this maze-game as it was representative of the maze Bopha’s life is. 

The idea of this game has been inspired by the board game The Labyrinth, and the design from 

Cambodia famous Angkor Wat’s architecture.  

 

Picture 12: Angkor Wat’s architecture 64                    Picture 13: Maze game design 

 

 
64 Image retrieved on the website https://www.evivatour.com/fr/angkor-wat-in-siemreap-cambodia/ 

https://www.evivatour.com/fr/angkor-wat-in-siemreap-cambodia/
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4. The booster cards  

The booster cards are going to be placed in the books at different stages of the stories. Those 

booster cards will enable them to have CFI’s help on the scenarios. The different booster cards 

being:  

• Get a free consultation with a social worker in the garden  

• Meet with one of our education advocates in the school  

• Find more information in the book 35 in the library  

• And others…. 

 

Those booster cards have two folded actions:  

• It will enable participants to move around CFI instead of spending the whole activity 

sitting at the same place 

• It will help them to learn more about our work and interact with CFI’s members on the 

chosen topics.  

 

We have been working with a volunteer book editor and carpenter to design those different 

tools and make them all come together.  

 

2.2.3Expected outcomes: learning through learning 
 

The expected outcomes for this project are multiple. As mentioned in an article 

written for the Battambang Traveller: 

 

“It is no secret that Cambodia is one of the biggest destinations when it comes to 

international volunteering. People coming to local NGOs to help for 1/2days have 

become commonplace and we all know at least one person who has already done 

it. Unfortunately, with the spread of voluntourists coming in, more and more 

harmful practices were observed, starting with orphanage tourism. Yet, preventing 

people from helping or blaming them would be the wrong move to make. Because 
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one thing that we can take away is that most of them come with genuine good 

intentions but unfortunately, very little knowledge of the country’s situation and the 

potential harm of their actions. This is why many tourism professionals, NGOs and 

educational organisations are now providing alternatives for people to help, learn 

and become more responsible travellers. This is the path CFI would like to take: 

contributing to safer tourism practices and providing people with the right tools to 

help in an appropriate way”65 

 

The primary objective of this activity is to propose an alternative to voluntourism, for 

travellers who are willing to help but are limited in time. By entering the tourism industry as an 

NGO, it was important for CFI to do it in the most ethical way possible by contributing to safer 

tourism practices. This activity will not only diversify CFI’s income stream, it will also, and 

most importantly, raise awareness around NGOs work and the potential harms of some short-

term volunteering activities. It is about helping people to help in an appropriate way and helping 

them to see the bigger picture.  

 

The project also aims to empower women’s right in Cambodia by raising awareness 

around gender inequality. This issue common to all countries is more than a reality in 

Cambodia: it is an everyday fight for equal rights. Profits generated by this activity will enable 

CFI to invest in our girls and create new programs, especially toward women’s education. We 

therefore hope to engage with long term donors as well as advocates, to help us reduce the 

gender inequality gap and contribute to fair opportunities between boys and girls.  

Thus, those expected outcomes come together under one idea: the importance of learning 

to help adequately.  

 

 

 

 

 
65 Helping through learning, Alisha Frappé,  The Battambang Traveller, May 2020, available on 
https://mybattambangtraveller.tumblr.com/post/617513792839024640/helping-through-learning-by-alisha-who-
has-ever 

https://mybattambangtraveller.tumblr.com/post/617513792839024640/helping-through-learning-by-alisha-who-has-ever
https://mybattambangtraveller.tumblr.com/post/617513792839024640/helping-through-learning-by-alisha-who-has-ever
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2.3 Designing the product  
 

2.3.1Target market  
 

The first and most important thing to take in account for the segmentation and the targeting 

strategy of a project, is to understand customer needs to meet them. Without having an overview 

of what people would be interested in, we will not be able to provide the right customer 

experience. Therefore, we made quantitative and qualitative research by inviting people to 

complete a survey. The results helped us to understand what people were looking for while 

visiting Battambang, but also to have an overview of people’s profile, age, CSP (socio-

professional category), and length of stay.  

 

1. TO GROUPS 

Even if Battambang tends to attract more individual travellers than groups, partnering with 

a tour operator like Intrepid or G Adventures, would allow us to have a steadier flow of people. 

Intrepid and G Adventures promote small groups adventure tours with a big focus on local 

experiences. Social impact activities are integrated or can be added in their itineraries. Their 

customers already have this interest and understanding of how their travel impacts the country 

they are visiting and are looking for local experiences that do no harm. As compared to other 

tour providers like TUI, they do not attract the typical mainstream traveller but people willing 

to travel differently.  

 

2.  INDIVIDUALS  

As seen previously in the tourism survey’s results, Battambang attracts mainly individual 

travellers as 26 of the 44 respondents were either solo travellers or couples. 50 % of them are 

in Battambang for a short period of time (from 1 to 3 nights). Those travellers are also the ones 

that are most likely to look for short term volunteering activities. In fact, Battambang tends to 

attract travellers that have already visited Cambodia before or who are looking for more local 

experiences. 
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Grid 7: Advantages and disadvantages of the target groups 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

TO GROUPS 

• Steady flow of travellers 

+ number of participants  

• More predictable  

• Easier to interact with a 

group that already know 

each other (and 

supposingly likeminded 

people if partnering with 

Intrepid or G Adventures) 

• Less logistics  

• Lower marketing budget 

• Benefit from a TO 

experience and help 

• Less control  

• More mainstream 

travellers (content 

should be adapted to the 

public)  

• Less personal 

• If part of social impact 

tour, might be difficult 

to engage donors 

• Might feel like a zoo  

 

INDIVIDUALS 

• More personal  

• More likely to become 
donors 

• Less mainstream 
travellers  

 

• Less predictable  

• Number of participants 
(could we maintain the 
workshop if we only 
have 5 participants, or 
less, signed in?) 

• More logistics  

 

 

 

2.3.2Staff allocation 

Project supervisors 

Lee HENLEY is CFI’s Executive Director. He has qualifications in social work, mental health, 

and higher education. He has worked in social services in England and New Zealand for 30 

years and has experience in working with older adults, mental health and addictions, disability, 

physical health, and child protection. 
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Zoey HENLEY is CFI’s Managing Director. She has qualifications in psychology, education, 

and social work from studies in New Zealand and the United Kingdom. She has over 20 years’ 

experience working in social care in a variety of settings with a range of clients, mostly in the 

justice sector focusing on young people and family violence. As well as an experienced social 

work practitioner, Zoey is a skilled advocate, policy writer, researcher, and advisor. 

  

Project manager  

Alisha FRAPPE (myself), master student in tourism management at Toulouses’ University, has 

been working full-time on the project. I am completing a 6 months placement at CFI and writing 

this master thesis on the impacts of international volunteering on a country’s local development. 

With a professional and educational background in tourism management, I have decided to 

specialise myself in international solidarity. As part of this research project, CFI and myself 

have decided to explore how and if CFI should get involved in ethical tourism. Ending my 

placement in mid-August, we would like to extend this placement for another 6 months, to 

finish the workshop’s implementation. 

  

The intern’s program 

This project is also going to be integrated in our intern’s program as a new learning opportunity 

for students. CFI is welcoming several interns, mostly previous CFI students themselves, in 

management, logistics and educational positions. In this project where all the managerial skills 

are intertwined, it is the perfect opportunity to have students involved in the development and 

delivery processes.  
 

 

2.3.3Distribution and partnerships 
 

The distribution and points of sale refer to the places where we would like to market our 

service. As we have decided to target two different segments; TO groups and individuals, we 

will have to think of a distribution strategy best suited for each of them. For our workshop, a 

selective distribution remains the best positioning strategy. A selective distribution method will 

allow a small number of chosen tour providers and travel agencies to distribute our service. By 

having this personal selection, we will be able to collaborate with likeminded organizations, 

sharing the same objectives and philosophy.  
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For this project, we have commonly decided to choose an indirect distribution strategy. 

Indirect distribution involves distributing our product using an intermediary for example a Tour 

Operators (TO) or Travel Agencies (TA). This would be the type of distribution we would have 

for TO groups if we decide to partner with a tour operator such as Intrepid or G Adventures. It 

can also be the case for our individual target if we decide to sell our activity through a local 

tour provider such as First Cycling Tour. The main advantages of this of distribution are the 

reduced costs of advertising, reduced logistics, the ability of reaching more customers and being 

associated with other brands. On the other side, an indirect distribution also means less control 

over the product and a poor knowledge of customer needs.  

After contacting tour providers and exchanging with some of their representants, a 

partnership with Urban Adventures might be agreed upon once the tourism situation will get 

better. Urban Adventures is one of Intreprid’s partners. Intreprid is a tour operator specialised 

in sustainable small group travels offering more than 2700 trips on every continent and through 

four tour operator brands: Intrepid, Peregrine, Urban Adventure and Peak. They are committed 

to giving back to the people and places they visit and empower travellers to do the same. In 

2002, Intrepid decided to launch the Intrepid foundation. This foundation supports local 

organisations across the world to improve the livelihoods of vulnerable individuals and 

communities through sustainable travel experiences. They are already working with Friends 

International, Rehash Trash and All Ears in Cambodia.  

Urban Adventure has launched its "INFOCUS TOURS" and SOCIAL IMPACT 

TOURS. These tours are run in partnership with non-profit organisations and support 

responsible tourism and sustainable development. Those tours enable participants to travel in a 

way that helps local communities by experiencing activities initiated and run by local NGOs 

and social enterprises. Thus, being ultimately aligned to our offer and to the people those tours 

attract. 

 

2.3.4Pricing 
 

Running this activity and getting involved in ethical tourism is mostly to propose a safe 

alternative for people to help out locally. As compared to other tourism experiences, the main 

objective is not to make profit, but to contribute to safer tourism practices through education. 
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As one of the objectives of CFI is also to reduce dependency, this project will diversify CFI's 

funds and create an added value without taking over or replacing any other income stream.   

Even with the emergence of social enterprises and social impact activities in Southeast Asia, 

competitions remain quite low with relatively complementary offers being proposed on the 

market. Thanks to a market study conducted in the first stages of the project (see Appendix 15: 

Report 3, page), we were able to identify the different projects available and determine our 

position on the market. Rather than considering other NGOs and social enterprises as 

competitors, we have decided to propose a new experience to travellers and align our prices to 

other social impact activities to avoid unnecessary competition. 

After discussing the different pricing strategies, we have decided to keep a fixed priced for the 

TO groups travellers and privilege a free donation with a suggested price for the independent 

travellers. This strategy will help to identify how much travellers think the activity is worth and 

readapt the strategy, if needed, in the second year.  

Grid 8: Independent travellers pricing grid 

INDEPENDENT TRAVELERS  EXPECTED AVERAGE SUGGESTED DONATION 

Adults  $35 $25 to $45 

Children (up to 15) $5 $1 to $10 

Students (with valid student card) $20 $10 to $30 

Groups (price per pax) $30? $20 to $40 

 

Grid 9: TO Groups pricing grid 

TO GROUPS  FIXED PRICE  

Adults $30 
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Children (up to 15) $5 

2.3.5Finance 
 

As any project requires a marketing and distribution strategy, so does it need an 

overview of its finance. As part of a funding proposal submitted to one of our partners, a capital 

budget and a three-year revenue and loss forecast have been made. The initial investment asked 

for to our partner is $ 10 000, covering the capital budget and the first’s costs.  

The capital budget (for confidentiality reasons, the excel sheets cannot be publicly 

shared), includes all the initial materials needed such as the books, the board game, the chairs, 

and laptop; every item that is needed to have the project ready to run…  

On the other hand, the operating budget is a forecast of the monthly profits or losses 

over the three first years of the project. The tables show the variables which are the number of 

individual travellers and TO groups travellers (our two main targets for the project) but also the 

average price. In fact, as mentioned previously, we have decided to implement of free donation 

with suggested price strategy for the independent travellers. As a result, we expect to have a 

fluctuation in the average price of our activity, explaining why we have decided to put our 

selling price as a variable in our operating budget tables. The number of travellers and selling 

price will also be subject to seasonality. The changing colours on the different months identify 

the change in tourism activity in Cambodia. With the country’s rainy season from May to 

October, the tourism season is considered as low. November to April is Cambodia’s high 

season, with the peak in March and April, resulting in a net increase of tourism arrivals.  

We therefore expect to face losses during the first months of the project and during the 

first year’s low season. However, we forecast (and hope) to have a 10% increase in participants 

between the Year 1 and 2, and another 10% between Year 2 and 3 (this increase has been 

calculated by multiplying the initial number by 1,10 and round to the highest number).  

The fixed costs will remain quite steady with salaries being financed by BASAID and 

electricity and CFI overheads being 10% of the operating expenses. As the project requires a 

quite small investment, we expect the project to breakeven during the third year. This breakeven 

point represents the moment when the project’s revenue covers the initial investment. Starting 

from year 3, the project’s investment will be completely covered, and profits are going to be 

reinvested in CFI’s programs.  
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CHAPTER 3 – PROCESSES AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

3.1Processes  
 

3.1.1Cultural communication staff training 
 

In a multicultural environment and with the objective of welcoming outside visitors in 

CFI’s building, having a cultural communication staff training was an evidence. Facilitated by 

Sokha Vann, CFI’s project manager and myself, Alisha Frappé, assistant project manager, this 

training took place in two 2 hours sessions on Monday 3rd and Monday 10th of August, via 

Google Meets (due to the Covid-19 situation). The presentation was held in English and 

translated in Khmer for everyone to understand. The PPT was also translated in both 

languages.66 In order to maintain an interactive training with the constraint of making it 

virtually, members were separated into different groups to work together on our open 

discussions: 

• members back at CFI’s offices were able to have face to face discussions by 

respecting social distances and respecting the number of people allowed in each 

room 

• members working remotely had messenger groups created by Sophannak, our 

communication and IT officer to share their opinion in the chat.  

Picture 14: Google meet training screenshot 

 
66 See full PPT on Appendix 21, P310-338  
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As all staff members participated in the training, not everyone was able to share their 

opinion verbally for each question. Therefore, poll makers were created and shared all along 

the presentation, for everyone to express their opinion.  

Picture 15: Pollmaker used during cultural communication training 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This training explored the differences between high VS low context cultures, 

individualism and collectivism societies, our relationship to time and non-verbal cues (the way 

we greet each other, the way people dress up, to the way they look people in the eyes). It was 

important for us to have those discussions with our staff because cultural differences can lead 

to misunderstandings and misinterpretations. To minimize those misunderstandings, learning 

about different cultures remains the best option.  

Discussions during the training helped us to identify the advantages and disadvantages 

of working in an intercultural workplace but also ways to reduce the disadvantages. The final 

conclusion to it was that CFI has successfully created its own CFI culture over the years, in 

which every culture is accepted and forms one united group: the CFI family! And this family is 

well prepared and trained to welcome outside visitors and their culture, with an open mind.  
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3.1.2Visitors code of conduct 
 

For security and privacy matters, we have decided to establish a confidentiality and 

Consent form for outside visitors. As an NGO, a registration book must be filled out upon 

arrival including the name, surname, date of birth, nationality, and purpose of visit. However, 

it was necessary for us to implement those guidelines to avoid inappropriate behaviours within 

our buildings. All the visitors entering CFI and participating in the workshop will have to read 

and sign the code of conduct below. For everyone to understand, this code of conduct has been 

translated into French, German, Spanish and Polish. 

This visitors’ code of conduct includes child protection, privacy, confidentiality, and 

cultural matters. During our cultural communication training, the idea of having a visitors’ code 

of conduct and a dress code, was clearly raised. In addition, and as regards to clothing, the 

Cambodian government aims to introduce a new legislation that will determine how 

Cambodians can dress in public. The final law has not been finalised yet, as concerns are still 

raised around personal freedom, but as it stands, the law will regulate items of clothing “in the 

name of tradition and modesty”67. We thought it was therefore necessary to include a paragraph 

about Cambodia culture in the following code: 

 

Confidentiality and Consent for Visitors to Children’s Future International (CFI) 

 

1) I understand I am a guest of CFI and will abide by their rules and policies 

2) I agree to the following conditions: 

a) No photography of any children at CFI 

b) No email, web, or social media posting of any information or photographs of children 

at CFI 

c) No inappropriate touching of children at CFI including hugging, kissing, touching or 

fondling of genital areas (Help us protect the children who attend our school by not 

 
67 Information retrieved on the 5th of August 2020 and available on the website 
https://cambodianess.com/article/government-seeking-to-control-how-cambodians-dress-with-public-order-law 

https://cambodianess.com/article/government-seeking-to-control-how-cambodians-dress-with-public-order-law
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picking them up and carrying them around; we risk teaching them that it is safe to be 

picked up and hugged by strangers)  

d) No inappropriate speech with any children at CFI including swearing, or any sexual 

innuendo or sexually explicit language 

e) No going off or being alone with any children at CFI 

3) I agree to not walk around CFI unless accompanied by a member of staff or being allowed 

to do so.  

4) I agree to be respectful in my speech, mannerisms, and attitudes while at CFI 

5) Please respect Cambodian culture : 

a) wear modest clothing; shoulders and knees should be covered.  

b) avoid hugging and kissing in public, Cambodians are reserved over physical displays 

of affection. 

c) do not touch children on their heads as it is considered to be the most sacred part of the 

body and seen as disrespectful 

6) I agree to keep the information I receive about children at CFI confidential  

7) I agree to not give any gifts or candies directly to children. If you wish to discuss any form 

of support or sponsorship, please discuss it with the workshop facilitators.  

8) I understand that if there are any allegations of misconduct on my part, CFI will conduct an 

investigation and call in legal authorities if needed.  

 

I understand and agree to the above: 

Name:       CFI Staff name (witness): 

Signature:      Signature : 

Date:        Date: 
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3.2Recommendations  
- 

3.2.1Running pilots  
 

Looking at the project’s current situation, the first recommendation (and already 

adopted idea) is to start by running pilots for the first workshop sessions. By running pilots, we 

mean running free workshops to friends and expats to gather their feedback about the activity 

and readapt it if needed. Those free pilots will serve as “crash tests” and enable us to avoid 

potential mistakes when welcoming our first real clients. By inviting expats and friends who 

already know CFI, it is also a way for us to have their honest feeling about the activity, and how 

it fits with CFI’s overall image.  

However, we are also planning to run free workshops for hotel/hostel staffs and, local 

tour providers to let them know and experience our activity. As seen in the travellers’ survey 

results, 59,1% of the respondents rely on word of mouth and recommendations to book an 

activity, and 36,4% on their hotels’ and guest houses’ advices. As a result, inviting 

Battambang’s tourism professionals to try our activity might result in them recommending us 

to their visitors afterwards. This win-win situation will both benefit them, as they will be able 

to recommend an activity they have tried and appreciated themselves, but also us, to use this 

opportunity to promote our activity within the city.  
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The first pilots are expected to start in October/November, to readapt the activity and have it 

ready to run in January 2021. 

 

3.2.2Virtual tourism 
 

The Covid-19 outbreak has had an unprecedented impact on Cambodia’s economy and 

tourism industry. The Cambodian government even stated that the tourism industry will take 3 

to 7 years to get back to where it was68. While acknowledging this information, and thinking of 

a way to counterbalance this threat, the idea of proposing a virtual tourism experience came 

out. Virtual tourism was already starting to take off and with recent events, it has exploded. The 

ability for anybody to take virtual reality tours of famous attractions has transformed the travel 

industry. With recent events causing most of the world to be stuck at home, virtual tourism 

alternatives seem to be the perfect alternative to keep projects going! 

This travel technology allows anybody to see attractions, hotels, and many other features of 

a destination before booking a trip. While these travel tools were already being used by some 

travel agents before COVID-19, it is predicted they will become even more important after 

things return to normal. While having a closer look at VT, different factors do encourage us to 

think of virtual workshop sessions:  

• The success of our cultural communication staff training delivered on Google Meet 

• Rok Kern, CIF educational center, who have converted their workshops into online 

learning lessons  

• The increasing travel constraints (visa requirements, Covid tests)  

• The expected high costs of travelling in the months to come  

• The possible lack of time while being onsite  

• The seasonality of tourism arrivals  

Virtual tourism could break all those boundaries and make our experience available to 

everyone, everywhere in the world. By creating an online version of our book and opening 

online sessions, we could maintain this educational and interactive project. In addition, having 

virtual sessions would not only be a way to tackle the effects of tourism seasonality and the 

 
68 Information retrieved on the 06th of August 2020 and available on the website 
https://www.dw.com/en/coronavirus-wreaks-havoc-on-cambodias-tourism-industry/a-53649498 

https://www.dw.com/en/coronavirus-wreaks-havoc-on-cambodias-tourism-industry/a-53649498
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potential threat of new epidemics, it would also be a way to offer our experience to people who 

are not able to travel for health or financial reasons. We do believe that it is possible to immerse 

yourself in a different culture from home, and we do believe everyone should have access to 

those alternatives.  

While virtual tourism is certainly one of the latest travel trends, it may not be just a 

temporary trend looking at the current situation. VR technology may change the way people 

travel in the future, even when many people return. This is also one interesting point to take in 

account. People who will participate physically in our project might share their experience and 

give others the desire to try it. This where virtual sessions remain a viable alternative to actual 

travel. CFI is keen on proposing a placement to another ISTHIA student who would be 

interested in exploring this idea. 

 

3.3Limits of the study 
 

3.3.1The quantitative study 
 

One of the major limits of this study is the quantitative study. Though the results have been 

used, the low number of participants does not enable us to draw accurate and receivable 

conclusions to our hypotheses. In addition, the initial quantitative study was composed of 5 

surveys to gather data from all the project’s stakeholders (all the surveys can be found in the 

appendices). The targets were: 

• Accommodations within Battambang (hostels and hotels’ owners) 

• Residents of Battambang  

• Restaurants, bars, and cafes within Battambang 

• Tour providers withing Battambang 

• Travellers who have already visited or are interested in visiting Cambodia one day  

 

Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 outbreak and the difficulty of collecting this data 

online, only the travellers’ survey was shared. Diminishing our study and having to re-evaluate 

the resources available to conduct it, has also diminished the accuracy of our data collection. 

Thus, even if the qualitative study remained quite a success, numbers and figures do lack in this 
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overall research. Finally, the survey data was gathered in the first stages of the COVID-19 

outbreak. We strongly believe that results would now be different, especially in regards to the 

travel habits. It could be interesting to share a new survey to confirm, or not, this thought. But 

this would make sense if we would be able to share it to the same people who answered the first 

one. Unfortunately, all results were collected anonymously, not leaving us the ability to contact 

the participants.   

 

3.3.2Neutrality 
 

Studies require researchers to stay neutral to collect objective and accurate data on the 

hypotheses and subject brought up. However, it remains difficult to stay neutral on subject that 

become the researcher’s domain of expertise. Reading, writing, and exchanging with people on 

a specific topic for almost two years surely affects the researcher’s opinions.  

Especially studying sensitive topics such as orphanage tourism and international 

volunteering, it is a challenge to keep its distance with the subject. As a result, studies take the 

directions researchers want them to take, books chosen to match the topics and concepts brought 

up when satisfying the purpose of the study. As much as researchers want to remain neutral, 

the neutrality state is broken when decisions have to be made.  

This master thesis research has unfolded itself because we have decided it to be this 

way. The summary is a reflection of choices, just as much as the questions asked during the 

quantitative study. As a result, identical topics are studied in multiple ways. The choice of 

turning our study around international volunteering and its alternatives, within Cambodia, 

looking at the impacts of orphanage tourism, is only 1% of what solidarity tourism really is. 

Thus, working on a personally made definition of solidarity tourism, already erases any sense 

of neutrality. We therefore do know that some of the notions and statements made in this work, 

might not be strongly agreed upon.  

 

3.3.3COVID-19 
 

Being 100% invested in the project and trying to make the most of it all times has taking 

me a lot of time. As a result, I do think this work would have been studied more in depth having 

overall more time to do so. In addition, the COVID-19 outbreak, the uncertainty it brought with 
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it and eventually, the decision to leave the actual location of the placement obviously had an 

impact on this work.  

Working remotely on the creation, design and implementation of a tourism linked 

project, was a real change and our ways of working, communicating, and maintaining a working 

dynamic were challenged. With tourism activities being frozen, organisations and NGOs 

closing for an indefinite amount of time and uncertainty of how the tourism sector is going to 

evolve, continuing this initiative was sometimes questioned. Tourism trends are blurred, 

forecasting has become a matter of guessing and hoping for the best.  

Finally, as mentioned previously, the qualitative and quantitative data collection has 

also been highly affected by the COVID-19 outbreak as studies were not conducted the way 

they should have been. Nevertheless, the COVID-19 outbreak has helped us to reinvent 

ourselves and take time to explore all the project’s perspectives without having to rush ourselves 

to get ready for the next tourism season. We know the tourism industry will recover and things 

are going to get back to normal at one point, at CFI wants to be ready when this happens. If it 

is not time to reinvent the tourism industry and contribute to safer tourism practices, then when 

is?  
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Conclusion Chapter 3 
 

The objective of this third chapter was to take actions according to the theoretical 

researches made during the first and second chapter. To do so, we have decided to divide this 

chapter in three main parts: the quantitative and qualitative results, the creation of CFI social 

impact activity, and finally, the recommendations and limits of the study.  

 

The results gave us a concrete diagnosis on our hypotheses. It was necessary to explore 

all of the different options available to us and decide on the one best suited for CFI. From 

opening a social enterprise, partnering with a tour provider, or creating a social impact activity, 

all options were quite interesting in their core outcome: contribute to safer tourism practice. 

However, opening a social enterprise is something that requires a lot of logistics and 

supervision. Partnering with a tour provider on the other hand, has the advantage of being very 

low in logistics, but very little in raising awareness. Travellers would not necessarily understand 

why a portion of the tour’s fee would be reinvested in a charity; and having outside visitors 

coming over to CFI for 10 minutes during their bike tour, was not something CFI considered 

doing.  

As a result, the last option was the one we have decided to go with: creating our own 

social impact activity. This is how the workshop “Who runs the world?...Girls” was created. 

This interactive activity is going to be an educational alternative for people who are willing to 

help during their stay while being limited in time. By learning about CFI, and local challenges, 

this activity is going to give a unique insight in our NGOs work.  

 

Unfortunately, the COVID-19 outbreak has been a real constraint in the creation and 

planning of this activity. The data collected was impacted by the pandemic and our plans had 

to be changed according to its evolution. Due to the situation, the initial start of the project had 

to be postponed and is still uncertain by now. As a result, CFI is considering the option of going 

virtual. Virtual tourism is a growing trend and will surely gain in popularity over the next years. 

Launching online sessions might be the right compromise to continue the project and test our 

workshop before the return of international visitors in Cambodia.  
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General conclusion 
 

This master thesis research is the second part of a two-year on-going work, started in 

2018. Thanks to a two folded project based on a theoretical and practical approach, we have 

tried to build our understanding on solidarity tourism. With a focus on international 

volunteering, we first explored how this phenomenon could positively and negatively impact a 

country’s local development; with a case study on Cambodia.  

This first approach helped us to see the bigger picture and prepare ourselves for the 

second years’ placement. As a result, and to pursue our case study, we have decided to complete 

this placement in Cambodia, in a local NGO located in Battambang. Beforehand, and because 

of the inability to cover all notions of such a vast subject during the first year, a literature review 

was made. This literature review aimed to go deeper in our reflection, and counter back some 

of our first work’s weaknesses. Proposing a personal definition of solidarity tourism, looking 

at its approaches and actors, was necessary before starting this new experience at Children’s 

Future International.  

 

In February, it was then time to travel to Cambodia to start our field investigation and 

find answers to our question.  

“Which alternatives to volunteering, can an NGO propose to contribute to safer 

tourism practices and diversify its income?” 

 

 During the two first months, a qualitative and quantitative study were made to 

infirm or confirm some of our hypotheses. The primary objective was to find the 

alternative that would best fit with CFI values. Thus, it was uncertain if the field 

investigation would be fruitful or would lead to the creation of an actual project. Semi 

direct interviews, surveys, infocus group meetings, and a market study, were used to 

collect data on our topic.  

 This data eventually comforted us in creating CFI’s social impact activity. “Who 

runs the world?...Girls” was created! This half-day educational workshop will enable 
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participants to experience what it is like to be a Cambodian girl living in Ek Phnom. 

Participants will learn about the challenges of growing up as a girl in rural Cambodia. 

Overcoming hurdles such as gender inequality, limited education opportunities, marriage 

(sometimes arranged), trafficking and prostitution, to unsafe migration; the topics covered 

are reflective of real situations dealt with at CFI.  From the creation, design, to our 

marketing and distribution strategy, the third part of this work was about putting our 

theoretical knowledge and data collection at use.  

 However, because of the COVID-19 outbreak, some new challenges had to be 

overcome and our initial plans had to be reviewed. With the uncertainty of how the 

tourism sector is going to be in the future, the expected travel constraints, and the changes 

in travel habits, it was difficult to carry on.  

 Tourism is an uncertain and evolving sector; this is what this experience has taught 

us. This is way the project has grown with the situation; rather than seeing problems, we 

have decided to find solutions. We have adapted to the situation by listening, searching, 

and learning in each of our steps. Six months after the initial beginning of the placement 

at CFI, the project is still in the creation stage. CFI is now considering the idea of 

launching the workshop online to cope with the current tourism situation. Whether it is 

in the mainstream tourism sector, or in the solidarity tourism one, practices are going to 

know an unprecedent change. We hope that the interest in ethical activities will continue 

to grow in the next years, and that CFI will be part of a new tourism generation.  

 

We have the opportunity to start a new chapter in the tourism book, and we are 

determined to make a change!  
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Agencies to contact  

        

Location  Name  Program  Interesting ideas Possible questions to ask Contact  Appointment Guide d'entretien 

Battambang  

CCT Awaraness programm 
Social enterprise with the restaurant Jaan Bai 
Big awareness campaign with books and Tedtalks from founder  

What do they think of intertional volunteering and solidarity 
tourism?  
What methods do they use to raise awareness? Why 

is it important for them to raise awareness? 
keir@cambodianchildre 

nstrust.org  
Monday 6th April CANCELLED 

9am 
DONE 

FutureSense  Program delivered by volunteers  Inspire volunteer program 
What do they think of international volunteering? 
Why do they propose volunteering missions? How 
is it organized? 
What are the impacts? Goals and outreach?  

https: 
//futuresensefoundation 

.org/contact/ Closed because of COVID  DONE 

VSO  Overseas volunteers  Active Citizen Days and International Citizen Service 
Similar to FutureSense  
Why the use of overseas volunteers? 
What are those people looking for ? 

vso.cambodia@vsoint. 

org Closed because of COVID  DONE 

Phare Circus  Welcome international volunteers Propose full day workshops at the circus as part of a responsible 

tourism program 

How do visitors contribute to the Circus' life? 
How do they organize those full day workshops? 
Did it change their model? 
Why is it important for them to engage visitors? 
What are the pros and cons?  

Morgane & Jérémy  THU 12  9am DONE Phare 
Circus DONE  

Krousar Thmey Only qualified volunteers  
At Siem Reap Exhibition Hall, the association offers 3 permanent 

exhibitions, aiming at raising awareness among Khmer and 

foreign audiences on different themes 
Why did they decide do launch an awareness campaign? 
What are the outreach? 
Why did they decided to accept only qualified volunteers? 

communication@krous 

ar-thmey.org Closed because of COVID  DONE  

Kromar Rikreay Volunteering  Has a german volunteer in their center  
What are his motivation? 
How does it impact the association's life 

Moritz Tuesday 17th DONE 11am DONE  

SOS Children's Village  Awareness campaign Don't accept volunteers  
Why don't they accept volunteers? 
How do they try to engage people in another way? 
What do they want to reach with their awareness campaigns? 
What does their "philanthropy advisor" stands for ?  

info@sos- 
childrensvillages.org Closed because of COVID  DONE  

First Cycling Tour Biking tours in Battambang  / 
What tours do they propose? 
What are tourists looking for? 
Would they be interested in the project ? 

Raksa Tuesday 17th DONE 3pm DONE  

Butterfly tours  Responsible tours  Tours contribute to local education "bike for a book" 

How do they organize their tours? 
Why do they organize educational tours? 
How is it conducted in a way that pleases visitors' expectations 
and respects local communities? 
What are the pros and cons of bringing in tourists? 
How does it not become showcased?  
What are the expected outcomes?  

battambang@butterflyt 

ours.asia  SENT  DONE  

SOKSA BIKE  Social Enterprise  Educational tours, respecting local communities and promotion 

responsible tourism practices  

How do they organize their tours? 
Why do they organize educational tours? 
How is it conducted in a way that pleases visitors' expectations 
and respects local communities? 
What are the pros and cons of bringing in tourists? 
How does it not become showcased?  
What are the expected outcomes?  

info@soksabike.com 

POSTPONED BECAUSE OF 
COVID  

DONE  

SALT Academy  Propose to see programs as visitor  Visitor program (how is it conducted?) 
Why do they propose visitor's program and not short term 
volunteering opportunities? 
How are those visitor's program organized? 
What do they want to reach by proposing them? 

info@saltacademy.net 
POSTPONED BECAUSE OF 

COVID 
DONE  
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ABCs and Rice Run a fee for service visitor's program Partnership with Globalteer 

Why did they decide to partner with Globalteer? 
Why proposing volunteering missions? 
How do they prepare those missions? 
What are the outcomes? 
Why do they propose a partnership with ConCERT? 
Pros and cons? 
What are their policies? 

abcandrice@gmail.com Closed bc of COVID  DONE  

Off Track Tours Social Enterprise  Responsible tours  
Why propose responsible tours? 
Are tourism and sustainability compatible?  
What are the outreach? 
Pros and cons?  

tours.offtrack@gmail. 
com RESCHEDULE  DONE  

Free to Shine 
Shine and Dine restaurant + half day interactive 

educational experience (one day in a Cambodian 

mother's shoes) 
No direct contact with kids but a unique experience that raises 

awareness (how do visitors react to it?) 
Why did they decide to run an educational experience? 
How is it organized? 
What are the feedbacks? 
What do they want to achieve with that ? 

Fiona (Partnerships 
and Development 
manager) 

info@freetoshine.org 

Tuesday 31th DONE 9am 
- 3am France 

DONE  

 
Siem Reap 

ConCERT 
Responsible tourism practices = child protection 

workshops (for both volunteers and local organisations 

who want to know how to deal properly with 

volunteers/tourists) 
Provides workshops to visitors and other NGOs  

Why is it important for them to provide workshops to visitors 
and NGOs? 
What messages do they want to deliver? 
How do people react to that? 
Why do they propose to find volunteer placements? 

info@concertcambodia. org Wednesday 25th DONE 3am  DONE  

The White Bicycles 
Non-profit organization providing over 50 rental bikes to 

9 hotels and guesthouses in Siem Reap. All proceeds 

from bicycle rentals go to local charities. ($2 a day) 
No direct contact with the NGO but enables tourists to travel 

around responsibly and donate their money through bike 

rentals  
How is it organized? 
Logistically speaking? 
What are the feedbacks? 
How did they partner with the hotels?  

Ken Oishi ken@nedo.no  Follow up mail sent  DONE  

Charity Tours Cambodia  Proposes tours in which 30% of the benefits goes to 

charity (and stops in association) 
Mixes common tourist attraction (Angkor Wat) with responsible 

tourism practices and visits to associations/NGOs 

Why this model? 
How do they mix basic tourism activities and responsible 
tourism practices? 
The goals? Outcomes?  

  
info@charitytourscamb 

odia.org 

Friday 27th DONE 
3 pm - 9am (Paris  

DONE  

Ayana Journey Educational and ethical travel experiences  Worshops and learning service approach 

Why did you start to propose worshops on responsible 
tourism? 
How are your tours organized? 
What are you trying to achieve? 
How do travellers react? 
Can you explain what a learning service approach is about? 
Why did you decide to adopt this model?   

https://ayanajourneys. 
com/contact-us/ RESCHEDULE  DONE  

Human and Hope Organization No volunteering programs but accept visits  

 
Why do they accept visits? 
How is it organized? 
Do they have many visitors? 
What are those visitors usually looking for ? 

info@humanandhopea 
ssociation.org Closed bc of COVID  DONE  

PEPY Tours  Educational travel company (learn before volunteering) 
Responsible giving and meeting 
They propose tours with a learning focus each day 

Meetings with educational NGOs during the tours 

How do they organize their tours? 
Why do they organize their days around learning focuses?  
Why did they decide to adopt a learning service model?  
What do they want to reach? 
Have they witnessed a change in tourism practices? 
What do they want to reach? 

cambodia@pepytours. com Part of Ayana Journey  DONE  

Edu-Cycle  Bicycle tour agency that supports local education 

Bike for book project 
Money is reinvested in projects  

How do they organize their tours? 
Why do they organize their days around learning focuses?  
Why did they decide to adopt a learning service model?  
What do they want to reach? 
Have they witnessed a change in tourism practices? 
What do they want to reach? 

info@edu-cycle.org SENT  DONE  

Kulen Reach Volunteering programs + propose to visit their campus 

in Siem Reap Campus visits? 

What are the volunteering opportunities?  
How are the visits on the campus organized? 
Does it sometimes disrupt the campus' life ? 
Why do they propose visits ? 
Have they witnessed in change in tourism practice ? 

info@kulenoutreach. org SENT  DONE  
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COMMUNITY FIRST:  
KOMPONG KHLEANG  
FLOATING VILLAGE TOURS  

Proposes tours to floating villages but is registered as 

Childsafe (no pics of children allowed) and benefit is 

reinvested in an association 
Childsafe policy (is it accepted by travelers?) 

Why is it important for them to be Childsafe? 
What does it imply? 
How do travelers react to that? 
What is their added value compared to other tours? 
Why is their model not similar to other agencies?  
How did tourism affect the village?  
Pros and cons? 

info@kompongkhleang. org RESCHEDULE  DONE  

 

 
ChildSafe (FI) Awaraness campaign ! 

Child protection trainings to businesses/non profit 

organization/schools, PassApp partnership.. 
How are the trainings organized?  
What are the expected outcomes? 
Why is it important for them to raise awareness? 
Targets? Outcomes? Benefits? 
Tips? 

Renay and Claire  
Perez 

claire@friendsinternational.org 

Phone call  
Thursday 2nd 

9am DONE  

People's Improvement Volunteering program Propose volunteering experiences for qualified teachers  
Why do they accept volunteers? 
Where do they stand? 
What are the pros and cons of having volunteers? 

John Thompson 
john@peopleimprovem 

ent.org RESCHEDULE  DONE  

Cambodian Children's Fund Volunteering program  compulsory child protection training and only long term and 

skilled positions 

Why do they accept volunteers? 
Where do they stand? 
What are the pros and cons of having volunteers? volunteer@cambodianc 

hildrensfund.org 
Tuesday 31st MarchDONE 3pm 

- 9 am Paris DONE  

 

Phnom Penh 
First Step Cambodia Volunteering program  Have volunteering programs but workshops and trainings for 

professionals  

Why do they accept but restrict volunteers? 
Why do they make trainings and workshops for professionals? 
How is organized?  

office@first-step- 
cambodia.org 

BRENT 
Wednesday 1st March  

CANCELLED 
3pm - 9 am France   

DONE  

Social Cycles  Educational tours  Visit NGOs of visitors' choice and part of the tour is for charities 
Why did they decide to do this? 
How are the visits at NGOs organized? 
What are the most common NGOs chosen?  
What are the objectives?  

Brett 

info@social-cycles.com Wednesday 1st March DONE 
8am France  DONE  

Asian Volunteer Network Volunteering program  Propose volunteering experiences for everyone 
Why do they accept volunteers? 
Where do they stand? 
What are the pros and cons of having volunteers? info@asiavolunteernet 

work.org SENT  DONE  

Children in Families  Propose study tours in partnership with Rok Kern Only qualified volunteers for precise positions. Ask volunteers to 

learn Khmer  

How do they organize their placements? 
Do they accept visitors in their centers? 
Why do they ask short term visitors to learn Khmer? 
Where they approached by tourists who wanted to visit their 

centers? 

info@childreninfamilies. 

org 
Monday 30st March - DONE 

3pm (9am) France  DONE 
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Appendix 2 – Interview guide tour provider 

Interview Guide Tour Provider Battambang 

   

Topic Open questions  Refocusing and additionnal questions 

General presentation of the 

association 

Can you present yourself and your role in the tour company? For how long have you been working there? How is it to 

work there? 

Can you present me the organisation?  
What are you doing in Battambang? 

Tours 

What are your different tours?  
Cycling?  
How are they organized? 
What do you visit  

Which one is the most popular one? Which one are people asking for the most? 

Who are the usual visitors coming to your place  Young ? Retired ? 

What are they usually looking for?  Tourism attractions? Meeting with 

locals? 

Do you have tourists asking you to visit NGOs or to volunteer? 
What do you usually tell them?  

What feedbacks do you usually have from visitors, locals and staff? 
Happy? 
What comments do they make? 

Responsible tourism 

How would you define responsible tourism? 
What does it imply? 
Is it environmental, social, economic? 

What are the pros and cons of bringing visitors to local 

businesses?  

How did tourism changed the region? 
How do you keep authenticity in your tours? 
Are tourists and visitors respectful?  

What do you think are good conducts to adopt when dealing with 

tourists and visitors ?  

Do you allow tourists to take everything in photo? 
Do they accept and respect everything you are asking? 

Our project  

As part of my Master's project as well as a fact finding for CFI, I 

would like to know how we could be involved in ethical tourism (or 

not), by partnering or complement existing projects in Battambang, 

what do you think of it? 

Is it something worth doing in the area? 
How could it be implemented?  
Would it be something you would be interested in? 

Do you think visitors and staff would be interested in visiting local 

NGOs during their tours (by keeping in mind that visitors won't see 

the children)? 
Do you think visitors would be interested? 

Would you be somehow interested in supporting such a project? Do you think it could be part of your tours? 

Final question Do you believe in tourism as a means for sustainability and community development?  
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Appendix 3 – Interview guide NGO 

 

Interview Guide NGO Battambang 

Topic Open questions  Refocusing and additionnal questions 

General presentation of the association 

Can you present yourself and your role in the association? For how long have you been working here? How is it to work in this 

association? 

Can you present me the NGO? 
How is organized?  
How many people are working for you? 
Where are you located in Cambodia? 

Projects  

What are your existing projects? 
Art? 
Community development? 
Restaurant? Shop? Shows ? 

What are your objectives ? What are your current and future goals? What are you trying to achieve? 

Responsible tourism  

How would you define responsible tourism? 

What does it imply? 
Is it environmental, social, economic? 
Do you believe in tourism as a means for sustainability and community development?  

Why did you decide to adopt this model? 
When did this idea rise?  
Why is it important to you? 

Do you accept volunteers? 
If yes, how do they contribute to the association? If not, why?  

Workshops  

Why did you decide to propose half and full day workshops? How are they organized? 

What is your target market? What are your visitors' profiles and motivations? 

What are you trying to achieve with those workshops? What are the learning outcomes? 
What is the message you are trying to deliver? 

What are the pros and cons of welcoming visitors in your 

center? Did it change your way of working? Is it affecting people's tasks? 

What are the feedbacks you are having? From staff? Visitors? 

Tours  

You also propose campus' visits, why did you decide to 

propose them? 
Is it something that happens frequently? 
How is it beneficial for you and the visitors? 

How are those tours organized? 
Are they immersive? 
How long do they last? 
Do you propose additional experiences/activities? 

In which ways does it affect the association's life? 
Is it disrupting? Beneficial? 

Our project 

You have a code of good conduct, why was it important for 

you to have one?  
Was it necessary? 
Is it understood and respected? 

What are to you, the main good conducts to adopt when 

dealing with visitors and tourists? Which recommandations would you give us?  

As part of my Master's project as well as a fact finding for 

CFI, I would like to know how we could be involved in ethical 

tourism (or not), by partnering or complement existing 

projects in Battambang, what do you think of it? 

Is it something worth doing in the area? 
How could it be implemented?  
Would it be something you would be interested in? 

Final question Do you believe in tourism as a means for sustainability and community development?  
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Appendix 4 – Interview guide cycling company 

 Interview Guide responsible cycling company 

General presentation of the 

association 

Can you present yourself and your role in the company? 
For how long have you been working there? 

What are your tasks?  

Can you present me company? 
What are you doing? How many people are working? 

Where are you operating?  

What types of tours do you propose? 
Where?  
Which one is the most popular one? 

Responsible tourism 

How would you define responsible tourism? 
What does it imply? 
Is it environmental, social, economic? 

Why did you decide to have a focus on responsible 

tourism practices? 

When did this idea rise?  
Why is it important to you? 
What was your main motivation?  

What are you trying to achieve ? 
Raising awareness? Sustainability? 
Community development? 
Raising funds? Educating travelers? 

Tourism and community 

development 

What it is your target market? 
Which type of visitors are normally joining your tours? 

What's their profile and motivations? 

I've seen that you are connecting tourists with local 

grassroots NGOs of their choice, why did you decide to 

do it?  

How is it organized? 
What are the objectives?  
What are the most common NGOs chosen?  

What are the pros and cons of bringing visitors to local  
NGOs?  

How does it affect those NGOs? 

Can it be disruptive ? 

What do you think are good conducts to adopt when 

dealing with visitors and tourists? 
Do you have preparations?  
Guidelines? A code of conduct?  

Do you have an idea of the percentage of people who 

become active donors after this experience? 
What changes do you observe in people's mindsets 

before and after?  

What feedbacks do you usually have from visitors, locals 

and staff? 

Are people happy with your tours? 
What about the local NGOs?  
How do you manage expectations?  

CFI project  

As part of my Master's project as well as a fact finding for 

CFI, we'd like to know how we could be involved in 

ethical tourism (or not), by maybe welcoming visitors. 

With your experience, which recommandations would you 

give us? 

Is it something worth doing? 
What are the mistakes we should avoid doing? 
Would it be something you would be interested in? 

How are you and local NGOs dealing with tourism 

dependency?  
Especially now?  

 

Final questions Do you believe in tourism as a mean for a sustainable community development? 
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Appendix 5 - Interview NGO volunteer and partnership manager 

 

Held on Skype on the 31st March 2020 with Lola (for the purpose of this research, the name 

has been deliberately changed) 

 

Alisha: Hello Lola! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

whether or not we could get involved in ethical tourism, I would like to get to know you 

and your NGO better. Can you please present yourself and your role?  

Sofia: So, my name is Lola, and I am a volunteer and partnership manager in a Cambodian 

NGO in Phnom Penh. I have been there for almost three years. So, in my work I am responsible 

for our volunteer program and also, our local and regional partnerships which are fundraising 

value of under 20 000 US dollars per year. So, primarily I am responsible for the volunteer 

program. That is probably about 75% of my job role. I work in team with another colleague 

who would be on the Skype call but she has now returned to her home province. She is our 

volunteer, partnerships and donor relations coordinator.  

Alisha: Do you have mostly Khmer staff or is it mixed?  

Lola: Yes. So, our NGO is quite a large organization, we have got around 470 staff in country. 

Of which only 8 of us are international staff. And all the international staff is focused in our 

international fundraising team, which is where I sit. But then we have about 2 or 3 international 

staff members in our education program.  

 

Alisha: Can you briefly present me the NGO and what you are doing?  

Lola: Yes of course! So, we were was founded 16 years ago by our founder and executive 

director Scott Neesson. And Scott Neesson at the time was on a sabbatical break. He used to 

work in marketing at Fox Studios in Hollywood. And he had been on a sabbatical break in 

Cambodia and came across the Steung Meanchey garbage dump. At that time, it was one of the 

biggest dump sites in Asia and one of the biggest slums in the world. And when he saw that, 

that shocked him! There were lots of young children, largely abandoned, who were having to 

work, live on the dump site. It was absolutely shocking. And he realized, as a man of means, 

that it was easy for him to directly help these people. So, our original mission was about 40 
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students, half of which have been abandoned by their families, with the aim of getting them off 

the dump site and into education. These were children who otherwise would not be able to 

attend school. But we realize very quickly that you can just put these children in those 

circumstances behind desks and expect them to thrive at school. You know... They were still 

hungry, they were still tired, they still had to work for a living, they were worried about their 

families, huge risk of abuse and trafficking. We had to break down all those barriers to a good 

education in order for them to succeed. So, from that, we have now grown to an organization 

which has 6 core programs and is working with 2000 students from kindergarten to university, 

and 12 000 wider community members. We are still working around this dump site even if it 

has closed in 2009, and our program is focused around the children and the community who’s 

still living there, who are largely making their living as rubbish scavengers in Phnom Penh. So, 

we provide education, but we also provide social work, clean water, we run Cambodia’s only 

free access medical center. I can actually send you a document detailing our programs, because 

I know that you’ve asked me to be quick in this but unfortunately, there is no real way to 

summarize [laughs]. We are a very large organization which people don’t really realize that 

much at first. So again, 2000 students, we run 6 different schools in partnership with the 

ministry of education. And also, fund university scholarships so about 300 students, and we 

now have 4 students on scholarship in the university of Melbourne.  

 

Alisha: Wow, that is amazing!  

Lola: Yea! We have done incredible work for the students! 

 

Alisha: Do you also work in other parts of Cambodia?  

Lola: No, we only work in Phnom Penh.  

 

Alisha: Alright! I am going to shift to another topic which is responsible tourism and 

would like to know how you would personally define it?  

Lola: I definitely define it as tourism which has a do no harm approach. Something that is 

beneficial for the community, but also is in partnership with the community that it works in.  
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Alisha: I like your definition, it is short but very complete! 

Lola: [laughs] I will not lie; responsible tourism and volunteering is one of the things I like to 

talk about!  

 

Alisha: [laughs] Speaking of volunteering, in which ways can volunteering be a 

responsible tourism practice for you?  

Lola: I think volunteering can be responsible voluntourism but not all volunteering is 

responsible tourism. And not all responsible tourism is volunteering. So, from what I have seen 

living in South East Asia, there are some really good organizations doing volunteering as 

responsible tourism. So, for me, I feel like with tourism it implies that any volunteering you are 

doing, is going to be short term. Whether it is a day or two days, or maybe up to a week. And 

to which I feel, doing something that should not be around children just because of the dangers 

around child protection and also the emotional bond that children form. There is also… I know 

some organizations like World Life Alliance who have Phnom Penh’s Zoo, they have a program 

where you come in for the day, you are showing around the zoo, and also doing some 

volunteering work like cleaning up. So, you can understand how it works.  

 

Alisha: So, for you short term would be up to a week?  

Lola: It depends on what the project is I would suppose. So, in our NGO you have to stay in 

our volunteer programs for a minimum of three months. Which I know some organizations like 

VSO would define as being long term. But I think if you talk about it for our sense, 3 months 

would be considered as a short term.  

 

Alisha: It is interesting to see how people see this, because I was speaking to someone from 

Children in Families yesterday and she told me, short term was considered as being a year 

for them and long term 3 years +.  

Lola: Yes, it’s different [laughs] 

 

Alisha: [laughs] So, why did you decide to accept but restrict volunteers?  
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Lola: This would be before my time. I don’t know when our volunteer program started, and I 

don’t know for how long we are accepting volunteers. But our records go back to 2014. And 

the point of our volunteering program is very much to upskill our soft team. It is not to take 

away jobs, we are very much against volunteers coming in and doing anything they can’t pitch 

in. Those are paid jobs that go to the community, largely often our students’ parents. And so, 

it’s very much about bringing in professionals, largely in the education field. But also looking 

at stuff like our education therapy, physiotherapy, special needs healthcare to work alongside 

our team to deliver training to them and mentor them.  

 

Alisha: And how many times do you have volunteers coming in in a year?  

Lola: For the year… It is not only an international program because we also have a local 

program which focuses on Khmer professionals and young Khmer students to come and provide 

support to our teams. So, all year around, although we don’t have volunteers around Khmer 

New Year, on average I would say every year, we host about 60 or 80 volunteers. A lot of those 

are part time.  

 

Alisha: And what is the usual profile you are having? Young? Retired? 

Lola: It is actually all over. At the moment, speaking of our international volunteers, we do 

have some school or university leavers. And they are largely all in the same positions. We have 

an assistant position which is very much to… because our English teachers are Khmer, they are 

not native English speakers, so it’s very much for them to be in the classroom to act as an 

assistant to help in language. So, they largely take back positions. But then, they are not the 

majority. I think it is evenly split with also professionals, largely teachers.  

 

Alisha: And what about local volunteers? 

Lola: Local volunteers are largely university students sometimes doing stuff like tutoring. So, 

part time working with our secondary school students particularly those who are applying for 

universities, and with extra mentoring advices. Like you know from a young Khmer student 

who is studying math for example, in university themselves. And all helping out in the 

classroom when they are studying on a Saturday.  
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Alisha: I have seen on your website that you provide child protection training to your 

volunteers, why do you think it’s necessary to do it?  

Lola: So, it is mandatory for all staff and volunteers and it’s actually handled by our child 

protection team. So, we work with incredibly at-risk students, and families. So, we have a full 

child protection procedure if we have any concerns. So, all staff and volunteers must be aware 

of this. And that is what the child protection team do in the training. It is both making sure they 

understand what the risks are, what we define as child abuse and also how to report it when you 

have any concerns. For all staff and volunteers, we also require them to have a background 

check.  

 

Alisha: I was going to ask this! Many people just don’t ask for a background check! 

Lola: Yes, I know it is quite shocking. And coming back to this volunteering in tourism, I think 

that would be a barrier for a lot of roles. Because it can be very expensive to get your 

background checked, like in some countries they ask a hundred dollars. So, for short term 

positions, a lot of people would not get it.  

 

Alisha: And how do volunteers contribute to your NGO? 

Lola: So, it is very much paired effectively with the staff team. So, to use an example, we just 

had a long-term volunteer with us, hopefully she will be back. She has been with us part time 

and she was sent home by her agency. And she was an occupational therapist, so she was 

working within our childcare program with the staff team there to help do some training around 

how best to take care of the two students we are having who have disabilities. And also, working 

with them on long term planning. Also making sure we’ve got basic things they can use for 

their development, how can we make sure that all of the students that are with us in the day care 

facility have access to as many opportunities as possible to help their development. We have 

also had a lot of teachers who have helped to teach a class, to be paired with the staff team. So, 

for example we have had a math teacher in Australia, so she was paired with our math teaching 

team to help them with the long-term goals, lesson planning and the model mass teaching.  
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Alisha: Do you have any idea of how many volunteers become highly involved in your 

organization after their placement? 

Lola: The vast majority, particularly international volunteers who come to us. They have a 

connection with us beforehand whether they are a child’s sponsor or someone in their family is 

a child sponsor. A lot of the younger volunteers that we get tend to be the children of sponsors 

or donors.  

 

Alisha: That is amazing, it’s like a small community! 

Lola: Yes, it is! And we have amazing supporters all over the world. 

 

Alisha: And what do you think are the pros and the cons of international volunteering?  

Lola: Pros from what I have seen, and I would say it allows us to share experience, also with 

our staff, that we haven’t had the opportunity to gain. It also allows for additional personal 

development. Cons, the difficulties that we have always faced with volunteers has been around 

culture and communication, or just culture shock. Or, we know we are a Cambodian 

organization, as much as I’m English and our executive is seen as an American/Australian, we 

are a Cambodian organization so we have the Cambodian way of working, which is not 

necessarily what a lot of people expect when they first come in. [laughs] 

 

Alisha: How do you personally deal with it?  

Lola: Well I got used to it and coming from Thailand was a good help for me. What we do with 

volunteers is that we have a very strong interview process where we go into detail about what 

we mean when we say that things are done differently in Cambodia. And what they can expect, 

we also have a cross cultural training that we develop for when they arrive. So that they know… 

from living in Cambodia yourself, you know that sometimes people say things that for 

foreigners sound very rude. But in reality, in Cambodia it is not rude and vice versa. So, if 

someone else asks you how old you are, they do not mean that in a rude way [laughs] 
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Alisha: Yes, I have noticed [laughs]. And how do you generally deal with volunteers' 

expectations? 

Lola: By asking them what their expectations are and making sure that we are aligned. You 

know, some people… you know, because they have a lot of experience, they expect they are 

going to be put in the bigger strategic projects right away, which is not something we would do 

for a volunteer. Even a staff member who is just coming in. One thing I think volunteers in lots 

of different situations around the world, whether it is in their communities or abroad, they 

sometimes feel like their own professional experience is not being properly utilized. So, we 

work to make sure that we understand their expectations and explain that what they will be 

doing might be a lot lower than what they can deliver. A lot of time it is also because we are in 

a very low resource situation, so, you know as much as they might be working out back home, 

we are not ready for working up there. You know... We need the basic building blocks being 

built and that is what they are coming in to do and it might sound tedious at times, but that’s 

the experience we need from them.  

Alisha: Yes, it makes sense! 

Lola: But otherwise in terms of expectations, we have a quite a significant interview process as 

I said. We talk a lot about “ok if you come out to this world, this is what your average day will 

look like, and this is what a weekend might look like for you”. And then, also talk about 

expectations about costs of living because Phnom Penh is not as cheap as people expect 

[laughs]. Which is always challenging. We have a huge volunteer handbook that we can see on 

our website, that goes more into details about general expectations. But generally, we like to be 

upfront during our call about what it is going to be, like with us and how it is to be living in 

Phnom Penh.  

 

Alisha: Yes sure. And how do your staff react to volunteers coming in?  

Lola: So, with our volunteer program we purposely make sure that volunteers are not disruptive 

to staff. We are making sure we are not placing them in the programs where they would be 

disruptive. So, we do not place international volunteers in our medical program for example. 

We stopped doing that. It was for quite a few reasons including a new decree saying that anyone 

providing medical care needs to be registered with them, which makes it challenging for 

international volunteers. But also, just like… if they are here to do support in the clinic, they 
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need to speak Khmer and international volunteers just cannot do that. And someone cannot take 

over his shift for them to translate. So, it is incredibly disruptive. We provide sort of training 

and induction for staff members who would host a volunteer. So, it is always very upfront. You 

know… So, if someone from the education department says, “I want a volunteer to do that”, 

we recruit a volunteer. We make sure that everyone who is working with that volunteer, 

including the teaching team in which they would be, is aware of what the expectations are on 

that staff member. But we also catch up regularly with the staff members to make sure that 

everything is doing well. My Khmer partner will also do cultural communication training with 

our staff members if they have not worked before with westerns.  

 

Alisha: Do you also accept day visitors? 

Lola: Not really. We do not have a sort of functioning visitor center or anything like that. You 

know, I do provide facility tours to donors or partners who are visiting. But it’s basically a two 

hour “these are our programs, these are our schools, this is where we work”. It does disrupt any 

school and does not really allow for interaction with children. But those are only for people 

who have already been involved or are moving to be involved.  

 

Alisha: Ok. Do you have people approaching you and asking you if they can visit one of 

your schools?  

Lola: Yes, I do! 

 

Alisha: And what do you usually tell them when it happens?  

Lola: You know “thank you so much for your interest but unfortunately, no!” [laughs] So for 

example, we often get people saying “I came to Cambodia, I’m a tourist here. I really want to 

donate some school’s supplies for the children”, which is fantastic but what it really looks like 

is that they will come and meet me or one of my colleagues, and then we can send them a receipt 

of donation. But they cannot donate directly to the children. It puts the students at risk and also, 

it can cause issues in the community. Particularly, around the idea of foreigners giving poor 

children things… You know, this relationship can be quite difficult.  
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Alisha: Yes, I definitely do feel the same way! And what do you think, speaking of that, 

are the main good conducts to adopt when dealing with tourists?  

Lola: Honestly just being as upfront as possible, about why you might be saying no or why you 

might be saying yes. So, I’ve not been there myself but I know that PSE, who’s a partner of 

ours and is running a similar program but more focused on their vocational program, they are 

French and German, but they have a visitor center and a training restaurant where you can go 

and visit. And I hear that is very good! So, I think this might be a better question for an 

organization that does have visitors and tourists. 

 

Alisha: Coming to the project that maybe we would like having visitors coming over to 

CFI. So, with your experience, which recommendations could you give us if we decide to 

get involved with tourists? 

Lola: Can you tell me a bit more about what they would be visiting? 

 

Alisha: So, we were thinking, but it is only the first idea, so we were thinking of having 

visitors come to our office, have a small introduction on what we are doing, visiting the 

place and the school. We would like to organize that in the morning while children are in 

public school and not at CFI so that they don't have interactions with them or disrupt the 

classes. And maybe organize a small activity to get them involved in something such as 

cooking with our Khmer staff who is making lunch for some children and for the team. 

That would be our first idea for the moment. And this maybe, once a week during a full 

day or half day tour of Ek Phnom. 

Lola: Sounds like a very cool idea actually. And my main advice would be, particularly 

depending on the staff they interact with, make sure that all staff are on board and understand 

what is happening. Because interacting with tourists can sometimes be quite different. And 

sometimes, they would say things that sound very rude to Khmer people [laughs]. My other 

advice would just be around the visitors and their expectations around what they can do within 

the school.  
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Alisha: Yes, we still have to think of those things and how we can do things appropriately 

in an interactive way. So, moving to the last question, do you believe in tourism as means 

for sustainable community development? 

Lola: Yes! [laughs] I think there are some really good examples of tourism supporting 

community development in Cambodia, including things like Butterfly tours or Soksabike that 

you have in Battambang. And then, also down here, the Liger Academy, they got some tourism 

programs including bike tours around Phnom Penh, which are very good. But I definitely think 

that tourism has a place in sustainable community development. Particularly in countries like 

Cambodia, where tourism is one of the largest industries and I think it can be a great way for 

communities to know… showcase their culture and bring in income to support their livelihoods.  

 

Alisha: Regarding the current situation, what do you think of dependency on tourism?  

Lola: Well it is not so good [laughs]. You know in situations like these it is challenging but 

also, you know, looking around the world you will see other industries also collapsing as much 

as tourism in Cambodia. Looking at all the manufacturing industries all over the world, shipping 

industries. You know, it is not just tourism and I do not think any industry is necessarily 

recession proof.  

 

Alisha: Yes, that is right! Ok I have come to the end of my questions! I was actually going 

to ask you if you think the current situation affected your answer throughout the interview 

but I don’t really think it’s the case?  

Lola: I mean, yes not really! So, we made the decision, when the school was closed, we decided 

to close the volunteer program, so we closed a lot of our placements which was a shame! But 

also, the majority of them were finishing just before Khmer New Year, so it wasn’t the worst 

thing in the world. No one had just flown out to be with us, and we kind of paused recruitments 

until everything came back to normal! And, you know… it is those kinds of things where 

between January we did notice a lack of people applying BUT in the last month we have been 

getting a lot of international applications [laughs]! I guess people are just thinking ahead 

[laughs] 
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Alisha: Yea maybe they are trying to look at what they are going to do after all of this is 

over [laughs]!  

Lola: Yes maybe [laughs]. So yes, it did not necessarily have an impact on our volunteer 

program in a negative way. I mean, it did have an effect on it but, it’s the least of our worries 

all things considered! We are just happy that all of our international volunteers were able to 

make it home.  

 

Alisha: Yes, that’s great news! Ok thanks a lot for taking the time. It really was a pleasure 

talking to you! 

Lola: My pleasure! Do not hesitate if you have any other questions!  

 

Alisha: Thanks! Take care Lola, we will keep in touch! 

Lola: Sure, take care! 
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Appendix 6 - Interview local tour provider’s executive director  

 

Held on Skype on the 27th March 2020 with Nat, executive director of local tour provider in 

Siem Reap. 

 

Alisha: Hello Nat! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

whether or not we could get involved in ethical tourism, I would like to get to know you 

and company better. Can you please present yourself and your role?  

Nat: I am Nat and I’m a founder and executive director of a responsible tour company in Siem 

Reap. I was born in Siem Reap’s countryside. The place where I live is about 15 kilometers 

North West from Siem Reap. I do not have any brothers and sisters because when I was 3 years 

old, my father who was an officer passed out in a battle. So, I started to live only with my 

mother. I did a master’s degree in tourism in Siem Reap. And meanwhile, I had the idea… 

before, my background was at the countryside, so I know how living in a village is, and what 

they need. Before COVID19, the money generated by tourism was increasing a lot in Siem 

Reap but local people still do not benefit that much from it. Local people still struggle to live 

and many are isolated in small shelters, in the countryside or in the forest. Or some people, 

young people, go to find jobs illegally in Thailand, or illegal lodging. I focused only in Siem 

Reap, not all Cambodia because I am aware of everything that is going on in Siem Reap. This 

is why, when I finished my studies… even during my studies I worked for an NGO, an 

organization for children. And then, when I finished my studies, I started this tour company. 

Even though if it was difficult at the beginning because I had a lot of costs, I decided to work 

alone. And people did not really support my idea… But I kept going alone! Now, I am the 

executive director and I am the one who contacts directly and finds projects, donors. I am also 

doing marketing for tourists, online and with other partners. Any ways I can get people to my 

company. So even though it is a business, it is also a social enterprise because it helps a lot in 

doing activities. Also, before, I had free English classes at my village, when I had the money to 

hire the teachers. They were teaching children at my village. But now we skipped everything 

because of the current situation.  

 

Alisha: Can you tell me a bit more about your tours, what exactly are you doing?  

Nat: Right now, we have four main charity tours. But people who do not want to make a charity 

tour, they can still buy packaged tours to go to other places in Cambodia, Thailand or Vietnam. 
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I can also arrange this for them. But we are still focusing on our four main programs. You have 

the ‘one tourist, one tree’ program. This program will bring them to Angkor Wat, but they still 

have one moment in the morning or in the afternoon that is dedicated to planting a tree. If we 

have a lot of tourists, this means we can plant more and more trees. We mostly plant fruit trees 

and in some villages, we planted mango trees a few years ago, now people have lots of mangoes 

they can eat. We decided to launch this tour because climate change is the global concern. So, 

this is my way of fighting global warming. It is a very small project compared to the world, but 

at least I try. The second one, is “Angkor child nutrition tour’. This tour, we visit the Angkor 

as usual but we have morning or afternoon, the package is included with a nutrition basket 

including rice and groceries…. We selected only the poorest families in the area and we are 

stopping during the tour to give them those nutrition packages. This is the second. And the 

third, I have always noticed that children in rural areas have hygiene problems, especially their 

teeth. Some children have teeth problems because they are not taught and do not have a 

toothbrush to clean their teeth. That is why I created a program called ‘children dental hygiene’. 

Even though they are going to see Angkor or any tourism site in Siem Reap, they have one 

moment where they are teaching children how to brush their teeth in schools.  

 

 

Alisha: So, you take tourists to school in order for them to teach children how to brush 

their teeth right?  

Nat: Yes, and we also do it in NGO or other partners if they ask us.  

 

Alisha: Ok that is great! And what is the last tour?  

Nat: The last tour is the shelter program. This one is a bit longer than the usual tours; it can go 

up to 1 week. People visit tourist sites in Siem Reap and in the morning or in the afternoon, 

they are helping to build proper shelters for local families around the area. So, these are the four 

main tours we have. 

 

Alisha: And what is the most popular one?  

Nat: It is ‘one day, one tree” because they spend less time planting a tree. Because the others 

take longer. Like the shelter program, even if people are close to Angkor which is the biggest 

tourist attraction in Cambodia, they still do not have any benefit. But this program takes longer 

than other programs, so sometimes the clients do not want to spend that much time.  
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Alisha: Yes, I understand. What is the main objective of our socially responsible tours?  

Nat: The main objective of my tour company is to distribute tourism benefits fairly and help 

the vulnerable people to have better opportunities. And we are focusing and in need of other 

tours and NGOs to help us build a center for English and computer class. Because in the 

countryside, some children drop school in the secondary school. And sometimes they do not 

know any word of English but for me, English is the most important if they want to work in the 

tourism field for example. If they do not know English, it is hard to find a job anyway. And the 

second is computer skills, and then, we can help them find jobs.  

 

Alisha: I’m going to move to another topic which is responsible tourism and would like to 

know how you would define it? 

Nat: In my own words, responsible tourism is about reducing the environmental impact, reduce 

the pollution. Second… that people benefit fairly from tourism. And that tourists travel with 

the heart. That means, travel to Cambodia to share, not only money, not value, but sharing 

knowledge to improve the community. This is how I would define responsible tourism. 

 

Alisha: I really like your definition; it is really inspiring! Why did you decide to adopt 

responsible tourism practices rather than having a usual tour agency?  

Nat: Because it is a way for me to help my village and make something meaningful. Everything 

starts from us, it starts from local entrepreneurs trying to make their country better. I want to 

live in a proper environment and this is my way of contributing to it. Siem Reap attracts so 

many tourists, but as I already said, I’ve witnessed for so long that people never benefited fairly 

from their presence that even small actions like we are doing, are helping and giving more 

importance to people who really need it.  

 

Alisha: Who is your target? Young? Retired? Foreign? Local?  

Nat: We mostly have international tourists, and many come from schools and want to have a 

kind of volunteering experience. They want to learn something. We also have older people, 

who want to discover Siem Reap under another angle and help local communities. But mostly 

young people, coming by themselves or from schools and international NGOs. 

 

Alisha: Do you always have local tourists sometimes? 

Nat: Yes, sure. We have Cambodian tourists coming from Phnom Penh or other parts of 

Cambodia as well. But it remains a small percentage compared to international tourists.  
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Alisha: So, as you told me, you bring your tourists to local families, schools and NGOs, 

can you tell me how those moments are organized?  

Nat: I organize everything and get in touch with the schools and NGOs before showing up. 

When we go to meet the people in the countryside, we have our team; a local guide and one 

coordinator, that are going to translate everything. So, we don’t have much worries about the 

language barrier. We tell people to speak slow and to ask for any translation. So that tourists 

and locals can understand each other. We want to make it as an exchange, so everyone should 

feel comfortable.  

 

Alisha: And what do you think are the advantages but also disadvantages of bringing 

tourists to local villages, schools and NGOs?  

Nat: The advantages are to see and to know the real people. On usual tourism sites, people are 

prepared to welcome tourists and act in a certain way. They sometimes show up so tourists 

don’t really see how local communities really live. So, we want people to really see the reality 

behind. Because it is quite different to see a place that was made for tourists and a place that 

stayed untouched and didn’t benefit from it. And the disadvantages, some tourists, when they 

see people from local villages, they don’t feel happy. Sometimes they feel pity and stress. Some 

people only want happy activities for their trip, but they see something different, they can feel 

hurt or disappointed. But we do not want to create this type of feeling. We do not want people 

to feel pity, because the people we are going to are still happy people even if they live with less. 

We want them to feel the same way, to be happy and understand that by consuming differently 

during their travels, such as making a charity tour, they can help them. And also, for the 

families, showing them that they are not left behind! It is not about making comparisons 

between one another but making a fair exchange. [pauses] 

Also, our coordinator always looks after so that people always behave with respect and do not 

take inappropriate pictures without asking. But we both instruct our clients and local people 

about what they should or should not do. It is all in our code of conduct that people have to read 

when they book a tour with us. But whatever we are doing, whether it is going to a school, NGO 

or village, we always let them know in advance, to tell them what is going to happen. We do 

not ask them to prepare anything or act differently, we just want them to know when we come 

and have their agreement.  
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Alisha: Ok great, could you send me the code of conduct that you are giving to your 

tourists when you will have some time please? 

Nat: Yes, for sure! 

 

Alisha: Thanks a lot! And what are the usual feedbacks you are having from your clients, 

the local families, your staff? 

Nat: 90% of the people are happy about what we organize for them. Also, on TripAdvisor we 

still have good reviews. People usually tell us that we helped them to have unforgettable 

moments with the locals. Because, in our policy, website, we clearly show our vision and 

mission, if people do not like our model, they don’t book with us. Those who do know what to 

expect, that is why most people are happy and satisfied.  

 

Alisha: And what about the local families?  

Nat: They are mostly happy but we also have some negative comments sometimes. Because for 

example, Mister A’s family got help from us, but Mister B’s family did not, so it creates tensions 

sometimes around why this family got help and not mine. So, this is the problem sometimes, 

what should we offer, to whom. But we try to be very clear with them and explain why we 

chose this family rather than another one. We are trying to help the poorest families so we have 

priority criteria. Some people understand, some understand as well but are still making negative 

comments, and some do not try to understand. But we still continue to do case by case 

management because we don’t have enough resources to help everyone unfortunately. We 

always explain no matter what.  

 

Alisha: So, as I told you, we are making a kind of fact finding on how CFI could or not 

get involved in ethical tourism by partnering or to complement existing projects, with 

your experience, what would be your recommendations? 

Nat: I think people would be interested in visiting local NGOs because many people want to 

help or to volunteer. It is also good for the community because having visitors means you will 

have financial support but also you can show all the projects you are doing so people know 

what you do. I would recommend you to know exactly what you want to do, so that your 

communication is clear, and people understand what you want to do and what they are going to 

do when they come to visit. It is not always easy to deal with tourists because they all have 

different expectations, and also their culture is always different. So, you have to adapt 
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sometimes but I think, if you have a clear communication, it is easier to manage expectations. 

And of course, you should always try to make it a benefit for the local communities.  

 

Alisha: Thanks for those tips! I have one last question, do you believe in tourism as a 

means for sustainable community development?  

Nat: Yes of course. Tourism is the main sustainable development in the communities. Even 

with what is happening now with COVID, the tourism field helped Cambodia to develop a lot. 

It helped to bring money, build infrastructures and opened Cambodia. Though, one bad thing 

is that now that we have no tourists, many people struggle because many people live from 

tourism here. Mostly small local businesses that don’t have the tools to fight back in moments 

like this but we do what we can do, and we are waiting for things to get better. We know it will 

get better, we just have to wait.  

 

Alisha: Yes, I hope it’ll get better soon... Crazy times! Those are all my questions Nat, 

thank you so much for taking the time to call me today. Do you want to add anything?  

Nat: No, I am ok, thank you for your interest in our organization, it was a good conversation. 

We keep in touch! Take care! 
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Appendix 7 - Interview educational center manager 

 

Held via Skype on the 30th March 2020 with Cathy, educational center manager.  

 

Alisha: Hello Cathy! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

whether or not we could get involved in ethical tourism, I would like to get to know you 

and your NGO better. Can you please present yourself and your role? 

Cathy: So, my name is Cathy, I am the general manager of an educational center in Phnom 

Penh. I have been in the organization for three years now and I have been in Cambodia for six. 

So, in terms of daily tasks, I am training a Khmer person to do the project with me. We are 

writing course work for the program that we are putting together and when we are having 

visitors to Cambodia, we are running workshops and programs. Yea… daily tasks are all 

administrative, educational programming. Yes, I do not really know how to express that really 

[laughing]...  

 

Alisha: No problem, can you shortly present the NGO and the educational center?  

Cathy: Sure! So, our NGO began in 2006, we were Cambodia’s first foster care agency and 

provider. The main focus is family-based care and alternative care. So, our main programming 

is foster care and kinship care and we have a disability program for children who have 

disabilities to be able to stay with their families or foster care families. So, doing family-based 

rehab works for them as well. Hum… So, I think the current mission statement is “[..] exists to 

place children in loving families to grow up to be thriving members of their community”. 

Something like that  

 

Alisha: Yes, it’s exactly what I’ve read! [laughs] 

Cathy: Before working in our educational center, I did communication for the NGO which is 

why I am able to read that out. I wrote that on the website a few times [laughs]. So that’s kind 

of the core business that we do. And, then we have a few other system-based works around the 

family-based care work as well. So, we have a program called OSCaR which you are probably 
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familiar with, about social work case management training and database management. And we 

have a program called “heal”, and the educational center is part of the heal program. And the 

heal program is working with local NGOs and local church groups to raise awareness of the 

issues around institutionalization and to prevent family separation. So, we work with different 

community leaders in different villages, and let them know about the harms of 

institutionalization and how they can best support kids in their local communities and in child 

protection, that kind of thing. So that is what the heal team does. And then, the educational 

center (EC) is a project I started about three years ago to look at the demand side. The other 

thing is that we do reintegration and we work with orphanages to reintegrate children back into 

families. So, hum… We... I guess we are trying to work on the issue helping children to grow 

up in families as much as possible, from a whole bunch of different angles. And we looked 

around a few years ago and one of the biggest demands for institutionalization in Cambodia is 

the fact that donors are supporting them. So much… Every orphanage in Cambodia is funded 

in some ways by outside sources and so, the EC was a way to go to those sources and say, “hey 

you better stay away”. And so, trying to educate groups that are coming in about the transition 

from institutionalization to family-based care.  

 

Alisha: Why did you decide to adopt a family-based care model?  

Cathy: So, the family-based care model was what we started with in 2006. So, our NGO was 

founded by an American lady called Cathleen and a Khmer called Ravy. And both Cathleen 

and Ravy had worked in institutions. Cathleen was a manager in an orphanage and Ravy worked 

in another one. And both of them kind of connected and were asking similar questions like 

“why do all of our kids go home for Khmer New Year?” and all the normal questions around 

“are all those kids orphans?” etc.… And so, it was born out of their friendship and all of their 

research on how things could be done differently that the NGO kind of came into being. So, 

worked very hard and really set things up in 2006 around what is foster care and what is 

alternative care. And that is when they really started to implement family-based care. So, it is 

kind of the vision and the training and the concept that was born in 2006, and then, officially 

launched in 2009 when the registration came through.  

Alisha: Ok. Shifting to another subject, the one of responsible tourism, how would 

personally define responsible tourism? 

Cathy: Yes, that is probably the trickiest question you’ve got on here! 
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Alisha: It is to be honest, but there is no official definition, and everyone does not have the 

same way of defining it. So, I am trying to gather everyone’s perspective on that.  

Cathy: So, I have a master’s in international and community development. So, I kind of come 

with this from a community development headset. And so, my kind of definition for responsible 

tourism would be tourism that does no harm to the communities they are visiting. I’ve noticed 

that you’ve said “is it social? Is it environmental? Is it economic?”. Well I would like to say it 

is being all three of those things. Yes… Hum… But I think that the social element also has 

psychological elements as well. I think it is very easy to exploit people’s lives to fulfill other 

people’s narrative. And think we should be challenging this in responsible tourism as well. So, 

it would be interesting to know your use of responsible tourism and volunteering kind of 

interchangeably in these questions?  

 

Alisha: So, I’m making my thesis around international volunteering and its impacts, and 

this thesis is divided in two parts with the first part done last year. And I made a survey 

last year and most of the respondents were saying that international volunteering was a 

responsible tourism practice. So, I have been trying to have another vision on that. 

Cathy: So, I think… I personally find a difference between long term volunteering and short-

term volunteering. And I think short term volunteering is a form of tourism, I do not know 

whether I think it is necessarily a responsible form of tourism or not. If working with that 

definition then, people’s understanding that they can make an impact or make a difference while 

they are travelling, is that kind of what you are thinking of?  

 

Alisha: Yes exactly. 

Cathy: Yes! [thinks] I have some very strong views on short term volunteering as opposed to 

long term. So, I think, in any form of tourism, we should be looking at do no harm approaches 

and any kind of volunteering we should also be looking at do no harm approaches as well. I do 

not necessarily believe that it is possible to do a one or two week visit to something as part of 

a trip in ways that are healthy for the community.  
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Alisha: Yes, I understand your point! Why did you decide in your NGO to accept but 

restrict international volunteers? 

Cathy: Yes, so this is where I am like the difference between short term and long-term 

volunteering. So, as I mentioned, the NGO was founded by an American missionary, so we 

have had long term international volunteering from the beginning. But we have very... Kind of 

strict guidelines around who we allow to do long term volunteering and what influence on the 

community they are allowed to have. So, we accept long term volunteers. So currently, the three 

western volunteers, we have all been there… I am the person who has been here the shortest, 

I’ve been here for 4 years. We encourage all our long-term volunteers to speak Khmer, as fluent 

as they can be in the language and they need to do that before they start working with us. And 

we only place expats or volunteers in capacity building roles. Though the exception to that… 

So basically, none of our long term or short-term volunteers… Hang on a second. So, we have 

our long-term volunteers, then we do have occasionally short-term volunteers. And we were 

allowing short term volunteers of around 3 months, but we recently made the decision that we 

were looking for one-year commitment.  

 

Alisha: When you speak about long and short term, what is the difference?  

Cathy: So short term is anything less than a year, but anything over two months. So, we do not 

allow… like previously we have not allowed anyone for shorter than two months. And we 

decided that it would be a year now. And then, long term is anything which is in an indefinite 

commitment, I guess. So, it is our long-term workers who we want to have learned Khmer 

before they start. We all do capacity building, none of us has direct contact with our clients. 

Only our Khmer staff does and so, the volunteers' role is supporting our Khmer staff. Like I 

said, the only exceptions to that are the volunteers we have with our disability program, who 

sometimes need some client contact as they are training our staff on how to do interventions 

and things. So, we have a long-term physiotherapist who’s part of this team and who’s been 

here for eight years. And so, she will occasionally see clients.  

 

Alisha: Are they still considered as volunteers after eight years? 

Cathy: Yes, they are. None of us is paid, we are all making long term volunteering work.  
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Alisha: Ok I just wanted to make sure. It is the first time someone speaks of long term as 

an indefinite time commitment. Other NGOs would say one year more, and the short term 

would be 1 or two weeks.  

Cathy: So, we also come from a mission’s background so when we talk about long term in the 

mission’s community, we are kind of talking of people who are here for three years +. So, like 

the agency we are here will count anyone being here for less than 2 years as being short term.  

 

Alisha: What would be the pros and the cons of having international volunteering from 

your perspective? 

Cathy: Well you should probably ask our staff [laughs]  

 

Alisha: Yes, it is a bit difficult to be neutral when obviously you are a volunteer [laughs] 

Cathy: I think [takes some time to think] so the long-term relationship building can help with 

capacity building and support for our staff as well. Like the practical thing is like having people 

that have English as their first language who can help with donor relationships and that kind of 

stuff. I think the greater value is the role that we play as a bridge between those communities 

and be able to sit down with a Khmer person and say “ok, when the donor asks these questions, 

they are meaning this and how are you going to respond to that?”. And so, it is to walk alongside 

and to… it is about doing capacity building and stuff. But I think there is also some training 

and skills. That we can do [inaudible] being able to do social work, physiotherapy, we had a 

worker last year who was only here for a year who was an educational psychologist for the 

specialization in autism. And so, she was able to spend the year working with our Khmer staff 

around “ok, what is autism? What things do you have here? What is the context of it here?” 

learning from them about the context and then being able to share training resources for families 

through that. Again, we have had our occupational therapist that was doing similar things. And 

for roles where occupational therapy is for example not a profession in Cambodia yet, and so, 

having people coming with those roles who can provide on the job training for staff and things, 

it’s a really helpful way to be able to provide more therapy intervention to our clients.  

I think... so it’s kind of what the others do… Again you’ve had to talk more to our Khmer staff 

about how they view the other expats that are also doing social work supervision training as 

well, and social work case management training, I mean that’s how OSCaR was born. It was to 
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train our staff to improve their processes. I have always had more of a… English language kind 

of role. I did all of the communication stuff and again, in the last year my role has been how to 

train Khmer people to do that and train staff members to do that. But initially it was helpful to 

have… it is much easier to write a blog in your native language than it is in a foreign one.  

 

Alisha: And have you noticed any cons?  

Cathy: Oh absolutely, you do not know what you are doing most of the time [laughs]. Because 

you are working in another language. I think that not being able to see the full picture. Because 

there are so many layers of context and when you are listening to a family story or, when you 

are trying to help a worker make decisions how to best support people or whatever, there are 

always going to be so many layers of culture that are influencing values and decisions making 

that we just don’t understand. I think that is one of the main reasons why we restrict the use of 

volunteers. It is because we do not want people who do not understand the context making 

decisions. We want to be able to support our staff, but we are working with people who 

understand the context better than we ever will. Others making decisions is just not possible. 

And I think the language barrier is a really big one as well. And even our workers who have 

been here for eight, nine years will say that “there is still so much Khmer I don’t know”. 

Understanding the different answers in the way that people use languages, is difficult. I think 

one of the cons of being an international volunteer, particularly one who is there doing capacity 

building is “oh well if they know stuff, if they say something, it must be true, it must be 

accurate”. And so always having in mind so we could totally misinterpret the thing and having 

it completely wrong. But I think that’s why the long term thing is important because it’s actually 

from sitting down with somebody and telling them “no, tell me what you think” and asking 

questions to peel back those layers, that you get a bigger understanding. And I think that 

understanding takes years and years. And I think the level of trust you need for a local person 

to be able to honestly say to you “no, that solution won’t work”, also takes years. And it is 

building that relationship that takes time. There is no “follow these five things and that’s it” 

 

Alisha: Yes, I agree. I just need to say that because I am doing this also as part of my 

research, I need to remain neutral. That is why I am not commenting on your answers.  
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Cathy: That is fine, you can tell me off record after [laughs]. Can I just go back, just another 

con of international volunteering?  

 

Alisha: Yes sure! 

Cathy: Generally, that is why I am still trying to separate long term and short term in my head! 

I think the resources thing is another big con. When we enter a community, we come with a 

whole bunch of resources, it is very tempting to hand out those resources or to use those 

resources as solutions. And again, if you do not know the context, you do not know what you 

are doing, it is not the best way to use them. And so, I think learning to sit and be patient and, 

again, learning context is really, really important. I think, as an international volunteer you have 

to work long enough to be able to recognize the patterns. Yes, so like, we should be seeking for 

and looking for local assets and we have to sit in the context long enough to be able to recognize 

it as well. Because I think when people first arrive in a country it is very easy to find problems 

and come up with solutions but I think, you need to learn to recognize assets that might be 

different to what you would bring as a solution. And I think as Westerners, we are never taught 

to [inaudible] or… our education systems also said that if you do enough research, you will find 

the correct answer. I think, as international volunteers we need to learn to sit long enough to be 

able to recognize complexity.  

 

Alisha: Yes, I agree on this one! 

Cathy: And I think the disadvantage of short term is if you have got people coming in every 3 

months, you are not sitting long enough to notice complexity. And if you have got those people 

implementing things, then, you know… you do not know what is going to happen from that. 

Whereas if you have a local worker who is implementing and volunteers are just supporting, 

hopefully the harm is reduced.  

So, the EC! [laughs]. So, the EC is an attempt to be able to reach out and communicate to the 

other form of volunteers which are what I would probably call volunteer tourists. They might 

call themselves responsible tourists or they might even refer themselves as short term missions’ 

volunteers; people who are visiting Cambodia for about two or three weeks. And the aim is to 

present an alternative program for them to engage with. So, it’s increasing awareness about the 

harms of volunteering in orphanages, or the harm of doing construction work or teaching 
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English or any other forms of short-term volunteer. But it is about giving alternatives, and an 

educational component on “this is why we should be doing this instead”. So, this is what the 

EC is hoping to address. Both to provide training around a particular issue and training on how 

to do responsible tourism but also, to be that model as an alternative so that people not just take 

the information and go home.  

 

Alisha: And how is it all organized? 

Cathy: So we have a curriculum that we have created and basically when… so the other thing 

that we really wanted to do with our EC, was to take a lot of the information that is applied to 

long term volunteering and to individual volunteering and apply it to groups. So we have things 

like the international volunteers code of ethics now for individuals that are doing things with 

government level agencies and there is a lot of work being done to talk to the individual 

voluntourists who might be here for a holiday and who’ve heard about an orphanage that can 

volunteer in. But there didn’t seem to be a lot that was done for the groups that were coming in 

and we know, from a faith based perspective that at least, in Australia, 52% of church goers are 

supporting orphanages, and that a quarter of those are sending groups over to visit orphanages. 

We know that 15% of Australian schools support orphanages and a number of them are sending 

groups as well. And so, we wanted to basically say, “well we have all of these long-term 

guidelines from those people who have been here for 6 or 7 years about how to instruct ethically 

in the community you are in”. But it is the group that are the hardest to change direction because 

you have to change a whole institution from its direction, from what they have been doing and 

they know that… “Well this is what we’ve been doing for the last 10 years what do you mean 

it’s harmful?”. And they have got an investment…. But they also do not know what the 

alternative is. So, it is about thinking of their yearly trip and what we have been doing, and what 

we can do for next year. And so, having a program where we can say “well here is the theory 

about why we believe what you have been doing is doing harm, and this is why we think you 

need to change. And this is a model of what you could do as an alternative”. So, it is kind of 

two folded. So, we do training to groups about how they can do things ethically and the program 

is a series of development curriculum that we’ve created exploring ideas of what does it mean 

to be outside and coming into a community, to be engaged in the community, what does it mean 

as a supporter of an organization to be able to inform them well, and then we use orphanages 

and carrying for children as our case study around that.  
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Alisha: Do you also have individuals coming?  

Cathy: No, so we are trying to focus on groups at the moment. So, we are working on getting 

our ethical volunteering sessions online so that individuals can be working through them. But 

our project is based on working with groups.  

 

Alisha: I might skip the next question because I think you already answered in which ways 

it promotes responsible tourism practices, but if you want to add anything on that?  

Cathy: Like I said, when we came to design it, we were looking at two perspectives. We were 

looking at it from the aid development sector and the perspectives around good term 

volunteering. And then, we were looking at it from the faith-based missions organization’s 

training people are involved in as well. And we are trying to take both statuses to see how we 

could learn from each other in that. And one of the things that we… that came out from those 

two perspectives was the lack of preparation that volunteers have before they serve in any 

community. And so, the reason that we have chosen to build this whole hope program around 

the idea of our development curriculum is because we are trying to provide that training before 

people come and do things. So, in fact, our whole argument and the whole point of our effort 

is: you are going to come to Cambodia for two weeks as a group, to come and serve, and come 

to do something; we would rather that you just come and learn instead. And so, the whole 

program is an exposure trip, it’s a study trip, it’s coming to learn what works in caring for 

vulnerable children in Cambodia, and to learn how they can support the organizations that are 

doing that. It is not anybody going out, teaching English or building anything, there’s no 

interaction with children in our program, it’s learning about our NGO and its partners, about 

what we are doing, and how you can support that. And keeping in mind what we were saying 

about every orphanage in Cambodia is funded in some degrees from people coming outside 

from Cambodia, and the main role of people coming to volunteer is to come back to their 

community and tell people not to get involved in that and to use their relationship to help 

orphanages to transition to a family based care model.  

 

Alisha: And what are the alternatives you give to groups who would like to volunteer in 

an orphanage?  
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Cathy: Yes! So, like I said we get them to learn about our program so that they can go and 

advocate for that. But also, we have a set up thing that they can do to build up our staff capacity 

again. So, instead of interacting with our clients, maybe they can fundraise and use the money 

to pay for our staff therapy courses or they can come and go to markets with our staff to buy 

furniture. And, looking for things like that... where... they can have a chat with our staff on how 

this therapy would be useful for us, and why social workers should have that. And you know, 

again have a deeper understanding of the work that our staff does. Or also if people want to 

provide supplies so we would have one of our staff raise funds for that and when they are in 

Cambodia, we take them to the places in Cambodia where they can buy that stuff. So, they can 

see the things that are locally produced, locally made and locally sourced, and they are using 

their outside resources to finance that. But they are buying it within the local economy here and 

then, being able to spend the day with our staff learning about what the team is doing.  

 

Alisha: How does the EC contribute to your NGO?  

Cathy: Well, hopefully every time we have a group that comes through, we have people that 

get passionate about our NGO and go back to their country and talk to their friends and family 

about it. But also talking to their school community, to their church community around why 

they should not volunteer in orphanages, why the movement of family-based care is important, 

and then raising interesting funding for that as well. So, it is mainly an advocacy role. And like 

I said, if people are insistent on doing something, we would have ways for them to build our 

staff capacity as well.  

 

Alisha: Do you accept day visitors within your NGO?  

Cathy: Again, only groups. Yes, so we have... If there are teams in town who would call and 

say, “hey we want to learn about your NGO”, we would accept them to come for half a day. 

Make them come to the office to present them our work, the one of the EC and the NGO, and 

again, it is in Phnom Penh’s office only, no contact with any of our clients. We would have few 

of our staff but we are trying to limit that because we are trying to not disrupt our social work 

staff’s daily routine, who’s already doing a lot! 

 

Alisha: Does it happen often?  
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Cathy: Yes, kind of. Between October and January, we were doing about one a week. Now we 

have not any anymore [laughs] 

 

Alisha: I wonder why [laughs]... Do you have staff allocated to this?  

Cathy: Me and my Khmer co-worker, we do this full time. And that is why we are looking at 

ways to minimize the impact on the other staff as well. When we were first kind of doing this, 

it was like we were getting one day trip, coming kind of every two months or whatever. And at 

that point, it was ok to just say to the managers “hey can you come down and have a coffee 

with them and talk about what you do”. But when it becomes more regular than that, you need 

to have staff with specific roles that needs to explain instead of calling everyone out.  

 

Alisha: Do you have any code of conduct, guidelines that you give to visitors when they 

come?  

Cathy: Yes, we have a social piece? [inaudible] we give as part of our EC program. We have a 

visitors’ code of conduct from the NGO, we are making a child background protection check, 

not that we are expecting them to have any interaction with children. But we would rather make 

sure that the people we are bringing from overseas are ok. And we have an ethical 

communication guideline that they need to sign as well.  

 

Alisha: Ok great! So, I was asking all those questions because we are thinking at CFI to 

maybe get involved in ethical tourism. It is a new project for us, so we are trying to have 

others' feedback on that. So, I would like to know, with your experience, if you could give 

us any recommendations on things we should or should not be doing?  

Cathy: I mean it depends on what you are hoping to design, on what you are hoping to get out 

of it. One of the things that we have found to be a constant challenge is maintaining the ethical 

standard that we want to apply which is the do no harm standard against people’s expectations. 

So, we have had people come through our program and really love it! And then, we had others 

come through and say “well we didn’t do anything” so we were like “yes this is the point 

because you are here in Cambodia for eight days, you don’t understand the context so you are 

not supposed to be doing anything”. And it has been really tempting to ask for ways that we 
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can communicate with people that are coming in to know what their expectations are. Well also, 

having an idea of what they want to achieve while they are here. And that is the challenging 

thing of the alternative model we are trying to do. It is from a research, ethical standpoint, it is 

their framework and we are not judging, but we are trying to explain why they should rather go 

with this than building a bamboo house. But any ethical tourism project that you set up needs, 

in my opinion, needs to be thought through as “what is it we are trying to achieve”. Like is it 

something that you guys want to set up as another income string for the people you are working 

with or is it a donor funding for you guys as well. But being really clear about the purpose and 

about what you allow. Like, what kind of connection with CFI beneficiaries are we allowing 

people to have? And so on... So, we have said, while we are a foster care agency, there is no 

way that you can see foster care families. You would not in Australia or in the US, or even the 

UK and I am sure in France as well, to just turn up for a day and expect to be able to hang out 

with foster kids. It is just not possible. So, it is not ok for you to go to Cambodia and think that 

you can. But, that doesn’t seem to be a logical thought to a lot of people… But when you put it 

that way people usually say “well yea…” . But [thinks], I don’t know how COVID is going to 

affect this, but there seems to be a lot of entitlement about “I have the right to come in somebody 

else’s community and I have a right to do something in somebody else’s community”. There 

was a lot of research that we looked at while putting this program together around people… 

poor people in your home country, kind of the idea of the deserving and undeserving poor… 

And it’s really easy… and so, you know, the poor in our home countries are undeserving 

because they are drug users or whatever… But the poor somewhere in Cambodia, are… you 

know their poverty looks different, so therefore, “it’s something that I can do and go help”. And 

I think, the desire to care for people is altruistic and I’m very aware that I criticize this stuff in 

the position of being a long term volunteer, like everything I say applies to me as well [laughs] 

But, I think that a lot of the ethical tourism stuff that I’ve seen, can be well set up in a way that 

it supports the community and stuff, but also from an environmental perspective. But it does 

not challenge those stereotypes about poverty and about alleviation of poverty, and our place 

in being able to relate to people who have a certain level of poverty and interconnect with them. 

And that is not challenged in most of them. And that is what I am really passionate about our 

EC because I think it is the kind of thing that we need to be challenging as well. It is how we 

can bring people to recognize that yes there is a role in giving back, there is equality and it is 

ok to challenge inequality. And we need to be mindful of it, as the wealthier, we need to do 

something about that. But, not doing that in a way that overrides the experience of the 

community we are visiting. How do we learn from these people and share rather than saying 
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“these people have a problem that needs to be fixed”? And how can we challenge that in the 

way that we bring in people as volunteers? How do we challenge that as well?  

 

Alisha: Do you have any dependency on tourism?  

Cathy: No. [thinks] Well yes. So, the plan has always been to make the EC self-sufficiently 

funded through the teams that we have come in. So, that is basically we are looking at enough 

for our Khmer salaries, for Khmer people who are running this project. We are partly donor 

funded at the moment with a half/half, half our donor and half our income model. We have no 

income for the rest of the year from what we can see at the moment. So, we are using this time 

now to really work on our curriculum stuff, and really polishing that up. We were about halfway 

on putting that online anyway, so we are finishing that of. And, the other thing we are doing is 

writing training staff menus for our staff because I’m currently training the guy who will take 

over as the project manager and then, he is training a Khmer worker who is going to take over 

his role. So, we are currently writing the processes around that. And then, it is for me to exit the 

program in around September anyway. So, it is really allowing me to invest in staff and in 

processes and things but yes, in terms of a long-term financial sustainability program, it’s going 

to be a bit difficult this year. I mean, the good thing is that any money we receive through the 

EC goes into the generalized NGO funds. So, our NGO is not dependent on the EC in order to 

fund any of their projects. So yes, the NGO is not dependent on the EC, which is good! And I 

think, I would not want to see our NGO dependent in any way because it is just too tricky. But 

I was reading about another social enterprise down here in Phnom Penh. The social enterprise 

funds the NGO and now, the tourism left in the last weeks and they are losing a lot of money. 

So, I think, there is definitely a role for social enterprise to be supporting NGO and to be 

providing unrestricted funding but that’s it. 

 

Alisha: Yes, it is difficult to rely on tourism… Ok so we have come to the last question. Do 

you believe in tourism as means for sustainable community development?  

Cathy: Hum… If we are talking from a really theoretical community development point of view 

where our community gets together and says “yes, we want to open up our community to our 

homestays” or I don’t know. Then, yes, I do if it’s community driven and community led. I 

don’t necessarily believe in outsider led tourism because I think that it is kind of related to this 
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poverty porn idea of “hey we’re going to use your community in order to make people feel a 

certain way in order for them to give money”. That again, is the kind of attitude that I want to 

change. I think tourism as community development really needs to be initiated and done by the 

community. Well, it depends… if it is a community that shows off Angkor Wat, that is one 

thing, that can be found with outside initiatives and funds as well. But if it is that kind of… yea 

I guess the kind of homestay model, how do we do that without exploitation? And I don’t 

necessarily think that you can-do short-term volunteering as a means for sustainable community 

development. So straight tourism yes, long term volunteering I hope so [laughs], responsible 

volunteers as means for sustainable community development, I am not convinced about it.  

 

Alisha: Do you think the current has affected your answers or do you think you would 

have had the same answers 6 months ago?  

Cathy: At the moment, my answers are consistently what I’ve been fighting for over the last 

years. What I would be interested in what it’s going to be in six months' time. Because what I 

would love to be doing if I had the time to, is I would really love to be starting to collect data 

about this now. Because for the first time ever, we’ve sent all the short-term volunteers home. 

There are still a lot of long-term volunteers here, so all the international NGO staff goes on, 

from what I can tell. But I would say that there is still 70% of missions’ community here in 

Phnom Penh. So, I think it is really interesting because at the moment we can really see the 

difference between short term and long-term volunteering. And I really wish I had the capacity 

to be collecting data on this because we suddenly lost all the short-term volunteers coming in 

to teach English, building houses, running medical teams… And we have also lost all of the 

right up to one-year government volunteer groups. So, I am really thrilled to see what is going 

to happen with the orphanages in the next two months. You know, how much is this a business 

model where people are relying on people visiting. If that is the case all of those models will 

eventually collapse. From a child protection perspective, I still hope this does not happen 

because of the reintegration of those kids. But I think it will clearly change stuff. But it will be 

something interesting to track. Also, how the communication is going on as well. You know, 

all those orphanages that were relying on teams coming in, are they still able to monopolize 

those relationships in order to get some money? I am kind of hoping that in six months’ time, I 

don’t have to run the orphanage side of the EC anymore. It would be nice if everybody worked 

at home for six months. It would be really nice that people who would like to volunteer in 
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orphanages take this time to do some reading and to discover that maybe they shouldn’t 

volunteer in an orphanage. And that would be great! I hope we are going to learn from it and 

also schools that are sending out hundreds of kids to service trips.  

 

Alisha: It would indeed! Thanks a lot for your advice and thoughts all along this 

interview! It was a pleasure speaking to you. I will send you the transcription during the 

week for you to check it if you would like that! 

Cathy: Yes sure! Thank you as well, I hope it will be useful for your research! Take care 

 

Alisha: It will for sure! Take care as well, we stay in touch! 
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Appendix 8 - Interview NGO founder 

 

Skype call held on the 25th March 2020 with Morgan, founder and director of local NGO in 

Siem Reap. We had to make the Skype call shorter due to the current situation, that is why I 

decided to ask the most important questions. 

 

Alisha: Hello Morgan! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

whether or not we could get involved in ethical tourism, I would like to get to know you 

and your NGO better. Can you please present yourself and the NGO?  

Morgan: So, my name is Morgan and I am the founder and director of a local NGO. It is a 

Cambodian NGO located in Siem Reap and was created in 2008. I was completing a research 

and I saw people coming to Siem Reap and wanting to get involved and not really knowing 

what to do. And so, my idea was could I start something, could I do something that would help 

people to get information. And that is how it started in 2008. And the whole point of this, as it 

says on the website, ‘we are helping you to help’. Everything that it does is trying to inform 

people who would like to come and help in the best way that they might do that. And to avoid 

some of the things that might not be so good to do. And, we have been operating three main 

parts of our projects. So, one, it was the original one, is giving out information. And that can be 

in many different ways, it can be a leaflet, it could be coming into the office to chat with us, it 

could be looking at information on our website, it could be child protection workshops, it could 

be briefing sessions with visiting groups. Lots of different areas of giving out information to 

people. And the second we do, is we place volunteers and find good places for them to do good 

things; that little sentence is an enormous big job to make sure that people are working in places 

that we understand and believe they are doing good things anyway, and the volunteers are doing 

what they should be doing and looked after carefully. And we place people in maybe 6, 8, 10 

different organizations around the town. And the last thing we do is we run our school, which 

we took over the running in 2012. It has been running since 2007 but it is now all part of our 

NGO. We provide school for almost 500 kids a day, we have 17 staff and that is the framework 

of what we do, and everything I try to do is to help people to do appropriate things. Because I 

am sure in your time here already, you’ve seen good things happening but also seen things 

happening that are not… that already you would be thinking “I don’t know if that’s really 

helpful for Cambodia”. That is us and what we do.  
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Alisha: Why did you decide to run a volunteer placement service?  

Morgan: Hum... It came not surely out of being this point of information and gradually people 

were saying “Where can I volunteer?”. So, it came out of that, it came out of the whole package 

of ways that we could possibly help local organizations. So, we also… you know people could 

donate through us, so we distributed quite a lot of money as well because people were happy to 

do it through us. But volunteering was absolutely something that kept coming up and we spent 

quite a bit of time to see how we could do that in the most responsible way. So, it came out of 

being asked. And I...  I am now thinking of things I haven’t thought about for a bit, but I took 

the view of... the high-level view that I knew from the beginning that volunteering could be 

helpful, but it could also be very unhelpful. And I also knew, I did not think it was reasonable, 

possible, practical to try and stop people from volunteering. I thought my best job is to be in 

here, giving information, advice and guidelines as much as I can to encourage that what people 

are doing is responsible. And if people will come and follow our guidelines it is fine and if they 

will not, we would not be bothered with them. I told you that along the line we have been trying 

to encourage people to do things better.  

 

Alisha: So, what would be the pros and cons of having international volunteers coming to 

Cambodia?  

Morgan: The cons are the impacts that those guys have. All the things about… the things that 

we do when we go to a place when we think we know the best, and the reasons why people 

volunteer. So that people end up trying to overlay their thoughts on what should be happening 

here rather than listening to what Cambodian wants. There is also a massive job to manage 

Cambodians so that they can take control of their futures and interact with volunteers in an 

appropriate way that is beneficial for everybody. Which is something I think we have been very 

successful at. Our school is run completely by Cambodians who have develop ways to say to a 

volunteer “ok this is how we are going to do it, this is what we hope to get from this experience, 

this is what you are actually going to get from this experience” and we’ve managed to have 

quite of positive things. So, the positive things are that they bring resources, they bring new 

ideas, they help Cambodia engage with the wider world. Cambodia can’t work like an island, 

completely isolated and protected from influences from the outside world. It is ridiculous to 

think it can. And what we try to do is to make those interactions as beneficial and as responsible 

as possible.  
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Alisha: Do you accept day visitors? And if yes, how is it organized? 

Morgan: Yes. So, there is this great thing. Everybody wants black and white answers to these 

very complicated questions of foreign people coming to volunteer. And one the simple things 

people want is “so should I volunteer with kids? Yes or No.” There is not a yes or no answer… 

“What is the minimum time you should volunteer?” The longer I have done this, I am very clear 

there is nothing to do with a minimum time, it’s to do with an appropriate time. So, if you are 

going to come for a very short time to visit… and first if you come for a visit it is quite different 

from volunteering. We have got people here who come to meet visitors in the school and talk 

to them about what we are doing and then take them around in an appropriate way so that they 

don’t get involved with the kids and they don’t disrupt classrooms and all the rest of it. So that’s 

visitors. First thing we built here is the visitor center where we could catch people and deal with 

them, so they do not wander around. With volunteers it depends on what you are doing, so we 

could have a wonderful volunteer experience for half a day. You might play the guitar or might 

to origami and do arts and crafts, or we might be an expert on first aid, or you might… you 

have lots and lots of things. And if we knew what you were doing, and we knew when you are 

coming and we could agree in advance what it was you would be doing in that half day, if it 

fitted in with the overall curriculum that is happening at the school. You could come along and 

everybody could have a wonderful afternoon. If you come here and say, “can I please teach 

French or can I please teach English?” Ridiculous! But if you are going to come and make a 

discrete activity that fits in in what we want… We had some wonderful things! And equally, 

we could have a volunteer for three months who is very skilled and experienced, who is a bloody 

nightmare and will not listen to you and you have three months of misery. Does not bring 

anybody any benefit. It is about appropriate things. And the shorter the period people come for, 

the longer the preparation you have to do to make it work.  

 

Alisha: We would like to know how we, at CFI, could get involved (or not) in ethical 

tourism, so I’d like to know, with your experience, which recommendations you could give 

us? Of things we should avoid doing and in opposition, what are the must we should not 

forget?  

Morgan: So, did I already send our child protection guidelines, code of conduct and visitors’ 

rules?  
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Alisha: No, not yet 

Morgan: Ok so I will do that right after our conversation. First of all, you need to decide what 

you want from these visitors, what is it that you need, and you need to develop some very clear 

rules. And you need to think of what it is going to be: is it just going to be a visit, something 

else where people could get involved in and volunteer. But it has to be suitable. We have groups 

of high school kids that come from Australia, New Zealand and Great Britain and they go for 

half day, sometimes... It is very short but some of them stay two or three days. And they will 

go and help our library. So, we have a wonderful library, lots of books, we have a librarian that 

does not really know what she is doing, we can help to plan the activities. A book will be read, 

the stories will come from that book, there will be arts and crafts sessions from that book, there 

will be planned activities and kids listening to people reading to them. Wonderful wonderful 

for the volunteers, brilliant time for our kids, and most importantly a great time for our teachers 

who then learn more about how to run a library session. Those are great sessions! Because they 

stand along in sessions. So, you must avoid having people wandering through your buildings, 

disrupting things, we need to be highly organized, you need to have staff that is dedicated and 

that can deal with them. And make sure that whatever you do, fits exactly with the overall plan 

of what you are doing in your projects and that it adds to it. And it does not distract from it! 

(small pause) 

It is not easy, but it is not impossible. And you need to be thinking all the time how there is a 

benefit, and how you can maximize the benefit from any visitor or volunteer interaction that 

you have, what do we want from that and also, what can we give to the person who’s coming 

to visit or help us. Try and work out those things and be absolutely clear. And the big thing 

you’ll have is dealing with your staff, explaining the dangers, encouraging them to have the 

skills to stay in control of the situation and not be pushed around with people who come with a 

lot of power. Because they have got the money and they easily can start telling you what to do. 

So, you must absolutely avoid donor drift, and being pushed off what you want to do. Or get 

yourselves in situations that are dangerous for your children and your staff. Which is fairly rare 

but much more likely is doing things that are not appropriate for your beneficiaries.  

 

Alisha: And do you deal with the dependency that tourism and volunteering can create? 

Morgan: This is the strive line of our school (showing a paper saying “Helping without creating 

dependency”). Of course, there is, of course there is… Even the kids miss it when we don’t 
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have volunteers because they like the interaction, they love it! And I think we have to do it 

because in Siem Reap we used to have a tourism industry. They need to know how to deal with 

weird people like you and me, who eat funny food, and look funny, and don’t like rice for 

breakfast and all these weird things. They need to! But of course, the danger is and the reality 

is, if you don’t get funding from anywhere else, and you are relying on supplies from those 

guys, then there is a danger that we get dependency on that. And that is one thing we are 

constantly working at. How can we broaden our income base? The big thing is to make sure 

that whenever a volunteer is around, your staff absolutely remains in charge. That the volunteers 

are seen as a classroom assistant, as something that is helping your staff, but the rhythm and 

schedule is maintained the same way as before. And this is the same for visitors. Do not let 

them disrupt your work and let them drag you off. It should be a plus not more. I will give you 

one more example of how those short-term things work. Last year, was 50 years since the man 

landed on the moon, I remember it, you do not (laugh). And some people here did not even 

know it did happen. We had some visiting schools, particularly from the UK. We said “how do 

you fancy working with us to prepare some activities about the moon, the solar system, the 

stars… These guys only came for a few days but prepared all sorts of stuff and we had the most 

wonderful lessons about space which are still going on. We can be creative and think of what 

these guys can bring that we cannot really get from here. You might be willing to do something 

on the environment or on nutrition or health. What we have also done with high school kids is 

that we had groups of high school kids from the UK coming over here and we just let them go 

and chat with people their age. We just said “go and have a chat”. And the next thing that 

happens is that they start laughing with each other, and they all realize there is not so much 

difference between them. Great English practice for our children and great eye opener for the 

other ones! The thing is that the simplest things are also the most difficult to organize. We need 

to put a lot of work into it. But we had some great sessions where they just went and chatted 

with our older kids.  

 

Alisha: Great ideas and lots of infos! Thanks a lot Morgan, it was a pleasure to talk to you 

and thanks for taking the time. Now I hope everything turns for the good!  

Morgan: Thank you, it was good to have a chat with you and think of something else than what 

is happening now! Take care and we will keep in touch.  
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Appendix 9 - Interview local tour provider owner 

 

Held at Coffee Town in Battambang on the 17th March 2020 with Sreyrath, owner and director 

of the shop.  

 

Alisha: Hello Sreyrath! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

I would like to get to know you and your tour company better. Can you please present 

yourself and what you are doing here?  

Sreyrath: My name is Sreyrath, I am the first daughter in my family and I finished university 

already. I started a business with a friend. The first year we started together but the year after 

she left and stopped working with me at the shop. She now works in Phnom Penh so I’m alone. 

So, this year has been quite busy because I had a lot of work and I was alone. And I didn’t know 

how to run a business but she always supports me and gives me ideas. Sometimes my sister is 

staying at the shop so I can make the tours. And sometimes, when a bike is broken, I can care 

for the customer without worrying about the shop when she is here.  

 

Alisha: Wow I can imagine how much work you can have sometimes when being alone! 

And what are you proposing?  

Sreyrath: We have half day and full day cycling tours but I also organize visa extensions for 

tourists or working visa as well. I organize private or shared taxis from Battambang to Phnom 

Penh, Siem Reap, Sihanoukville and so on… After, I sell bus or boat tickets and also for the 

circus. After all, I help people in town to open their own business. I prepare some documents 

for them and bring it to the ministry.  

 

Alisha: You are doing a lot! And for the cycling tour, how are they organized? 

Sreyrath: I do the tours and I am the guide even if my English is not so good we can understand 

each other! So, I have cycling tours for half day where I go to the North to Ek Phnom, I also 

visit local businesspeople and after that I visit the history sites of Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. 
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Because we have two places, killing fields and killing caves but I bring them to visit the killing 

fields. And after that for the local business we visit the rice paper, the rice wine, the crocodile 

farm, the banana fried and the fish market. All people I know. And they are very nice when I 

visit them, they never accept people’s money. They explain a lot to me and then I translate to 

the tourists because they cannot speak English.  

 

Alisha: What is the most popular tour?  

Sreyrath a: It’s the visit to Ek Phnom, it’s the one people ask me the most about. Because they 

want to see how it is going in the local villages.  

 

Alisha: And who are the usual people making the tours?  

Sreyrath: For the local people when they come to Battambang, they do not want a guide, they 

want to make the adventure by themselves, but they want the directions. And, for the tourists I 

have mostly young or older people. Even though they are 70 years old they still want to do it 

(laughs).  

 

Alisha: Do they come directly to your shop or they book through their hotels? 

Sreyrath: Most of them are walk-ins, and a few times the hotels call me because I have leaflets 

in some of them.  

 

Alisha: Do you sometimes have people coming to your shop and asking you to visit or 

volunteer in an NGO?  

Sreyrath: Yes, it happened, but just a few. 3 times since I opened the shop. Some people want 

to know about NGOs supported by religion, because some people do not want to go to an NGO 

without it being religious. After all, I’ll explain them which organization they can go to like 

K&K. K&K is an organization supported by Japanese, but they are not religious, they just want 
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to help the women. And they receive visitors. Then I contact the NGO, organize the time and 

let them know when they can go and visit. Then they go there to visit, sometimes they buy 

things to support them.  

 

Alisha: You were telling me that you bring tourists to local businesses, what are the pros 

and cons of doing this? 

Sreyrath: What I know, just a few local businesses when I bring people there, they expect 

tourists to do donations at their place. And the advantages, is one thing that when tourists or 

local people come to visit, they can show their homemade and get people to know about what 

they are doing. It also helps them to grow their business with the money of their visits. In their 

dream they would like to sell their products in the national market. Because in Cambodia for 

example with the rice paper, in Phnom Penh and Sihanoukville, the rice paper is imported from 

Thailand. So, they would like to change that and sell theirs instead.  

 

Alisha: Does it happen that tourists do not behave appropriately during the visits?  

Sreyrath: Usually they do, some take a lot of pictures but the local businesses they know 

already. But a few families they ask before and some don’t, but it is ok, they know now and 

they don’t mind. But it is forbidden to take pictures of some places in the market because it is 

illegal for people to sell wild animals. If people post it in the social media, police will find the 

sellers and arrest them.  

 

Alisha: So, I’m actually making a fact finding and master research to see if CFI could get 

involved or not in ethical tourism. The idea would be to partner with other NGOs and 

tour sellers to propose visits, do you think people would be interested to do something like 

that?  

Sreyrath: People would be happy to do it, I think. Because a few tourists want to know more 

about children's education and about the communities so I think it would be a good way to 
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explain them and show them what local NGOs are doing. And I would be happy to do something 

like this during my tours because before I did not know how to connect with local NGOs to 

support them. Because when I asked one NGO which has one place for homeless kids, they are 

close to Ek Phnom. But they do not accept tourists to visit there. Because they said that the 

people of the NGO are very poor so if they receive the visitors, there will be a very far level 

and they don’t want that. But it is a good idea! 

 

Alisha: What do you think are the things we should definitely avoid doing?  

Sreyrath: First, do not let them see very poor children or families. Also, tourists during my visit 

compare a lot Cambodia to their countries and sometimes are a bit judgmental. It is not a 

problem when they visit local businesses because people do not understand them, but it is better 

if you protect children and families from some remarks that can be made. Some people do not 

expect Cambodia to be like this so… And also, you should avoid putting a donation box. It is 

better if you tell them that they can come to you and have more information if they want to 

donate but people do not like to be pushed to give.  

 

Alisha: And the final question, do you believe in tourism as a means for sustainability and 

community development?  

Sreyrath: I think tourism is very good for Battambang because it helped to develop the city. The 

thing that is not really good is the environment because we have a lot of garbage. People always 

ask why we don’t collect it, but we do it a lot, it just comes back too fast. So, this is not a good 

thing. And also, people are afraid for the rice fields. Before, when you were going to Ek Phnom, 

you only had rice fields, now the city is putting buildings and hotels for tourists, so we are 

losing some fields and people their work. I am also scared that if tourism grows, the prices will 

go up like in Siem Reap where it is expensive to live and to rent! So, I am happy we are having 

tourists and I earn money because of them but you also have some disadvantages. And now 

because of COVID, tourism dropped a lot, and I do not have any tours, but I still need to pay 

rent, so it is difficult because I need tourism to live.  
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Appendix 10 - Interview NGO partnership manager  

 

Held on Skype on the 31st March 2020 with Sofia (for the purpose of this research, the name 

has been deliberately changed) 

 

Alisha: Hello Sofia! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

whether or not we could get involved in ethical tourism, I would like to get to know you 

and your NGO better. Can you please present yourself and your role?  

Sofia: So, my name is Sofia obviously [laughs]. I am the partnerships and development manager 

so that means I do all the fundraising, all of the grants, overseas communication and help with 

the reporting, all sorts of things. Do a bit of policy, anything about collaboration with partners 

like CFI. A lot of different things. It is quite a small NGO, so everyone wears a lot of different 

hats. But pretty much everything in regards to fundraising, and communication. If you were in 

the office you would meet with our communication’s team, which is typically our 

communication’s officer, and their communication assistant. So, our fundraising and com team 

is made of three people in total with myself. The rest of the organization is programming or 

admin. So, we have a small team that is doing all the fundraising and all of the projects you are 

interested in. And, to speak about the NGO’s general background as well. So, we first started 

in 2009, when the co-founder Nicky came to volunteer for a month in Cambodia with survivors 

of trafficking. She was coming to build a life skills curriculum for survivors of trafficking and 

use her skills as a teacher to help build a really comprehensive life skills curriculum. So, at the 

end of her time here she asked survivors how she could help and she figured she could call 

some friends to do a couple hours of volunteering a week and really make a difference. She 

figured she’d be sending sewing patterns or something really concrete to help them with their 

future business or their future growth. But, the survivors said that they didn’t want something 

for themselves but what they asked her to do was to go to local villages and take girls who 

weren’t at school to get them there. Every single one of them was out of school when they have 

been trafficked and their concern was that, when a girl is rescued from trafficking, that the hole 

is just filled with another vulnerable girl. That it does not end there and that it becomes a cycle. 

So, what they asked is that she goes out for smaller girls to support some to stay in school. They 

believed that if they were in school, they would have be safe. So, that is a national research that 

being in school is a preventative of protective measures. And, when we started looking in Siem 
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Reap, there wasn’t anyone working on that. There were people working on reintegration, there 

were people working on rescue, but prevention was a gap in services. So, we registered in 2010, 

and it’s our tiny anniversary in June, which is very exciting! And our mission is to prevent the 

exploitation of girls to prioritize the safety and education of their children. So, our program’s 

team works with families to keep girls in school and safe and provides all the basic educational 

supplies that girls need to stay engaged in education. So, a backpack, books, bicycles, all of the 

things… as well as financial support for additional curriculum classes, that you may be familiar 

with. As well as monthly safety checks, so our educational officers go out to the village of every 

single girl of our program, every single month. So right now, we have about 500 girls enrolled 

in our program and the team goes out to meet with the families, to make sure everything is 

alright, any questions they have, give the opportunity to girls to take out books from our mobile 

library and kind of access other services.  

 

Alisha: That is great! How many people are working in total? 

Sofia: So, at the moment, we have 23 staff. So, the program’s team is around 15, we have 

educational officers and social workers so a small team of social workers that do more intensive 

services to families facing more challenging circumstances. 

 

Alisha: Mostly Khmer staff?  

Sofia: Yes, mostly Khmer. The only foreign positions are… we have three foreign positions 

and now, only two of them are filled. So right now, we just have myself and the program 

manager who’s funny enough, also named Sofia! But she is Australian. So, there is Australian 

Sofia and American Sofia [laughs]. So, we are the only Western staff, all the others are Khmer. 

And all our program’s team is Khmer, our admin team, the communication officer is also 

Khmer.  

 

Alisha: How are you dealing with the language? I’ve only been there a month but I found 

it difficult to learn Khmer! 

Sofia: Yea! Well I actually speak Khmer. When I first came to Cambodia I lived in Koh Kong 

province, way down south and I was with the Peace Corps so within a small village for two 
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years. So, after two years I had enough to get by! Some of the terms are really challenging to 

get a hold on. A few words can really sound identical [laughs] it takes a long time.  

 

Alisha: Yes, I really wish I could speak Khmer! So anyway, moving to the subject 

“responsible tourism”, how would you personally define it?  

Sofia: I mean I am certainly not an expert. I mean on the most basic level I would say it is 

tourism that does not harm the local community.  

 

Alisha: According to you, in which ways can volunteering be a form of responsible 

tourism?  

Sofia: This one was maybe the only question I am not really sure how to answer. Because I 

think there are so many levels in each of them about what volunteering is and what responsible 

tourism can be. And I do just think that it is very difficult to get it right. To get a balance of 

those. Both with volunteering and responsible tourism. Yea… I honestly I’m not sure. I think 

that was the most challenging of your questions.  

 

Alisha: There is no yes or no answer to this question, it also depends on the way you look 

at it as short term or long term volunteering.  

Sofia: Well now I think there are ways to volunteer responsibly or ways to be a responsible 

tourist but I don’t know if I’ve seen any places where it intersected well. I struggled to find a 

good example of responsible voluntourism. Because I think there is a lot of power dynamics 

behind that.  

 

Alisha: I’ve seen on your website that you’ve decided not to propose volunteering 

missions, why did you decide to do so?  

Sofia: So, we do allow volunteers just only office based. So, we have had one volunteer coming 

from one of our partners “Professional doing good’ who actually worked on A Mile in Serey’s 

shoes and helped us to do design working and office work. And we do not accept volunteers 

typically in most cases. And that is because of the vulnerability and high-risk situation in which 
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the girls in our program live. We follow very, very strict child protection guidelines. So, we do 

not take on any volunteer that would be working with the girls in our program. Because… I 

mean that would just undermine the other work that we do. We do not share the village names, 

we do not share girls' real names, we do not share any geographic specifics besides the fact that 

we work within Siem Reap’s town. So, we would not take on a social worker volunteer or any 

position that would be directly on the program’s side and that would be to protect the privacy 

and vulnerability of the girls on the program. But what we do, as I said, is office based and it 

would mostly just be with the communication’s team to work on graphics, on videos, on those 

kinds of things. So, we typically, when people approach us to volunteer, we direct them to other 

partners who we know do good work and accept volunteers and have a well-structured program 

that is more suited to that. And beyond the practicality, beyond child protection, somebody 

would have to be able to have like those skills in social work and then, be able to speak Khmer 

and really to be able to have value. And I think whenever we have a volunteer, we do kind of 

the same things we do with our staff, checking and referencing. That would be in very specific 

circumstances I would say.  

 

Alisha: And for how long are the volunteers staying when you do accept them?  

Sofia: The first was three months. We were supposed to have another volunteer coming this 

month but yea… that kind of went out of the window [laughs]. So, we kind of work with 

professionals doing good to do volunteering placements so it is about three or six months. And 

that is what we would be looking for on projects within the com’s team.  

 

Alisha: What do you think are the pros and the cons of having international volunteers? 

Sofia: I mean, it helps massively… we do not have anybody who is specialized in graphic 

designs on our full-time staff team. So, it helps us hugely in filling gaps that we do not have, 

like skills gaps that we do not have. I think for shorter term volunteers, or generally speaking, 

I think when we open a position for a volunteer it takes time for the logistics and it is a very 

small staff team. So, it is just making sure that we have enough time to really make sure that it 

is really a good volunteering mission. Because, we also would not want to keep having 

volunteers but not being able to support them or talk to them. We want them to have a good 

experience. So, I think for us, we take that decision very seriously. So, I think with a small team 
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it is really important to make sure that it’s not taking on too many logistics and supervision. It 

would not be a positive experience for us or the volunteers. I volunteered a lot, and it can be 

challenging [laughs] 

 

Alisha: So, looking at what I think are responsible tourism initiatives, I would like to first 

speak about Shine and Dine, can you present to me the project?  

Sofia: So, Shine and Dine is more a fundraising initiative than a responsible tourism initiative 

in itself. It started 4 years ago in Australia, in 2016, and 2019 was the very first year we did it 

in Cambodia, which was exciting. So, it is a month-long campaign where we partner with local 

restaurants. So, in Australia we have a certain number of partners that do it every year and in 

Australia, they donate 5 Australian dollars for every dish that they sell. They can choose 

whatever dish they want; they can see if they want to create anything specific for the month, 

whatever they want to do it is really up to the restaurants. They nominate one Shine and Dine 

dish and for every dish that is sold that month, $5 goes back to our NGO. Usually we will check 

in to see how they are doing, if they need any resources or anything. And at the end of the 

month they tell us how much they sold and donate the amount back. In Cambodia, because that 

would be quite high of a percentage of a per dish price, like $5 is more than most of the dishes 

around here [laughs]. And because it was the first year, we let restaurants choose how much 

they wanted to donate per dish. They got to choose the dish and the percentage they wanted to 

donate back. And that ranged from 10% to 50% per each restaurant. It’s been fantastic, it’s a 

great way for other people to get to know about us and it’s from our partners’ side, fairly low 

on their time and staff time because it’s kind of built in their daily operations. So, it is not a 

massive ask for our partners. Particularly in somewhere like Siem Reap, and I think I would get 

kind of the same answers in Battambang, many people who have been living in Siem Reap for 

a while and who are regulars, responded very well to it. It really helped to raise our profile and 

kind of remind people if they have not heard from us in a little bit. And on the scale of 

organizing fundraising events, it was a lot less logistical work for us comparatively. So, it’s 

great, it doesn’t really promote responsible tourism, it's mostly a fundraising activity but we 

also use it to promote us and kind of our work. But it is something that a lot of partners are very 

happy to do.  
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Alisha: Yes, I can imagine! And how is it presented, do they have communication around 

it to say that this specific dish is part of Shine and Dine?  

Sofia: So that is something they have in Australia. Some of them had table toppers this year 

which just said “ask about the Shine and Dine dish”. So one of the lessons learned is that we 

are going to do a whole range of things so if somebody wants to just plug it on a word template, 

something that is easy that everyone can use or just a pdf where they can fill things in. Cause 

there are a lot of things that you have been doing as we were going. Because we started with a 

very small group so it was easy to respond to our individual partners’ needs when they said “I 

want to have something that sits on every table that says exactly what it is” it was ok. Some just 

wanted posters, that kind of differed between the cafes and between the restaurants, or just the 

size and type of the cafes. I think the time of the year is very important for that. Because during 

the holiday you have more tourists so we had received feedback from people saying they would 

be happy to make it during high season just being careful about when the major season and 

payroll is. When people usually give their workers bonuses. So just making sure that it was 

built in the flow of the season.  

 

Alisha: How many partners are you working with in Australia and Siem Reap? 

Sofia: So Siem Reap was eight last year. I think Australia, it was last month in Australia, I think 

they had 12, I am just going to double check that… just a sec [laughs]. But it is going to be 

affected a lot by the current situation because Australia lost a lot of visitors. Ok, so 16!  

 

Alisha: As you said it will be affected by the situation; do you have any dependency on 

this project?  

Sofia: The majority of our donations come from small business and individual partners. So, 

there is a breakdown if you are kind of interested in this kind of thing, so there is a breakdown 

in our latest annual report. So, it is about 54% of our business partners not linked to Shine and 

Dine and 38% our individual sponsors, again not linked to Shine and Dine. So, although Shine 

and Dine is really fun, it accounts for only a part of our 7% of fundraising. So, although it is 

really unfortunate timing, it’s on a smaller side of our overall finances. Shine and Dine would 

come under I believe is called ‘advance’, within our breakdown. So, it’s one of those 7%. But 
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I think it is going to be a very challenging time for many organizations because November was 

already a very low tourism season. It is going to be challenging for a lot of NGO as well.  

 

Alisha: Yea, it is very difficult to forecast what is going to happen… Who is the main 

target for this Shine and Dine initiative? 

Sofia: Hum, really… Usual customers, short term visitors, Cambodians, all of the one who’ve 

mentioned above. We work with restaurants and so whoever is coming to the restaurant. And 

it is restaurants we worked with mostly because it was the first year, it was a majority of 

restaurants we worked with for past campaigns. So, of course expats, tourists and Cambodians, 

we were excited that we have a communication’s assistant now, which is a new position. So, 

we can actually start to have all of our materials in Khmer, which is something we haven’t 

really had the capacity to do before. But something we are hoping to transition to. A lot more 

tourists are having our coms and, which I think CFI is brilliant at, and it is something I really 

admire.  

 

Alisha: Do you have any idea of how many people become long term donors coming from 

this initiative?  

Sofia: From Shine and Dine, I do not really know it. I do not think we have had any from Shine 

and Dine but we had some from events, like the Shine food festival where people turned out to 

become sponsors. I do not know, I think the bigger value is not necessarily translating to money, 

it is kind of the awareness and the support. Because there are so many NGOs in Siem Reap as 

well, so it is kind of raising awareness in what we are doing and who we are.  

 

Alisha: Do you want to add anything concerning how it contributes to your NGO, because 

you already said raising awareness, raising funds, support, but if you want to add 

something?  

Sofia: No, it is all of them and primarily fundraising.  
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Alisha: Sure! So, you have another initiative called “A Mile in Serey’s Shoes”, could you 

present me this project?  

Sofia: So, A mile in Serey’s shoe is a half day workshop. Basically, it is an interactive 

educational program, that is how we present it. Because it is based in the office, which is an 

important point. It is not based in the villages, it is not set up to look like a home, which would 

be a brilliant next step, if we can shift to that! But it is office based and it’s inspired by the 

Choosers and Adventure book series, so if you are familiar with those?  

 

Alisha: No, not at all [laughs] 

Sofia: The reason it is based on is that they are book series that our founder had when growing 

up. So, it’s a book where you are giving a number of choices, you read along and you put 

yourself in the story, and you get to choose the A or B. And your decisions change which page 

you go to and you will continue the story on a different path according to what decisions you 

make. So, for A Mile in Serey’s Shoes, we ask participants to put themselves in the place of 

Serey, who is a mother in rural Cambodia, working to support her children, pay out for loans 

and make very challenging decisions about how to keep her family safe and healthy. And it is 

based on case studies and our work overall. So Serey is not a mother on our program, it is a 

composite of different experiences shared in our program. We first began putting this together 

when people wanted to visit us, like our donors and supporters, friends of supporters, wanted 

to come and visit, see the girls and meet the girls. And because of our child protection 

guidelines, we do not allow anyone in our villages to meet the girls on the program. Similar to 

volunteering, we don’t allow anyone to go out to the communities. So, prior to Serey’s Shoes 

the only option was an office tour which is not really exciting because it’s literally just an office 

[laughs]. Unless you want to come see people working on a laptop, it is not that exciting! So, 

we created A Mile in Serey’s Shoes in order to build understanding and kind of educate people 

about the really difficult topics that families have to deal with, and on topics on which families 

are working on a daily basis. So, the topics cover includes child labor, orphanages, migration, 

food scarcity, traditional medicine VS modern medicine, accessing health care. And it is led by 

our communication’s officer and communication’s assistant who facilitate discussions and give 

backgrounds and kind of help the group work through these things. So, it runs for about 4 hours, 

it starts with an introduction on our NGO, like a very brief overview to kind of get situated 

within our work, and then, they have the option to get a very short overview of Cambodia’s 
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history. We found that a lot of people have seen, have gone to the major historical sites and 

have already known some of it. So, it is an option as well as an introduction to trafficking. They 

have to choose one. And then the activity unfolds itself as a series of choices. So, you have a 

scenario and you get to choose A or B, depending on what choices they make, that branches the 

story into a different direction.  

 

Alisha: That is so cool, so creative!  

Sofia: Yes, it really is! It took us a long time to put together but it is really nice. And previously 

it was on a PowerPoint which is not terribly dynamic. So now it is, after our volunteer graphic 

designer came, they are in baskets basically. So, they have this three ring and you kind of get 

another basket depending on which journey you choose. So, it is a bit more hands on now, 

instead of just sitting around and working through a PowerPoint. So yes, you have different 

decisions to work through and at the very end, the group is giving a choice to go back and 

change a decision to see if they had chosen the other one, which way it would have taken them.  

 

Alisha: How many times do you make those workshops? Is it weekly, monthly? 

Sofia: So, the materials were finalized around December. So, we finally have everything printed 

and done the new version, which is I think, what we are going to use in December. The goal is 

to do it twice a week. Prior to that we were maybe running it once a month. But we are about 

to connect with some of our partners in the tourism field. We have a couple of partners to whom 

we are going to send that out, but we are waiting a bit.   

 

Alisha: Who do you target? 

Sofia: We are happy for anyone to join, really! Usually it is tourists, particularly... It is a bit 

pricier compared to other workshops. Although it is something unique, it is $35 per person, so 

it is around the same price as Angkor for two days. So, it is someone who is invested in learning 

about our work. But also, students’ groups. We had a few student groups coming, high school 

groups from Australia and one high school group from Sweden, I believe. And it has been a 

nice introduction to Cambodia and that is because it does work really well. Because it is a group 

activity for students’ groups it fits well with what they are doing. So, we would be, mostly it 
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would be short term tourists I would say. But anyone. And we are also looking with tour 

companies to offer to their clients so it is specifically working with the tourism industry.  

 

Alisha: What exactly are you trying to achieve with those workshops?  

Sofia: So, one of the most important things is educating the people about the importance of 

child protection. So, making sure… You may kind of see the southern steps like the Childsafe 

traveler leaflet… So, it is those similar messaging. Primarily about child protection and how 

challenging that can be in different contexts. But also building their understanding about the 

common challenges we are facing in our program. And although we are a child protection 

organization first, we are an educational program second, so we want to make sure that we are 

educating people who want to learn about our work and why it is important. And to help 

contribute to safer tourism practices. 

 

Alisha: What are the first feedbacks you had?  

Sofia: It has been great so far! I think it is a very unique thing. So, I think people... And it is not 

an easy activity, it is intentionally meant to be difficult, not very difficult but like a challenging 

thing where you have to work through these problems. But it has been really good, it’s been 

giving people a lot of thoughtful thoughts. It has been great! 

 

Alisha: Have you noticed people changing their mindset?  

Sofia: I mean there have been some interesting discussions. A lot… you know volunteering at 

orphanages is quite common so I think there are a lot of discussions around that on why it’s 

problematic and how that’s problematic. And it is something where people don’t necessarily 

think about attachment and child development. And planting those seeds as to why doing 

specific things with the best intentions could lead to very negative results. And I think it has 

been… it is hard to say what it has been once they leave but it has been really great 

conversations.  

 

Alisha: Do you accept day visitors as well?  
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Sofia: So yes, we do accept visitors at our offices for an office tour. People just make an 

appointment as they would for most offices. But they are quite structured. They are about half 

an hour long, they can ask questions and if there is a specific topic someone wants to dive really 

deep into… if you would have come to the office we would have given you a 15 minutes office 

tour and then, depending on how long you wanted to chat. But they are generally very structured 

and just give a really brief overview. You have intentionally structured our offices, so that the 

program’s team is upstairs so that all of our confidential information stays upstairs and then we 

can welcome visitors and do the majority of the tour downstairs. So, it’s less disruptive for the 

team and it still allows people to come in because we want people to know more about our 

work.  

 

Alisha: Does it happen often that people just drop by to visit?  

Sofia: No, not really. People reach out but I do not think anyone just showed up. Because we 

are a bit out of the beaten path too, maybe if we were in the middle of the town maybe somebody 

wandering around and shopping would stop. But there is not much next by.  

 

Alisha:  Yes, we are the same in Battambang, quite far from the center so it does not 

happen much as well. And what are the main good conducts to adopt when dealing with 

visitors? 

Sofia: I mean similar to what we do I would say. Making sure that their child protection policy 

is really comprehensive and covers not just the program but also kind of how you operate fund 

raising or whatever program you do aside. So, for us, not allowing any visitors to meet with the 

girls, and making sure that the confidential material stays… at least is stored away from places 

where we welcome visitors. And I do think CFI is quite good on child protection!  

 

Alisha: Do you have any code of conduct for visitors?  

Sofia: At the moment, no. If it would be for volunteers, we would have them make the same 

processes as staff does. But for somebody doing the office visit or A Mile in Serey’s Shoes, we 

do not have a code of conduct. But that is a very interesting idea especially for A Mile in Serey’s 

Shoes where people are staying for a couple of hours at the office. At least having something. 
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It just has been very helpful for us to have a separate space where we know we can host visitors. 

Even when we host people at the office, people do want to take photos, we had someone start 

taking videos. So, I mean preparing for that and we can take as many precautions and preventive 

measures and minimize risk. If there is any way to kind of section of the space but that is really 

challenging when you have the school onsite.  

 

Alisha: So, we are still trying to see whether or not we should get involved in ethical 

tourism, what would be your recommendations?  

Sofia: I mean it is hard, if you would have asked me a month ago [laughs], I would have said 

yes. I mean Corona changed things pretty drastically and it will obviously change the tourism 

industry in Siem Reap. And do not know much about the tourism industry in Battambang, but 

Siem Reap does get quite a large number of tourists but I don’t know what it is compared to 

Battambang. So, I guess this would be kind of the first question: how many people are coming 

in average if you are looking to target tourists. A Mile in Serey’s Shoes did take us 3 years to 

develop and grow, and then a fourth year for design and piloting. So, it is … we do not have 

any data on how it’s going to be. I mean it is quite early to say that this is going to be a very 

sustainable fundraising tool and educational tool. But it might be beneficial, if CFI wanted to 

put in a lot of time into development but we were doing this beside our usual work and duties. 

So, the core staff was doing it on top of their work but I think it is a very fun project. But I think 

it would depend, particularly with corona at the moment…  

 

Alisha: Do you believe in tourism as means for sustainable community development? 

Sofia: Those are big questions [laughs] but I don’t know if there is a clear cut answer. I mean I 

can say with my experiences within Siem Reap it is more something that needs to be managed. 

Something were, we are trying to reduce the harm of the tourism industry because I think this, 

in Siem Reap particularly, through kind of orphanage tourism and kind of the other pieces that 

are damaging, I think it’s more... this is more a harm reduction strategy through education that 

we’ve been working on but I don’t think… it could be a good opportunity for small business as 

well but it’s hard to see some longer time side effects from tourism. But it is a tricky one.  
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Alisha: And do you think you would have had the same answers six months ago?  

Sofia: No, I would not. And I think if anything would be stable, and the coronavirus would not 

be a thing, I would still have been quite similar. But I think, for half the questions, the answers 

would have remained quite stable. Most of them with the exception of whether or not CFI 

should get involved in ethical tourism. I think it is the only one that has been heavily affected 

just because it is such a question for the future. But the others would have been quite the same.  

 

Alisha: Ok I asked all my questions! Sofia, thanks a lot for your time and all those valuable 

infos! I’ll send you the transcription for you to check during the week if you’d like to?  

Sofia: Yes sure, my pleasure! And good luck with your project! 
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Appendix 11 - Interview volunteer in a local NGO 

 

Held at the NGO’s center in Battambang on the 17th March 2020 with Mike, German volunteer. 

 

Alisha: Hello Mike! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

whether or not we could get involved in ethical tourism, I would like to get to know you 

and the NGO better. Can you please present yourself and what you are doing here?  

Mike: My name is Mike; I am from Germany and I am 19 years old. I came here straight after 

graduating from high school. I graduated school last summer and went into this volunteering 

year. Right now, I have been here for already 7 and a half months in Cambodia. The first month 

I did a language course to learn Khmer and I have been in Battambang for 6 months to work at 

this NGO which is this organization that takes care of children in need. I am doing the children’s 

program, some office work, writing reports, writing proposals and a lot of this.  

 

Alisha: That is great! And what is your NGO exactly doing?  

Mike: They have a bunch of programs which are all children related. The first is the 

reintegration program. For this program, we get children referred from the child border, or from 

street workers, which we try… First, we give them a short-term shelter and then we try to 

reintegrate them in families. Their families or relatives or that’s not possible, we can find 

families from the alternative care program, where we have a lot of foster families in Battambang 

city where we can place children in and later on search for adoption families or ways to provide 

them educational training. The next one is the children’s program. We have like twice a week, 

what I am doing here right now, the children from our foster families coming here and which 

is learning English, playing games and doing some free time programs. And... We have a lot of 

like workshops in the province where we go out in the communes of the province and do 

workshops around health, education, or positive parenting, or family empowerment. In this case 

we also try to support families with food and business trainings like how to open their first 

business. And just support families in need in the whole Battambang province. Right now, we 

are also part of the 3PC network and we are starting a new project with CFI together, to 

strengthen the advocacy network but also we are also part of the 3PC safe migration group. The 

group for safe migration from Cambodia to Thailand. And that is it! 
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Alisha: How did you find out about it?  

Mike: Ok so I will have to explain how my organization in Germany works because I did not 

come on my own but went through an organization. So, there is a German volunteering program 

called Weltwärt which is founded by the government. They provide 75% of the costs and then 

German NGOs can take part in this program and they search for volunteers that can apply in 

these German NGOs. They do your preparing and all this stuff. And then, they send you out 

into the world in some project. So, I did not search for a project in Cambodia, I applied for an 

NGO in Germany and they had 16 places all over the world. And then I could make like some 

wishes where I would like to go but they eventually decided where I would fit the best and sent 

me there. 

 

Alisha: So, it wasn’t a personal choice to come to this place? 

Mike: Well Cambodia was on my Wishlist but I also had other wishes. But I was open to go to 

many places anyway.  

 

Alisha: Did you have the choice of the missions you wanted to make? 

Mike: My tasks here, I can choose a little bit with the director but the project, they chose for 

me. Because the projects where they send volunteers to are all projects which are like founded 

by the German NGO.  

 

Alisha: And what preparation did you have before coming here? 

Mike: So, we had like three seminars: one to get to know each other and then we had like two 

other seminars which were both like 6 days long with all the 16 volunteers together. So, it was 

nothing specific to the country because we were 16 people going to South America, Africa, 

Asia… But we did a lot about intercultural communication, child harm prevention, what is a 

culture shock, how do I deal with it, how do I try to avoid prejudices or … a lot of things in this 

direction 

 

Alisha: Do you think you were prepared enough? 
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Mike: I think as best as possible. You are not completely prepared for the stuff you have to do 

here but I think as best as possible, yes!  

 

Alisha: And how was the arrival phase? 

Mike: Because I did the language course during the first month, in another project. I went there 

first. But this is another project where another volunteer is there for the whole year. So, we both 

arrived in Phnom Penh and then, we were picked up from the airport by someone from a related 

school and then the next day they just sat us in a taxi and we went to this project at Kap. And a 

month later I arrived here and started my volunteering missions. It was a bit difficult in the 

beginning to find my place, but it eventually got better with time.  

 

Alisha: What are the advantages and disadvantages of volunteering here that you have 

witnessed so far?  

Mike: So, for my placement it is really nice because I also go out to the families and see the 

field, and the community. So, I really experience the Cambodian life and I see parts of the 

culture that you would normally not see. And this is really cool because you have such a long 

time to do that, so you can really dive into that culture, you don’t have to do it in two weeks. 

The downsides to it is that you see a lot and you have to deal with all the… you not only see 

happy children, and you have to deal with all these cases. And I am doing the children’s program 

and they are living things that are not nice and nobody wishes them this. You kind of have to 

see how you deal with it personally and get around that. Also, for the language, it was hard at 

the beginning and right now I am still not fluent, so I can communicate but that’s all. And this 

can be hard. But because I had a language course and because I still have language lessons each 

week here, it is getting better and better. But at the beginning it wasn’t easy because this is a 

local NGO so all the staff is Khmer. And only 3 or 4 of them speak well English, or enough 

English that they can talk to me. With everybody else, I need to speak in Khmer. Or try in 

broken English.  

 

Alisha: And what are you exactly doing here? 
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Mike So I am doing (making brackets with his hands) English lessons. But not really doing 

English lessons. Just making games and trying to learn some English with it. So, I’m not 

replacing the English lessons at school, it is just additional, getting some practice with English. 

It is very basic English, so learning the alphabet, the numbers, learning how to present yourself, 

but the children really enjoy it and as you saw, they ask when we’ll learn again and I also meet 

them on the street because I live close to the school so they always ask me “yea when do we 

meet again?”. So, I think they are really enjoying all of this. But it also has some downsides 

because you always have to think when a volunteer from Cambodia would come to Germany, 

what would you let him/her do there because he doesn’t speak German. And I am a bit thinking 

if this is the right thing for a volunteer to do here. To teach children when you do not know the 

language pretty well. So, I am trying to avoid being a real teacher. And do not want this to be a 

real education program, it should be a free time program where the main aspect is having fun 

together. And not being a school because this is not the job of a volunteer but this should be 

done by locals. I am trying to only do some games and play but not to replace anybody here. I 

am also trying to give that task away, so we are trying to build this program as a real program, 

then hire staff to do it and not the volunteer. And my task will change now, also had a training 

at Friends International now, so my task is to do more proposal writing and report writing to 

support where English is really needed.  

 

Alisha: When you do those activities with the kids, are you alone or with a Khmer staff?  

Mike: In the beginning I was but I was also organizing. So, I was organizing it but running it 

with a Khmer together. But right now, we do not have the capacity and my Khmer got better 

and better so right now I have to do it on my own: run it and organize it. Which is not my 

favorite task, but I try to keep in the areas where I can do it and everything else, I say “this is 

not my task” 

 

Alisha: And how did the kids react to you being here? How was it during the first days 

and now? 

Mike: I think they really enjoy it because normally they only have school during the morning 

and in the afternoon, there is not much to do. So, they are very happy to have something to go 

to and play with their friends. What I experienced is that they also like the adventure of trying 
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to communicate with me, they always try to explain me new games, try to act it out and show 

it out. So, I think they are having quite fun. Like also because I am not that good in Khmer they 

have to find ways to show me how they are playing games. I also try to not only bring my stuff 

here but always ask what games they want to play and do a mix of things I bring here and things 

they would like to do. So, it is more like an exchange than just me teaching.  

 

Alisha: And in your perspective, have you noticed a change in your mindset?  

Mike: So, I actually have to say that I just got back from a seminar one week ago. So, we have 

a mid-time seminar to reflect the last six months. And I really think I changed! In the beginning, 

I was like “yes I want to work with children”, “I wanna teach English”, and now I’m thinking 

that it might not be my task and should be done by locals and not by volunteers. That is why 

I’m trying to search for things where I’m more helpful. I think it really changed! 

 

Alisha: So, if someone would come to you and tell you he/she would like to volunteer, what 

would you tell him?  

Mike: I would ask what their expectations are and then maybe, give them some tips with maybe 

the things that could help with because a lot of volunteers have expectations that the project can 

never meet. Which they are also not qualified for but also some volunteers just think that if they 

go abroad, they can just do it there. And this is not the case so I would give them some tips 

where their expectations are. I think this a good thing to do first because if you do come with 

some expectations you are really disappointed in the first months.  

 

Alisha: And what would be good conducts to adopt when you decide to volunteer abroad?  

Mike: I think that always thinking of what you would be allowed to do in your country and 

have that in mind is always a good point. Because then you can always say “if I don’t want a 

foreigner to do this in my country, I shouldn’t do that in another country either”. Search for 

points where you are good and you can maybe take tasks off the staff here which they have 

problems with. Here it is English, and they can speak English but writing English and especially 

reports and proposals is really hard for them. So, I am not completely taking the task on me 

because I do not want to replace anybody here. But I will bring some of my knowledge and 
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when they are writing reports, I just sit together with them and maybe correct the grammar or 

bring my own ideas on how to improve some sentences. And also think of what you can bring 

there but also maybe what you can learn from them. You also have to learn how to adapt to 

different situations, sometimes you’ll have to organize things at the last minute. 

 

Alisha: Shifting to another subject, I would like to know what you would define as 

responsible tourism?  

Mike: I think it is a mix of social, environmental and economic things. When you go 

somewhere… So, I was always thinking, do I need to travel these 10 000 kilometers to 

Cambodia just to do a volunteering year? I am still struggling a bit with that point, if that was 

the right choice, because it is not that responsible on an environmental aspect. And I think you 

should be aware that you do not have to travel that far. Maybe you can also do it in your area, 

somewhere, or just travel by car or by train. Or do not fly so far. That is also a part of being 

responsible. But also, looking on the people you are going, especially a lot on the fact that 

children are not tourists attractions, it is something we work a lot on here, don’t go somewhere 

and just take photos of children because they are sweet because this is not something you would 

like a foreigner to do in Germany. I think this is again a point on which when someone comes 

to Germany and visits Germany, you would like them to behave well and have an eye on the 

society. When you go somewhere else you also have to have this mindset to really have a look 

at what the local people do and not disturb them when you come to that country. I think all 

those points come together.  

 

Alisha: Do you think international volunteering can be defined as a responsible tourism 

practice?  

Mike: If it is a long-time volunteering like a year I would say yes. But if it is short term, two 

weeks or one-month volunteering, especially these two weeks volunteer programs I would say 

no. Because you create more work for the local people that you help. And you also in two weeks 

do not see anything of the culture, because the cultural exchange takes much longer to take 

place and, then also, for two weeks this environmental impact is crazy. But I think that for a 

year, the cultural exchange is very strong because you’ve been living one year in a foreign 

country, in my case in Cambodia. You also change your mindset, and I am a good example for 
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that. And when I go back, I will transfer this mindset back to Germany and it will affect other 

people. So, I think that this whole exchange when it is not only tourism but when it’s an 

exchange you bring something that you can share back in your country. I think that this is one 

of the biggest parts of a volunteering year, which most people do not have in mind that your 

volunteering year really starts when you get back.  

 

Alisha: You really have a point on that. Do you sometimes have visitors or tourists coming 

to the gate and asking you if they can visit the association?  

Mike: No, we do not. This is a small NGO so we are not widely known and so we do not have 

regular visitors. We have some of our donor organizations that come sometimes which is 

normal. But we do not do visits here.  

 

Alisha: So, this fact finding I am doing for CFI and for my research paper, is to know if 

we could get involved or not in ethical tourism. The idea would be to partner with other 

NGOs and maybe welcome visitors in our centers for them to get to know us, our projects 

and raise awareness around volunteering programs, what do you think of it?  

Mike: I think this a good idea and it could be part of a CFI program that maybe they would be 

a Battambang NGO tour and I could think that it could be a good idea. But it should really focus 

on the work and not focus on sweet children. So maybe it could be during a tuk tuk tour in 

Battambang showing some NGOs. It would be a good idea but it should be done in the way that 

visitors don’t go to the NGOs on their own whenever they want. Because it will create a lot of 

work for the NGO to welcome them all the time and it would also be disruptive. I would prefer 

that it is the program of one NGO or agency that has staff allocated to that project so that NGOs 

don’t have to take from their time to make the visits. It should not create more work to what the 

NGOs are already doing because they have a lot to do. For the disruptive part, I think it would 

be ok, speaking for this NGO because I don’t know for the other ones, if it is a half an hour visit 

if there is already someone leading the group maybe showing them the NGO and there is a talk 

with one of our staff to add some infos. It would not be disturbing, but it should not be more.  

 

Alisha: And what would be the pros and the cons of having visitors here?  
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Mike: First of all, raising awareness and also maybe changing the mindset of some tourists to 

tell them to travel in a more responsible way. But also, when I think of my projects, they would 

maybe hope for some donations and that the tourists could support the normal work here. But 

it will take time to show them around, and also the fact that people shouldn’t come only to see 

the kids. But I think if it is nicely done, the pros would be much higher than the cons.  

 

Alisha: Ok that is all for me, thank you so much for taking the time to have me here and 

for answering my questions! I wish you all the best here for your remaining 4 months and 

I am sure we’ll meet again soon! 

Mike: My pleasure, that makes no doubt!  
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Appendix 12 - Interview NGO workshop assistant  

 

Held at a local NGO in Battambang on the 12th March 2020 with Nina, workshop and event 

assistant. 

 

Alisha: Hello Nina! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

whether or not we could get involved in ethical tourism, I would like to get to know you 

and your NGO better. Can you please present yourself and your role here?  

Nina: My name is Nina and I am a workshop and event assistant. I am working on the 

workshops, the shows, and events... Everything all together. I have been working here for about 

2 years now, starting from 2018.  

 

Alisha: That is great! And what is your NGO doing in Battambang?  

Nina: We were created in 1994, after the Khmer Rouge. So, during the Khmer Rouge the 

Cambodian people removed the locals from their hometowns to other places. At that time, our 

founders were moved from the Cambodian to Thailand border. They were staying in a camp, 

which was a very big camp we could compare to a community, but they were staying in the 

camp. At the time, the French teachers were coming to the camp and were looking after the 

children. They were trying to help them express their feelings because most of them were afraid 

of everyone, that is why they did not talk… Those teachers taught the children in the camp how 

to express their feelings through paintings. They asked children and adults in the camp to paint 

in order to express what they were feeling. But they found out that some children did not like 

to paint and were not participating and speaking. That is when they came up with the idea of 

teaching them circus. Circus helped them a lot because when you practice a sport, it is easier to 

express your feelings. After the Khmer Rouge was over, they came back to their hometowns. 

But when they were children, they did not imagine how big Battambang, their hometown was. 

They forgot about it because they were staying in a camp all the time. They were thinking that 

in this world, there was only their camp. Because they are children, they do not have the 

knowledge. So, when they arrived in Battambang, they saw a lot of people, a lot of houses. But 

at the time, the school and hospital were destroyed. On our campus, the only building was this 

wooden house that was built by our community in 1994. We started by only teaching painting 
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and circus in this building. Through the years we got founded, performed shows to get money 

and with that, we built the circus school. We also started to have a music school, the dance 

school, the social support department and the kindergarten for the education program. For the 

social department they work closely with the families on our child protection policy as we are 

part of the ChildSafe movement. Nowadays we have almost 1 000 students, including the public 

school, the kindergarten and the art school.  

 

Alisha: That is amazing! And how can children and students apply?  

Nina: They just come here and register in our office. They actually ask for the schedule and if 

they are available and want to study, they just ask for a form to register and study. We have no 

conditions; it is open for everyone. No age limitation. And we do not mind if people come from 

poor or rich families. We do not mind people being 10, 25 or whatever. The only thing we are 

doing is looking at their health and physical conditions if they want to apply for the circus. We 

want to make sure that their body is suitable for it. And they can register for any activity. Most 

of our art students, as referred to all the students who study in the art schools. We have two art 

schools: one is the performing arts school that teaches circus, dance, music and theater. The 

other art school is the visual and applied art school where painting, drawing, design and 

animation are held.  

 

Alisha: What are the objectives for you and students to attend school here? 

Nina: Our mission is to help our children, adults and their families with our schools. Children 

train in our schools and then become professional artists working in other companies, they can 

go to Siem Reap to attend our performing art school or become art teachers here or elsewhere. 

Circus students once they graduated, they can stay in our NGO in Battambang to become 

teachers. Or they go to other places like two students were hired by the Cirque du Soleil in 

France! For the dance, theater and music students, it is the same. For the art students, we help 

them to become professionals, open their art gallery. And the wooden building that was the first 

one standing here was converted to our personal art gallery where students can present their art. 

When we are making campus visits, some visitors buy some of the pieces and we give this 

money back to the student. Anyway, our goal is not to keep them with us all the time, we want 

to provide them with education and working opportunities.  
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Alisha: I would now like to speak with you about responsible tourism and your RT 

initiatives. Can you please tell me how you would personally define responsible tourism?  

Nina: For me responsible tourism is about respecting the environment, the children and the 

families. It is also about us as an association to provide a safe space for visitors and students, 

provide them with good information, and good conducts to follow. For example, they come to 

the campus and start smoking cigarettes which is not allowed here. It is all about helping them 

to adopt good practices while travelling and meeting with other cultures. For the environmental 

part, we are a plastic free campus and we are trying to teach this to our visitors and students and 

encourage them to reduce their use of plastic.  

 

Alisha: Why did you decide to welcome tourists and visitors on your campus?  

Nina: Retailers and agencies are working with us as partners to provide information and 

promote us. But we are also doing internal marketing and you have a lot of word of mouth in 

our community. We are also very well known on social media. We are unique in Battambang 

and in Cambodia with our art school. We want people to come here to see our culture and 

especially here in Battambang. The people on the campus are born here, they stay here and 

depending on the different provinces in Cambodia, the culture and lifestyle are slightly 

different. Battambang is a beautiful city. I think Battambang and Siem Reap are the most 

beautiful cities in Cambodia. But we want to make our place and make Battambang more well-

known and popular. And Battambang is the most interesting province of Cambodia in terms of 

art. Many artists were born in this province, we have a lot of old buildings. We are a history 

province, so we want to keep it alive and spread it to the world and to other provinces. Just give 

them the desire to come. Welcoming visitors and tourists is also a way to raise funds and support 

our NGO. We have a lot of students, so tourism is helping us a lot to cope with the costs of 

running such a place. 

 

Alisha: Sure! Regarding the activities you propose to visitors, what are the different 

options? 

Nina: So first, you need to know that when they first arrive in Battambang and hear about our 

campus, people want to come to see or they first know it as the Circus show. So, they would 
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usually come for the circus show and love it so they get interested in what we are doing. So the 

normal path is this : they attend a show, come for a campus visit because they want to know 

where we study, and for most of them, when they see the classes, they want to try it so they will 

ask us to make a half or full day workshop in our school. We therefore provide them the 

opportunity to attend workshops. It allows foreign people that are only staying for a few days 

in Battambang to get to know us better, and experience something different. Trainers will take 

care of those visitors during the day; those trainers are usually students from our school who 

want to practice their speaking but also teaching skills. In fact, as I said, some students want to 

become teachers and making those workshops helps them to practice this. It is important to 

have people around to make sure no one gets hurt because circus can be a bit dangerous if you 

do the wrong things. So, the students will look after them and teach them what they know. As 

the other classes are mostly held at the same time, visitors also train with other students and 

children.  

 

Alisha: Have you noticed any disruption because of that?  

Nina: Yes, it is interrupting sometimes but this is a way we can make money to support our 

school. But we tell visitors that if they attend our workshop, it is a way for them to support our 

education and our school. Because when they come for workshops, 60% of the money goes to 

the NGO and 40% to the student trainers. It is a way to financially support our students but also 

to give them new experiences.  

 

Alisha: What do you think are the pros and the cons of having visitors and workshops?  

Nina: We have more benefits than disadvantages to welcome visitors here. Nowadays, we did 

not see a lot of disadvantages even if we do have some of them. The advantages are that it is 

making our school famous, well known and more legit. If the school is well known and if 

visitors are coming, it helps us to support our students. If no tourists come here, to do the campus 

tour, the events, and the workshops, we would not have any money to support the education 

because we have more than 1 000 students, it would be hard for us. When they attend those 

activities, they are more likely to make a donation or ask how they could help to fundraise for 

us. They are also going to take drinks at our bar or buy something in our boutique. All these 
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small things are huge contributions for us. The bar and the boutique are only open when visitors 

are coming for visits and shows because we do not have enough staff to keep it open at all time.  

For the small disadvantages that we have experienced. At the beginning, we used to meet 

foreigners that were not coming for the good reasons. They were just coming here and taking 

close portrait photos from our students and kept them for personal use. They were sometimes 

using it back home to falsely raise funds for us. That is why we have implemented a child safe 

policy that restricts visitors to take photos from our students. We allow them to take broad 

pictures from the campus where we can barely recognize students’ faces, but no portraits are 

allowed. Ha! And for the campus tour we still have some concerns about the fact that it seems 

like a zoo sometimes. But we still have not figured out how to avoid this phenomenon. 

 

Alisha: Concerning the child safe policy, is it something people understand and respect?  

Nina: Yes, most of the time they understand and respect it. Of course, sometimes visitors don’t 

really understand English so they don’t understand it right away, but we always find a way for 

them to understand. But still, some people sometimes tell us “I want to have a photo of this kid, 

I will give you money if you want”. Because when they hear about our campus tours and 

especially when they pay for it, they sometimes think that they are allowed to do anything. And, 

they think that they are going to a school and see kids, and sometimes they don’t understand 

that we have to respect their privacy. That is why we take the time to explain to them why it is 

not allowed in order to give them knowledge about those things. It is not because they see little 

cute children that they necessarily have to take pictures of them. But anyway, what we also 

decided to do to avoid that, is to stop going to the kindergarten when children are studying 

there. We do not allow people to go to this area, to disrupt the classes, but also not to give 

games, candies or money to the children. If people want to make a donation, they can do it at 

the donation and fundraising department.  

 

Alisha: Yes, that makes sense. For the campus tour, how is it organized and who is making 

it? 

Nina: We have our own tour guides. They provide English campus tours. We have 4 campus 

tours per day, twice in the morning and twice in the afternoon. The campus tour takes 1 hour or 

more if the visitors want to try the traditional Khmer instruments or other things. The tour is 
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always organized in groups and at a specific time, we do not allow individual visits at any time 

of the day.  

 

Alisha: Are those campus visits included in day packages retailed by agencies?  

Nina: We have a lot of agencies and retailers that are booking our campus visits, but it is not 

part of a specific day package. If people are making day tours in Battambang and their guide 

decides to bring them to us, they will let us know in advance and come during our open hours, 

but you won’t find a pre-made package with our campus visit. But we are going to launch an 

educational tour next month, made by our NGO, that will bring tourists around Battambang. 

This initiative is also a way to support us. And for the workshops, we have prepackaged half 

day or full day workshops. For half day, people attend either the morning or afternoon practice 

and are provided with lunch or dinner. And for the afternoon workshop, they also have a ticket 

for the show. And full day is everything! But we still have a little bit of a concern about the 

workshops because it is expensive, and many people complained about it. As I said, 60% goes 

to our school and 40% to the trainers and the artists who are involved. The price is quite high 

because of this. It prevents some of them from coming but for the others attending the 

workshops, they do think it is expensive in the beginning but tell us that it was worth it after!  

 

Alisha: It is good that it is happening this way ahah!  

Nina: Yes, and as I am working in customer service, I want to see them happy and that they 

enjoyed it! 

 

Alisha: What are the feedbacks you are having from your staff members and students?  

Nina: Our students are happy because the money they can earn for the training will help their 

families. And for the others, they are always happy to try chatting with the visitors and show 

them what they can do. It is always a fun time for them. Some of them even ask us when they 

can make other workshops, when they are organized to come… They want to train them! For 

the staff, we got used to it and we know that it is to help us. 
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Alisha: I am just going to quickly come back to this child policy and your good conducts, 

what are the most important ones to keep in mind while dealing with visitors?  

Nina: Well first for the picture, even if someone is a professional photographer, they need to 

share their photos with us to get our approval before making anything public. We will ask every 

visitor to read, accept and sign our code of conduct where everything is written like our photo 

policy, the fact of not giving things to children and behaving with respect. The thing that we 

have also experienced is that sometimes, people do not dress appropriately when coming to the 

school. Sometimes because their guide will just bring them here during a full day tour and they 

are not prepared for it, or just because it is hot and girls wear skirts or crop tops. That is why 

we always have spare clothes that we can give to visitors during their visit. But whatever you 

are doing, it is always important to take the time to explain because some people just do not 

know and realize some things. You will also see that if people are coming during a cycling tour, 

they might be tired and not really motivated, so you should give them some time where you 

shortly explain what you are doing and get them involved in it.  

 

Alisha: So as I told you, we are making a kind of fact finding on how CFI could or not get 

involved in ethical tourism by partnering or to complement existing projects, do you think 

it is something worth doing in the area and would you be interested in it?  

Nina: It is a great idea! Nowadays we have a lot of partners and it is always good to work all 

together. I think we are trying to reach the same goals and if we all work together, it will help 

the community. Also, I think that if we work on complementing activities around Battambang, 

people will learn something from each of us, and we will be able to keep a good relationship 

with them. We have this with our volunteers. They become friends and come back, become 

donors or talk to their friends, on travel blogs or social media. That is what we are trying to do, 

we try to raise awareness and make an equal exchange between visitors and us. So, I think it 

will be great for them and for us to have a wide range of activities that are different from the 

usual tourist attractions.  

 

Alisha: Last question, I would just like to know if you think tourism can promote 

sustainability and community development without creating dependency?  
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Nina: Tourism is helping a lot. What I have noticed until now is that we have achieved a lot 

also thanks to the visitors. It helped to develop our school, it created jobs and opportunities for 

our students. I also think that it is not only beneficial for us but also for the visitors. Many of 

them are young teenagers, so they are learning a lot from us! This is also a good way to have 

responsible visitors! Nevertheless, we are very worried because of the COVID-19. We have 

less and less visitors, as you can see today, no one is here. If there is a breakout, we might have 

to close the school and visitors will not be able to come. This is difficult because we have 

created a dependency on tourists. And even if we have Cambodian tourists coming from other 

provinces, this percentage remains quite small. So, I think it is difficult to avoid this. Because 

if you decide to welcome visitors, you will maybe employ someone to make the visits, and the 

visitors will contribute financially by paying the tour. So, you will somehow rely on those 

earnings and maybe invest in new projects. But if visitors stop coming, you will lose revenue 

that you were used to have. It is always difficult to set up something and only have positive 

outcomes unfortunately.  

 

Alisha: Thank you for taking the time to answer my questions and for your precious 

information! 
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Appendix 13 - Interview founder of a tour provider 

 

Held on Skype on the 1st April 2020 with Brad (for the purpose of this research, the name has 

been deliberately changed) 

 

Alisha: Hello Brad! As part of a master thesis research and a fact finding for CFI on 

whether or not we could get involved in ethical tourism, I would like to get to know you 

and your tour company better. Can you please present yourself and your role in this 

company? 

Brad: So, my name is Brad and I am the founder of a responsible cycling tour company. So, it 

is a small group tour operator I suppose... And I don’t know what the best way is to put this. I 

am just going to give you a bit of background as to why I started it and then we will dive into 

what it is. So, I used to work in London for some time, my background is all hospitality, late 

night bars, restaurants and all those kinds of stuff. And I think I just got to a point where that 

life was just, when people say the music is too loud and you are getting too old, well it was very 

much that for me. You know, I lost my passion for it I suppose, and I just wanted to do 

something a little bit different. So, I thought, I might see if I can cycle to Paris. And I am not a 

cyclist, I have never been a cyclist before. But, you know, I just wanted to do something a little 

bit different. So, I think I bought a bike on Wednesday, left on Sunday. I had no idea, quite 

completely idiot. But it went very well and it was really good. Then, I got back to work and I 

felt really refreshed, I felt alive, I felt like one of those holidays where you say “I just feel better 

than before I left” kind of thing. But anyway, after a while, like a year later. Again, I was again 

a bit tired and flat or whatever. So, I thought I will cycle to Germany, this is 2010. So, it’s quite 

a time ago now, God… Anyway [laughs], so I cycled to Bremen in Germany. And you know, 

coming from London, you go from London, a little bit of France, Belgium, and then Holland 

and then Germany. And, by crossing borders... If you are from Australia, you can drive like all 

day and not cross a border. Or it will take you… like it’s so far to cross a state border. So, 

crossing countries I was feeling like 10 foot tall, and I was like “This is amazing!”. And I did 

it in like a week or six days. And I was not going fast you know. Anyway, so, I just thought… 

that is when I had the idea. So, I wondered if it is possible to cycle around the whole world or 

cycle home to Melbourne from London. And so, I just thought “Yes this something I really 

want to do in my life, so cool!”. So, I made the decision to do it and it took me about a year to 
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plan. And during the planning of it, everyone was saying “Are you doing it for charity?” and at 

this point, I had absolutely no intention of doing something for charity. I just was not in my rata 

or whatever. But then people asked and it kind of starts to wave on you. So, I was starting to 

feel guilty and saying, “why not”. So, I said “what the hell, if someone wants to give me a 

hundred crib, I’ll pass it on. It does not make a difference to many; I’m not trying to raise money 

for a cause or something. And I got my own money for transportation and stuff, so I thought 

sure”! Then, I think in the research of it, it was “well to whom are you giving money to?”. And 

then, there wasn’t anything that was particularly close to my heart in regards to health or 

something like that. It is quite unfortunate that I have not been affected by anything. So, it just 

made sense to connect to a charity that is doing international aid in the countries that I’m going 

to go through. Not that I am going to do anything about it, but it was the sense of connection I 

think that I wanted. Anyway, so I spoke to like the bigger guys like Water Aid, Save the 

Children, that kind of thing. And I just found that it was very, I suppose it is the English branch, 

that was speaking on behalf of India, or something. So, I was saying like “What sorts of projects 

do you do?” and they were like “Yea, community development and water programs”. So, I was 

like “Brilliant, is there any chance that I can go and visit some of those projects” and it was like 

“Oh no, we can’t sort of show you that side of things.”. So, I just said “Ok. So, can I just go in 

visit an office? You know, so it’s not the beneficiaries or anything but it’s just maybe some 

staff, have a coffee, and just learn a little bit more about what you guys do” and they were like 

“Oh, we are not really sure, I’ll get back to you”. And they were really like they just did not 

want to. And I just thought, I am not really comfortable raising money for someone that doesn’t 

really know how it works and what they are going to do with it. And may have just spoken to 

the wrong people you know. I am not quite sure but still. Anyway, I ended up choosing my own 

charity, raised out 12 500 pounds, and set off. But I had all these good intentions, all those 

romantic ideas. I don’t know like I’ll be cycling along and a family would sort of help me out 

for the night and they might have a sick child or something and I could help to pay for their 

medical bills and like, everything was like going to work itself out. Nothing was further from 

the truth, it is actually really hard to give away. Cause you just do not want to give money to 

just homeless people in the street, so you got to be smart about it. So anyway, I think the first… 

like we realize it was going to be tougher than we thought, it was myself and one other. And 

we ended up, to do a lot of research and find these very small charities, like all these different 

NGOs and met people who knew someone or whatever. It worked out. Because at this point, 

we had no idea! So anyway, met all these people, and then learn about all these different 

programs that they do. And it just made so much more sense because they had programs. So, 
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we were in no position to tell them what to do, you know just because it’s the way we are doing 

it over here. So, I just found it really interesting to learn what sort of solutions, different cultures 

will come up with, for very similar problems, quite often. And having found different solutions 

because there are cultural differences. Anyway, long story short. I was about two and a half 

years on a bike, 26 thousand kilometers or something, 26 countries. A long way, a long time! 

But there were 13 different projects that we supported with 13 different NGOs. And I think 

after the first one or two, we did not give money to everyone that we saw. But we met a lot of 

people, and I think after seeing them, there was just this total revelation about the country and 

about what you understand of the country. And so, like for yourself, take Cambodia for 

example, you are working and doing an internship where you did, it is kind of a completely 

different perspective of what Cambodia is all about. As opposed to someone who went to 

Angkor Wat, maybe flew down to Phnom Penh, did the genocide museum so they kind of get 

it, and then fly away. It is just… not that that’s bad, people do not have these opportunities you 

know. When I got back to Australia, I just felt like I do not know, I have really understood a lot 

of the countries now… when I met these NGOs, I was not working… I did not spend… I mean 

I think some places we might have stayed in town for two or three days or something like that. 

But I did not work there, like I didn’t build a toilet or anything like that, I wasn’t doing any 

volunteering or short-term volunteering. I was just meeting, looking and learning, watching and 

asking questions. And then fortunately I have been in a position to give a thousand dollars to 

support some of the projects they were doing or buy materials. And again, I wouldn’t buy that, 

I would just give that to them and they’ll buy it. Because it is their systems and they are the 

experts you know. So anyway, I got back to Australia, went out of money. Went out of all the 

charity money, and my own. Again, had this romantic notion that my life was going to be quite 

clear at the end of this epic adventure. And it was not, so I went back to hospitality because I 

did not know what else to do. But I also learned that there are some amazing people out there 

in the world, doing like really these amazing selfless things. And I kind of learned that I am 

probably not one of them. And I could be one of them but I didn’t really want to live in another 

country again, I really wanted to live in Melbourne. I thought maybe I could do something like 

this in Melbourne but, yea… So anyway, I went back to hospitality, again more because of lack 

of any other choices. And after a while, I had a website for that. And someone told me “yea, I 

read some of your stories and everything you’ve done, all this charity work you’ve done” and 

I said “well no I haven’t done any charity work, but I’ve met some amazing people through 

these charities and was able to support them”. And she said, “I would love to do something like 

that and I’m maybe thinking of going to volunteer at an orphanage and maybe teach English 
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for a couple of weeks on my next holidays!” You know, same old story! And I was like “Ohhh, 

maybe don’t do that’’. And you know, it is really hard to explain because you know, it’s burned 

eyed and bushy tailed, like yay! There is a lot of positive enthusiasm there. And it just needs a 

little bit of education around it. And I said “Look, maybe instead of doing that, I can connect 

you to some NGOs and if you want to go to Cambodia, just send them an email and ask them 

if they have time for a coffee. And if they have, well great have a coffee with them, learn about 

what they do and the information that you will learn around that coffee, you bring that 

awareness back to Australia and do some campaign awareness around that. And that would do 

a lot more good for that organization than teaching English every weekend or a week or 

something like that. Without going into the harm stuff, I thought it was better to do all the 

positive stuff. And I thought, “I’d love to show you what that’s like” and I was like “Shit! That’s 

a good idea”! And then that is what this tour company is. It takes my two-year journey... and 

not everyone has the chance or the opportunity to go away for 2 years and connect with different 

NGOs but condenses it in a two-week experience. So, everyone that comes on these rides, they 

commit to a $200 donation and then, depending on the length of the ride, we are going to visit 

2, 3, 4, 5 different NGOs. It is not a lot. It is not an NGO tour kind of thing. Like if we did a 7 

day ride you might see 2 or 3, and even that is a lot. Sometimes on a 12-day rides, we might be 

seeing 3. It depends on the country but it is not NGO after NGO after NGO because it’s too 

much. So, it is one out of three days or something. Still see Angkor Wat, still see if there is a 

beach, still do all the tourist stuff and all that cultural and local business or whatever. And at 

the end of it, in the lead up to people’s tour, I send them all the information, all the websites 

and like, paraphrase all the information on the NGOs and stuff. And I send them this and then 

we go and visit them. So, it kind of gives people a chance to ask questions and say “what do 

you mean you need to encourage parents to send their kids to school? Why wouldn’t they do 

that naturally sort of thing?” Because they do not really understand some of the hardships and 

why a parent would want to take their child out of school. So, they get to ask these sorts of 

questions. And they get kind of the same experience as I got like, when you meet someone new 

for the first time you get to ask these sort of questions. So, it really helps to open up! Anyway, 

and at the end of the tour, we have what we call the donation debate and we just sit around and 

say “what inspired you? Is there anything you are still confused about? You’re not sure how 

this works?”. You know, I am just here to facilitate this kind of conversation and sort of filling 

any gap but not to lead it. And for me, this is the most amazing part of the tour. Watching these 

people who did not know or knew so little two weeks ago, sitting around and having this very 

educated debate or conversation about what they thought was amazing. And it is so positive 
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and you just see what they take in but not only take in but also take out when they go back to 

Australia or Europe or America or whatever. Because they all got their own story now and they 

are all talking about it without a doubt. And they all know those small local grassroots NGOs 

because they have met that guy and they saw it. And I really believe in it. And it is such a 

different travel experience. And it is a really good way to understand the country. So that is it, 

that is what it is, that is how it evolved in what it is. And now we are in 7 countries: Cambodia, 

Vietnam, Laos, Samoa, Mongolia, Iran and Colombia. Although I have not done a Colombia 

trip yet! 

   

Alisha: And why did you mainly decide to focus on Asia?  

Brad: Because [laughs]. So, I started in Cambodia because I cycled through Cambodia and there 

are so many NGOs there as well. And I think I started with Cambodia because this girl told me 

“I want to go to Cambodia” and I was like “Well I’ll show you and I’ll connect you”. So, it just 

grew from there. And after Cambodia, I moved into Vietnam and then, my next one after that 

was Iran. Because I cycled through Iran and I do not know if you have been there but go! It is 

fantastic and the people are so, so friendly! And there is this big perception of Iran that they all 

hate us and if you are a woman “oh, you’re in so much trouble there!” and blabla! And it is so 

far from the truth. So, I just kind of felt that people need to know that and see that side. And we 

used to go but it is closed now, to a women’s refugee center. But to go and speak with someone 

running a women’s refugee camp in Iran, that is a really priceless opportunity! And to say, you 

know, “what does the government do about this?” and to hear some of their clients and 

beneficiaries. You know there might be women who may have been abused and now are a bit 

disregarded but also, like drug users and prostitutes. And the clients are like “what do you mean 

prostitutes in Iran?” They just cannot get their head around… you know there is this reality that 

nobody is speaking about but it is there! And what chance do these people have? And there is 

a big drug problem in Iran, that a lot of people do not know as well. But anyway, very 

interesting, provides a lot of opportunity. So then, and then I think everything just evolved. So, 

Asia, Iran, I cannot really remember what is next. I had the chance to go to Samoa on a very 

similar sort of trip, with a different operator. And then Samoa has got some very interesting 

issues as well. So, I think it grew out of opportunity and it grew based on what the market might 

like. And for me it is really important. So, the concept of social impact and understanding is 

very important. I kind of feel that there are kind of two beneficiaries to this program: one is the 
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local NGO because I think, I pay the NGOs for their time as well so then it’s a service exchange, 

there are not… they get the donation and they learn from the donation after but when I sort of 

engage and learn more about, I say “Well look, this whole thing is going to take you about an 

hour so I pay them their time.” You know I will not pay them the local rate for an hour, I will 

give them 50 or 100 dollars or something like that. Now, in addition, they might get some 

additional donations but if it is not worth their initial time then they should not do it. Anyway, 

I believe it is worth their time because they get money for it. But and they might get some more 

finances for later and awareness. But I also believe that the other beneficiaries for the tours are 

themselves. Cause I really think that it sorts of opens their mind. So, I think it works both ways. 

What was I saying, how did I come to that… Asia, Samoa… Yea! So, themes! The whole 

concept of the social impact is important but it is not just about picking a theme that everyone 

has and diving in on that. I am really cautious so this is not like a poverty porn tour or anything 

like that. We have to be really careful with this! So, NGOs we engaged with are with adults so 

we don’t visit schools, or anything like that. There are quite often offices with a PowerPoint 

presentation. Ideally, they can be outside because I think people just have more attention when 

they are standing up so if it is around a facility then it’s better. If it is near a school and with a 

school, we make sure there’s no kid there or in the occasion that there are kids, everyone is told 

that there is no engagement, we don’t take pictures with them or of them. There is no games or 

this sort of things. Because we are not babysitters, we are not there to play with kids! 

Sometimes, we might visit villages or stuff like that, but again, our engagement is only with 

our host, our NGO host and our leader. Yea, so… I try to keep the themes around the countries 

very specific! So, for example in Samoa, we visit an organization called “Brown Girl Work” 

and I am trying to visit someone who works in climate change. So, I don’t know if you know 

Samoa but it is a very small island in the Pacific. So, if you think of the Fijis, but smaller! And 

very, like indigenous in a tribe kind of way if that makes sense! So, they have very patriotic 

values as well and domestic violence is unfortunately a very big issue. And, like the inequality 

between men and women is partly down to culture and history, and patriarchal society and it is 

just, it is partly linked to other reasons. And it is got such a long way to go! And there is a really 

good organization that is looking to tackle that and in a very different way compared to how 

we would do it. So, that is something that we visit there. Iran as I said, is something around 

drugs so we like to look at organizations that work around the problems of drug abuse. Refugees 

is actually another one in Iran, which you wouldn’t think would be a big issue, but they have a 

lot of Afghani refugees. And women of course, to be quite honest, I think that domestic violence 

is one of the biggest problems that is so equally shared everywhere. Unfortunately, you cannot 
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escape it, Australia included, it is really bad! So, we tend to touch on that in most of the 

countries where we go to, because it is an issue that I have become quite passionate about. Only 

through learning from it through these kinds of things. But it is very interesting to see how 

different cultures do different things about it and how they speak about, if it’s something that 

can be spoken of. That probably comes across because unfortunately it is a global thing.  

 

Alisha: And what do you think is the most popular tour?  

Brad: Hum… Probably Cambodia. Cambodia and Vietnam because it has been going the 

longest and I offer it the most. It is on the cheaper end of the pricing model and it is quite easy 

to get to. And they get more tourists then let us say Mongolia, Samoa or Iran!  

 

Alisha: And who are the people that you target or the profile of participants that you are 

having? 

Brad: Yea. So, the people that mainly come are surprisingly… when I first started it I thought 

I’d have a lot of young people maybe mainly from the left wing, and you know maybe really 

looking for a change, but not at all! It is generally people sort of in their 50, 60, 70s, early 

retirees, people with adult children who can look after themselves, sometimes I get 20, 30s but 

generally, it is 50 and 60s! And 80s! Yes 83 is the oldest I have had. She is amazing! She has 

done Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia and Iran! She has done four tours with me! She is getting slower 

[laughs].  

 

Alisha: Are they coming from everywhere?  

Brad: Yea! Maybe 40% are Australian and the rest Canada, USA, Europe, I got a little bit from 

Asia but not too much like Singapore, Hong Kong, New Zealand and that is about it! 

 

Alisha: I have seen that people can choose the NGOs they want to visit, is that right?  

Brad: Not visit so much. I mean no I don’t let them visit NGOs by themselves or anything like 

that but I mean, if you come on a tour and you say “Brad, I’m really passionate about X, Y and 

Z or something”. So, we might see if we can sort something out. Yea! 
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Alisha: And for now, what are the pros and cons you have noticed from bringing visitors 

to local NGOs?  

Brad: Well the pros are obviously everything that I have said, you know financial contribution, 

there is awareness and all that sort of stuff. Look, I think if it is done well, I do not really see 

so much on the negative side. As long as it’s done well, and by that, I mean that it is child safe. 

Hum… the only downsides. Look, again, it only comes down if it is done well. The things that 

I am conscious of is the time at the NGO. So, they need to get something out of this more that 

what we put in. It needs to be very beneficial for the NGOs. So, they need to be well paid, and 

it needs to be a big opportunity. But I spoke to a lot of different NGOs and no one does not 

want this. Like everyone seems to be keen on getting on board. You know, even if it is just for 

the 50 or 100 dollars. They are all very happy to host and some of them are doing this for a 

quite a few years. And, yes, it is very positive!  

 

Alisha: Do you have any idea of how many people become long term donors after their 

visit?  

Brad: I do not, unfortunately! I could not give you a number. I mean there are a few but it is 

only the one I kept in touch with. Some like donate to World Vision and they might change 

their donation and maybe pick out one of the small NGOs that I connect them with and stuff 

like this. But I could not give you a number. I know there are quite a few but I do not know the 

number.  

 

Alisha: I also would like to know how you deal with tourists’ expectations because tourists 

also have expectations on what they are going to see and do?  

Brad: Yes, it is a whole communication chain I suppose. Once you book, then you… And I 

think there is quite a bit on the website as well. But once you have gotten this information on 

the NGOs, we also do send like “how to behave with local NGOs”. So, it is all the writing 

people get. But also, we do a briefing at the start of the tour where we talk about why the NGO 

visit is a great opportunity and why it is special. And again, how to behave at the NGOs. And I 

think it manages pretty well. We do not really get any issues with people wanting to play or 

anything like that you know. I think we attract a particular type of people, and they understand, 

they are adults and they behave accordingly.  
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Alisha: Do you have a code of conduct people sign?  

Brad: Yes, I do in the booking. There is a child safe protection section that people need to read 

and accept, yes.  

 

Alisha: Ok great! I am going to move to another topic which is the one on responsible 

tourism. I am speaking a lot about it in my thesis and as there is no official definition, I 

would like to know how you would personally define it? 

Brad: I can see why you ask the question because it is difficult [laughs]. I could not give you a 

straight answer. You know, the world is changing, it just is. And the smaller it gets; the more 

people are travelling. Societies and culture are changing and there are becoming, you know…. 

I cannot give you a short and really nice one sentence. It is great to say, “take photos and leave 

footprints” and all of those clichés. I think it is about respecting the local culture. But, as the 

world gets smaller and the more people are travelling, flights get cheaper, all of that! Internet… 

Places like Siem Reap did Pub Street and if you think of Siem Reap and Pub Street… So, all of 

those… Personally I hate it, I think it is horrible! I do not take my clients there! But that is all 

there because of tourism! But no one has been like… you know they are meeting a demand and 

they are putting money into the economy and stuff like that. But I think that what I have learned 

from this whole experience is like unintended consequences is something people really need to 

think about, and people don’t! People only really think of themselves and they do not think like 

“Oh I’m going to do this but is it just me?” But it is like “What if everybody did it?”. And, I 

don’t know when you are in your own country scalability is not so important because it’s part 

of your culture but when you are in a different country, I think people really need to understand 

about scalability. Like throwing some rubbish but if everyone is doing it, it is going to be 

different. I do not know, it is difficult to define responsible travel. I cannot really go away from 

this whole cliché of this “Take photos and leave footprints” and no other impact. But I think 

just being there you already have an impact! Anyone in any country, you are influencing in 

some way or another. You know, you are increasing the demand on hotels, you are increasing 

the demand on restaurants or whatever… Some of them are good and some others are not, like 

those bars or whatever… because bars maybe means sex workers and with that maybe 

trafficking. And so, it is… I do not know [laughs] 
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Alisha: Yes, it is a tricky one [laughs]! But do you think your tours are responsible 

tourism?  

Brad: Yes, look I do think it is. Because I think we give to the local economy, all the guides 

and all the local teams, it is all! You know… This whole COVID 19 thing. We stopped 

everything and everything is cancelled, it is a disaster. And the biggest disaster in that, is that 

all my local teams are unemployed now! So, you know! There is a lot of people hurting! There 

is a lot of people hurting in Australia as well but there is a lot of people hurt and in Cambodia, 

they do not have anything to fight back like we do here! So, yes, although I think it is 

responsible. If you take the NGOs out of it, just as an operator, yes I do. Because we employ 

local, we use local, and we get out of the way of the big cities and we get out off the beaten 

tracks. And we support little shops and things like that. I think, it is responsible in that way. I 

think the clients are educated and they understand what they can and cannot do. And I think the 

only thing we take away is a really good understanding of what the culture is about, and an 

education. So yes, I think it is responsible! 

 

Alisha: In regards to this whole COVID 19 situation, how are you dealing with tourism 

dependency? Also, in regards with the local NGOs you are working with?  

Brad: Yes… I do not know! It is just unprecedented. You know, look… the thing with the 

NGOs, we go and give them a little of money and stuff like that, but it is not enough money… 

But I do not… The amount of support I give, I think is nice to have but I do not think… I do 

not support anyone enough! Some of those NGOs we visit, have a budget around a million 

dollars a year. So, you know, so a 100 bucks or another 500 that comes, it’s nice! That money, 

they can use it for whatever they want, so if they want to do a staff office party, they can! 

Because it is not tied up to any conditions or stuff like that. So, I think they enjoy it, and I am 

sure it quite often goes to bikes or whatever, or labor or salaries or whatever. So, I think it gives 

them a bit of breathing space, but they do not depend on it. So, I think, the NGOs that I visit are 

not going to be affected too much. Well, compared to how they are going to be affected on 

grants or any special aid that probably stopped. So, yes but I think the local teams and operators 

in the tourism industry itself in those countries are really… I do not know, I think I might 

organize a Rallye and raise some funds with all my previous clients, to raise money for my local 
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teams and guides. I am probably going to continue paying my guides a little bit anyway. I will 

make sure they are ok.  Yea… Sorry what was the question again? [laughs] 

 

Alisha: The dependency on tourism [laughs] 

Brad: Yea [laughs]! But this is very unpresented anyway and hey, everybody is hurting at the 

moment!  

 

Alisha: Yes, it is crazy what is happening right now… Anyway, so we were might thinking 

of having visitors come to visit us at CFI, and I would like to know with you experience, 

which recommendations you could give us if we decide to get involved with visitors?  

Brad: Yes! So, I used to visit CCT in Battambang. So, I used to visit those guys. I do not 

anymore but just because the itinerary changed. And I still go to Battambang, but we do not 

really have the time to squeeze in another NGO because again it will be too much. So, with 

CCT, we tried a lot of different things. We used to go to the office and sit around and do a bit 

of an intro, a bit of an understanding, a bit of background for 20 minutes. And then, we used to 

go to… so they have got two centers with kids. So, in the early days we used to go and visit 

them, but again, we were very well briefed. There were no photos, no interaction or whatever. 

So, we would just go with our host, let us call them, and just see the facilities. And I think that 

went a long way to just understanding what they do and why they do it. I have to say, I do not 

know how many visitors they are used to have there, but they are very careful and it’s all 

registered and that kind of stuff. So, we worked very well together because we were both pretty 

much on the same page. But the kids have zero interest in the adults when we used to go! Which 

is good! Which shows that, you know, that there is a certain amount of education behind this 

that is given to the kids as well saying “from time to time we might bring some people in, who 

are going to have a look around but just ignore us and we will ignore you!” and stuff like that. 

So, I think for that reason they were really good to visit! And there was good learning from 

that. So, I would say to CFI probably something similar. I think, for understanding, for the 

tourists, it helps a lot to see the facilities. It is probably better if there are no kids, but if there 

are kids around, as long as they are not engaging it’s ok! And as long as the tourists are briefed 

and educated; and the kids are briefed and educated, then you know, I think it’s fine. So, then, 

I am not sure what they are doing now. But then CCT, where looking to move away from… 
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they were getting a lot of short-term volunteers’ requests, and they started a running program. 

I am not sure if they are still doing it but they used to run every single night and have a 3 or 5k 

run. And they made these tee shirts that said, “Run a marathon, not an orphanage”. So, the idea 

behind that is that they would run through different roots all the time and all these small villages 

around Battambang… But you know, Cambodians do not usually run, you know… they do not 

go running. But now these Cambodians are running, and they are going through these villages 

and it was to start conversations to get locals saying “what are you doing? And what does it 

mean on those tee-shirts?” and it was just to get the messages that they are alternatives other 

than orphanages if you need support and stuff like that. So, it was a bit like a community 

engagement. But I thought it was also a really good way to get short term volunteers to get them 

to positive things without teaching English or having that sort of child engagement. I do not 

know how well it worked with the short-term volunteers, or how many they have got. But that 

was a model I was looking at as well. Which I brought my team onto like once or twice, but we 

are cyclists, we are not runners [laughs]. It was a bit hard for us [laughs] 

 

Alisha: Yes, it is really so hot, running is a challenge in Cambodia [laughs]. Ok, so we 

have come to the last question, which is an open one so also with your own words and 

opinion. Do you believe in tourism as a mean for sustainable community development?  

Brad: [thinks] Yes, I think. It is a short answer [laughs]. Do you mean can NGOs utilize tourism 

as a revenue fundraiser or something like that?  

 

Alisha: Not specifically but more in general terms. 

Brad: And what do you mean about community development?  

 

Alisha: Helping communities to economically and socially develop. 

Brad: Then yes, I definitely do! Because it brings in money from an outside source that is not 

generated inside the country. So, I mean tourism has a massive positive economic effect. And 

with a growing economy comes growing opportunities and then, community development. But 

yes, definitely it can be sustainable! Look, there are a lot of NGOs that are doing some really 

good things in tourism and hospitality. You know, like Jaan Bai for example. And that generates 

revenue. So, I think that they are a lot of progressive NGOs that are moving to a more social 
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enterprise kind of model so they don’t rely so much on donations anymore. And I think that is 

really the smart way to go. Charities and businesses are starting to merge. Businesses are 

becoming more charity minded and becoming more ethical and are having more corporate 

social responsibility programs. And charities are becoming more business minded. And I think 

the more those two work together, the better will be the world. Especially, the once 

implementing real, genuine CSR, not bullshit CSR, the more it will do good. And more to the 

point, the more people will expect charities to be like businesses, as opposed to a charity… a 

lot of people give… One of my biggest challenge with clients is “well I don’t want to give my 

money to this charity because they have pamphlets and I think pamphlets are a waste of money” 

and we are so quick… And it is one of the biggest things I liked… Like this do not judge so 

quickly how they operate. You are not there to do an audit; you are there to open up and learn. 

I think it usually gets across and they understand that! Yes, charity should be allowed to work 

like businesses, take risks, potentially lose money on investing to make more money. Because 

the more they do, the better it is! 

 

Alisha: Yes, I really agree on this one!  

Brad: I quite often give to my clients a YouTube video called “The way we think about charity 

is dead wrong”, not sure if you have seen it? It is a TedTalk, I will send it to you! It is 15 

minutes, but it is a really different perspective on charity. And it is something I quite strongly 

believe in. And I make sure that all my clients see it as well!  

 

Alisha: Ok thanks, I will have a look at it! Thank you so much for taking the time, it was 

cool talking to you! I am going to transcribe the whole interview and will send it for you 

to check!  

Brad: Great, thank you and good luck for your project and your thesis! 
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Appendix 14 – Focus Group Survey 1 

 

Focus Group1 - The Workshop 

L'ONG Children's Future International située à Battambang au Cambodge, aimerait contribuer à des 

pratiques touristiques plus responsables et diversifier ses fonds en créant une activité au sein de ses 

locaux.  

Il s'agirait d'une activité interactive et éducative durant laquelle les participants devront se mettre dans 

la peau d'une jeune fille cambodgienne et réagir à différentes situations afin d'avancer dans un 

labyrinthe que représente sa vie. 

Les situations couvrant des thèmes comme l'accès à l'éducation, la violence domestique, le mariage au 

Cambodge (parfois encore forcé) ou le trafic et la prostitution; seront diffusées sous forme de dessins 

animés créés par une autre ONG locale, Phare Circus Selpak. Nous pensons que ce format est le plus 

adapté pour traiter certains sujets sensibles. Pour chaque scénario, deux options possibles. Divisé en 

deux groupes, les participants devront choisir la solution qui semble la plus appropriée pour Bopha et 

sa famille. Une fois la décision prise, les participants seront autorisés (ou non) à avancer dans le 

labyrinthe et celleci les emmènera vers des suites différentes (comme l'épisode interactif Bandersnatch 

de Black Mirror).  

Chaque situation sera inspirée de faits réels, vécues au sein de notre ONG.  

- 

The NGO Children's Future International located in Battambang (Cambodia), would like to contribute to 

safer tourism practices and diversify its funding, by hosting an activity within its buildings. 

The activity would be an interactive and educational workshop during which participants would have to 

put themselves in the shoes of a Cambodian girl and react to different situations in order to move 

forward in a maze representing her life. 

The scenarios covering topics such as access to education, domestic violence, marriage in Cambodia 

(sometimes forced) or trafficking and prostitution; will be presented in the form of animated videos 

created by another local NGO, Phare Circus Selpak. We believe that this type of format is most 

appropriate to discuss some of the sensitive topics. 

For each scenario, two possible options. Divided into two groups, participants will have to choose the 

solution that seems the most appropriate for Bopha and her family. Once the decision has been made, 

participants will know how many steps they can take in the maze. Finally, depending on each decision,  

the story will take them to different paths (like Black Mirror's interactive episode Bandersnatch). 

Each situation will be inspired by real stories, dealt with in our NGO. 

* Required 
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1. 1. Es-tu concerné(e) par l'impact que tu as lorsque tu visites un pays? - Are you 

concerned by the impact you are having while visiting a country? * Mark only one 

oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

2. 2. As-tu déjà visité une ONG pendant l'un de tes voyages? - Have you ever visited an 

NGO while travelling? * Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

3. 3. Est-ce quelque chose que tu pourrais faire ou refaire? - Is it something you would 

consider doing or do again? * Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

Je ne pense pas - I don't think so 
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4. 4. Après avoir lu la première description du projet ci-dessus, as-tu déjà entendu parler 

d'une activité similaire? - After reading the first project details above, have you ever 

heard of a similar activity? * Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

5. 5. Est-ce que tu trouves cette idée intéressante? - Do you find this idea interesting? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

6. 6. Est-ce qu'elle serait susceptible de retenir ton attention? - Would it catch your 

attention? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

Je ne pense pas - I don't think so 

7. 7. Pourrais-tu envisager de faire ce genre d'activité pendant tes vacances? - 

Would you consider making this kind of activity during your vacations? * Mark 

only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

Je ne pense pas - I don't think so 

8. 8. Tu ferais cette activité : - You would make this activity : * 
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9. 9. Tu serais plus susceptible de participer à cette d'activité si : - You would be most 

likely to participate in activity if: * 

Check all that apply. 

Tu la prévoyais en avance dans ton itinéraire - It was planned ahead in your itinerary 

Elle faisait partie d'un tour organisé - It would be part of an organized tour 

Ton hôtel/hébergement te la recommandait - Your hotel/accommodation recommended it to 

you 

D'autres voyageurs te la recommandaient - Other travelers recommended it to you Other: 

 

10. 10. Quels sont les facteurs qui te pousseraient à y participer? (Choisis jusqu'à 3 

réponses) - What would be the factors that would push you to participate? (Choose 

up to 3 answers) * 

Check all that apply. 

Aider une ONG locale - Help a local NGO 

Visiter une ONG locale - Visit a local NGO 

En apprendre davantage sur leurs projets - Learn more about their projects 

En apprendre davantage sur la culture locale - Learn more about the local culture 

En apprendre davantage sur les problèmes locaux - Learn more about local issues 

Échanger avec le staff de l'association - Interact with staff members 

Activité originale - Unique activity 

Si quelqu'un te la recommande - If someone recommends it to you 

Si tu trouves des avis positifs en ligne - If you find positive feedback online Other: 
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11. 11. Quels sont les facteurs qui te pousseraient à ne pas y participer ? (Choisis jusqu'à 3 

réponses) - What would be the factors that would push you NOT to participate? 

(Choose up to 3 answers) * 

Check all that apply. 

Activité qui ne te paraît pas assez amusante/trop sérieuse - Activity that seems not funny 

enough / too serious 

Activité qui pourrait être trop longue - Activity that could be too long 

Le prix - The price 

Sujets trop lourds et trop sensibles - Heavy and sensitive topics 

Tu préfères privilégier des activités en extérieur - You would prioritize outdoor activities 

Tu n'aurais pas envie de faire une activité avec des gens que tu ne connais pas - You would 

not want to make an activity with people you don't know 

Manque d'intérêt pour ce genre d'activité - Lack of interest for this type of activity 

Tu ne trouves pas d'informations ou d'avis positifs en ligne - You wouldn't find any 

information or positive feedback online 

Other: 

12. 12. Quelle serait la durée idéale pour ce genre d'activité? - What would be the ideal 

duration for this type of activity? * Mark only one oval. 

1 à 2 heures - 1 to 2 hours 

2 à 3 heures - 2 to 3 hours 

3 à 4 heures - 3 to 4 hours 

4 heures + - 4 hours + 

13. 13. Combien serais-tu prêt à payer pour ce type d'activité? - How much would you 

be willing to pay for this type of activity? * Mark only one oval. 
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0à 5€ 

5 à 10€ 

10 à 15€ 

15 à 20€ 

25 à 30€ 

30 à 35€ 

35€ + 

14. C'est tout pour la première infocus recherche, si tu souhaites ajouter un 

commentaire ou une remarque, n'hésite pas à le faire ci-dessous ou à m'envoyer 

un message. Merci beaucoup pour ta participation :) ! - That's all for the first 

infocus research, if you have anything to add or any concerns, please do not 

hesitate to contact me. Thanks a lot for participating :) ! 
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Appendix 15 – Focus Group Survey 2 

 

Focus Group 1 - The content 

Toute l'équipe de Children's Future et moi-même vous remercions d'avoir répondu au précèdent questionnaire et de nous aider dans 

ce nouveau projet.  

Pour ce deuxième questionnaire nous aimerions avoir votre avis sur le contenu de l'activité, l'enchaînement des différentes parties et 

sur les sujet abordés.  

- 

On behalf of the Children's Future team and myself, we'd like to thank you for taking the time to answer the previous survey and to 

help us with this new project.  

For this second survey, we would like to have your feedback concerning the content of the activity, the different sequences and topics.  
* Required 

 

1. 1. Est-ce que cela te pose problème si l'activité est animée en anglais? - Would it be a problem if the activity is run in 

English? * 

Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

2. 2. Nous aimerions commencer l'activité par une petite présentation de l'ONG, quelles sont les informations que tu 

aimerais savoir? (Choisis jusqu'à 3 réponses) - We would like to start the activity with a small presentation of our NGO, 

which information would you like to know? (Choose up to 3 answers) * 

Check all that apply. 

Notre histoire - Our history 

Nos projets - Our projects 

Notre école - Our school 

Notre équipe - Our staff 

L'histoire d'un de nos étudiants - The story of one of our students 
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Le contexte local - The local context 

La communauté dans laquelle nous travaillons - The community in which we work 

Notre initiative éco-responsable - Our eco-responsible initative 

Notre politique de protection des enfants - Our child protection policy Other: 

3. 3. Combien de temps devrait durer cette présentation? - How long should this first presentation last? * 

Mark only one oval. 

5 à 10 minutes - 5 to 10 minutes 

10 à 15 minutes - 10 to 15 

minutes 15 à 30 minutes - 15 to 

30 minutes 

30 minutes + 

4. 4. Parmi les thématiques que nous souhaitons aborder, quelles sont celles qui t'intéressent le plus? (Choisis jusqu'à 3 

réponses) - Among the topics we would like to speak of, what are those you are most interested in? (Choose up to 3 

answers) * 

Check all that apply. 

L'éducation des filles au Cambodge - Girls' education in Cambodia 

Les opportunités de travail pour les filles - Girls' job opportunities 

La violence domestique - Domestic violence 

L'immigration illégale en Thaïlande - Illegal migration to Thailand 

Trafic et prostitution - Trafficking and prostitution 

Le tourisme d'orphelinat - Orphanage tourism 

Traditions VS société moderne - Traditions VS modern society 

Les droits LGBT au Cambodge - LGBT rights in Cambodia 

Celles sur lesquelles notre équipe travaille le plus - The ones our team works the most on 

5. 5. Est-ce que tu préfères en apprendre davantage sur ces thématique : - Do you prefer learning more about those 

topics by : * 

Mark only one oval. 

En écoutant quelqu'un parler - Listening to someone talking 

En parlant avec les autres participants et notre équipe - Talking with other participants and our staff 

En participant à une activité/jeu - Participating in an activity/game 

En regardant et réagissant à des vidéos/témoignages - Watching and reacting to videos and testimonies Other: 

 

6. 6. Est-ce que tu aimerais aborder ces thématiques sous forme de problèmes et de challenges à résoudre en groupe? - 

Would you like learning more about those topics through problems and challenges to solve in groups? * 

Mark only one oval. 
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Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

7. Si non, pourquoi? - If not, why? 

 

 

 

 

 

8. 7. Nous aimerions faire évoluer les deux groupes dans un labyrinthe en bois (représentant la vie de notre 

protagoniste Bopha), est-ce que tu penses que c'est une bonne idée pour animer l'activité? - We would like 

participants to progress on a wooden maze game (representing Bopha's life), do you think it is a good idea to enliven 

the activity? * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

9. 8. Est-ce que tu serais d'accord pour qu'il y ait un élément de compétition entre les deux groupes? - Would you be ok 

if there was an element of competition between the two groups? * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

10. 9. Pour des raisons de sécurité et confidentialité, nous ne souhaitons pas faire intervenir nos étudiants et leur 

famille, est-ce que cela te poserait problème? - For safety and privacy reasons, we do not want our students and 

families to participate, is it something you would mind? * Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

11. 10. Est-ce que tu aimerais tout de même avoir des témoignages anonymes? - Would you still like having anonymized 

testimonies? * Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 
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12. 11. Pour clôturer cette activité, quelles sont les informations supplémentaires dont tu aimerais qu'on parle? To close 

up this activity, what would be the additional information you would like us to speak about? * 

 

13. Si tu souhaites ajouter un commentaire ou une remarque, n'hésite pas à le faire ci-dessous ou à m'envoyer un 

message. Merci pour ta participation :) ! - If you have anything to add or any concerns, please do not hesitate to 

contact me. Thanks a lot for participating :) ! 
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Appendix 16 – Focus Group Survey 3 

 

Focus Group 1 - The logistics 

Toute l'équipe de Children's Future et moi-même vous remercions une nouvelle fois d'avoir répondu au 

précèdent questionnaire et de nous aider dans ce nouveau projet.  

Pour ce troisième questionnaire nous aimerions avoir plus d'informations sur la partie logistique de 

cette activité et vos préférences en terme de réservation et d'organisation.  

- 

On behalf of the Children's Future team and myself, we'd like to thank you once again for taking the 

time to answer the previous survey and to help us with this new project.  

For this third survey, we would like to have more information concerning the activity's logistics and 

know more about your preferences in terms of booking and planning.  

 

1. La réservation - The booking 

1. 1. Lorsque tu pars en vacances, tu as tendance à - When you go on vacations, you 

usually : 

Mark only one oval. 

Réserver toutes les activités avant de partir - Book all the activities before leaving 
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Réserver que quelques activités - Book only a few activities 

Regarder les activités qu'il y a mais réserver qu'une fois sur place - Look at the activities 

available but book only once on-site 

Partir sans regarder les activités disponibles et voir sur place - Leave without looking at the 

activities available and see on-site 

2. 2. Lorsque tu pars en vacances, comment préfères-tu réserver tes activités? (Choisis 

jusqu'à 2 réponses) - When you go on vacations, how do you prefer booking your 

activities? (Choose up to 2 answers) 

Check all that apply. 

En te rendant directement sur le lieu de l'activité - By going directly to the activity's facility 

En appelant les organisateurs de l'activité - By calling the activity's organisers 

En réservant en ligne ou par email auprès de l'organisation - By booking online or via email to 

the organisers 

En passant par un tour opérateur qui organise l'intégralité de ton voyage - By having a tour 

operator who organises your whole trip 

En passant par une agence de voyage locale - By asking a local tour provider 

En passant par les hôtels où tu séjournes - By asking the hotels you are staying in Other: 

 

3. Lorsque tu réserves une activité, quels sont les facteurs auxquels tu es le plus sensible? 

(Choisis jusqu'à 3 réponses) - When you book an activity, what are the factors you are 

most sensitive to? (Choose up to 3 answers) 

Check all that apply. 

Le prix - The price 

Les avis - The recommandations 

La facilité d'accès - The facility's ease of access 

La durée de l'activité - The activity's duration 

Le caractère éthique et responsable de l'activité - The ethical and responsible nature of the 

activity 

Une activité tenue et organisée par des locaux - An activity run and organised by locals 

L'originalité de l'activité - The activity's uniqueness 

Une activité adaptée pour les adultes et enfants - An activity suited for adults and 

children Other: 
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2. Le prix - The price 

4. 4. Concernant notre activité, est-ce que tu préfères payer un prix fixe ou avoir 

l'opportunité de faire une donation libre avec un prix recommandé? - Concerning our 

activity, would you prefer paying a fixed price or have the opportunity to make a free 

donation with a suggested price range? 

Mark only one oval. 

Prix fixe - Fixed price 

Une donation libre avec un prix recommandé - A suggested donation 

5. 5. Selon toi, est-ce que le prix fixe ou recommandé devrait varier selon la haute et 

basse saison touristique? - According to you, should the fixed or recommanded price 

change between the high and low touristic season? 

Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

6. 6. Est-ce que tu serais sensible à un changement prix entre ces deux saisons? Would 

you be sensitive to a change in prices between those two seasons? 

Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

Je ne pense pas - I don't think so 

7. 7. Afin de rentrer dans l'enceinte de notre établissement, les visiteurs doivent remplir 

un cahier de visite avec leur nom, prénom, date de naissance et nationalité en 

arrivant. Est-ce que cela te poserait problème? - In order to enter our buildings, 

visitors have to fill in their details including name, surname, date of birth and 

nationality upon arrival. Would that bother you? 
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8. 8. Chaque visiteur devra lire et signer une close de confidentialité et de protection des 

enfants avant de débuter l'activité, est-ce que cela te poserait problème? - Every 

visitor will have to read and sign a confidentiality and child protection code of conduct 

before starting the activity, would that bother you? 

Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

9. Si oui, pourquoi? - If yes, why? 

 

 

 

 

 

10. 9. Est-ce que tu comprends pourquoi nous devons mettre en place ces mesures? - Do 

you understand why we have to put these measures in place? 
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Mark only one oval. 

Oui je comprends totalement et je trouve ça normal - Yes I totally understand and I think it 

is normal 

Oui je comprends totalement mais je ne trouve pas ça normal - Yes I totally understand but 

I don't think it is normal 

Non je ne comprends pas vraiment mais je souhaiterais avoir des explications - No 

I don't really understand but I would like to have some explanations 

Non je ne comprends pas du tout et je ne trouve pas ça normal - No I don't understand it at 

all and I don't think it is normal 

3. Tourisme et coronavirus - Tourism and coronavirus 

11. 10. Est-ce que tu penses que la crise du coronavirus va changer ta façon de voyager? - 

Do you think the coronavirus crises is going to change your way of travelling? 

Mark only one oval. 

Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

Je ne pense pas - I don't think so  
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12. Si oui, comment ? - If yes, how? 

 

13. 12. Au vue de cette situation, est-ce que cela te gênerait de faire cette activité avec 

des gens que tu ne connais pas? - In regards to the situation, would it bother you to 

make this kind of activity with people you don't know? 

Mark only one oval. 
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Oui - Yes 

Non - No 

Je ne pense pas - I don't think so 

14. Ce troisième questionnaire est fini! Merci beaucoup (encore une fois) d'avoir participé 

et de nous aider à perfectionner notre idée. Si tu aimerais faire une remarque par 

rapport aux questions posées, n'hésite pas à le faire ci-dessous ou à m'envoyer un 

message! Merci encore :) - The third survey is over! Thanks a lot for participating 

(once again) and for helping us to improve our ideas. If you would like to make a 

comment concerning the questions asked, please feel free to do so below or to send 

me a message. Thanks again :) 
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 Appendix 17 – Infocus group results survey 1 

 

Graph order: Group 1 (20s), Group 2 (30s) and Group 3 (40s, beginning 50s)  
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1: The idea is original but I think it is a bit too risky. I think some of the topics are too serious to be 

spoken of during a few hours activity and to people who are on vacation.   

  

2: Very good idea, very original and interesting. As I never plan my travels in advance, that would 

definitely be an activity I would do if I heard of it.   

  

3: I find the idea amazing, it is a good way to educate travelers about the reality of how people live 

locally. The only thing that could bother me is in case I’m travelling with young children, I don’t know if 

some images would be suited to their sensitivity. But it is a great way to educate older people.   
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1: I think the idea is great and I believe people would like it. For people travelling with a limited time, I 

think it is a good initiative to help locally and change from the usual touristics sites.  

  

2: This project is very interesting but I think it needs to be tied to something else. For example, if I go to 

an exhibition in a local museum, I see a poster about your NGO and your activity. There needs to be 

something, I think, to catch my attention and bring people to your place to make the activity.  

  

3: The idea is original and it makes me want to do it but I think this kind of activity is not something I 

would do while being on vacations with friends or with children in regards to the topics.   

  

4: I have already done backpacking through Cambodia and this is an activity that I would have loved 

doing while travelling. I think it totally suits Battambang and the visitors the city attracts. The only thing 

that could have prevented me from doing it is the price as I was travelling with a tight budget.  
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1: With this kind of activity you need to be transparent about the project and how the money is used.   

  

3: The idea is great and I think it could be interesting if the topics are spoken of in an appropriate way 

but it is not something I would do with my children. I think the topics are not suited for a young public 

and even if I do think we should speak openly about everything, I would be scared that it would be done 

in a clumsy way.   
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 Appendix 18 – Infocus group results survey 2 
 

Graph order: Group 1 (20s), Group 2 (30s) and Group 3 (40s, beginning 50s)  
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If not, why? (Group3): Because it will bring about heated discussion, arguments about different  

values, cultural issues, etc.. A tourist is a tourist not a staff member.  
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 Appendix 19 – Infocus group results survey 3 
 

Graph order: Group 1 (20s), Group 2 (30s) and Group 3 (40s, beginning 50s)  
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1.The suggestion of making a free donation with a suggested price is great! I am a bit more sceptical when 

it comes to the precautions you will have to take if the activity is people that don’t know each other 

(wearing masks, respecting the social distances). I think it is going to be a bit complicated to organize this 

activity in an indoor place.  

  

2.I think it would bother me to do this activity with people I don’t know if this activity is held in a closed 

indoor space and requires me to wear a mask.  

  

3.Is the activity inside or outside? Is the space big enough to welcome a group of people and respect the 

social distances? Will wearing a mask be mandatory?   
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1.I think the current situation is a bit too complicated to organise this activity which requires to work in 

groups (especially when people don’t know each other). It would be a pity to wear a mask and have to 

respect social distances.  

  

2.I usually make organised tours and I think it wouldn’t be a problem for me to make this activity with 

the group I’m travelling with because I guess travel providers will take the appropriate precautions 

(covid tests, check the activities beforehand). But it would bother me to make it with outside people I 

don’t know.  

  

3.Great for the rules and the policy! I think it is really reassuring knowing the troubles tourists can cause 

when visiting NGOs.  

  

4.I don’t like the idea of a suggested donation. I would be scared to not give enough and feel obliged to 

pay more.  

  

5.I have a question concerning the child protection policy. I suppose it implies to not bother the children, 

not take pictures… As I also have kids, do those rules also apply to them? Especially with the younger 

ones, would they not be allowed to play the children if they want to? How are you going to manage 

these case scenarios?   
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Appendix 20 – Visitors’ code of conduct  

  

Confidentialité et Consentement des visiteurs de Children’s Future 

International (CFI)  

  

  

   

1. Je comprends que je suis un(e) invité(e) de CFI et que je respecterai leurs règles et consignes.

    

2. J’accepte les conditions suivantes:   

a. Ne prendre aucune photo des enfants au sein de CFI  

b. N’envoyer aucun email ou poster aucun contenu sur les réseaux sociaux contenant des 

informations ou la photo d’un ou plusieurs enfant(s) de CFI  

c. N’avoir aucun contact inapproprié avec les enfants au sein de CFI, y compris les accolades, 

câlins, bisous, ou caresses sur les parties génitales. (Aidez-nous à protéger les enfants qui 

fréquentent notre école en évitant de les prendre ou de les porter; nous risquons de leur 

apprendre qu’il n’y a aucun risque à avoir ce comportement avec chaque personne 

étrangère).   

d. N’avoir aucun discours inapproprié avec des enfants au sein de CFI, y compris des insultes, 

insinuations sexuelles ou un quelconque langage sexuellement explicite  

e. Ne pas partir ou être seul avec un ou plusieurs enfant(s) de CFI  

3. J’accepte de ne pas me balader seul(e) dans CFI à moins d’être accompagné(e) par un membre du 

personnel ou être autorisé(e) à le faire.   

4. J’accepte d’être respectueux(se) dans mon comportement et mes attitudes lorsque je suis à CFI.   

5. Veuillez respecter la culture Cambodgienne:  

a. Portez des vêtements décents: les épaules et genoux doivent être couverts   

b. Evitez les contacts physiques en public comme les câlins ou bisous; les Cambodgiens sont 

pudiques quant aux démonstrations d’affection physiques  

c. Ne touchez pas les enfants sur la tête car elle est considérée comme la partie la plus sacrée 

du corps.   

6. J’accepte de garder confidentiel les informations des enfants partagées par CFI   

7. J’accepte de ne donner aucun cadeau ou bonbon directement aux enfants. Si vous souhaitez faire 

une quelconque donation, veuillez en parler avec un membre du personnel.   

8. Je comprends que s’il y a des allégations d’inconduite, CFI mènera une enquête et fera appel aux 

autorités judiciaires si nécessaire.   

  

Je comprends et accepte les règles ci-dessus  

  

Nom: 

  

Membre du personnel témoin:  

Signature: 

  

Signature:  
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Verhaltensregeln und Vertraulichkeitserklärung für Besucher*innen 
von Children’s Future International (CFI)  

  

   

1. Ich verstehe, dass ich ein Gast von CFI bin und mich an alle geltenden 

Regeln zu halten habe. Ich werde jederzeit den Anweisungen der 

Mitarbeiter*innen von CFI Folge leisten.  

2. Darüber hinaus stimme ich den folgenden Bedingungen im Umgang mit den Kindern und Jugendlichen, 

welchen ich während meines Besuches begegne, zu:  

a. Ich werde bei CFI keine Fotos oder Videos von Kindern und Jugendlichen aufnehmen.   

b. Ich werde keine über Kinder und Jugendliche erlangten Informationen oder Fotos in sozialen 

Netzwerken oder auf anderen Wegen (z.B. E-Mail, Messenger) veröffentlichen oder 

weitergeben.  

c. Ich unterlasse jede unangemessenen Berührungen von Kindern oder Jugendlichen wie z.B. 

Umarmungen, Küsse oder Berühungen von Genitalbereichen. ( Helfen Sie uns, unsere 

Schüler*innen zu beschützen, indem Sie sie nicht hochheben oder herumtragen; Wir 

möchten verhindern, dass Kinder solch Verhalten gegenüber fremden Personen als 

normal und sicher erlernen.)  

d. Ich werde mich während meines Besuchs einer angemessenen Sprache bedienen und 

unterlasse die Verwendung unangemessener Wörter, sowie Fluchen, sexuelle Anspielungen 

oder eindeutige sexuelle Bedeutungen.   

e. Ich werde mich zu keinem Zeitpunkt alleine mit Kindern oder Jugendlichen aufhalten oder das 

Gelände mit ihnen verlassen.   

3. Ich werde mich nicht ohne permanente Aufsicht durch CFIs Mitarbeiter*innen auf dem Gelände von 

CFI bewegen, es sei denn ich wurde ausdrücklich von eine*r Mitarbeiter*in autorisiert mich alleine zu 

bewegen.  

4. Ich werde in meiner Sprache und meinem Verhalten jederzeit respektvoll sein.   

5. Bitte respektieren Sie die kambodschanische Kultur:   

a. Tragen Sie bescheidene Kleidung; Schultern und Knie sollten bedeckt sein;   

b. Vermeiden Sie es, sich in der Öffentlichkeit zu umarmen oder zu küssen - die Menschen in 

Kambodscha  sind  bezüglich  öffentlicher  körperlicher 

Zuneigungsbekundungen zurückhaltend;  

c. Berühren Sie keine Kinder oder Jugendliche am Kopf, da dies als der heiligste Teil des Körpers 

gilt und Berührungen daher als respektlos angesehen werden.  

6. Ich werde jegliche Informationen, die ich über Kinder und Jugendliche in den Programmen von CFI 

erhalte, vertraulich behandeln.  

7. Ich werde Kindern und Jugendlichen keine Geschenke oder Süßigkeiten geben. Wenn Sie uns 

unterstützen möchten, sprechen Sie bitte unsere Mitarbeiter*innen an.  

8. Ich verstehe, dass CFI bei Vorwürfen von irgendeinen Fehlverhalten Ermittlungen einleiten wird und 

bei Bedarf, die Justiz einschalten kann.   
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Reglas de conducta y declaración de confidencialidad para los 
visitantes* de Children's Future International (CFI)  

  
  

  

1. Entiendo que soy un huésped del CFI y debo cumplir con todas las reglas 

aplicables. Siempre seguiré las instrucciones del personal del CFI.  

2. Además, acepto las siguientes condiciones en el trato con los niños y jóvenes que encuentro 

durante mi visita:  

a. No tomaré ninguna foto o video de niños y jóvenes en el CFI.   

b. No publicaré ni compartiré ninguna información o fotos obtenidas sobre niños y jóvenes 

en las redes sociales o por otros medios (por ejemplo, correo electrónico, mensajería).  

c. Me abstendré de cualquier contacto inapropiado con niños o jóvenes, como abrazos, 

besos o tocamientos en las zonas genitales. (Ayúdenos a proteger a nuestros estudiantes* 

no levantándolos o cargándolos; queremos evitar que los niños aprendan un 

comportamiento tan normal y seguro con los extraños).  

d. Utilizaré un lenguaje apropiado durante mi visita y me abstendré de usar palabras 

inapropiadas, así como de decir palabrotas, insinuaciones sexuales o significados sexuales 

explícitos.   

e. En ningún momento me quedaré a solas con niños o jóvenes o dejaré el local con ellos.   

3. No me moveré en los locales del TPI sin la supervisión permanente del personal del TPI a menos 

que haya sido expresamente autorizado a moverme solo por un miembro del personal.  

4. Siempre seré respetuoso con mi lenguaje y mi comportamiento.   

5. Por favor, respeta la cultura camboyana:   

a. Use ropa modesta; los hombros y las rodillas deben estar cubiertos;   

b. Evitar abrazar o besar en público: la gente en Camboya es reacia a mostrar afecto físico en 

público;  

c. No tocar a los niños o jóvenes en la cabeza, ya que ésta se considera la parte más sagrada 

del cuerpo y, por lo tanto, tocarla se considera una falta de respeto.  

6. Mantendré confidencial cualquier información que reciba sobre niños y jóvenes en programas de 

CFI.  

7. No daré regalos o dulces a los niños y jóvenes. Si desea apoyarnos, por favor contacte con nuestro 

personal*.  

8. Entiendo que el Tribunal de Primera Instancia investigará cualquier acusación de mala conducta y, 

si es necesario, tomará medidas legales.   
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Zasady postępowania i deklaracja poufności dla 
odwiedzających Children's Future International (CFI)  
  
  
  

1. Rozumiem, że jestem gościem CFI i muszę przestrzegać wszystkich 

obowiązujących zasad. Zawsze będę postępował zgodnie z instrukcjami 

pracowników CFI.  

2. Ponadto zgadzam się na następujące warunki w kontaktach z dziećmi i młodzieżą, którą spotykam 

podczas mojej wizyty:  

a. Nie będę robił żadnych zdjęć ani filmów z dziećmi i młodzieżą w CFI.   

b. Nie będę publikował i przekazywał żadnych informacji ani zdjęć uzyskanych o dzieciach i 

młodzieży w serwisach społecznościowych lub w inny sposób (np. e-mail, komunikator).  

c. Powstrzymam się od wszelkiego niewłaściwego dotykania dzieci lub młodzieży, np.  

przytulania, całowania lub dotykania okolic intymnych.  (Pomóż nam chronić naszych 

uczniów i uczennice, nie podnoś ich ani nie noś, nie chcemy, by dzieci uczyły się, że takie

  zachowania osób obcych wobec nich są bezpieczne i dozwolone.  

d. Podczas wizyty będę używać odpowiedniego języka i powstrzymam się od używania 

nieodpowiednich słów, a także przekleństw, podtekstów seksualnych.  

e. W żadnym momencie nie będę przebywał sam na sam z dziećmi i młodzieżą, ani nie 

wyjdę z nimi z lokalu.   

3. Nie wejdę na teren CFI bez zgody pracowników CFI i nie będę przebywał na tym terenie bez ich 

stałego nadzoru  

4. Będę zachowywał się i wypowiadał z szacunkiem i z zachowaniem kultury  

5. Prosimy o szacunek w stosunku do kultury Kambodży:   

a. Noś skromne ubrania; ramiona i kolana powinny być zakryte;   

b. Unikaj całowania się i przytulania w miejscu publicznym - ludzie w Kambodży niechętnie 

okazują uczucia fizyczne w miejscu publicznym;  

c. Nie należy dotykać dzieci lub młodzieży po głowie, ponieważ jest to uważane za 

najświętszą część ciała i dlatego jej dotykanie uważane jest za brak szacunku.  

6. Będę zachowywał poufność wszelkich informacji, które otrzymam na temat dzieci i młodzieży w 

programach CFI.  

7. Nie będę dawał prezentów ani słodyczy dzieciom i młodzieży. Jeśli chciałbyś nas wesprzeć, 

skontaktuj się z naszym personelem.  

8. Rozumiem, że CFI zbada wszelkie zarzuty dotyczące uchybień i, w razie konieczności, podejmie 

działania prawne.   
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Appendix 21 – Cultural communication PPT 
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Appendix 22 – Accommodation Survey 

 

Accommodation Survey 

សូមអរគុណចំេ     រយល ់ពមចូលរមកងួ រសង់មតិតូចមួយយដល តវ េេេេឡេង យអង រអ គតក ុ រអេរ តិ។ 
Thank you for generously agreeing to participate in a small survey being undertaken by Children’s Future International.  

យ ផកមួយយេ រ វ វេិេ កបបទមួយេិងរបកគំេ ហញ ក ់ យ សងមួយចំេួេស ប់ សុ  េ អហយ,  េ យងកំពុងព េមមល េ េតយង ចចូលរមួ (ឬអត់) 

កងវស័េយទសចរណ៍ បកេប យ កមស លេម៌។ដូេ ច េ យងចង់ បមូលព័ត៌ េខ ៗអំព អេកទសចេរ េ ខត ត់ដំបង េ តពួេកគចូលរមសកមួ ព 

អខ េិងសកម ពអខ យ ដលពួេកគចង់េ ឃញ។ 
As part of a master thesis research and some fact finding for CFI, we are trying to see if we could get involved (or not) in ethical tourism. We are therefore 

keen to gather some information about visitors to Battambang – what activities they’re involved in, and what other activities they might like to see. 

េ យងដឹង េ ភ េវទសចរ េ  ចេេសសុំព័ត៌ េេិងដំបូ េព  ស់ស រេិងផ សំ

 ក់របស់ពូេកគដូេ ច េ យងចង់សួរអកេូវសំណួ រមួយចំេួេអំព  អតិថិជេរបស់អក។ 
We know many visitors ask for information and advice from their hosts in hotels and guesthouse, so we’d like to ask you some questions about your clients. 

សូេមម សេរសេរ បល់េ  ចុងប ប់យ េក មងសំណួ រ េចមយ ងំអស់េឹងមិេ តវ េេប េញ   េ ទ 
Please feel free to write comments at the end of the questionnaire, all answers will remain anonymous. * 

Required 

 

1. 1. ក់ទេងភងរបស់អក េង េមេ មួយ យ ដល ប ញលបំផុតអំព ចំេួេេិង េបភេទភ វ (សូេម ជេសរស ចំេ លយ១) In relation to your 

guests, which of the following best describes the average types of visitors? (Please choose up to 2) * 

Check all that apply. 

ក់ឯងIndividual (solo traveler) 

យ ដគូរ (ព រ ក)់ Couple (2 people) 

កមមិតភកិតូចមួយsmall group of 

friends 
 គ រ មួយកូេFamily with kids 
កេមទសចរណ៍តូច (១០ ក)់Small tour groups (<10) 

កេមទសចរណ៍េំ (ដប់ ក់េ ឡង)Larger tour group (10+ people) 

2. 2. េ េតភ វរបស់អក ក់េ  មួយអកយូរប ុ ? (សូេម ជេសរសរហូតដល់ ២)How long do your guests usually stay with you? (Please choose 

up to 2) * 

 

 

១   យប់  

២  ៣   យប់  

៤  ៦   យប់  

៧យប់េ ឡេង  
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3. 3.េ  េ ពលពួេកគមកដល់ ត់ដំបេងេតភ វរបស់អយកតយងេតរ បចំយ ផេ រសកម េពហយេឬ ? (សូេម ជេសរស ១) When they arrive in 

Battambang, do your guests usually have activities planned? (Please choose 1) * Mark only one oval. 

គប់សកម ព ងំអស់ េេរ បចំទុកមុេេពលមកដល់ ត់ដំបងAll activities organised before 

arrival in Battambang េគំេិត ១ ឬ ២ អំព យអដលពួេកគចង់េ េHave 1 or 2 ideas about what they want to do 

មិេ យេផេ េរ េ ពលពួេកគមកដល់េ ហយមិេ េព័ត៌ េេ ចេអំព យអដល េNo plans when they arrive 

and not much information about what is available ពឹយងផេកលអេកដម   េ រ បចំសកម ពRely on you to arrange activities 

4. 4. េ េតភ វរបស់អេកេអខ េ ពលពួេកេគ ត់ដំបង? (សូេម ជេសរសរហូតដល់ ៣)What sort of things do your guests do when 

they’re in Battambang? (Please choose up to 3) * 

Check all that apply. 

េ រ បចំជិ កង់េ  មទ ជេបទ (ឧ. សុខសប យ, េ ទសចរណ៍េ មអំេ  )Organised bike ride in the countryside (eg. Soksabike, 

Butterfly Tours) េ ទសចរណ៍តុកតុេក ទ ជេបទ (ឧ. ដំេ ណរកម េកេ យ េថ ឯកភ)ំ tuk tours in the countryside (eg. 

Half day tour to Ek Phnom) ទស យកេង ក ់ េញភ េវទសចរ - ង េបជ វ ណូ រVisits usual tourists attractions – bat cave, 

bamboo train េ ដរជុំវញទ  កងWalk around town 

េ ស ក Circus 
េ ដរផ រ Shopping, markets 
េ  ជេ យ េ , 

រRestaurants, bars វច ិត លសិល 

 ៈArt galleries 

ជួលកង់េិងជិ ទូកកំ េRent bikes and cruise around 

យដេទទ ត Other 

5. 5. េ តអកគិត េ ភ វរបស់អក េគ ចេគិត េសកម ព គប់ េ់េ  ត់ដំបេងទ? (សូមគូសរងង់េ ល រ 

ស់យ វេងេ )Do you 
think most of your guests think there are enough activities available in Battambang? (Please circle a number on this scale) * Mark only 

one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

6. 6. េ តចំណុ ច េង ម ខ យ ដេលភ វរបស់អក ច ប់ រមណ៍េ េេ េ ពេល េ ខត

 ត់ដំបង?Which of the following might your guests be interested in doing while in Battambang? * 

 

ពិត មិេគប់ េ ់ ល់យ េត     មិេ េេពលគប់ េ់េ ដម េ េ  
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7. 7. េ ត េសកម ព ក់ ក់ មួយយដេលភ វរបស់អកសួេរហយចង់េ ឃេញ ត់ដំបេងទ?Are 

there any specific activities your guests ask about and would like to see in Battambang? 

 

 

 

 

 

8. 8.េ តអកគិត េ ភ វរបស់អក ប់ រមណ៍ចង់េ  េ មលអង េរ រ ភិ លកង 

សេកហយយសងយល់យបេមអំព យអដលពួេកគកំពុេងេ 
យ ដរេឬទ? (សូេម ជេសរេសលេខ េ ល រ ស់យ វេងេ )Do you think your guests would be interested in visiting local NGOs and 

learn more about what they are doing? (Please choose a number on this scale) * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

9. 9. សូមអរគុេណ ចយេដល េចំ េយពេលឆយសំណួ ររបស់េ យង។ បសិេេបអកចង់យបេេម បល់ មួយសូម េ

 រមណ៍រកេយេ 
យ បបេឹងThank you so much for taking the time to answer our questions. If you would like to add any comments, please feel free to 

do so 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

អត ់ ល់យ េត     ប់ រមណ៍  ំ
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Appendix 23 – Residents of Battambang Survey 
 

Residents of Battambang Survey 

សូមអរគុណចំេ     រយល ់ពមចូលរមកងួ រសង់មតិតូចមួយយដល តវ េេេេឡេង យអង រអ គតក ុ រអេរ តិ។ 
Thank you for generously agreeing to participate in a small survey being undertaken by Children’s Future International.  

យ ផកមួយយេ រ វ វេិេ កបបទមួយេិងរបកគំេ ហញ ក់ យ សងមួយចំេួេស ប់ សុ  េ អហយ,  េ យងកំពុងព េមមល េ េតយង ចចូលរមួ (ឬអត់) 

កងវស័េយទសចរណ៍ បកេប យ កមស លេម៌។ដូេ ច េ យងចង់ បមូលព័ត៌ េខ ៗអំព អេកទសចេរ េ ខត ត់ដំបង េ តពួេកគចូលរមសកមួ ព 

អខ េិងសកម ពអខ យ ដលពួេកគចង់េ ឃញ។ 
As part of a master thesis research and some fact finding for CFI, we are trying to see if we could get involved (or not) in ethical tourism. We are therefore 

keen to gather some information about visitors to Battambang – what activities they’re involved in, and what other activities they might like to see. 

េ យេង តកអរ បសិេេបអេកឆយសំេួរ ងំេ េ  ក់ទងេឹងមិតភកិេិង ច ់ តិ យ ដល េមេកលងអក ងំេ 

 បេរទសឬព តំបេ់េ ផ េងទ យតេ េបទសកម ។ 
We’d appreciate if you’d answer these questions in relation to friends and relatives that have visited you, either from overseas or from other parts of 

Cambodia.  
សូេមម សេរសេរ បល់េ  ចុងប ប់យ េក មងសំណួ រ េចមយ ងំអស់េឹងមិេ តវ េេប េញ   េ ទ 

Please feel free to write comments at the end of the questionnaire, all answers will remain anonymous. * 

Required 

 

1. 1.  ក់ទងេឹងមេុស យ ដល េមេកលងអេក េ ខត ត់ដំបង  េង េមេ មួយ យ ដល ប

 ញលបំផុតអំព ចំេួេេិង េបភេទភ វ 
(សូេម ជេសរស ចំេ លយ១) In relation to the people who have visited you in Battambang, which of the following best describes the 

numbers and types of visitors (Please choose 1 answer) * Mark only one oval. 

 

2. 2. 2. េ េតភ េវទសចរ ងំេ េ  ក់េ  ត់ដំបងរយៈេ ពលប  ុ? (សូេម ជេសរសេចមយ ១)How long have these visitors usually 

stayed in Battambang? (Please choose 1) * 

Mark only one oval. 
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3. 3. េ  េ ពលពួេកគមកដល់ ត់ដំបេងេតភ វរបស់អយកតយងេតរ បចំយ ផេ រសកម េពហយេឬ ? (សូេម ជេសរេសលខ ១)When they 

arrive in Battambang, do your visitors usually have activities planned? (Please choose 1) * Mark only one oval. 

គប់សកម ព ងំអស់ េេរ បចំទុកមុេេពលមកដល់ ត់ដំបងAll activities organised before arrival in 

Battambang េគំេិត ១ ឬ ២ អំព យអដល តេវេប ុយ េ េអ េេរ បចំទុេកទHad 1 or 2 ideas about what to do but 

nothing arranged មិេ យេផេ េរេទពលពួេកគមកដល់No plans when they arrive 

Other: 

4. 4. េ តអកទស របស់អក េម យ សងយល់    ងដូេចមចអំព សកម េព ត់ដំបង ងំមុេេពលពួេកគមកដល់ 

េិេងពលពួេកគ មកដល់ទ េ េ ? (សូេម ជេសរស បភពព័ត៌ េទូេ  រហូតដល់េ   ៣)How do your visitors 

usually find out about activities in Battambang, either before they arrive or while they are here? (Please choose up to 3 of the most 

common sources of information) * 

Check all that apply. 

អេឡញ (ទ  បឹក េ េដំេ ណ, បិេកេដំេ ណរ...)Online (Tripadvisor, travel blogs...) ក សំដ  (េ ភ 

េវទសចរណ៍យដេទទ ត,មិតភកិ)Word of mouth (other tourists, friends) បតិបតិកេរទសចរណ៍ ( ក់

 េរទសចរណ៍ អកជួលកង់)Tour operators (tour agencies, bike rentals) បព័េផ ពផ យសងម (អិេ ម, 

េ ហសបុក, ភិេេឺរស)Social media (instagram, facebook, pinterest) ស រេិងផ សំ ក់Hotels and 

guests houses 
ពួេកគពឹយងផេកលអេកដម   យ ណ  ំេិេងរ បចំសកម ពThey rely on you to suggest and organize 

activities Other: 

5. 5. េ តអកគិត អកទស របស់អក េគ ចេគិតអំព ចំេួយេេេរ យងដល េេ ត់ដំបយងដរេឬទ? 

(សូមគូសរងង់េ េលលេខេ )What do you think most of your visitors thought about the AMOUNT of things available to do in 

Battambang? (Please circle a number on this scale) * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

6. 6. េ តអកទស របស់អេកេេអ េ ពលពួេកេគ ត់ដំបង? (េ  ជេសរសសកម ពទូេ   ៣ )What do your visitors do 

when they’re in Battambang? (Choose the 3 most common activities) * 

Check all that apply. 

 

 

១   យប់  

២  ៣   យប់  

៤  ៦   យប់  

៧យប់េ ឡេង  

ពិត មិេគប់ េ ់ ល់យ េត     មិេ េេពលគប់ េ់េ ដម េ េ  
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7. 7. េ តអេកទសចរ េ ពលអ គត ច ប់ រមណ៍េ េេអពេល ត់ដំបង?Which of the following might 

future visitors be interested in doing while in Battambang? * 

 

8. 8. េ ត េសកម ព ក់ ក់ មួយយដលអេកទសចរសួរេិងចង់េ ឃេញ ត់ដំបេងទ?Are there any 

specific activities visitors ask about and would like to see in Battambang? 

 

 

 

 

 

9. 9. េ តអកគិត អេកទសចរណ ៍ ប់ រមណ៍េ  េ មលអង េរ រ ភិ លកង 

សេកហយយសងយល់យបេមអំព យអដលពួេកគកំពុេងេ 
យ ដរេឬទ? (សូេម ជេសរេសលេខ េ ល រ ស់យ វេងេ )Do you think your visitors would be interested in visiting local NGOs 

and learn more about what they are doing? (Please choose a number on this scale) * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

10. 10. អកគឺYou are * 

Mark only one oval. 

បុរស

 ក់

A man ស 

 ក់

A woman 

អត ់ ល់យ េត     ប់ រមណ៍  ំ
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11. 11. អកគឺYou are 

Mark only one oval. 

យ ខរ Khmer បេរទសរស់េ  កេងខត

 ត់ដំបងExpat living in Battambang 

12. 12. អកគឺYou are * 

Mark only one oval. 

 ១៨  ំ េិង េ  ម 18 and less 

១៨-២៤  ំ18 - 24 

៣៥-៤៤  ំ35 - 44 

៤៥-៥៤  ំ45 - 54 

៥៥-៦៤  ំ55 - 64 

៦៥-៧៤  ំ65 - 74 

៧៥ េ  ស់ ង75 or older 

13. 13. សូមអរគុេណ ចយេដល េចំ េយពេលឆយសំណួ ររបស់េ យង។ បសិេេបអកចង់យបេេម បល់

 មួយសូម េ រមណ៍រកេយេ 
យ បបេឹងThank you so much for taking the time to answer our questions. If you would like to add any comments, please feel free 

to do so 
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Appendix 24 – Restaurants, bars, cafes’ survey 
 

Restaurants, bars, cafes' survey 

សូមអរគណុចំេ     រយល់ ពមចូលរមកងួ រសង់មតតូិចមួយយដល តវ េេេេឡេង យអង រអ គតកុ រអេរ តិ។ 
Thank you for generously agreeing to participate in a small survey being undertaken by Children’s Future International.  

យ ផកមួយយេ រ វ វេិេ កបបទមួយេិងរបកគំេ ហញ ក់ យ សងមួយចំេួេស ប់ សុ  េ អហយ,  េ យងកពំុងព េមមល េ េតយង ចចូល រមួ (ឬអត)់ 

កងវស័េយទសចរណ ៍បកេប យ កមស លេម។៌ដូេ ច េ យងចង់ បមូលព័ត៌ េខ ៗអំព អេកទសចេរ េ ខត ត់ដំបង េ តពួេកគចូល រមសកមួ 

ពអខ េងិសកម ពអខ យ ដលពួេកគចង់េ ឃញ។ 
As part of a master thesis research and some fact finding for CFI, we are trying to see if we could get involved (or not) in ethical tourism. We are 

therefore keen to gather some information about visitors to Battambang – what activities they’re involved in, and what other activities they might 

like to see. 

េ យងដឹង អកទស េ  ចេសួររកព័ត៌ េេិងដំបូ េព អកផល់េ ស េ ទសចរណ៍របសពួ់េកគដូេ ច េ យងចងសួ់រអកេូវសំណួ រខ ៗអំព អតិថិជេ 

របស់អក។ 
We know many visitors ask for information and advice when they visit restaurants, bars and cafes, so we’d like to ask you some questions about 

your clients. 

សូេមម សេរសេរ បល់េ  ចុងប ប់យ េក មងសណួំ រ េចមយ ងំអសេ់ឹងមិេ តវ េេប េញ   េ ទ 
Please feel free to write comments at the end of the questionnaire, all answers will remain anonymous. * 

Required 

 

1. 1. េ េតភ វរបស់អេកសសុដំំបូ េឬព័ត ៌ េអំព សកម េពទសចរណ៍េ  ត់ដំបងញឹក ប់ប  ុ ? (សូេម 

ជេសរេសលេខ 
េ ល រ ស់យ វេងេ )How often do your guests ask for advice or information about tourist activities in Battambang? 

(Please choose a number on this scale) * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 មិយេដល  េ ចេេលេករងល់យ ថ  
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2. 2. េ តសកម ពអខ យ ដេលភ វរបស់អកទំេង សួរអក? (េ  ជេសរសេចមយ ៣ កងចំេ  ម េង ម)Which activities are your 

guests most likely to ask you about? (Choose up to 3 of the most common) * 

Check all that apply. 

3. 3. 5. េ តអកគិត អតិថជិេរបសអ់ក េគ ចេគិត េសកម ព គប់ េ់េ  កេងខត ត់ដំបងេេទ? 

(សូមគូស 

រងង់េ េលលេខល រ ស់យ វេងេ )Do you think most guests think there are enough activities available in 

Battambang? (Please circle a number on this scale) * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

4. 4. េ ត េសកម ព មួយយដលអតិថជិេរបសអ់កសួរអពំ  ប ុយ េសកម េព   មិេ េេ

 កេងខត ត់ដំបង េ ពល 

បចប េេេ ? (សូមផល់ព័ត ៌ េលមិត)Are there any activities your customers ask about that are not currently available 

in Battambang? (Please give details) 

 

 

 

 

 

5. 5. សូមគូសចណុំ ច មួយយដលអកគិត េ ភ វ េ ពលអ គត ចេឹង ប់ រមណ៍កង េរេេ

 ត់ដំបង?Please tick any of the following you think future visitors might be interested in doing while in Battambang? * 

មិេគប់ ល់យ េត     មិេ េេពលគប ់ េ់េ ដម េ េ  

អត់ ល់យ េត     ប់ រមណ ៍  ំ
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6. 6. េ តអកគតិ អេកទសចរណ ៍ ប ់ រមណ៍េ  េ មលអង េរ រ ភ ិ លកង 

សេកហយយសងយល់យបេមអំព យអដលពួេកគ 

កំពុេងយេដរេឬទ? (សូេម ជេសរេសលេខ េ ល រ ស់យ វេងេ )Do you think your visitors would be interested in 

visiting local NGOs and learn more about what they are doing? (Please choose a number on this scale) * Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

7. 7. សូមអរគុេណ ចយេដល េចំ េយពេលឆយសំណួ ររបស់េ យង។ បសិេេបអកចង់យបេេម បល់ មួយសូម េ រមណ៍ 

រកេយយេបបេឹងThank you so much for taking the time to answer our questions. If you would like to add any comments, 

please feel free to do so 
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Appendix 25 – Tour providers’ survey 

 

Tour Providers' Survey 

សូមអរគុណចំេ     រយល ់ពមចូលរមកងួ រសង់មតិតូចមួយយដល តវ េេេេឡេង យអង រអ គតក ុ រអេរ តិ។ 
Thank you for generously agreeing to participate in a small survey being undertaken by Children’s Future International.  

យ ផកមួយយេ រ វ វេិេ កបបទមួយេិងរបកគំេ ហញ ក ់ យ សងមួយចំេួេស ប់ សុ  េ អហយ,  េ យងកំពុងព េមមល េ េតយង ចចូលរមួ (ឬអត់) 

កងវស័េយទសចរណ៍ បកេប យ កមស លេម៌។ដូេ ច េ យងចង់ បមូលព័ត៌ េខ ៗអំព អេកទសចេរ េ ខត ត់ដំបង េ តពួេកគចូលរមសកមួ ព 

អខ េិងសកម ពអខ យ ដលពួេកគចង់េ ឃញ។ 
As part of a master thesis research and some fact finding for CFI, we are trying to see if we could get involved (or not) in ethical tourism. We are therefore 

keen to gather some information about visitors to Battambang – what activities they’re involved in, and what other activities they might like to see. 

េ យងដឹង អកទស េ  ចេសួររកព័ត៌ េេិងដំបូ េព អកផល់េ ស េ ទសចរណ៍របស់ពួេកគដូេ ច េ យងចង់សួរអកេូវសំណួ 

រខ ៗអំព អតិថិជេរបស់អក។ 
We know many visitors ask for information and advice from their tour providers, so we’d like to ask you some questions about your clients. 

សូេមម សេរសេរ បល់េ  ចុងប ប់យ េក មងសំណួ រ េចមយ ងំអស់េឹងមិេ តវ េេប េញ   េ ទ 
Please feel free to write comments at the end of the questionnaire, all answers will remain anonymous. * 

Required 

 

1. 1. េ តអក អកផល់េ ស កេមទសចរណ៍ េបភទ ?What type of tour provider are you? * 

 

2. 2. េ ត េម អក េអតិថិជេប ុ េ ក់េ  កង កេមទសចរណ៍របស់អក? (សូមគូសេ កទ  ១)How many clients do you usually have in 

your tour groups? (Please tick 1) * 

Mark only one oval. 

 
3. 3. េ តដំេ ណរកម េឬសកម យពដេលពញេិយមបំផុតរបស់អកគឺ អ? (គូសេ ក ៣)What are your most popular tours 

or activities? 
(Tick up to 3) * 

 

១  ២   ក ់   

៣  ៥   ក ់   

៦   ក់េ ឡង  
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4. 4. េ តដំេ ណេរទសចររបស់អក េរយៈេ ពលប  ុ ? (សូមគូសេ កទ  ១)How long do your tours usually last? (Please tick 1) * 

Mark only one oval. 

១ - ២ េ     ង 1-2 

hours កេ យ ថ Half 

day 

េ ពញមួយយថ Full day 

 េ  ចេ ងមួយយថ More than 1 day 

5. 5. េ តអកគិត អតិថិជេរបស់អក េគ ចេគិត េសកម ព គប់ េ់េ  កេងខត ត់ដំបងេេទ? 

(សូមគូសរងង់េ េលលខ 
េ ល រ ស់យ វេងេ )Do you think most of your clients think there are enough activities in Battambang? (Please circle a number on this 

scale) * 

Mark only one oval. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

6. 6. េ តចំណុ ច េង េមេ  មួយយដលអកទស របស់អក យបហល ប់ រមណ៍ចង់េ េេពេល ត់ដំបង?Which of 

the following might your visitors be interested in doing while in Battambang? * 

 

7. 7. េ ត េសកម ព ក់ ក់ មួយយដេលភ វរបស់អកសួេរហយចង់េ ឃេញ ត់ដំបេងទ?Are 

there any specific activities your guests ask about and would like to see in Battambang? 

 

 

ដំេ ណេរទសចរណ៍េ  េ់ឯកភំ  

ងេបជវ យ ថលិេច ភំសំេ  េិង  

េ សក  

េ់តំបេ់េ ផងៗ មជេបទរយៈេ ពលកេ យ េថ ដំេ ណេរទសចរណ៍  

មជេបទរយៈេ ពញម ដំេ ណេរទសចរណ៍ យយេថ េ់តំបេ់េ ផងៗ  

ណ រយ៍  

ណេ់ វត  

ពិត មិេគប់ េ់េ ទ  មិេ េេពេលវ គប់ េ់េ ដម េ េអគប់  ង  
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8. 8. េ តអកគិត អេកទសចរណ ៍ ប់ រមណ៍េ  េ មលអង េរ រ ភិ លកង 

សេកហយយសងយល់យបេមអំព យអដលពួេកគកំពុេងេ 
យ ដរេឬទ? (សូេម ជេសរេសលេខ េ ល រ ស់យ វេងេ )Do you think visitors would you be interested in visiting local NGOs and 

learn more about what they are doing? (Please choose a number on this scale) * Mark only one oval. 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

9. 9.េ តអក ប់ រមណ៍កង រ  ំេ ភ េវទសចេរ េ់អង េរ រ ភិ លកង សេកដម 

  យ សងយល់យបេមអំព យអដលពួេកគកំពុេងេ 
យ ដរេឬទ? (សូេម ជេសរេសលេខ េ ល រ ស់យ វេងេ ) Would YOU be interested in bringing tourists to local NGOs to 

learn more about what they are doing? (Please choose a number on this scale) * Mark only one oval. 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

10. 10. សូមអរគុេណ ចយេដល េចំ េយពេលឆយសំណួ ររបស់េ យង។ បសិេេបអកចង់យបេេម បល់

 មួយសូម េ រមណ៍រកេយេ 
យ បបេឹងThank you so much for taking the time to answer our questions. If you would like to add any comments, please feel free 

to do so 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

អត ់ ល់យ េត     ប់ រមណ៍ ស់  

អត ់ ល់យ េត     ចង ់  ំ

 
ស់  
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Appendix 26 – Responsible travelers’ leaflet 
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Résumé 

 

Le tourisme solidaire est une forme de tourisme alternatif émergente depuis plusieurs 

années. Reposant sur un esprit d’entraide et de solidarité, ce tourisme a pour objectif de placer 

la communauté locale au centre de son séjour et, de participer au développement durable d’un 

territoire. Qu’il soit social, économique ou environnemental, ce développement est initié par 

les communautés locales afin de répondre à des besoins présents et futurs. Participant au 

désenclavement et à l’essor des destinations, le tourisme solidaire semble cependant présenter 

quelques limites. Quand vente d’un produit touristique et aide aux populations locales sont 

entrelacés ; altruisme, hédonisme et objectifs commerciaux s’entrechoquent. Est-il alors 

possible que le tourisme solidaire puisse être facteur de développement d’un territoire et objet 

de commercialisation touristique ? Quelles alternatives au volontariat international une NGO 

peut mettre en place pour contribuer à des pratiques touristiques plus responsables et diversifier 

ses fonds ?  

 

Mots clés : Tourisme alternatif, tourisme solidaire, volontourisme, volontariat international, 

développement, responsable, durabilité.  

Abstract 
 

Solidarity tourism has been an emerging form of alternative tourism throughout the last 

few years. Based on the principals of mutual aid and solidarity, its objective is to put the local 

community in the spotlight of projects, undertaken to enhance a sustainable development of 

their territory. Whether it focuses on a social, economic, or environmental development, those 

projects are initiated by local communities according to their present and future needs. While 

solidarity tourism participates to the opening-up and growth of destinations, it still presents 

some limits. When the selling of a tourism product and the support of local populations are 

intertwined; altruism, hedonism and business objectives collide. In those circumstances, is it 

possible that solidarity tourism can be a factor of development when at the same time, being a 

commercialized tourism product? Which alternatives to international volunteering can an NGO 

put in place to contribute to safer tourism practices and diversify its income? 


